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The most important hi fl show
ever held in the West Country ,

A breathtaking view of
British esoteric and selected
European & Japanese Hi Fi
23,24,25 APRIL
HEAR

the top names in hi fi

A&R CAMBRIDGE ABSOLUTE SOUNDS ( Oracle,
DCM Time Window) ACCOUSTIC RESEARCH ARC AUREX
CJ WALKER CASTLE CELESTION CHARTWELL DUAL
HEYBROOK KEF LINN PRODUCTS LOGIC MERIDIAN
MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO NYTECH AUDIO ROGERS
SANSUI SYRINX TANDBERG TEAC TECHNICS TRESHANI

SEE
OVER
FREE
SPECIAL

the designers in person
25 separate demonstration rooms
competition for aprize system
credit facilities for orders
placed at the show

ST. VINCENT ROCKS HOTEL
SION HILL, CLIFTON, BRISTOL
Overlooking the Suspension Bridge

OPEN FRI

23 APRIL 6.00pm - 8.30pm

SAT 24 APRIL 10.00am - 8.00pm
SUN 25 APRIL 10.00am - 6.00pm

52-54 Gloucester Road, Bristol Tel 44593

BUSES No. 7or 8from Bristol
Temple Meads Railway Station
and Bristol Coach Station ( bus
stop outside John Lewis store).
Set down at Christchurch, Clifton.
5minutes walk to
the hotel.
PARKING Easy-to- use NCP
Berkeley Place Car Park,
The Triangle, Clifton. Courtesy Bus
leaves every 15 minutes from
Tratman & Lowther shop ( below
car park).

V

DISCOUNT
HI-FI•VIDEO

Radio • Television and T.V. Rental
Photographic - Electrical and Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at a lower price
elsewhere - let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Comet Price
inc. VAT

AICAI
AMU22 2x30

59.90

MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x25

59.90

PIONEER
SA 4202 x20
SA 520 2x30
SA 6202 x45
AS 2x35 non-switching power amp
A62 x60
DT 510 timer
SG300 graphic equaliser
ROTEL
RA 400 2x 25
SANSUI
A5 2x25
B55 2x35 watt Linear- A DC servo
power amp. with 8band spectrum
analyser
.C55 control pre-amp/mixer fader
mic/guitar input, facility to record
one input whilst listening to
another
RG7 graphic equaliser with
reverberation and miciguitar
mixing
SONY
TAAX2 2x25

57.90
89.90
119.90
99.90
129.90
44.90
82.90
57.90
67.90

SONY
STRVX2L 2x25 LW/MW/FM

89.90

74.90

97.90
80.90

63.90
84.89

MARANTZ
ST3I0 AM/FM

59.90

ROTEL
RT 400 LW/MW/FM (for use only
with RA 400 amp.)
SANSUI
T5 AM/FM
T77 AM/FM 8presets, auto search,
digital display
SONY
STJ X2L LW/MW/FM

64.90
124.89
99.90

39.89
64.90
103.90
69.90

Tuner/Amplifier/
Cassette combinations
FERGUSON
3925B 3waveband inc. stereo cassette
3926 2x20 watts RMS 4waveband
with Dolby NR cassette

PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc.
5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc.
7pre-sets
SXD5000 2x80 inc. 6pre-sets
AM/FM, digital frequency
read-out, auto search

79.90

MARANTZ
SP235 2way

46.90

92.90

PIONEER
CS353 2way
CS454 3way
CS656 3way

54.90
63.90
99.90

ROTEL
RL 400 2way

39.90

SANSUI
ESP60I/S23 2way

39.90

SOLA VOX
50 2way
60 3way
70 3way

34.90
49.90
59.90

TENSAI
TS9 I30 2way

27.90

119.90

299.99
84.90
149.90
169.90
97.90

49.89

GARRARD
B200 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
39.90
B20 belt-drive, auto return, inc. mag
cartridge
52.90
DQ100 Quartz locked direct drive,
inc. mag. cartridge
59.90
D20 auto return, direct drive, with
strobe and pitch control, plus
mag. cartridge
69.90
MARANTZ
6025CT belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge
49.90
PIONEER
PL2 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge 59.90
PL 120 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge 57.90
PL320 direct-drive, auto arm return
inc. mag. cartridge
78.90
PL620 Quartz locked direct-drive
auto arm return with high output
PC3MC moving coil cartridge . . .
107.90
PL720 Quartz locked direct-drive
fully automatic high output
PC 3MC moving coil cartridge ..
129.90
ROTEL
RP400 belt-drive inc. cartridge

47.90

SANSUI
FRD25 belt-drive auto/return inc
mag. cartridge

59.90

SONY
PSLX2 direct-drive, semi auto,
inc mag. cartridge

74.90

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
79.90
119.90

CELESTION
SPIO 2way
SPI5 2way + ABR
SP20 3way

Comet Price
inc. VAT
29.90
34.90

TURNTABLES
ARA!
APB2 IC belt-drive inc. mag.
cartridge

Speakers - continued
GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way

Comet Price
inc. VAT

SANSUI
R5L 2x25 AM/FM
3900Z 2x40 digital synthesizer with
pre-sets
4900Z 2x55 digital synthesizer with
pre-sets

AKAI
ATK22L LW/MW/FM
ATK33L LW/MW/FM

PIONEER
TX 520L MW/LW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
F5L LW/MW/FM digital
display

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

59.99
84.99
109.99

WHARFEDALE
'New' Denton 2way
`New' Linton 2way
'New' Glendale ABR 3way
Laser 602 way
Laser 802 way
Laser 100 3way
E20 high power 3way

44.90
57.90
94.90
79.90
99.90
129.90
139.90

CARTRIDGES
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT70
AT71

3.25
3.90

GOLDRING
G800
G950 inc. head shell
G950E inc. head shell

5.90
9.90
12.90

ORTOFON
FP15E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II

9.50
23.90

SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

11.90
14.90
16.90

AKG
K 40
K41
K 140S

9.90
12.90
19.90

PIONEER
SE2
SL3
SE4

11.90
12.90
17.90

PLAYTRON
Self-build stereo headphone kit
SONY
MDR3/MDR4T

3.90
11.90

4/82
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
c
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order.
l'""fr

Blank Tapes - continued

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS

BLANK TAPES

Comet Price
inc. VAT
AIWA
AD3100 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
AD3200 with metal tape facility
and switchable Dolby B & C
AD3500 with metal tape facility,
3heads and switchable
Dolby B & C

88.90
118.50

149.90

AKAI
CSM3 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR

59.90

FIDELITY
350C Dolby NR, memory rewind,
output level control

39.90

MARANTZ
1015/1010 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
CD 320 mains/batt. Dolby NR
SD 1030 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
PIONEER
CT320 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
CT4 metal tape facility and
Dolby B & C
CT9R metal tape facility, 3heads
and Dolby B & C
CT520 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby
NR with ribbon sendust head
ROTEL
RD 400 met-il tape facility and
Dolby NR
RD 500 metal tape facility, adjustable
bias and Dolby NR
RD 550 metal tape facility, LED
metering and Dolby NR
SANSUI
D95M metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
D150M metal tape facility, soft
touch, a.m.p.s. and Dolby NR
SHARP
RTIOE metal tape facility, Dolby NR
RT2OH metal tape facility, Dolby NR

57.90
84.90
78.90

69.90
93.90
359.90
108.90
159.90

67.90
69.90
79.90

73.90
84.90
52.90
59.90

SONY
TCF X2 metal tape facility, Dolby NR,
full logic control

89.90

TENSAI
TFL 816 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR

57.90

OPEN REEL TAPE
RECORDERS
AKAI
GX4000D 4track sound-on-sound,
mic. + line mixing, variable output

159.90

DOLBY B and C
ROTEL
RN560 Dolby Band C Noise
Reduction unit enables you to add
Dolby Bor C to your tape system.
(Dolby C gives approximately 10dB
improvement over Dolby B)

50.00

Comet Price
inc. VAT
MEMOREX TAPE
Memorex MRX3 C90
OR - Special Price

10 for

8.75

BASF LH
C60 3pack
C90 3pack

2.15
2.75

1.75

BASF CHROMDIOXID
C60
C60 nvin pack
C90 twin pack
CI20
MAXELL
UL C90 twin pack
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 twin pack
UD C120
UDXL1 C60
UDXL IC90
UDXL IC90 twin pack
UDXL2 C60
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90

1.58
0.95
1.25
2.25
1.90
1.30
1.65
2.75
1.35
1.50
1.90
1.60
2.10

MAXELL METAL
MX C60
MX C90

2.50
3.50

SONY
CHF 60 3pack
CHF 90 3pack
CHF 120
AHF 60
AHF 90
AHF 90 twin pack
UCX-S 60 (new)
UCX-S 90 (new)
CDA 60
CDA 90
Metal C60
Metal C90
TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60
D C90
D C90 3pack
DCI20
TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C90 twin pack
ADCI20

TDK METAL TAPE
MAR C60
MAR C90

2.90
3.90

TDK OPEN REEL TAPE
LX 35-90
LX 35-180M

3.50
9.90

0.79
6.90

MAXELL TAPE
UDXL 2C90
OR- BUY 5, GET ONE FREE!
i.e. 6for only

MAXELL OPEN REEL
UD 35 90 (7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10 1
/
2"3600')

Comet Price
inc. VAT

1.20
1.90
2.60
2.50

3.75
10.95
1.90
150
1.15
0.99
1.25
2.50
1.85
2.60
1.50
1.90
3.15
4.25
0.70
0.95
/ 50
1.35
0.95
1.40
2.35
1.95

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD C60
OD C90

0.95
1.35

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
•
SA C90
SA C90 twin pack
SAX C60
SAX C90

1.30
1.85
3.25
1.50
2.15

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90

1.95
2.75

SHELF SYSTEM
WITH TURNTABLE
SHARP
VZ3000E 2x25 watts Vertical dual
play disc component system. This
system has two linear tracking arms
playing both sides of the record
without interruption, inc.
LW/MW/FM tuner 2x25 watt
amplifier, Dolby cassette deck with
metal tape facility and 2way bass
reflex speakers

339.90

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
AMSTRAD
TS33 2x10 watts. Complete with
tuner amp., cassette, turntable and
speakers
TS35 2x10 watts LW/MW/FM
tuner amp., metal facility, twin cassette decks (for creative recording)
turntable, rack and loudspeakers

154.90

189.90

ROTEL
RCX400L 2x20 watts L.E.D. Power
indicators, MW/LW/FM tuner
section, Dolby cassette with metal
tape facility, plus RP400 belt-drive
turntable inc. magnetic cartridge,
RL 400 loudspeakers and rack

249.90

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO 1011 2x23 watts AM-Ull
amp., AT-KI1L tuner, AP-B2IC
turntable, CS- M3 Dolby cassette
deck, SRH-33 loudspeakers
and rack

289.90

PRO 1033 2x45 watts AM- U33
amp., AT- K33 tuner, AP-D33C
turntable, CS-F1Icassette deck,
SRH-55 loudspeakers and rack
PIONEER
X33OS 2x20 watts SA420 amp.,
TX520L tuner, PLI2OX belt-drive
turntable, inc. mag. cartridge,
CT320 Dolby cassette, CB550 rack
inc. CS 353 speakers
X550S 2x30 watts SA520 amp.,
TX520L tuner, PL320 direct-drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
CT520 cassette, CB550 rack inc.
CS 454 speakers
SHARP
SYSTEM 700 2x25 watts SC700X
tuner amp., AM/FM with twin
cassette decks, metal facility and
Dolby NR, belt-drive turntable,
rack and speakers
SONY
ZR1WL 2x25 watts STR-VX2L
LW/MW/FM tuner amp.,
PS-LX2 direct-drive, semi
auto turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
TC-FX2 cassette deck with metal
tape facility, Dolby NR plus full
logic control, SU-L27 rack plus
SS-E34 loudspeakers

429.90

299.90

399.90

229.90

389.90

All offers subject to availability
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Iry SHARP

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

HT- 10E DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
Sharp technology gives you agreat deal - the Comet discount makes this
metal tape facility cassette deck even greater value for money! For aprice
you can certainly afford to pay you get such features as: Permalloy record/.
playback head. 10- LED peak level display. Dolby noise reduction - and
optimum performance from Cr02 and standard tapes too. A Hi Fi bargain
by any standard - even ours!
COMET PRICE £ 52.90 inc. VAT

RI- 2011 DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
(With computer- controlled timing functions)
A high quality Dolby deck with metal tape facility just has to be abest buy at
this price. But when we tell you that Sharp have also incorporated computerised- controlled timing functions into the RI- 20H. a best buy becomes an
incredible one! Not only does this superb unit give you clock and alarm
functions, but it also lets you know the time remaining on your cassettes
as you tape, and measures how much time the tape has run through. Add
fluorescent displays and Cr02 and normal tape capability .... and you have all
the reasons you need for snapping up an RT-20Htoday.
COMET PRICE £ 59.90 inc. VAT

SYSTEM 700 ( with double cassette deck)
At its original price the Sharp 700 system offered tremendous value for
money . . . but at this Comet discount price it just has to be one of the most
fantastic Hi Fi bargains ever! In one superbly-assembled 25 watts RMS per
channel package, you not only get outstanding FM/AM reception — but
two finely-paired cassette decks so that you can copy your favourite tapes,
or dub your own voice and soundtracks to create your own recordings.
And that's not all.. . System 700 also includes abelt-driven turntable, apair of
3-way speakers, and ahandsome rack to keep everything together.
Sharp quality at arazor-keen Comet price. What more could you ask for?

SC- 700X DOUBLE CASSETTE/RECEIVER
A unit that's literally packed with features, and with an
amplifier section producing a useful 25 watts RMS
of power into the matched speakers. There's all the
facilities you need for creative home recording . .
convenient one- touch starting, single- switch Tape 1/
Tape 2 fader control. Mic-mixing, Double Dolby
noise reduction. easy-to- read LED indicators and
Auto Programme Search System ( APSS) on Tape 1.
RP- 10E TURNTABLE
An elegant. belt- driven semi-automatic featuring: precision balanced die-cast aluminium platter. static
balanced straight tonearm with magnetic cartridge,
semi lead in. pushbutton cut and automatic return.
The perfect complement to the SC- 700X.
CP461 SPEAKERS
A pair of Sharp 3-way CP461 speakers are included
with the System giving clean crisp reproduction of
recordings and transmissions.
SY-700X RACK
This handsomely- finished rack on its easy-gliding
castors sets the seal on asuperb system that just has to
be seen at Comet.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE £229.90 inc. VAT
316
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There's abranch
near you

All branches are opendailytothe public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.00 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked)
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABERDEEN
0224 29434
§AYR
0292 262284
§DUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 35136
EDINBURGH
031.346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD ( Nr. Flutherglen)... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370

CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
DARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
DRIF FIELD
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HUDDERSFIELD
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
ST HELENS
SUNDERLAND
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051.647 5555
BRADFORD
0274 45384
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051.928 6688
MANCHESTER
061.682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 329896
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
SPEKE
051 494 9933
STOCKPORT
061.477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYRE
061-308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW-IN-FURNESS . 022931520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214

0228 38441/2
0244 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0377 43277
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0484 40261
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051.708 7170
0625 610030
061.834 1861
061.998 1183
0977 704249
0772 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 69615/6
0704 31813
0744 35118
0783 59993
0924 371499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021.472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021.706 0684
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON-TRENT . . 0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9

•DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED

See your local Telephone Directory
For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS

on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND

HANLEY
KETTERING

0782 264495

KINGS LYNN

0926 39417
LEAMINGTON SPA
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME . 0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
PETERBOROUGH
0203 387023
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021.553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

You may apply at any Comet branch to
open a Budget Account, or send your
requirements to the Mail Order
Department marked " CREDIT MAIL ORDER - and wewill
send you an application form entirely without obligation.
Just decide how much you wish to repay each month ( any
amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have credit of
up to 24 times your monthly repayment.
For example, a monthly repayment of£ 10 will give you
credit of £ 240.
to your

account

for

alternative

methods

38.4%. ( Interest

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TOROUAY
WREXHAM

0273 692421/6
0703 614/22
07912 5081
0865 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944
0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

0272 559841
0222 394016
0272 876041
0633 50431
0752 29501
0792 463332

0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0222 566138/9
0242 25786
0392 76435
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 86116
0803 211581/2
0978 57115

MAIL ORDER

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order " ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add £4.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 75p. Cassettes
50p, Video tapes 75p.
MAIL ORDER FORM:

To Comet Discount Warehouses,

113, Armley Hoed, Leeds LS12 2EF

Qty,

Manufacturer

Model

Description

Comet
Discount Price

Securicor Delivery
P+ P•

A.P.R. — 30.6%

is

WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CLEYEDON
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA

Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my

(Bankers Order repayment from Sept. 1st)

payment

0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
079341606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST

each

month.

A.P.R. —

0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8

SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING ...
WORTHING

SOUTH

Interest of 2'4% of the balanceoutstanding
be charged

0227 56744

COLCHE
E
ASTBOURNE
STER

HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH .. ...
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH

LONDON

r—

CANTERBURY

FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD

WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01.595 5111
HACKBRIDGE INr Croydon) .
01-669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASDEN
01.459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01.301 1881
BROMLEY
01.464 0430
CATFORD
01.690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01 352 4846
FINCHLEY
01-444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01-572 5013 ix 5023
01 549 8799
KINGSTON
PUTNEY
01 785 9891

WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

0234 46625/6

BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE . . .0202
0223
293334/5
312248

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 65p, Styli 50p. Headphones £ 1.50,
Microphones £ 1.25.

ENGLAND. SCOTLAND AND WALES)

will

BEDFORD

0553
053662043/4
515191

of

may vary

from time to time).

Order by Mad or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

Comet is a Credit Broker for this Service.

ACCESS•D

/ BARCLAYCARD

•

El

/COMET CREDIT CARD • 11)

rtick appropriate boa) CARD No,
Name
Address
Signature

All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going to press.
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If you are looking for ways
to improve your sound image, join
the Grant masterclass-a range of superb
state-of-the-art valve and FET pre- amps, power
amplifiers and integrated amplifiers.
All the models in the range have sonic performance
and technical specifications to rival the best in the world
today- and they're British.
From the company that brought you the Grant
G100AM-described by " The Absolute Sound" magazine as
the best tube amplifier since the venerated Marantz
Model 9- comes the new G40, Grant AmpAers' all British
integrated valve stereo amplifier.
Full details available on request.
A limited number of U.K. Agencies still availablecontact Roy Grant on Hambledon ( 070 132) 378

Bantings Yard, East Street, Hambledon, Hants, PO] 6RX
Telephone: ( 070 132) 378 Telex: 86736

SOTEX G.

biuvertisement

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO'S
NEW COMPLEX...
It is quite simply the highest achievement of a
specialist company dedicated to providing the
finest audio equipment for the dedicated music
lover. It is, in every respect, a no compromise
facility.
Traditionally, the art of advising and selling the
correct equipment to the prospective customer
has been represented by inept and unsympathetic attitudes at worst and marked condescension at best. Similarly, the surroundings
have varied between the happy chaos of our
previous premises in North London, through to
the supermarket atmosphere of conventional
high volume selling, arriving finally at the austere
clinical surroundings of some of the more recent
"Audiophile"establishments.
We have abandoned all that. Uniquely, our new
premises have been constructed from the foundations upwards—we were not interested in converting an existing, inadequate building into a
slightly more adequate one. Our facilities include
three totally independent demonstration studios
that accommodate only one pair of speakers at
atime. Comparisons of differing signal sources
can be made, out of sight from the customer if
desired and the rooms are constructed along the
IEC guidelines for the " Average/Standard" living room acoustics. We have an administration
suite that includes an independent department
dealing specifically with export and related enquiries. Our workshop/laboratory is available
specifically to handle customers' service requirements, calibrations and the like. In order to
facilitate an efficient turn-around period, we will
not be undertaking work from non Subjective
Audio customers—our service facility is strictly
for our customers—with our compliments.
Situated opposite Mornington Crescent Tube
Station, we are also fortunate in having aselection of buses stopping close by, as well as offstreet parking at the rear of the complex for
visitors by car.
The sole design objective was to achieve
Europe's highest level of customer confidence
through dealer competence. Years of thought,
discussion and evaluation were lavished on the
project.
The result is formidable. In size. In cost. At last
we now have the ability to demonstrate ahand
picked selection of the world's finest audio products in comfortable surroundings, close to Central London.

MEMO from
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We suspect that this complex is unique in
Europe, however, we know that our attitude and
stated policy is certainly so. We appreciate that,
to sample our facilities might involve some considerable time and expense in travel, so you
might feel inclined to accept our comprehensive
literature on us, our suppliers and our attitudes
before visiting us? You merely have to write or
telephone—the literature will generally arrive
within 48 hours in the British Isles; slightly longer
throughout the World.
In the following pages, you'll find our comments
relating to just some of our suppliers—our
apologies to those who, through time and space,
could not be included.
If you feel that avisit might be beneficial, then
it just leaves us to say that we'd be happy to give
you some of our time— if you can give us some
of yours . . .

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)

Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.
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So why buy your
CRIMSON AMPLIFICATION
from SUBJECTIVE AUDIO?
Crimson have a number of competent dealers who can
easily demonstrate the obvious features of this excellent
equipment— but whatare the benefits that you gain by buying it from us?
1.

We carry the latest BLACK finish 510 pre amp and
520/530 series power amps on continuous demonstration—and in stock.

2.

We offer afull 36 month guarantee on parts and labour
and this includes all carriage charges involved.

3.

We keep a range of moving coil input boards in stock
for the pre amplifiers and will exhange them free of
charge, if you purchase your replacement cartridge from
us! Please note that all 510/520 and 510/530 combinations come free with the additional moving coil board—
with our compliments.

4.

We offer a mail order delivery department that will ensure delivery anywhere within the UK within 72 hours
of receiving payment— at our expense, i.e. no postal
charges.

5.

6.

If you purchase your 510/520 from us and with to
upgrade to the superb 530 pair of mono amps within 3
months of the original purchase we will be happy to offer you a 100% credit against the new purchase when
we accept back your old 520. Other Crimson part exchanges are by negotiation.
Access/Mastercharge and/or BarclaycardNisa payments
are accepted at no additional cost.

FIDELITY RESEARCH
FR64FX arm
MC/702 cartridge
Without doubt, Fidelity Research produce the
finest detachable headshell tone arm we have
encountered so far—the 64/FX. As you would
expect from the Japanese, finish and quality of
construction are impeccable and it possesses
aneutral and relaxed character. Despite being
detachable, the arm is not totally universal and
we would strongly dissuade the prospective
customer from using such cartridges as the Linn
Asak or Supex, however, we have obtained
superb results from such diverse cartridges as
the Koetsu, the Dynavector Ruby Karat and the
Decca London/Garrott!!!
The two most successful partners for this arm
were found to be the Oracle and the Logic
101M k/2.
At around £ 250.00 including VAT, this unit
should be compared to both the Linn lttok and
the Syrinx PU/2. Needless to say, Subjective
Audio can
provide an
authoratitive
demonstration— by request
The MC/702 came as a revelation. This oversized cartridge/ headshell combination weighs
amere 29gm and tracks at just 2-75gm. Visually, it appears to be athrow back from the 1950's
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Impressed or merely intrigued? — either way, why not ring
or write to us and request our Crimson/Subjective Audio
information pack. It will be despatched to you within 24
hours of receiving your address. Need we say more??

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 ! ines)
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you ¡titis impossible to make an appointment.
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but correctly installed in asympathetic tone arm,
beautiful and consistent results can emanate.
Subtlety, ambience and dynamics are all
reproduced with unerring accuracy and ease.
This really is a remarkable unit and is a strong
competitor to the now very rare Koetsu. We can
find no evidence of unnatural record wear
despite the seemingly high tracking force and
it appears to be temperature independent. We
would urge you to evaluate this cartridge
alongside such notables as the Linn Asak, the
Dynavector Diamond, the Audio Note and the
Koetsu in one of our three demonstration studios
in Central London.
The price is a realistic £250.00 including VAT.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
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LINN PRODUCTS LTD and
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD
simply better together?
There really is not a lot to say about the Sondek—
apart from the fact that we usually have six or seven
with different arms on demonstration at any one time.
We could, of course, bore you with our " setting up"
technique, but we won't. Suffice to say that we only
sell Linns already fitted with an arm and cartridge.
Free if you buy the arm, etc, from us or with a £ 10
fitting charge if you bought it elsewhere. There is no
"black art" to setting up the Linn, if the instructions
are in the dealer technical bulletins we carry them out
fully and if they are not, we don't. Only in this way
can Subjective Audio ensure that each and every
Sondek sounds as good as we can make it.
The Linn " Nirvana" kit has our full approval. This
seemingly tardy collection of nuts, washers, springs
and belts on the face of it could do little to improve
on an already excellent product—but it does. If you
can give us your Linn for just 72 hours, we can supply and fit the " Nirvana" and run it in for a48-hour
period, re-set, if necessary and listen to the result, all
for just £40 including VAT. If you require afull arm
re-calibration and cartridge stylus check plus a full
clean and polish and, of course, the excellent
Discwasher D/4 record cleaner, the total cost rises
to just £55 including VAT.
The Basik arm and cartridge was, for us, a revelation. This beautifully finished combination with an exceptional performance available to the public for just
£46 including VAT is true value for money. It is important that this combination not just be considered
as a " starter kit" as the arm is capable of giving excellent sound from very prestigious cartridges too. We
like to think of it as a very fine arm at £46—with a
free Linn magnetic cartridge!
All new Linns supplied by us have the " Nirvana" kit
factory fitted as standard—so in fact, you could be
the proud owner of a Linn LP12 with Basik arm and
Basik cartridge fully set up and calibrated for just £385
including VAT. If, however, this goal is out of reach,
but you'd wish to enjoy the Basik arm anyway, why
not contemplate the beautiful Michell Focus 1. To our
knowledge, Michell Engineering is one of the few
manufacturers allowed to use the Basik arm, in production quantities, on another deck. The cost of this
package is just £ 179 including VAT, so whilst you are
contemplating waiting for a Rega/3 with Rega cartridge at £ 187, if you can manage to get one, you
could do well to visit us and listen to the Focus/Basik.
It's in stock too!
Let us now dispel arumour. Visitors often tell us that
they have heard from a friend of a friend, or some
other expert, that only certain arms and cartridges can
be successfully fitted to the LP12. In no particular
order of merit, here is our list—constructed from experience, not hearsay!!
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Arms that we can fit to the Linn LP12
Linn lttok
Linn Basik
Fidelity Research FR64FX
Fidelity Research FR64/S
Syrinx PU/2 Gold Level
Sumiko — " The Arm"
SME Series 2 and Series 3/S
Grace G707/Mk2
Cartridges we recommend
Linn Asak
Koetsu " Gold Level"
Koetsu " Black Level"
Koetsu " Black" — the budget
Supex SD900EV
Garrott/Supex SD900E (Weinz/Boron)
Dynavector Karat 100D — Diamond
Dynavector Karat 100R — Ruby
Elite MCP/555 & 700/H
Grace F93 — sadly underated!!
Goldring IGC/900 & IGC/920
Audio Note 1
Nakamichi MC/1000
A&R P/78
TMC/10 — best value for money, moving
coil £39.00
We hope that this little essay on our feelings toward
Linn Products may go some way to encouraging you
to to visit our showroom, by appointment, so that you
can judge our competence regarding the products
concerned. Any dealer worth his salt can do aconvincing A/B demonstration—but it's our belief that
customer confidence and long term satisfaction is
equally important. Subjective Audio are much bigger
than just retailers. If you have any problems relating
to the successful application of hi-fi in the home that
may require discussion, consultation and/or
demonstration, we'd be delighted to give you some
of our time—if you'll give us some of yours. Our people are responsible for looking after literally hundreds
of Linn Sondeks supplied by us over the years, but
since we are not tied to any one manufacturer, our
advice will be totally unbiased.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.
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SYRINX PU/2 ARM
GOLD LEVEL
The Syrinx arm is suited to awide range of
cartridges and can be converted easily from
alow mass arm to amedium/high mass arm
by the addition of the " Mass Ring".
This unusual looking product has been one
of our largest selling tone arms for the last
21/
2 years and is the result of extensive
research carried out by Mr. Scott Strachan.
The quality of construction and finish have
improved dramatically over the years and the
Gold Level PU/2 can happily stand comparisons on both visual and audible grounds
with any other tone arm.
We can supply the Syrinx fitted to auniversal mounting plate (SME pattern) or on certain selected arm boards such as the Linn
Sondek. The Syrinx Gold is finished in hard,
black, anodised aluminium including the
bridge block and finger lift and 23.9 carat
gold plated brass.
We have had particular success with this
arm when partnered with the Supex range,
the Dynavector range and the Goldring
IGC/900 cartridge. Normally we have two or

SWALLOW ACOUSTICS LTD.
Swallow acoustics have been developing active loudspeakers for the last 2years and have refrained from launching the fruits of their labour—until now.
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three Syrinx's on comparative demonstration
on the Linn, the Logic and the Walkerdek
CJ/55 and if you have been intrigued by the
legend of the Syrinx, the notoriety or just the
idea that aBritish made tone arm really can
compete with the best from Japan, why not
visit the longest standing and most experienced London Syrinx retailer —
Subjective Audio?
At just £ 249.00 inc VAT, this is an
outstanding product.
SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.
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In that time they have perfected the techniques involved
and tailored the highly sophisticated electronic crossovers
to the equally sophisticated power amplifiers (four independent units) to give an outstandingly integrated performance.
All components used are of the highest quality and the
speaker cabinets come complete with all of the electronics
built in. Only two connections are necessary—one for the
signal line and one for the power line.
Custom built connections to enable aperfect interface with
any high quality pre amplifier are provided at no additional
cost. The speakers have a clarity and subtlety that is
remarkable, especially when you consider the very attractive price and the quality of construction.
At just £945-00 per pair including VAT and delivery, these
units should be auditioned by anyone desiring abeautiful
reproduction of music in the home—at an affordable price.
Recommended pre amplifiers include the Meridian 101,
Musical Fidelity, Albarry pre.
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)
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B.S. MERIDIAN
at SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
A discussion of the comparative merits and applications of
the Meridian range of active speakers is unnecessary
here—suffice to say that all four systems used in the six
possible applications shown in Fig. 1 below are on continuous demonstration at our new showrooms.

Subjective Audio are Europe's largest, oldest and most experienced Meridian Active speaker specialists and we offer the fruits of our experience to you. Since their inception
in 1977, active speakers have taken a substantial section
of our total sales and, as a consequence, we have sold
about 30% of all Meridian active speakers in use in England.
This statistic is in itself meaningless, unless you appreciate
the benefit that it represents for the customer . . .

Any retailer can sell you abox— however, would he be willing to demonstrate the differences in application between
both the M10's and the M1's. Both of these speakers are
magnificent and similarly priced, but the application and
usage of them and thus the acoustic surrounding for their
successful usage is radically different, in both cases. We
are experienced and thus readily able to advise here. For
example, where else could you hear a comparative
demonstration between M/3's on stands and M/3's on
bookshelves— or an authoratitive demonstration
of stacked M/2's?

After-sales service is of paramount importance and, to that
end, we keep in stock the full, comprehensive range of
Meridian accessories including a multiplicity of input and
output modules for the 101 pre amp, alternative electronic
crossovers for the M/2 system, stands, touch up paint, gold
plated DIN plugs and connecting leads. We can, for example, provide you with afactory fitted option to allow the 101
pre amp to be perfectly interfaced with the Quad 22 valve
power amplifiers—connecting leads included.

SUBIECTIVE AUDIO

c)

Our " buy-back" facility as shown in Fig. 2. In basic
terms, if the units are returned for exchange and subsequent upgrade, we offer unrivalled exchange values.
Will your dealer offer you 100% ex VAT exchange
values on your M/3's when upgrading to M/2's—even
after 3months' hard usage, or aminimum of 60% after
a full year??

The foregoing is merely an indication of the benefits that
you can enjoy when considering the purchase of a
Meridian active speaker from Subjective Audio. A fuller appraisal can be had by requesting our literature and
brochures prior to a visit.
We look forward to meeting you soon . . .

Fig. 1

Ml's

M3's ON
STANDS

M2's

M3's ON
BOOKSHELVES

2 PAIRS
OF
M2's
STACKED

M10's

Fig. 2

The range of our commitment to active speakers in general
and B.S. Meridian ones in particular can only be fully appreciated if you can visit our premises in Central London,
however, we offer afull mail order service on all accessories
for our UK customers and a full export service to include
the speaker range for our customers abroad.

We endeavour to keep at least 3pairs of M/3's and 4 pairs
of M/2's in stock at any given time, although demand
sometimes exceeds supply. 101 and 101/B pre amplifiers
as well as the 104/FM tuner are always available from stock.

Experienced gained in over 400 separate Meridian active
speakers sales has enabled us to offer the following
unique policy . . .
a)

b)

All Meridian speakers purchased from us carry our full
5year parts and labour guarantee on all electronics—
backed fully by Meridian's service engineers— at our
expense.
Within the 5year period, any significant modifications,
alterations and improvements will be carried out to your
active speakers electronics—free of charge including
carriage to and from Meridian's factory. This is your
assurance that the speaker you buy from us today, will
still be current, even in 5 years' time!!

Time between Exchanges
In Months

3

6

12

Further

M3 to M2

100% 75% 60% By negotiation

M2 to M1

100% 75% 60%

M2 to M10

100% 75% 60%

rl

N.B. Percentage Refunds are quoted ex-VAT

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)

Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.
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GALE GS 401a SPEAKERS

CARVER M400A AMPLIFIER

Gale speakers have always been on demonstration in our
showrooms right from our opening in 1977. Subtle changes
to the components and an ever increasing standard of construction over their eight year history have ensured that
these magnificent speakers are still in the first rank of
passive units available today.

Another lot of hot wind from America we wondered,
especially after spending half an hour with Bob Carver's
truly awful C/4000 pre amp? Well, we all make mistakes,
ours was the scepticism we showed, his was the pre amp
BUT what atotally fantastic power amp—atrue miracle and
our scepticism vanished. In terms of absolute sound quality, dynamics and excitement, this amp is avery close 2nd
to the Threshold Stasis 3, but at just one-third of the Stasis
price!! Without question, this is the best power amp we have
ever heard under a £ 1000-00. A pure 200 watts per channel ( RMS - 80hms) at £427-00 including VAT. Hear it now
at Subjective Audio

A compact, high quality speaker with extended bass and
exceptional power handling, the GALE produces asmooth
and wide frequency response with excellent transient " attack" and low levels of coloration. Used in the vertical position on 14" high stands, stereo image is impressive and
stable. The standard of workmanship and clarity sets this
speaker apart from the common crowd.
Although adifficult impedance load for most amplifiers, we
are pleased to say that the majority of good BRITISH and
AMERCIAN amplifiers are easily capable of showing the
full potential of these speakers. Recommended amplification is amatter of taste—and regretfully, " fashion", however
we have had great success with the TVA M/100 valve power
amplifiers, the Meridian 105 Type S units and the Crimson
530's. Needless to say, the Carver M/400a is a natik,a1
choice!! The Gale is on comparative demonstration at ' all
times. . .
Should you wish to part exchange your Missions, Spendors
or other good speakers, we will be delighted to offer very
attractive quotations!

or

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)
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Why did Subjective Audio select this deck to stand along-side our other
superb turntables?
Well firstly, we like the quality of construction; amassively constructed
main bearing and spindle supporting an equally massive platter. The
sub chassis is constructed from 8mm thick aluminium sheet to which
anumber of different arms can be very securely bolted, thus eliminating
apotential source of decoupling. The standard of finish on the plinth
is good with an excellent heavy duty acrylic lid. All in all, aBritish deck
with all the engineering and development work carried out prior to being
offered to the public.
Secondly, we have found it totally consistent over 11 months' usage
and capable of giving exceptional results from the Linn Basik arm to
the Sumiko — and everything else in between! The Logic is capable
of giving a bass weight, power and definition not far short of the Trio
L07/D - our reference in that area. Feedback rejection is staggering
and, in fact, is marginally better in this respect than any other deck
except the Oracle.
So, where does this leave you - the potential buyer? We believe we
have found an excellent viable alternative to the Linn Sondek. We emphasise the word " alternative" because, like the Linn, the sound pro-

duced from it is not universally applicable. The detail and information
retrieval is on par with the Linn, but the method of presentation is
radically different - not better, not worse, just different.
We suggest you audition both of these excellent products side by side,
with identical arms and cartridges through agood full range system,
in the relaxed and comfortable surroundings of Subjective Audio Ltd,
and make your own decision.
As with all other units supplied by us, the Logic owner has the opportunity to either exchange his turntable or any other with afull 100%
refund if the deck is unsuitable.
It's our belief that customer confidence and long term satisfaction is
paramount. Subjective Audio are much bigger than just retailers. If
you have any problems relating to the successful application of hi-fi
in the home that may require discussion, consultation and/or
demonstration, we'd be delighted to give you some of our time — if
you'll give us some of yours.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street, London NW1 OJH, England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
at SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
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SUBJECTIVE AUDIO

Quite simply, Absolute Sounds, to our knowledge, have
never imported or recommended any item of equipment that
was not outstanding!
The Sumiko tone arm:
A product without peer. Totally faultless, this magnificent unit is adelight to use and agreat pleasure to sell
to the few fortunate visitors who can afford it. The
features of this arm are irrelevant—the sole benefit
however, is not!
What possible benefit can justify the £795.00 asking
price? Simply that, irrespective of the cartridge or turntable use, this arm has enabled us to gain more musical
enjoyment from records than any of its competitors—
by far! Only a demonstration can convince you.

Koetsu - the cartridge:
Rapidly becoming a collectors item due to the unprecedented demand and tragically small production, the
Rosewood Koetsu is the cartridge Ichose above all
others to use in my personal system. Ihave yet to hear
amore convincing reproduction from any other cartridge.
The Onyx version and the Black version offer useful alternative tonal qualities at greater and lesser cost respectively. Whenever possible, we try to have all 3on comparative demonstration and we insist on fitting it to your
tone arm in our laboratory to ensure optimum
performance— but at our expense, of course.
'
4
1

Oracle - the turntable:
Controversial, elegant, ugly, outmoded, superb, outdated, preposterous . . . just some of the informed comments from " those in the know". This remarkable product is capable of a stunning performance when partnered with a sympathetic system. Used with the
previously mentioned Sumiko and Koetsu—this is our
reference source. Like other exceptional units, the Oracle
must be assembled by an experienced and enthusiast
person. There is no " Black Art" in arriving at the correct
setting—just good old fashioned experience. After all,
do you feel you could build abrick wall as well as aprofessional bricklayer; could you construct a suit as well
as a professional tailor??? Subjective Audio are recognised experts in the demonstration and installation of
Oracles along with associated arms and cartridges.
We will bring our considerable knowledge and experience to bear during any discussion or evaluation of
the turntable—for your benefit, totally free of charge.
Uniquely, we assemble and soak test the arm and cartridge of your choice on a brand new factory fresh
ORACLE and deliver and install it within 50 miles of
London, free of charge. All you pay for is the purchased
equipment. Furthermore, we undertake to service, readjust as necessary and report on the condition of the
equipment once a year for the first 3 years after
purchase—again free of charge. All work is carried out
by highly competent staff in our laboratory at
Camden Town.
Existing customers tell us that our attitude, competence
and ability to satisfy even the most pragmatic of Oracle
owners is, in their experience—unique!!
We doubt if your Oracle dealer is willing or capable of
equalling the above policy, let alone exceeding it—so
we suggest you compare attitudes, not turntables!!

Threshold Stasis 500 power amplifier:
The finest power amplifier tested so far. Construction and
performance are second to none. Truly our reference
amplifier at any price. One of the select few units capable
of giving good passive speakers the excitement that
comes so naturally to active speaker systems. It's
pointless to discuss the merits here—suffice to say that
an authoritative demonstration is always available and
that we can offer very attractive part exchange prices
for your existing Naim, Meridian, Lentek or Orpheus
power amplifiers.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO LTD.
2/4 Camden High Street
London NW1 OJH
England
Tel: (01) 387 8281 (2 lines)
Access/Mastercharge and Barclaycard/Visa welcome.
Export Enquiries answered within 24 hours.
Closed from 5 pm Saturday until 10 pm Tuesday.
Demonstrations and consultations should generally be
booked in advance although we shall attempt to
accommodate you if it is impossible to make an appointment.
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The ' FOCUS ONE'
TURNTABLE

MEMO from

To enhance the already established range of record decks, J.A. Michell
Engineering Limited, have designed and developed the ' Focus One'
turntable which has been produced using the knowledge and experience gained from the Hydraulic and Electronic turntables which
have earned world-wide acclaim. The ' Focus One' turntable is acompact, quality unit that employs the same high standard of precision
components and hand-built techniques that have become adistinctive hallmark of the Michell Company.
Other Features
Fully adjustable acoustic feedback legs. The clear perspex top is of
the machined and fabricated type and held in the desired open position by friction hinges. Provision for mounting most quality tone arms.
All working parts, other than the main bearing assembly, are situated
on the motor plate module, which is easily changeable should servicing be required. The finish to the deck is black with aluminium fittings.
With the Linn Basik arm and cartridge factory fitted, the Focus is
remarkable value at just £ 181.00 including VAT complete. Carriage
is free.
The " GyroDec" Turntable
Michell Engineering produce aselection of turntables and inevitably,
the lower priced within the range must have anumber of acceptable
compromises built in, in order to make them economically viable. With
increasing expenditure, the compromises reduce in number until we
reach the GyroDec—a turnable without compromise.

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO

rather than the fruitless pursuit of ' miracles' and new technology
used to disguise a lack of expertise.
Each GyroDec is hand fabricated by one of ateam of dedicated and
proud craftsmen and represents asmall proportion of their total production. Quality control, packaging and instructional literature is of the
highest quality.
The simplicity of the GyroDec is complemented by aperformance so
remarkable, that it defies description. For its few fortunate owners, its
purchase often represents the culmination of along search for aturntable that embodies a unique combination of the most sought after
criteria.
Available for comparative demonstration alongside such other notables
as: Oracle, Logic, Linn, Triangle, etc.
Finally, asensible 5year guarantee is offered.

Regretfully, expense is not atrue indicator of quality in what is already
an overpriced pursuit, however, the GyroDec can fully justify its price
if aclose examination of the principals underlying its design are considered. If you adopt the precept that it is pointless to re-invent the
wheel, then you'll appreciate that it is the application of tried and tested
procedures that lifts aproduct above the mediocrity of its competitors,

e
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Michell

Acompact loudspeaker
for use in the home
with amplifiers or rack
systems rated from 10
watts per channel up to
80 watts per channel.
Bass reproduction
extends down to 45Hz.

IIKRONIO 7L

Asmall loudspeaker12 ins by8 ins by 7ins deep
for bookshelf mounting. Matches with amplifiers or rack systems of from 10 watts to 60
watts per channel. Bass reproduction extends
down to 50Hz.

Royd LoLdspeGer Co, Ltd
Unit A6, Stafford Park 15, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 3BB
Telephone: Telford ( 0952) 617511
Manufacturers of loudspeakers designed for people who believe
that listening to Hi Fi should be an exciting but pleasant
experience. For details of your nearest retailer or in case of any
difficulty please contact us direct.
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ringing artefacts and the supersonic
A letter published in this issue outlines an
sampling waveform. A vicious circle seems
ostensibly fair procedure to reveal once
to be at work here, with Compact Disc's
and for all whether there really is anything
precariously low sampling frequency of
audibly wrong with digital sound. Leaving
44.1kHz making it necessary to use
aside for amoment whether such atest
extremely steep low-pass filtering at
could indeed resolve the analogue- varound 20kHz, this steepness in turn
digital argument, it is interesting to note
causing transient ringing ( especially on
that its proposer Tim McCormick joins
many other participants in the current debate triangular waveforms of the sort generated
by stringed instruments) which produces a
in being convinced that the ' opposition is
rich wodge of HF spikes to ' beat' with the
absolutely in the wrong. Jerry Forrest noted
switching frequency and splash back into
the prevalence of such certainties in the
the audio band as spuriae. Such things,
preamble to his December article on the
coupled with the inevitable problems of
Compact Disc, and we wonder just how
error- correction in any digital replay system
much of this may be due to the pressures of
(not to mention the arguments about how
commercial self-interest, If along-estabmany digits are necessary to avoid lowlished but ailing recording industry ( plus
level distortion 'without introducing ' dither'
some entrepreneurial bits of the related
which tends to degrade the system's
reproduction industry) believes that a
excellent noise potential) make us feel that
brighter financial future can be secured by
the time is not yet ripe to offer any final
means of atechnological breakthrough, it is
judgements. The fact is that no-one can yet
only natural to trumpet that breakthrough
say which digital system will or should be
from the roof-tops. Contrariwise, if the
the measure by which to form opinions on
associated reproduction industry ( plus
the topic, although we do have some ideas
some impecunious bits of the recording
for listening tests which may lead to an
part) feels that the components which
article in due course— if not to any
constitute its life- blood are about to become
revelations of absolute truth.
obsolete, it is equally natural to snipe at the
Returning to Mr McCormick's simple
cause of that threatened obsolescence. Add
experimental proposal ( p.44), it occurs to us
to this the well-known human tendency to
that as even the best conventional tape
push socially unacceptable motives into
recorders do indeed suffer to some degree
sub-conscious regions while adopting a
from the faults ascribed to them, it follows
moral tone, and one has arecipe for
that a signal fed from an analogue to a digita
opposed righteous angers.
machine must be deficient in HF transient
Matters are further complicated in the
impact and is thereby less likely than an
present dispute by the fact that there is no
equivalent live signal to provoke the edgy,
one, widely available, domestically proven
ringing behaviour of which digital systems
digital system against which the layman
are accused. Conversely, if the latter
can judge analogue sound, while the
accusations carry truth, then the signal
various disc recordings at present sporting
'digital' labels are derived from no less than
delivered by the digital machine will carry a
greater HF component than its live version
eight different digital mastering systems.
and thus be more likely to suffer squashing,
Even the BBC at present offers VHF / FM
etc, at the hands of analogue recording. In
listeners up to three digital combinations,
other words, in Mr McCormick's scheme the
depending on whether or not the local
digital system will certainly have aless
transmitter receives aPCM feed, and
whether or not that feed itself derives from a demanding task to perform, and the
analogue possibly amore demanding task,
digital recording. And in the professional
than if each were fed from exactly the same
field we know recording engineers who,
while convinced that digital represents the
source.
In our view, that same source' should
way ahead, admit that some systems give
ideally bea signal coming by linefrom an
troubles which have not been properly
ongoing live musical event, which can be
explained. We have ourselves blown hot
heard either directly or via the
and cold on the issue, having heard digital
analogue / digital systems under
sound at its impeccable best in direct
investigation, with the facility for
comparison with alive feed, and also
immediate or delayed comparison at will.
various more- or- less disastrous
It's all very difficult, and considering that the
demonstrations of Compact Disc
experiment ought really to be conducted
prototypes — plus one convincing one.
As hinted in our news pages last month, a with acouple of samples each of the eight or
more systems presently in use, one sees
view now seems to be emerging among
how much more comfortable it is to know
engineers that at least some of the ' steely'
the truth through faith rather than discover
HF fairly commonly laid at digital's door
it through experiment.
arises from interactions between filter

Tape & Tape Recorders, Audio
News, Record News, Audio
Record Review,
The Gramophone
Record.

READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve the
right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems
feature, unless otherwise instructed.
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BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RRare
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each
covered by two binders ( January- June and
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July- December). Price £3.00 for one ( post paid) or f
.
5.50
for apair. For earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN//RR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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Lend us an ear.
We've always insisted that
listening is the only true test, never more
so than with the Linn Ittok LV II
tone arm.
The Ittok was designed to
perform to the same uncompromising standard
as the Sondek LP- 12. It takes up
where the Sondek leaves off, providing a
precise link between the turntable
and cartridge. Use it with any compatible
cartridge, even amodestly priced one,
and you'll understand why we say it is the
second most important piece of hi-fi
equipment you can buy.
But that's for you to judge.
If you've got the ear to appreciate the Ittok,
it's awork of art.
So sorry, Vince.

LINN PRODUCTS LTD.,
Sondek Division, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ. U.K. Tel: 041 -634 0371 ( 10 lines).
Telex: 77301. Ans. Bk. Sondek G. Cables Eurodeck.

New Subjective
Howard Popeck of North London's Subjective Audio has always
been one of the more interesting
dealers around and this month
sees him moving to a new
address. Scheduled to be opened
on March 29th, his new premises
are at 2-4 Camden High Street,
London NW1 OJH, opposite Mornington Crescent Tube. Three demonstration rooms, with over
2500 sq.ft. of space, are customdesigned and have been built to
the IEC recommendations, for
accurate approximation to current living rooms. There will also
be afully equipped workshop and
adepartment for export.

edited by J. G. Woodward; Microphones, edited by Louis A.
Abbagnaro of CBS Labs; Sound
Reinforcement, edited by David
Klepper; and Disk Recording —
Vol. 1: Groove Geometry and the
Recording Process and Vol. 2:
Playback and Testing, both edited
by Stephen Temmer. Details on
ordering any of the above from
The Secretary, AES ( British Section), 8 Granville Road, Sevenoaks, Kent. Tel: 0732 51980.

Creek Audio Systems

... is anew name on the UK audio
scene but it could well be one that
will last, to judge by their showing
at Audio 82. Priced at £99 inc VAT,
Mike Creek's CAS4040 integrated
This month's AES lecture on 13th amp appears to be a serious
April is by acoustics consultant attempt to compete with Far EastPeter Mapp and, not unexpected- ern electronics. Spec. is impressly, his subject will concern the ive: 40W o/p ( 1channel) and 35W
listening room and how its acous- o/p ( both driven) into 80, 70W into
tics affect hi-fi reproduction. Per- 40 ( 1channel); power bandwidth
ceived frequency balance and (-3dB) 10Hz to 100kHz; THD &
stereo imagery effects are not IMD both below 0.01% (70% powtotally understood yet, nor are er); treble, bass controls; highmeans of correcting for aberra- pass filter; toroidal transformer;
tions. Data collected by Peter in a and headphone o/p. Constructed
recent survey of domestic rooms on one pcb, the CAS 4040 could
will be presented, as well as well, as one writer has compractical advice in choosing suit- mented, be abit of a' NAD beater'.
able materials for room treat- CAS are also producing a100 watt
ment. Time is 6.30 for 7pm and pre/power combination. The 1010
venue is, as usual, the IEE, Savoy preamp (£99) looks very similar to
Place, London WC2. The AES are the integrated amp, possessing a
producing aseries of anthologies headphone o/p but also using a
of classic papers, costing $ 19 for m-cinput, and buffered tape and
members, $22 for non-members. main o/ps. The PA100 (£250) uses
These volumes are essential read- complementary MOSFETs and
ing for anyone seriously in- should give 100 watts into 80, 140
terested in hi-fi and include: into 40, with apower bandwidth
Loudspeakers, edited by KEF's 5Hz-300kHz. Details from Creek
Raymond Cooke; Quadraphony, Audio Systems, tel: 01-446 3502.

April AES

Interactive Meridian

ber of designs in recent years
have gone for this approach.
Highlight of the Audio Tshow for Crossover points are 2kHz bemany was the appearance of a tween tweeter/midrange units,
new active speaker system from 190Hz between midrange/woofBoothroyd Stuart Meridian, the ers, and slopes are 24dB/octave,
M10. Continuing Bob Stuart's with, as might be expected, parevolutionary development of the ticular care taken over the drive'interactive' speaker — amplifier, unit integration. Four 105-type
drivers and enclosure being de- power amps in the base are used
signed as a whole system — the for each speaker: two rated at
M10 superficially resembles his 75W each for the woofers, one at
earlier M2 from the front, with two 75W for the midrange and one at
B1 10s mounted vertically in line in 35W for the tweeter. The M10
a narrow cabinet with 2in. dome system can be used either with
tweeter between them, effectively the conventional preamp or with
giving an elliptical virtual source the 101B version with balanced
for optimum dispersion. This re- output; the latter is supplied with
sulted in asuperb stereo imagery each pair of M10s. Price? Well,
capability for the M2, but the A410 standard finish works out at £2100
supplements it with an extended •per pair inc. VAT, with rosewood
LF response, due to the use of four or specials £ 100 more, but for that
additional 5in. woofers, firing money you do get a complete
sideways, coupled to arear-firing amp/speaker system capable of
ABR as in the early Meridian M1. sustaining 110dB levels down to
The use of four small woofers 33Hz. Details from Boothroyd
rather than one large one has Stuart Ltd, 13 Clifton Road, Huntmuch to commend it and anum- ingdon, Cambs. PE18 7EJ.

llyst

facilities. The initial range comprises astereo preamp, two mono
power amps, and aseparate power supply, on top of which these
are mounted to form one complete stereo system. High slew
rate ICs are used in the preamp,
again with switchable eq. and
cartridge loading. The power
amps use MOSFET output stages
like their hybrid big brothers. The
separate psu concept allows up to
three power amps to be used in an
active loudspeaker configuration
and future products include special active crossover cards, a
separate m-cheadamp, acomprehensive tape switching unit, headphone amp, adigital disc interface
module, and an Ambisonics decoder. Price for the basic system is
£381.70 inc. Details from MYST
Ltd, The Old Surveyors Office,
Weobley, Hereford.

The first models in a range of
amplifier modules from a new
company called MYST Ltd ( pronounced as separate letters) were
shown for the first time at Audio
'82. There are two series in the
opening range, the valve- based
'Stage- life' and the solid state
'G-Ohm'. Both set off from the
premise that simple circuitry is
inherently preferable, and no
great claims are made for stunning originality in design; but the
Most speakers, unfortunately, do
realisation, layouts, and the comtend to make instruments wander
ponents employed are of high
and wobble.
quality. The Stage- Life valve
American audio reviewers may
preamp comprises a linear gain,
have to tread more carefully as in a
low noise 3mV disc stage with
recent judgement in Boston, the West Country dealers Radford Hi
- adjustable cartridge loading (via
Fi
Bose Corporation have been
are promoting their first hi-fi
internal gold-plated switch banks)
awarded $ 115,000 damages from show this month. ' Hi Fi at the
driving
a high
impedance
the US Consumers Union, repu- Rocks' is taking place at the St.
equalisation stage. Metal oxide
tedly the first case the US CU has Vincent's Rock Hotel, Sion Hill,
resistors and film capacitors are
lost in 45 years. The case con- Clifton, Bristol, above the Avon
widely employed and there are
cerned a 1970 review of the Bose Gorge and the Clifton suspension
two line level inputs for tuner and Input Design's Doug Hewett has
901 direct/reflecting loudspeaker bridge, on the 23rd, 24th and 25th
tape. Power supply uses multiple informed us that aMk II version of
system in which it was said that April. Theme of the show is unbypass capacitors. The power his budget belt-drive DIY Kitdeck
instruments heard over 901s doubtedly esoteric — exhibitors
amp and its power supply are in will be available this month. We
'tended to wander around the include ARC, Heybrook, Mission,
separate boxes, 18A bridges sup- will report on the new version
room'. Now, without commenting Linn, Naim, Meridian, Nytech,
plying the output stages. The when Doug brings one down to
on that particular design's stereo A&R, Rogers and Celestion — and
circuit consists of two cascaded us, but in the meantime, Input
capability, experience of a large HFN/RR's John Atkinson and Ivor
differential valve stages with have introduced a neat cartridge
number of blind listening tests Humphreys will be staging their
MOSFET output stages. Output mounting kit, comprising high
has convinced us that a louds- successful series of demonstraprotection is via heavy duty re- tensile Allen socket bolts, nuts
peaker where this doesn't happen tions of stereo imagery, mike
lays, and the output level adjust- and an Allen key. At £2 inc. VAT,
is a rare beast indeed, with only techniques and recorded sound
able up to 70W into 8 ohms. this must be the cheapest set on
such designs as the Quad ESL-63, balance. Entrance is free, opening Complete system price is £575 the market: details from Input
Rogers LS3/5A, Spendor BC1, times are 6pm-8.30pm ( 23rd),
inc. VAT.
Design Ltd, Victoria House, ShortMeridian M2 and Celestion SL6, 10am-8pm ( 24th) and 10am-6pm
The G-Ohm series is amid- price mead St, Biggleswade, Beds
providing rock-steady imagery. (25th).
range offering similar minimal SG1S OAP. Tel: 0767 316655.

Bose win suit

Bristol Show

New Kitdeck
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Neal
Following the demise of NEAL last
year ( embarrassingly close to the
month we reviewed the 312Hx
cassette deck!) a new company,
Lee James Electronics Ltd has
acquired both the name and the
rights to manufacture the cassette
recorder range. UK distribution
remains in the capable hands of
dealer London Sound, although
worldwide marketing is through
Audio Video Marketing to whom
trade orders should be addressed.
Although the companies are new,
most of the original NEAL team
has been re-employed so quality
should be maintained in true
North East Audio Ltd tradition.

Dynavector Diamond
It could be argued that the audiophile cartridge market falls
into two distinct categories, models that produce the ' best' sound
from records, and those that are
possibly more accurate but therefore have less chance of always
sounding good, as they will be
more revealing of recording deficiencies. The Dynavector Karats,
Ruby and Diamond ( the names
referring to the cantilever material), fall perhaps into the latter
group and have gained a reputation for superb sound quality — in

the right arm — coupled with the
ability to stay in 'contact with the
groove walls. The Diamond in the
Syrinx,
for
instance,
would
appear to be aparticularly synergistic combination.
The use of ashort high stiffness
cantilever, Dynavector's President and designer, Dr Nabo Tominari, has shown, gives a better
transient response by minimising
group delay of the signal, pushing
the first cantilever resonance
above the audio band. Shure,
some years back, showed that the
conventional
aluminium tube
cantilever can be in acontinuous
state of flexure. B&O, Osawa and
Zen have also used artificial sapphire cantilevers ( ruby is a red
sapphire), B&O using a sapphire
tube, but the big problem in using
diamond — a theoretically better
material — is, of course, its cost.
The Karat Diamond, with its
2.5mm cantilever, retailed at
£500, but anew model, the Karat
17D, will cost only ( I) £350, due to
the use of a diamond rod only
1.7mm long. Transient characteristics should thus be even better,
but we must admit to some concern that such a short cantilever
could give rise to increased distortion levels with warped discs. We
shall report on the new model in a
future issue but it certainly
appears to be promising: details
from Dynavector Systems UK Ltd,
52 Park Road, Kingston-uponThames KT2 6AU, London. Tel:
01-546 1434.

Stolen

receivers with
L/R
speakers
mounted at the cabinet exSome unspeakable bounder ( or tremities. These will be marbounders) stole some ProAc gear keted in the UK with a special
from the Audio '82 show at Swiss 'spatial sound' facility to provide a
Cottage, in February. Most signifi- pseudo-stereo effect from our
cant, and virtually irreplaceable, present mono signals, with the
were the Pro-Statics — modified facility to convert to proper stereo
Quad ESLs mounted on large by replacing aplug-in board when
bass bins. The only pair of these the real thing arrives. Other
monsters in existence, they would aspects of TV sound have been
much improved on the Grundig
be very difficult to sell. The Quad
units carry serial nos. 52802/3 in stereo models, with 20 watts
case anyone comes across them.
(music power) per channel, preset
Also stolen were six pairs of tone controls, IB-loaded bass
Tablette speakers, new small un- drive units, and outlets for driving
its from ProAc. A reward is offered spaced external speakers.
Other audio news from Grundig
for the recovery of this equipment
and any information should be
includes substantial price reducconveyed either to ProAc on 01- tions on the various hi-fi systems
935 8933 or The Music Room,
launched last year. As an indicator
Glasgow on 041-221 2527.
of value for money, their System
1200 now costs around £370 and
comprises a 2x35W amplifier,
AM/FM tuner with seven station
presets, cassette deck with DolbyAlthough 1981 saw a strong B, and disc player with magnetic
attempt to put the name Garrard cartridge, all housed in a blackback on the map — the slogan was finished wooden rack with record
'The Empire Strikes Back' — their storage space, plus a pair of
Swindon factory will be closed on three-way speaker systems.
May 1st with the loss of 180 jobs,
leaving only a 60-strong marketing and research facility. The
Brazilian electronics giant, Gradiente, acquired the ailing Gar- With the closure of Pyral and
rard from Plessey in 1979, but all EMI's tape plants, it is encouragmanufacturing activities will now ing to see a new range of Eurobe transferred to Manaus, in the pean cassette tape appear. MagBrazilian jungle. A sad decline, nex tape is manufactured in
then, for what was one of the two Milan, Italy, and the reduced
leading UK hi-fi turntable manufreight overhead etc, compared to
facturers, who employed 5000
Japanese brands is said to enable
people. We would disagree, it to be sold at low prices. ( If this
however, with the recent state- were true, then shouldn't it apply
ment on BBC Radio ' News' that also to Sony tape from France and
Garrard are a leading UK hi-fi Memorex
tape
from
Eire?)
manufacturer:
their
product However, the range will consist of
range over the last couple of years
MXL ( Metal), Studio 2 ( High Bias—
—one or two turntables excepted — Co. modified ferric), Studio 1
has been aimed more at the 'au- (Gamma Ferric), and Ferroxide
dio' than the hi-fi market and the (extended frequency, extra low
days of the 301, 401 or even
noise), and all tapes feature head
Zero- 100 had been long gone cleaning leader tape, 'Torque
when the company were sold by Control System' mechanics, and a
Plessey.
body made from ' Kostill', amaterial said to have many advantages
over the normally used polystyrene. Price for a Studio 2 C90
Television transmissions with will be low at £ 1.29 inc. VAT;
stereo sound are not yet in sight in details from Pangbourne Musical
Britain, but they have started in Distributors, PO Box 19, StratfordGermany and Grundig have re- on-Avon, Warwicks CV37 6SA.
sponded with arange of stereo TV Tel: 0789 68579.

Garrard problems

European Tape

Quasi-Stereo TV

New Wharfedale

Two years ago, Wharfedale, who
are celebrating a50 year history in
1982, rationalised their product
line-up into two ranges, the downmarket Lasers and the upmarket
TSRs. The latter have now been
updated and consist of the fourway IB TSR112.2 (£650 per pair),
the three-way IB TSR110.2 (£360 —
TA reviewed the original 110 for
HFN/RR in Aug. 80), and the
two-way reflex TSR108.2 (£260 —
the original won a technology
award at the 1980 Chicago CES).
Main change is a new tweeter
used in all three models. This is a
19mm soft dome unit, made from
low modulus polyamide' — which
is said to have excellent damping
properties — with alaser holography derived profile to give a
smooth response and good dispersion. The bass/midrange drivers haven't changed and are
based on Wharfedale's mineralfilled polypropylene cone material, which gives good stiffness,
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low mass, and minimal break up.
Last July we gave details of Wharfedale 'Speakercraft' kits, comprising drive units, crossovers
and constructional plans enabling
DIY types to build their own versions of speakers from the Laser
and ' E' ranges. Now, in response
to popular demand — as the saying
goes— Wharfedale have produced
two entirely fresh cabinet designs
based on the same units but
evolved specially for the more
enterprising type of home constructor. One is a highly efficient
triangular corner enclosure (95dB
for 1watt!) for those who have to
use corner positions for domestic
space reasons despite the LF coloration problems, and the other a
common- bass sub woofer in the
form of a coffee-table. Full constructional notes with diagrams
are offered, but they do assume
that the reader is a moderately
well informed hi-fi buff.
Details from Rank Hi Fi, Wharfedale Works, Highfield Road,
Idle, Bradford, West Yorkshire.

Sold in matched pairs (the speakers that is!), Diesis"M' range
comprises two models at present,
the recently released M25 and the
new M45. Both speakers use economically priced Mullard drivers,
the M25 being atwo- unit design
of 82dB/W/m and the M45 athreeunit model of 84dBNV/m efficiency. Both are IB types of
nominal 8ohms
impedance and are rated
at 75W power handling.
Braced chipboard
enclosures are to a
high standard and
simple crossover
networks are employed.
The boxes are finished
in wood grained vinyl
veneer and cost £99
per pair for the M25 and
£175 for the M45,
including VAT.

Diesis

Badger Bits

QED

Accessories manufacturers QED
have introduced arange of useful
aerosol products. 'Jet Clean' is an
air ' brush', for blowing dust away
from styli, tape heads etc, 'Tape
Clean' and ' Record Clean' are selfexplanatory; and ' Static Zero' is
an effective spray-on polish for
dustcover, TV screens etc. Details
from QED Audio Products Ltd,
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate,
Shield Road, Ashford, Middx.

Mat damage
In March 1980 we carried ashort
report on a then- new turntable
mat, the Centamat, from Centa
Marketing, 2 St Thomas Road,
Norwich NR2 3RP. The Centamat
was made trom soft PVC and
certainly cleaned up the sound

ARC Improved
ARC, originators of the ingenious
plug-in active/passive crossover,
have announced detail changes to
their successful ARC202 model
from serial number 2134 onwards. The changes are primarily
a new tweeter — a substantially
rebuilt Peerless in place of the
Scanspeak previously used— and
improvements to the damping.
The crossover for both active and
passive versions has been necessarily altered and the new ones are
not compatible with the old.
Sound is said to have an improved bottom octave with better
integration between the two units
and better distinguishing of detail. ARC have also introduced
some attractive ' Medite' stands
ranging from £46 for the ARC 050
to £62 for the 202. ( Incidentally, the
ARC 050 stand appears to be just
the right height for Celestion's
SL6). Details from ARC, Horton
House, 2Urmston Lane, Stretford,
Manchester M32 9BP. Tel: 061865 6494.

Tannoeicro
Last month we reported that Tannoy had bought themselves back
from Beatrice Foods. We now
hear that as well as the LogBellex
line of cartridges, ranging from
low cost moving- magnet models,
to a moving-coil model, the
BX1000C at £79.99 ( inc VAT), Tannoy Distribution Ltd will be importing Micro-Seiki turntables. In
Japan Micro have areputation for
monster machines, constructed
from kg of brass and precious
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with a number of budget turntables with which it was tried, but
we've recently had an alarming
report from a Cambridge reader
who's been using one of these
mats for sometime. Several of his
records have developed concentric 'scratch' marks which, naturally, ruin the sound. He thought, at
first, that grit on the mat was
causing the marks when the record was carelessly removed, but
this proved not to be the case. A
new unblemished record, left on
the Centamat overnight, had developed stigmata the following
morning so it would appear that
some constituent of the mat material migrates, with time, to the
surface where it then attacks the
record vinyl. Readers using the
Centamat are thus warned to be
on the lookout for such long-term
problems.
metals, but they are probably best
known in the UK for their budget
belt-drive MB10, which was the
beginner's model, along with
Sansui's SR222, before the advent
of the Dual CS505. Details from
Tannoy Distribution Ltd, Rosehall
Industrial
Estate,
Coatbridge,
Strathclyde. Tel: 0236 20191.

Quad Stand
Following the introduction of
Stand & Deliver's stand for the
ESL-63 ( see HFN/RR March
p.113), another company has produced a suitable stand. The
'Quadrapod', however, uses a
single central pillar rather than the
S&D's curved framework and
costs £49; there is also aversion
available for the old ESL at £44.
Details from Quadrapod, Wells
Cottage, Thrapston Road, Finedon, Wellingborough, Northants.

DIF DIY
Whatever next? 'Tis true though:
IMF have decided to make their
excellent range of drive units
available to the enthusiast and
exclusive UK distribution of these
has been given to Badger Sound
Services. Badger won't be supplying kit versions of the existing
IMF range(!), but they have developed four systems based on
the drivers, all but the smallest of
which have both passive and active options. There are six or so
driver units available and details
of these and the enclosures can be
had free on request from Badger,
see ' Badger bits' for address.
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DIY loudspeaker specialists, Badger Sound Services Ltd, have
produced a new catalogue of kit
designs and drivers. Ranging
from the LS3/5A-size 'Titch', to the
late Bert Webb's large transmission line, and including two subwoofers — Trevor Attewell's hornloaded HFN/RR '
Bassett' and the
active ' Boks' — all components
supplied are guaranteed for one
year and the would-be constructor can choose either to build his
own enclosure or to assemble a
Badger cabinet, in which all the
veneering, construction, machining, cutting and drilling has been
carried out. Badger have also put
alot of thought into active conversion for their designs and have
produced a suitable crossover/
amp modular system called the
'Activator'. Details from Badger
Sound Services Ltd, First Floor, 46
Wood Street, Lytham St Annes,
Lancs FY8 10G. Tel: 0253 729247.

Which Response Curve?
The perennial topic of the correlation of loudspeaker response
curves with subjective assessment was the theme at the AES
meeting on January 12th, the
lecturer being James Moir, who
has been concerned with acoustic
measurements for around 50
years.
Although afrequency response
curve remains the most popular
sales feature, it is only one of
literally thousands that can be
obtained, and is subject to modification by stray reflections. To
show the influence of siting,
measurements were made of a
small
LS
system.
Initially
mounted 8m above ground, the
axial response was shown to be
within ± 2dB above 60Hz. On thick
grass a 20dB dip at 1kHz and
others higher up appeared, whilst
with the enclosure on its back a
broad trough 5dB deep at 200Hz
was substituted, little affected by
surrounding the enclosure with
snow. Backed to a wall, there
arose adip at 250Hz with irregular
HF, worsened when spaced by
1m. In a corner 9 ft. high the
output was raised between 40 and
200Hz, with a 25dB dip in the
mid- band, while spacing made
the response very irregular above
100Hz.
Transfer to a largish furnished
room with the enclosure against
an end wall, gave apeak at 50Hz, a
dip at 200Hz, and numerous
minor irregularities over the audio band. Spacing the speaker 20,
40 and 60cm from the end wall did
not materially alter results, nor
did the use of warble tones —
which are supposed to be akin to
music in their smoothing effect —
give more than some blurring of
detail. Subjectively, reversal of
tweeter phasing, giving a 1kHz
wide trough, was not easily
observed, nor were dips of 10dB
above 1kHz due to room acoustics.
USA reserchers have concluded that the hearing system
reacts to the power response ( integration over a sphere centred
on the LS) rather than frequency
response, which in many cases is

!Fifesrtir
associated with a polar distribution narrowing to a few degrees
around 9kHz. In the cinema, at
least, a flat axial response has
been found unacceptable and recent
recommendations
come
within + 1dB of those in 1936!
Mr. Moir summarised the ear's
role in the listening process by
stating that he thought the brain
assesses direct and indirect contributions, the indirect being
weighted for 10-100ms dependent on frequency ( but dropping
to 0.2ms at 6kHz) the result being
averaged in some way; even so,
this ' integration' applies only to
the first 10-15dB of decay.
The lecture provoked considerable questioning and comment;
for example, it was generally
agreed that results in anechoic
rooms were subjectively inferior
to live ones except in respect of
stereo accuracy. It was suggested
that in analogy with optics, where
more information could be ' perceived' by the brain than was
present on the retina, hearing
faculties like the Haas Effect might
be explained. On power response,
speakers in control rooms had
been heard, which, despite being
equalized 'flat' were intolerable.
For listening rooms a reverberation time of about 0.4s was
favoured, with speakers against
side walls and spaced about 1m
from end walls. A room about
25x14ft. was considered optimum
and angled walls not necessary.
Equalizers could be useful, but
gave no guarantee of better
sound. Back on speakers, apolar
diagram
covering
80°
was
thought optimum provided there
were no sharp changes with frequency. On the VLF side there was
some dissention on practical lower limits, although it was agreed
that some response below the
/2
1
wavelength resonance of a
room was obtainable with suitable loudspeakers.
All- in-all the meeting dispersed
with the impression that there is
still adeal to be understood about
the hearing system's assessment
of loudspeakers in rooms.
Rex Ba/dock

Sony Show
Late news has come in concerning an exhibition illustrating the
history of Sony with products
from 1950 to the mid '
80s, including the world's first transistor
radio, the TR-55. ' Sony at the
Boilerhouse' was due to open at
the V&A on March 24th.
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HITACHI, SONY,
BANG & OLUFSEN,
PANASON1C,SPENDOR,
PIONEER,WHARFEDALE,
CELESTION, MORDAUNT-SHORT.

WE SUPPORT
ALL THE BIG NAMES
There is an A.V.F. stand or Wall Bracket to suit all well
known names in Hi Fi. T.V. and Video, all manufactured from
high grade steel elegantly finished in black nylon and
designed to compliment the equipment of your choice.

To find out more about
the A.V. F. range and details of
your local stockist, cut out the
coupon and return it today.

Do you need height adjustment, swivel facility, fixed or
variable tilt, smooth running castors, non slip neoprene
bearing surfaces or perhaps acombination of these features.
Would you prefer your
equipment, whether it be speakers,
decks or your Television to be
conveniently mounted on awall.
Whatever your particular
requirement may be, to achieve
the optimum reproduction from your
equipment, only A.V.F. stands and
Wall Brackets offer you such awide
choice of options.

AUDIO & VISION
FURNITURE LIMITED.
Dixon Street.
Wolverhampton,
West Midlands,
WV2 2BX.
Telephone: 0902 53464
Telex: 335230

To:- Audio & Vision Furniture Limited,
Dixon Street, Wolverhampton,
West Midlands. WV2 2BX.
Please send me literature on your full
range and details of my nearest stockists.

NAME
ADDRES
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Angus McKenzie considers the Nakamichi TX 1000

F

rom my comments
about discs in the last few
years it must have been apparent
that Ihave not been particularly happy, finding not only background noise,
end-of-side distortion and other tracking
difficulties, but somehow ageneral dissatisfaction with the sound.
One of the main problems with record
play-back has been the presence in many
cases of very bad wow at the end of aside,
and we have all too lightly accepted this as
typical. Some pressings have had so much
wow that Ihave attributed this to thoroughly
bad mastering, whereas on other occasions
the arm can be seen moving in and out,
showing the eccentricity quite clearly.
It is known that highly compliant cartridges
can cause wow when playing warped records, but this is another matter entirely,
since the choice of an appropriate pickup arm
and damping can show an improvement. But
how to deal with an eccentric hole? You can
try filing the hole in the correct direction, and
mark the label to show which point should be
pushed against the centre spindle; but this is
abit crude, so for years Ihave been convinced
that such records must be suffered.
Annoyingly, if one sample is found to be
eccentric, it is likely that others made at the
same time will also be.
Last October Ivisited the Tokyo Audio Fair
with my colleague Roy Brooker. We were
shown an enormous turntable in the Nakamichi room, and given abrief demonstration,
but because of jet- lag and the general hubbub
we were not able to get the full benefit of this.
The demonstration consisted of playing a
chosen record normally and then with eccentricity correction, and although we could hear
adifference we were too tired to concentrate
deeply, and in any case Japanese discs are
perhaps not as eccentric as some of the worst
European ones. Imust admit that at the time
we had aquick giggle to ourselves about the
enormous cost and size of this unit.
In the middle of January, however, we were
engaged on another record/pre-recorded cassette project in which we actually had to
measure eccentricity, so imagine our surprise
when the Nakamichi importers contacted us
in connection with aBBC Tomorrow's World
programme, asking us if we would like to see
the turntable and find a few records which
would show the benefits of correction. When
we saw that not only did the turntable correct
the eccentricity, but also showed the fraction
of a millimetre error which had been corrected, the smirk was entirely wiped off our
faces.
Some 15 years ago Ipurchased three Vox
boxes of Buxtehude's organ music, in stereo.
Many sides had such bad wow that I
could not
enjoy other than the first track or so, and had
wrongly assumed thatthe problem was due to
the master tape recorder. Idid not notice that
the records were eccentric, because Ihappen
to be blind. My disappointment with these
records was such that Iremember it after 15
years, and on the Nakamichi turntable we
found that one of the worst sides averaged
0.27mm eccentricity. But just how bad is this?
The end of many sides occurs at between 60
and 65mm radius, so the peak eccentricity
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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amounts to variation in linear tracking speed
music nearthe end of aside. Above 0.15 to, say,
of 027/
60% at worst, ie just over 0.4%.
0.2mm, subjective effects become more
The wow, however, is at the rate of 33 •
33/
6a
marked, particularly 'sub-consciously,' whilst
Hz (= 0.55 Hz) so would not fully register on a the conscious effect of wow becomes very
DIN peak-weighting wow and flutter meter. It
noticeable to those who are particularly
would nevertheless be audible as a slow
susceptible to slow wow, especially on piano
wow, with, Isuggest, an annoyance equal to
and organ music. Above 0.25%, anyone who
perhaps 0.3% wow and flutter to some ears,
cannot hear wow on organ music either
including mine, although afew people might
needs his ears attending to or is used to
not be quite so sensitive. What is of particular
hearing music on board ship! At 0.3mm we
concern is that even if you cannot actually
were all virtually exploding at the dreadful
hear a slow wow, you may get a feeling of
wow of organ music.
giddiness listening to a record when the
The Nakamichi TX1000 measures approxeccentricity is bad, and avague feeling that
imately 680 x208 x515mm (W xH xDI and
you just don't like the sound without being
weighs 40 kg. Two pickup arms can be
able to put afinger on the problem. Thus the
mounted on the turntable, but these are not
reader will appreciate my excitement when,
normally supplied when the unit is delivered
on selecting many problem LPs, many of
at the astonishing price of around £3500
them gave greatly enhanced listening enjoy(including bicycle pump). External to the
ment, and my Buxtehude became acceptable
turntable is its power supply, with on/off
for the first time — although the actual cutting
switch. On the front panel in front of the•
was not particularly good.
platter is arow of microswitches above which
The spread of eccentricity was very reare large red and green operation indicator
markable indeed, perhaps only 10% of relights. These switches operate on/off, centrecords being better than 0.04mm, with only
search, start, stop and disc-size for 30/25cm
the odd one virtually perfect. The worst we
or 17 cm. Another switch puts the turntable
found was apop LP at 0.31mm, but it is ironical
back to nominal centre, and a button brings
that one of the worst records for eccentricity
out the sensor arm and stylus combination
was HFP/TEST 123 ( several copies), which
which tracks the run- out grooves and thus
averaged around 0.25mm on the side recomallows the eccentricity to be measured before
mended for subjective listening to wow and
correction. This button is provided for exflutter! We note that the pressings were made
amination only. The platter release button
by Pye records at Mitcham, acompany which
allows one to physically remove the platter.
did not do well in my recent cassette/disc
The connecting platter can be shifted around
comparisons.
a0.5mm radius from centre. On the turntable
We took an average of three separate
deck are the 33 1
2 /45 rpm microswitches
/
measurements, taking records off the turnand acontrol which can vary pitch by ± 1½
table and putting them back again each time.
semitones (± 9.9% of nominal speed) in 0.1%
We found that those with slightly over-sized
increments.
centre holes gave the widest deviation of
A display indicates speed and pitch change
eccentricity readings, whereas tight fitting
in percentage, and centre-error in fractions of
records gave remarkable consistency of reada millimetre. This indication also shows
ings. Typical deviations with large centre
whether you are on nominal or corrected
holes were, for example, from 0.15 to
centre. To operate the turntable, one first
0.25mm, whereas tighter ones might show
places an LP on the glass top platter with
deviations of only ± 0.02mm from an average
built-in centre metallic spindle, which is
figure obtained after taking at least five
ground very accurately virtually to perfection
readings. In the listening tests we felt that
for size and positioning. This glass platter,
records with less than 0.1mm eccentricity are
which is amazingly flat and smooth, rests on a
probably acceptable to almost everyone,
very heavy metallic sub- platter having a
although just a few people might be subsmall ball- bearing mechanism inserted into it
consciously aware of avery slight problem.
about half way between the centre and cirBetween 0.1 and 0.15mm increases the subcumference, as part of the platter control. The
conscious awareness, whilst aprogressively
centre of the large sub- platter accepts the
higher percentage of listeners will begin to
cylindrical centre of the top glass platter secnotice identifiable wow on some types of
tion, and laterally acting camsoperated by aDC
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Moron FF10E
.„ £6.99
Ortolan FF15E M
ON SALE
Ortolan 14C10
TM72 £59.90
Ortafon F15E k2
£14.90
Ortofon 0020FL
Sp off)
£31.90
O Ortolan VMS 5E2 ( Sp off) £890
›,...Ctefon VMS SE 2Fitted Shea
If),.
£ 11.75
',Concorde TO ( Sp off)
£19.90
AS10E 2
£14.75
520E 2 (Sp o £23.50
20 Mk 1
£37.25
VMS30E 2
. £29.90
..SME30Hcaft arm £79.90
M44E
. £8.50
PASSE
£11.25
70EJ ) So
•
£5.90
£8.25
M75-6S
M758 Type ?
• 13.15
750E0 Type
£19.00
,
71175EJ Type 2
£15.50
.4 enSED(SP
•£
21.50
re At195EJ
£17.50
M95H
£22,50
549 7
£33.50
N19 J
£26.90
re M97
£37.50
re V15 Type 4
£75.50
we V15 Type 3HE
62.75
9
hure 5497HEAH
£39.75
£149.00
Stanton
500E
£12.50
£8.99
£10.65
£45.00 Stanton 5004
£13,50
Stanton 500
°*GES ( PP
Stanton 80EE
£19.90
Stan)
PEEL
£33,50
o
£69.50 Stanton
£57,50
ON SALE Dynavector DV1OX
£49.90
• £79.90 Karat Ruby Each°
£49.90
£129.90 OV10X2 Excha
£29.90
r
ON SALE
•STYLI P,PC' 50I
Al
.
£57.50 Goldrn, dIOSA
£3.50
Aiw.
£94.50 Goldr rD110F
£5.90
Akai
£127.00 Grado
£7.00
Aristoll
ROSL
PUA Grade FOES
£9.00
81075..
£39.95 Ortolan D20E(Sp
£15.50
£49.95 Ortolan 030SE
81085
£22.00
BSA BOS 95 Module in
Ortolan NF1
£9.75
£35.00 Shure Nd
£5.90
Garrard SP25 Mk 6
ssisf/9.50 Shure N • E
£5.90
Hitachi HT4OS
£59.50 Shure Fir
£5.90
25

SANSUI
PIONEER
HITACHI
PRICES
liATTERED
THIS MONTH

j
eydr

e

eKITS. DRIVE UNITS
(PeP on application)
KEF Canals Kit (ad
PP) £155.00
KEF 104 AB Kit ( d £5PiP) £129.90
((EFBllOSP10s £11.20
KEF 8139 Sp1004 . £27.75
KEF 8200 Sp1014 £13.50
KEF

Ail prices correct at time ot 5100515105 ana select to vaiiation ', Mewl notice

Sansui Syst 6000 ex spkrs £
359.00
Sensor Syst 7000 to spkrs £
425.00
Sven
9.00
Swim). yst 9000 ex spkrs
699.00
Speclal ' Modulo
ces on
Sansui S ste
incl spkrs
System 2281ncl spkrs
System (8) incl spkrs
System
lors
System 8600 nc sp
System 7700 incl s
System 9900 iqp44krs
System 97
cl spkrs
System 9 re spkrs
Teac Liber
£219.00
Teac Libero
PUA
* LOUDSPEAKERS SYSTEMS
All prices per pair ( PYP on apol '
AR Range
Sodio Pro 82.50
stle Howard

•STEREO AMPLIFIERS (
£450)
£59.90
Htachi HA2700
£69.90
Hitachi HA2800
Hitachi HA3700
£69.99
Hitachi HA3
£
89.90
Hitachi HA4 00 .. £
109.90
Hitachi HA5
£159.90
Hitachi HMA7500 MosteV ON SALE
Hitachi HA4500S
£100.00
Hitachi HA4TDW
£
94.00
Hitachi HA8500 Control Amp £
65.50
Hitachi
6500 Power Amp
(Sp. off)
£125.00
Hitachi HO
O
ON SALE
Hitachi H 00 (Sp. off) £209.00
Maranlz PM3100 . £
59.90
NAD 3020.. .
£
89.5P
Pioneer A5
.7 •
Pioneer A6
Pioneer A7
Pioneer AR
Pioneer 49
Pioneer
Pionee
Pie
Ploy

Sansui 0300M
Sansui 0350M
Sansui 0550
8
Sansui SC51
Teac A106 S Sync. { S{

•RACKS, A SSORIES
(PI,on a cation)
AOC $61 . ound Shaper
ON SALE
ADC SS2
dperiod
ON SALE
ADC SS1 10
. ON SALE
ADC SS3 .
ON SALE
Aiwa M750 Timer
£
59.90
Pioneer 07510
en
£
45.00
Pioneer CEI7 . £69-00
Pioneer C Tali Rack .
£89.00
Sansu , 65
£44.00
Sonso
£
54 00
Sansu•GX77 £109.50
Sansui GX77
£109.50
Sansui GX85
£
67.50
Sansui RG7 Mixer ... £
97.50
Sansui SE8 An
r
£159.00
Loudspeaker ands variable width
and height. odels
£19.90
Loudspeaker
PUA
Zerostat ( Sp off)
£599

Open Sieur Crarge Accouni with Melts
;
Canes only
Open 915-1 100-5 30 Von to Sat Snot ! 00 W.eo Cheques eoto
cneoue caros pore accepted fa! counter sees votO 0My rpm cheque per
transaction Au gmtee include VAT at 1544, cifflos awegue or man
Orders BARCLAYCARD ACCESS CARO accepted tor nouns puncen
P0.A . Price on appricatter Sp ort. Special ere{ vice ftyr cash opTgA.psy!o ce aov,
ON SALE * Spew' Low prices Iv 4fosteol MAO(

(cove
PUA
£25

PUA
£74.90
£109.00
£82.50
£47.50

POA
_P02
,$A? PUA
NIA
a
£89.50
What. ale £20, E30. E50, E70
Oil SALE
Wharfedale Denton XP2 Teak

XLII S
XLII S

C60
090

£ 1.59
£2.09

TDK
D
D
D
D
D
AD
AD
AD
AD
OD
OD

C46
C60
COO
C120
C180
C46
COO
COO
Cl 20
COO
COO

£0.65
€0.69
£0.92
£ 1.25
£2.99
£0.89
£0.99
£1.27
£1.83
£ 1 . 12
£1.59

SA
SA
SA- X
SA- X
MA
MA

C6 0
COO
COO
COO
C60
COO

SONY
CH F
CHE
CHE
BHF
BHF
BHF
AHF

C60
COO
C120
060
COO
C120
C60

£1.23
£1.75
£1.58
£2.19
£1.85
£2.69
f0.56*
£0/ / 9."
£1.06
£0.69*
£0.85*
£1.17
£0.89

AHF
ALPHA
ALPHA
UCX-S
UCX-S
FeCr
FeCr
Micro

C90
C60
C90
C60
C90
C60
COO
C6 0 ( 3pack)

£ 1.12
£ 1.15
£ 1.57
£ 1.56
£2.18
£ 1.03
£1.35
£2.99

*Promotion Prices whilst stocks
last.
VIDEO TAPE
Check availability and prices of all
leading brands

11‘

168 St. ALBANS RCIA0, WATFORD 'W024AS. Telephone: 40633
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AN IEC MAINS PLUG HAZARD
Iam writing to inform your readers of an
extremely serious potential hazard situation
which has arisen due to the development of
the new Standard IEC mains extension socket
which is likely to be fitted to many items of
hi-fi equipment. If this socket is supplied to
provide power to various hi-fi accessories and
is used in conjunction with its appropriate IEC plug, no hazard will result and the
fit should be very reliable. However, for many
years another type of plug and socket have
been in use in the hi-fi industry, particularly in
rack system installations, and if one of these
plugs ( which happen to fit the IEC new mains
socket) is inadvertently turned through 180 °
and the user is slightly out in his positioning
of the plug into the socket, it is possible forthe
earth pin of the plug to be inserted into the
live pin of the socket; one of the other pins
will make contact with earth, leaving the
third pin of the plug resting in the well of the
new socket provided to accept the shroud of
the new plug.
Iunderstand that recently someone in a
factory was nearly electrocuted as aresult of
this ridiculous and unfortunate problem,
which should have been foreseen by the
designers of the new IEC plug and socket. As
good as the new IEC connectors are, Iam of
the opinion that since so many hundreds of
thousands of the older connectors are in use
worldwide, the new IEC system should have
been altered in some way before standardisation, to make it impossible for the old type
plug to have been inserted into it, whilst
realising that the convenience of makng old
and new compatible is important provided
insertion is done correctly.
If one life can be saved by bringing this
hazardous situation to the notice of as many
people as possible, this letter will have been
more than worthwile. It is interesting to note
that in the latest RS components catalogue
for the trade ( November 1981) the following
warning is given on page 58: ' No attempt
should be made to insert the plug into an IEC
socket as a potentially hazardous situation
can occur'.
We understand that RS, formerly known as
Radio Spares, are not supplying any more of
NAKAMICHI TX1000
servo- controlled motor system are able to
push the position of the glass platter sideways with respect to the centre of the
sub-platter. The eccentricity detector stylus
assembly provides the information to a
microprocessor, which on command shifts
the platter to the true centre in an average of
around 20 seconds, almost the entire time
being taken up by the eccentricity measurement itself. This seems quite asmall delay to
suffer when such an improvement can be
given to many records, although it is possible
to start playback whilst correction is actually
being made. Incidentally, the excellent vibration isolation is helped by the pneumatic
pump- up feet, hence the bicycle pump!
This is not aproper review of the turntable,
but suffice it to say that wow and flutter,
acoustics and mechanical feedback and rumble were all subjectively at extremely low
levels, and we very much liked using the
turntable. It seems possible that much cheapHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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the old plugs after stocks are exhausted, but
in the meantime if any reader is still using the
old plugs he should be encouraged to change
them to the new type for interconnection to
the new IEC sockets.
Angus McKenzie,
Angus McKenzie Facilities Ltd,
London N3
A CARVER CUBE COMMENTARY
Iread with interest Martin Colloms' January
review of the Carver amplifier system, and in
particular the Cube power amplifier, where
the basic operating principles were clearly
revealed. As much of the surrounding
mystique of the Cube is now public knowledge, and we are all aware of the fact that the
amplifier is in many ways fairly conventional
in conception, Iwish possibly to open a
debate within your pages as to exactly what is
the original contribution of Carver in
designing Cube. Iwish to make clear at this
stage that Iam in no way intending to criticise
the design per se, only to open adiscussion
on the originality of the design concepts. I
feel
that such adebate would be of importance, as
we have already witnessed the plight of
Yamaha having to pay Carver royalties due to
the similarity of their B6 amplifier to the Cube.
Other manufacturers wishing to exploit some
or all of the techniques in this amplifier will
presumably also experience acost penalty.
Firstly, as with all power amplifiers, the
Cube consists of a power supply and amplifier circuits. Let us first examine the power
supply. If, for the moment, we remove the
series regulating triac ( replacing it with a
short circuit!) we see that the power supply is
perfectly conventional, although multiple
taps on the secondary of the transformer
allow several ( six in this case + ground)
supply rails to be derived, a common practice. The main modification to the power
supply is through the use of a series
regulating triac which operates within an onoff servo loop that commutates at 100Hz ( in
the UK). This type of servo regulation has
much in common with triac/thyristor stabilized supplies found in many television
receivers. Of course the advantage of the
power supply operating on this principle is
er versions could be made, and perhaps now
that the principle has been established a
simple mirror connected to the back of the
pickup arm, plus afine light beam galvanometer system, could be used to indicate the
degree of eccentricity on examination of the
light image on a ground-glass screen, with
the eccentricity movement of course amplified by the light beam such that the user
himself could correct the error by operating a
mechanical device until the light beam remained stable.
What a pity that Nakamichi had to introduce this turntable in the final years of the
established analogue LP, just when digital
discs are on the way. My colleague Roy
Brooker makes the point that a simpler
mechanical system such as I have just
described could have been developed over 20
years ago if it had been thought worthwhile,
but perhaps we are only now critical enough
to realise the benefits of eccentricity correction.

the more efficient use of the magnetic stored
energy within the transformer core and of the
reservoir capacitor (
i.e. they can be made
smaller). Thus the first question in the debate
is whether this approach to the power supply
is truly original?
The second area of my concern is the basic
topology of the power amplifier circuit. If for
the moment we remove the output transistors, other than the central pair of
complementary emitter-followers, we find a
fairly standard amplifier design that uses
standard negative feedback. No doubt a
reasonable design, but it is conventional in
conception. Hence the claim to originality for
this amplifier must depend upon the series
connection of power transistors, together
with the multiple supply rails, clamping
diodes, and biasing circuitry. What possibly
distinguishes this from other similar- looking
cascode amplifiers is that the series transistors ( other than the central pair which
operate just within Class-AB) actually turn off
and thus dissipate no power in either the
quiescent state or for output signals that are
confined within the inner pair of supply rails.
We therefore have a very efficient output
configuration with much to commend it. But
what is the original contribution?
Examination of the literature reveals that
this mode of operation of the output stage is
well established and has been reported at
least as early as 1966 ( Ref. 1). The text is quite
explicit as to the application of this
configuration in a high-efficiency power
amplifier. It is therefore quite clear that the
use of this configuration is well-known and
therefore open to exploitation by other
manufacturers.
As Isee it, the only possible claim is for the
actual circuitry and/or the combination of the
power amplifier system with the triac regulated supply. There is therefore no reason
why a high efficiency amplifier could not be
paired with aconventional power supply or
indeed astandard HF switched-mode power
supply, as is now common in much electronic
equipment. Iwould be most interested to
hear the views of other readers as well as
your staff, in particular comments by Martin
Colloms and Barry Fox would be most
welcome.
Dr. Malcolm Hawks ford,
Dept of Electrical Engineering Science,
University of Essex
Reference
1. Handbook of Basic Transistor Circuits and
Measurements, 1966, p29.

The essential second arm

Listen...You can
get abetter hi-fi
for £69•90
There are stacks of good hi-fi systems around these
days. And thanks to the latest micro technology, they
usually offer excellent value.
But now comes the catch. The loudspeakers.
Very often, the standard speakers deliver asubstandard performance. So the full potential of your
spanking new hi-fi system never gets ahearing.
Happily there's an inexpensive solution.
Celestion - one of Britain's biggest names in
speakers and world leaders in loudspeaker design
-have developed acompact loudspeaker with the
modest name 'Ditton 10(Y
Its performance, however, is anything but
modest - due largely to Celestion's unique
laser technology Indeed 'HiFi for Pleasure'
gave this new addition to the Dillon range
a 'highly recommended' verdict in areview
with speakers costing more than twice the
price.
The price of these
13" speakers? Believe
it or not: £69.90.
Compare them,
carefully with speakers
twice the price at any
Celestion hi-fi dealer. It
won't take you long to
hear the obvious.
For £69.90 you can get abetter hi-fi.

./Celestion
speakers
Bringing out the best in hi-fi.
Celestion International Ltd, anon Works. Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP3 8.11) Telephone 0473 73131
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Editorial Introduction
IT 1S PERHAPS alittle depressing to
II reflect that the Compact Cassette, to
the non- enthusiast, is most likely
thought of as an exclusively Far
Eastern concept. The majority of
cassette recorders— be they true hi-fi
products or the more widespread
portables— have Oriental brand
names, and Philips, who introduced
the system but who didn't originally
conceive it as ahi-fi medium, have
effectively lost control of the market
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Angus McKenzie'

they created.
With Grundig and Philips fighting
rearguard actions to retain their share
of the mass market, other European
companies became aware that there
was still plenty of room at the top fora
genuine high fidelity cassette recorder
to compete with such Japanese

'
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models as the superb Nakamichi
1000ZXL, reviewed by Angus
McKenzie in September 1981. The
Austrian audio-visual company
Eumig made waves with their
computer-controlled FL1000µp
machine (
HFN/RR review June 81) but
it was B&O, with their 8002 model
(HFN/RR review Sept 81), who pushed
the state-of-the-art further forward.
That machine was the first to
incorporate B&O's reworking of
Dolby's HX Headroom Extension
circuitry which proved to be both
simpler and more effective than the
original Dolby system: Dolby took up
the Bang & Olufsen ideastoproduce
Dolby HX Professional.
In this review, Angus McKenzie
examines both the latest B&O
machine, the Beocord 9000, and the
long awaited— and
promised—cassette deck from the
Swiss company Studer-Revox, the
Revox B710.
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Bang 8/ Olufsen
Beocord 9000
HIS NEW B & 0 machine, as well as
TDolbyBand C record and replay noise

reduction, features Dolby-HX Professional
and readers may find it useful to look back at
the September 1981 issue, which explains the
entire operation of the system. In addition , it
has the most startling microprocessor
operations: the user almost needs to attend a
Bang & Olufsen night-school educational
course to understand all of them. In the
absence of acomplete instruction book,
which was not ready when the machine was
delivered, my colleagues and Ihad to fight the
machine for some timeto understand all its
remarkable features, although Imust praise
most strongly the presence of fairly detailed
instructions underneath ahinged flap which
covers some of the programming controls
and tape transport.
As with many B & 0 designs the styling is
typically Danish. Main operational buttons are
on the right front side, and above them are
the meters and numeric display, whilst under
the flap on the left is the tapetransport and on
the right aseries of push- buttons to control
some of the microprocessor functions.
Separate left and right vertically mounted
faders are provided to control recording level,
while on the extreme left is aganged fader to
vary headphone monitoring level,
headphones being plugged into a1
/ in, stereo
4
headphone jack socket under the front panel.
At the top of the '
bug hutch' are LEDs to
indicate '
Record Open', 'Tape Type' ( 1, 2, 3
and 4) and ' No Store'. The microprocessor
HI- 1
,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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controls under the hinged lid include: ' Record
Open' (enabling recording to take place on
request); 'Time set' (for setting the time of
day on the built-in digital clock); 'Timer Start'
(enabling the user to program the
commencement time of recording or
playback); 'Timer Stop' (for cessation of
programmed function); 'Tape Type' (cycles
between 1-4 on successive operations);
'Tape End' (allows the mechanism to travel to
the end of the cassette and back to time the
total playing time); ' Store' (for storing the
machine's internally measured calibration of
bias, sensitivity and equalisation for regularly
used tape types in anon-volatile memory);
and ' Record Calibration' ( used for requesting
the machine to line up any blank cassette
inserted into it for optimum overall
performance).
Athree-position switch selects Dolby
Off/- B/-C Noise Reduction. An eject bar in
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front of the hinged lid ( and thus accessible
when it is closed), if pressed towards its left
end opens the lid and ejects the cassette,
whilst if pressed towards the right end, opens
the lid without cassette ejection.
Unfortunately, if the cassette is ejected, all
timing calibrations and recording details are
normally wiped from the memory, but tape
calibration can be more permanently stored
from the working memory. Thentain
operating push- buttons on the front panel
include ' Standby', which turns off the main
electronics whilst retaining 'Timing' and
'Record Cal' memories. Normal operation
can commence when any of the normal
operating controls are depressed from
'Standby'. Other push-buttons operate
'Stop', ' Playback', ' Record' ( one push
activates metering and record input circuits
whilst asecond push commences Record,
to page 33
29
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Angus McKenzie explaining why the new Sony UCX-S is the bes

What Angus vcKenzie doesn't know about
testing tapes, probably isn't worth learning.
3ecause Angus uses the very latest, computer controllec equipment.
So when he got hold of Sony's UCX-S tape
you can bet it got avery thorough going over
It was the incredibly low print-through
of the UCX-S (see first graph) tnat
movec Angus McKenzie
to uT:er worcs like
'excellent anc even
'amazing
And as you may know,
print through is becoming
vitally important as the new

noise reduction systems push the noise floor
lower With Sony's new tape theft no longer a
problem.
The bias seing is almost exactly what
the IEC says it should be for a-ype IE tape
(second graph).
- This means Sony's new tape is
compatible with many more tape
decks than any other high bias
ype nape.
The high performance
of the UCX-S is largely due
to aSony area ,
c['.h rough in
tape technology. Which has now made
it possible to make the micro- fine surface
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seudochrome he's ever tested.
particles 30%smaller than on most othertapes.
These particiesare also much more evenly
distributed on the UCX-S.
And that gives it amuch wider dynamic
range (third graph). With an VOL of +7.5c 3
at 315Hz
Easily the highest of any type Ilia oe.
And to keep it sounding better for longer,
Sony has designed the leader tape to be a
tape head cleaner as well.
Of course, because it Sony, it also has the
famous SP mechanism, to make sure that it
always runs smoothly
So it easy to see why Angus \i
cKenzle
thinks the UCX-S is the best tape to use if

you're concerned about the quality of recording.
We at Sony will refund the price of the tape
if the UCX-S doesn't give the best performance
of any type ll cassette you've ever used
aut seeing even Angus McKenzie was
happy, we don't thinkwe'll have to. S ONILF
OFF:R CLOSES APRIL 30TH 198z

SONY TAPE, PYRENE HOUSE, SUNBURY CROSS, SUNBURY-ON THAMES. PIDDLESEX.
These graphs are an artist's imyession and not derived froen Angus 'smeasurement.
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provided ' Record Open' has previously been
pressed). ' Fast Forward' and ' Rewind' are
conventional. A ' Return' button is provided to
allow the cassette to return to the previously
initiated record or playback start. Two more
push-buttons in the main group select
'Memory Go' which commands the settape
to move to apre-determined timing position
defined bythe ' Memory Set' button, which is
used in conjunction with the fairly
conventional computer type 0-9 keyboard
(used to punch in atime in minutes and
seconds). The memory keyboard has two
additional buttons to the 0-9 ones, one
labelled ' CE' for clear entry (this will be used
very frequently before most
humans—including ourselves—grasp the
incredible facilities of this machine) and the
other ' Go' (this commences various
sequences, including calibration). It is frankly
extremely difficultto cover all the facilities
that are provided, for the further we delved
into operations the more we found the
machine could do, and it is even more difficult
to attempt to explain these to the reader.
It will perhaps be an advantage to detail all
the operations required before commencing
anew recording and thus arough idea of the
flexibility may be gained. To begin, press the
'bug hutch' opening bar and then insert a
blank cassette tape. Press the cassette tape
down and then press the ' Go' button on the
computer keyboard. Wherever tape in the
cassette has been wound to, it will return to
the beginning, and playing time calibration
commences. The tape automatically plays for
around 13s and then winds on for awhile and
plays again for afew seconds, after which it
returns to the beginning again. This
calibrates the tape timing counter in minutes
and seconds, allowing for C60 or C90 etc.
To enable afacility which indicates during
recording how much time is left at any
moment the user can then press the 'Tape
End' button after pressing the ' Record Open'
button. The cassette will then chunter to the
end and return back to the preselected
beginning again. If you want to record
immediately ( afew minutes may already
have passed!) you can now press the ' Record'
button once, which enables the recording
circuitry and metering, and then again, which
commences recording. If, however, you want
to start recording at alater time automatically
you must then time-set the internal clock—if it
is not already set—and then press 'Time
Start', followed by the required time on a
24- hour clock basis in hours and minutes,
followed by ' Go'. After abit of practice at all
this, the machine will very reliably commence
recording at the right time, and it will also
switch on an external B & 0 receiver if this
Both cassette and controls are concealed in a 'bug hutch'

itself is pre-programmed to the required FM
station, for example, with 'Standby' selected.
Before recording can commence, the
machine must be calibrated to work with the
required cassette formulation, and to enable
this the user must push the ' Record Open'
button, followed by ' Record Cal'. The
machine then automatically biases,
sensitises and equalises the record circuitry
for the tape selected and returns back to the
starting point for recording to begin, the
process taking about 10 seconds. The record
parameters that have been internally
measured can then be written into memory
for the appropriate tape type position, but
doing this will, of course, erase the previously
set up parameters that were in store for the
same position.
While the recording is being made, adigital
display shows alternately the total elapsed
time and the time remaining on the cassette,
thus allowing the user to—usefully?—panic if
it indicates two minutes left 21/2 minutes
beforethe anticipated end of aMahler
symphony!
It is possible to use the numerical buttons
to select any start point on the cassette after it
has been calibrated: by pressing, for
example, ' 1230' and 'Go' the cassette moves
on to 12 minutes 30 seconds from its
beginning and then plays back. If the user
requires it, it is possible to obtain aread-out
of the bias ( I_ and Ft), sensitivity, equalisation
and the MOL characteristics of the cassette
tape type which has been calibrated; this is
quite amazing, although too lengthy to go
into in detail.
Input connections to the machine are via a
stereo jack socket for stereo microphones,
duplicated on pins 1and 4on an auxiliary DIN
socket on the front, a7-pin DIN socket on the
rear into which a5- pin DIN can fit normally,
together with aline input facility either on the
rear DIN socket or on pins 3and 5on the front
DIN socket. A3-position switch on the front
selects auxiliary input, microphone input, or
rear DIN socket input, whilst underneath the
machine is afurther switch, which selects DIN
current input or line input on the rear DIN
socket. Unfortunately no normal phonos are
supplied on the UK model for some
incomprehensible reason; they are available
on the US version, but the latter is only 110
volts AC, so you can't win. Also underneath
the machine is amultiplex filter switch which
cuts the response steeply above 14 kHz. The
only outputs from the machine are on the rear
DIN socket on playback only, and on astereo
headphone jack during playback and
recording.
The microphone input was very sensitive
and worked well with medium impedance
moving-coil microphones, background noise
being very low. The DIN current input
reduced the DIN source to approximately 3.6
mV at an input impedance of 3.6 k-ohms. I
was delighted to find that, even using
Dolby-CNoise Reduction, the DIN input
circuitry proved exceptionally good with
virtually no additional noise given from aDIN
source. The line input impedance when the
DIN socket is used is 22k-ohms, both DIN and
line inputs having enough sensitivity for
virtually all applications, whilst the DIN input
clipping margin was excellent at + 25dB, ref. a
standard DIN source. The line input clipped at
4.5 volts, which should be good enough for all
normal domestic applications. The record
level meters read peaks very accurately,
responding to even 8ms tone bursts,
under- reading these only by 1dB. However,
the meters were heavily equalised, and had
rather alow resolution other than near peak

level. We did not like these meters in practice;
the meter sensitivity also changes depending
upon the MOL characteristics of the
pre-calibrated tape, 0dB representing the 2%
distortion point. If ' Record Open' is taken off,
the meters refer to 0dB as 250 nWb/m on
playback, but with ' Record Open' on they are
as calibrated for record. This can be rather
confusing, if not fully understood. I
personally didn't like the B & 0 style record
faders, but ' Bang & Olufsen people' no doubt
will.
The playback section can be switched to
120 or 70 ps by selection with the 'Tape Type'
button, and Dolby- Bor /Ccan be switched in
as required. Auto tape selection is also
available using the cassette tape lugs. Output
levels on the DIN socket are adjustable with
two separate screwdriver presets underneath
the machine to allow up to 1.9 volts output to
be reached for Dolby level, although since
these controls operate before the final output
amplifier, clipping is reached at just under 4
volts, which represents 6dB over Dolby level.
If the presets are turned down, the clipping
margin ref. Dolby level improves to a
maximum of about 15 dB and Irecommend
them to be set for around 600 millivolts.
Plenty of level into low and medium
impedance headphones is available even for
those who like to blow their brains out, 1.2
volts into 8ohms being available before
clipping. Replay noise levels, although
measuring very well, showed the left circuit
to be rather noisier than the right, Table 1
giving the various figures. Replay amplifier
distortion was always below 0.1%, even at
high levels, and replay responses always
showed very good compatibility with the
latest IEC playback response cassettes. The
line output impedance, incidentally, was
around 5.6 k-ohms and I
would have
preferred to have seen this alittle lower.
Replay azimuth as delivered was very
accurately set judging by TDK and Teac
standard cassettes, as well as by B & O's
supplied azimuth cassette.
Overall responses, using TDK AD C-90,
SAX C-90 and Maxell MXC-90 Metal were all
extremely good overall, both with Dolby-B
and -Cas well as without noise reduction, as
can be seen from the accompanying pen
charts. Metal tape gave astonishingly even
and virtually flat response to 20 kHz at Dolby
level, even with Dolby-Cswitched in. The low
frequency MOLs were very good with ferric
and pseudo-chrome cassette tapes, and good
on Metal, although Nakamichi decks, for
example, are better on Metal. Overall
CCIR/ARM weighted noise measurements
were all excellent, showing around 10 dB NR
for Dolby- Band around 19 dB for Dolby-C.
The worst measured hum was at — 63 dB ref.
5% distortion level at 50 Hz on the left
channel, other hum measurements being
significantly better. High frequency
saturation measurements, using Dolby-C,
were extraordinarily good, with TDK at 10 kHz
giving amaximum output of — 2.8 dB, TDK
SAX giving + 1.9 dB and Maxell Metal an
astonishing + 4.5 dB ref. Dolby level.
Wow and flutter were measured at the
beginning, middle and end of acassette, and
readings were remarkably consistent and
very good, no wow actually being heard
during listening tests. Speed accuracy was
quite i
ncredible, for our reading of 0.016%
fast is right in the middle of the ± 0.1%
tolerance of the speed measurement
cassette. Spooling takes around 100s, and no
problems of any kind were experienced with
tape handling, even very cheap, nasty
cassettes achieving areasonable alignment,
33
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TABLE 1B&O Beocord 9000
9000
LEFT,

A) MK AD
DOLBY OUT
MPX IN

RIGHT'

B) 10K AD
DOLBY OUT
MPX OUT

LEFT

RIGHT,

RIGHT

ido

LEFT •

C) TOK AD
DOLBY - C
LEFT

ZOO

D) TDK SA- X
DOLBY OUT

-NW

E) TDK SA- X
DOLBY- B IN /OUT
RH CHANNEL

048

RIGHT*
RIGHT,
LEFT
OUT.

RIGHT
&LEFT

F) TDK SA- X
DOLBY - C
LEFT,
ARIGHT

0) MAXELL MX
DOLBY OUT

• MO

RIGHT

MAXELL MX
DOLBY - C

lids

REC/ REPLAY
RESPONSES 041B! D.L

4

20811

•RIGHT
20

50

100

280

580

-56.0
-61.6
-71.2
• - 80
-65.5
-83.0

Overall noise via tape
CCIR/ARM wtd. dB ref. DL. Type 1Dolby out
Dolby- B
Dolby-C
Type II Dolby out
Dolby-C
Type IV Dolby out
Dolby-C

-52.9
-62.8
-72.0
--53.7
-72.8
-51.9
-71.1

-53.9
-63.9
-72.9
-54.3
-73.2
-52.2
-71.5

Replay amplifier distortion at IkHz
Dolby out + 6dB ref. DL 2nd harmonic (dB)
3rd harmonic (dB)
Dolby in - 20dB ref. DL 2nd harmonic ( dB)
3rd harmonic(dB)

-61
-75
-63
-64

-62
-72
-64
-68

Maximum output levels from tape
for 5% 3rd harmonic, F. = 315 Hz ( dB ref. DL)
Type)
Type II
Type IV

+6.0
+6.7
+8.0

+5.9
+6.7
+7.9

10kHz saturation levels ref. DL
Type I Dolbyout
Dolby-C
Type II Dolby out
Dolby-C
Type IV Dolby out
Dolby-C

-5.5
-2.8
-1.3
+1.9
+1.5
+4.5

-5.5
-2.8
-1.3
+1.9
+1.5
+4.5
.

Replay azimuth error
•

•RIGHT

1i

2k

5k

10k

In avery extensive listening test in which
ve all listened to copies of various digital
ecordings that Ihave made of speech and
nusic, we were all struck bythe openness
Ind clarity of the reproduced sound using
)olby-C, with no background noise of any
:onsequence even on ferric, when the B &
ecordings were compared to the master
ape. Ferric cassettes gave an excellent
)verall sound quality, whereas Metal was
ruly astonishing and almost as good as most
)eople would ever want in adomestic
;urrounding ( although, of course, slight
lifferences were still audible between the
:assette and the master). I
would guess that
nany typical people, though, would be hard
nit to it to hear these differences.
The only reservation we had in the listening
est was when listening to cassettes made
rom digitally recorded or live speech using
)olby-C, the cassette seeming slightly rough
)n transients, but very much better than
nany other Dolby-Cmachines auditioned.
he use of Dolby- Bfor speech recording was
)referred, but on all other material we
)referred Dolby-C. Remember that with
)olby-C you do not need to record at so high a
Dvel, and thus the sound quality can be
leaner white still maintaining an excellent
;IN ratio.

iummary
This remarkable B & 0 machine is not only
ene of the most fascinating Ihave reviewed,
Kit one that puts B & 0 right up front in
nternational competition. It should be

8.
1.12V
3V

3kHz(TEAC)
12.5kHz ( B&CI)

+20°
-30'

8.2V
1.1V

0.066% Average

Speed accuracy
Line i/p sensitivity for Dolby level

Better than 0.1%
19mV ( i/p gain max)

Manufacturer/Distributor

Bang & Olufsen UK
Eastbrook Road,
Gloucester GL4 7DE
f675

20k

Typical Price inc. VAT

.istening tests

81)
6000

Wow& Flutter ( DIN pk wtd)

4110111EICT 18 11:

Mowing areasonable response. This will be a
'mat boon, since you can select cheap tape
or unimportant programmes and still get an
icceptable result, whilst amore expensive
ape for the same tape position can be used
or more important recordings.

R

-52.0
-58.4
-67.8
-76.5
-62.0
-79.3

Headphone output
(max. before clipping)

LEFT,

018

L

Replay noise, dB ref. DL
Unwtd, 20Hz-20Hz, Dobly out, Ferric
CCIR/ARM ( 2kHz), Dolby out, Ferric
CCIFVARM, Dolby- B, Ferric
CCIR/ARM, Dolby-C, Ferric
CCIR/ARM, Dolby outCr0 2
CCIR/ARM, Dolby-CGrp?

seriously considered if its cost can be
justified. Once one has become accustomed
to the microprocessor operations, the
amazing versatility will be found most useful,
and ergonomically the deck works
surprisingly well. It is not really amachine for
people who cannot remember complicated
sequences of push- buttons, but since
computer operation is increasingly becoming
apart of the home environment, why not start
with the B & 0? Ihave still not encountered
any other make which employs Dolby-HX
Professional, and the provision of Dolby-Cas
well certainly gilds the lily. The Beocord 9000
is amachine that Denmark can be very proud
of. It seems amazing that only afew years ago
I
criticised B & 0 for being behind the times in
their cassette deck development, but what a
giant leap they have made in only two years.
Each deck will be supplied with ablank C60
chrome cassette, anon-metallic screwdriver,
a7- pin DIN/DIN lead for interconnection with
aB & 0 receiver, a5-pin DIN to 4phono lead
for line input, an azimuth tape in ahigh
quality metal mechanism, and acleaning kit.

Revox B710 Cassette
deck
OR WELL OVER 10 years Revox have been
Fobserving
the domestic cassette deck
market, although they have been producing
an institutional machine, for language
laboratory work etc, for several of those
years. Rumours have abounded since 1979
that they were working on ahi-fi cassette
deck, and whilst apreproduction prototype
was shown in 1980 at the Harrogate Audio
Fair, it was only late in 1981 tht production
machines began to trickle out of the factory. I
had been long awaiting areview sample and
at last it arrived in January. In its own way it
has been well worth the wait, although I
must

admit to being slightly disappointed in that it
does not contain Dolby- C, nor does it make
use of any of the more exotic new circuitry
such as Dolby-HX Pgofessional. Furthermore,
although the machine is athree- headed one,
there is no provision for auto setting- up or
even presets for users to alter bias or Dolby
record calibration. Revox state that they are
prepared to align the deck for any makes of
tape specified by the purchaser, the review
sample being aligned for TDK type OD ( this
tape is going off the market very shortly), TDK
SAX and TDK MAR.
Many of the B710's features are very simila
to those provided on Revox's well-known
reel-to-reel recorders: 1
/ in. mono jacks being
4
fitted on the front panel for microphone
inputs, whilst pairs of phono sockets for
record and replay line in/out are on the rear
panel together with afive- pole DIN socket for
DIN interconnections. DIN remote control
socket on the back panel is also provided for
interconnection to the B780 receiver.
The deck is afront loader, encased in metal
with the cassette compartment in the centre.
Unfortunately, this is literally wide open, no
cover being permanently fitted to it; Revox
supply asimple Perspex dust cover but the
user must remember where he last put it! To
the right of the cassette are two fluorescent
bar- graph meters which read even 8ms peak:
very accurately ( only - 0.5 dB). The meters
rise rapidly on atransient but fall back slowly,
discrimination from - 10 dB to + 6dB ( full
scale) being in 1dB steps. Indications down t<
-30 dB are provided and we found the
metering very easyto use indeed, although I
would have liked the ability to read up to at
least + 8dB ( OdB incidentally is Dolby level.)
Three LEDs indicate Dolby on/off, auto tape
selection on/off and MPX filter in use. Below
the meters are two separate concentric rotary
input level controls, the left set being L & R
miké inputs, whilst the right set is for L & R
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Mechanical heart
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line and DIN inputs. We found that it was
slightly awkward to alter L & Rbalance, the
controls being rather tightly friction locked.
An independent ganged headphone gain
control is provided, the Vain, stereo
headphone jack giving reasonable volume
into low and medium impedance
headphones from reasonably recorded
tapes. On the left of the deck mechanism are
four lever switches: power on/off ( Off
position called Standby since internal
memories are active although main
electronics are off); tape/source monitor;
Dolby- Bon/off; and MPX filter. Above these
switches are the six normal operational
push- buttons in the same order as used by
Revox for their B77 open- reel range. Above
these controlsare three more push- buttons:
'Mode' ( switching between tape counter and
clock time), ' Run up' ( cycles counter or clock
to desired starting or stopping position); and
'Zero' ( for zeroing the tape counter). Along
the top of the front panel is aspring- loaded lid
covering what I
always term the ' bug hutch',
inside which are: four buttons controlling
memory and start functions (' Set', ' Start',
'Stop' and ' Clear'); athree- position switch for
equalisation ( 120µs, 70ps or auto);
push- buttons for selecting IEC 1, 2or 4tape
types; and an auto button allowing auto
selection from the cassette itself.
The various memory and timer functions
include preseliection of start and stop times,
to allow playback or recording to be initiated
without the user being present, or
alternatively they can be used in the counter
mode, in which case apreset position on the
tape can be used for starting and stopping,
endless cyclicplayback of any required
passage being possible—an entire
prerecorded cassette could be played again
and again in arestaurant to the dismay of all
those concerned.
As is usual with Revox, the User Instruction
Manual was excellent, explaining user
functions extremely well in many languages.
We noticed, incidentally, asection entitled
'Copying from Records' on which no further
comment seems necessary!
The construction of the deck mechanism is
of particular interest, since it appears to be
the most stable mechanism Ihave ever
encountered for coping with cassettes. This
was evidenced by the remarkably good
stability noticed; for example, even when
pink noise was recorded equally on both
tracks, the reproduced sound stayed
absolutely dead centre for minutes on end.
Wow and flutter measured remarkably well,
and the speed was very accurate ( only 0.2%
fast). Spooling took approximately 70s for a
complete C90 and is thus quite fast.
Revox also loaned me acomplete
mechanism, thus allowing us to examine its
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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construction. The mechanism ( see photo)
features an all- metal diecast transport, which
has no drive belts and no friction clutches or
mechanical brakes. It contains four motors,
one for each hub and one for each of two
capstans. The capstans are abnormally large,
each being fitted with aheavy flywheel, thus
the pinchwheels are correspondingly
smaller. A photocell mounted to the right of
the playback head scans across the tape path
to detect transparent leader tape, the
mechanism automatically winding to the end
of the blank leader when the tape is rewound.
However, we did find that when a
prerecorded cassette having transparent
leader incorporated was inserted into the
mechanism and the ' play' button depressed,
the cassette irritatingly stops again at the end
of the leader. The erase head is in rather an
unusual position, namely to the extreme left
cf the left capstan. A solenoid controls the
movement of the headblock assembly, which
comes up to the cassette tape for play and
record with amazing firmness and stability,
due to the— uniquely?—solid construction of
the block. The speed of both capstan motors
is accurately controlled by separate
phase- locked loop circuits which are
referenced to acommon quartz oscillator.
Revox's mechanism could well be studied
by all other deck manufacturers because of its
excellence, it seeming to withstand very wide
tolerances of cassette mechanisms.
However, it must be said that one tightly
wound Decca cassette did jam, the machine
fortunately turning itself off before any actual
damage to the cassette occurred.

Lab results
The microphone inputs worked extremely
well, giving an adequate recording level from
quiet speech around 24in. back from average
moving-coil microphones of medium
impedance. The five- pole DIN input
sensitivity was — 23 dB ref. DIN level, and thus
one might say unnecessarily sensitive. DIN
input clipping was reached at + 23 dB, which
is excellent, the input impedance being just
under 10k- ohms. The DIN input added no
noise to the quietest overall tape noise, using
Dolby- B, and thus worked admirably well.
The line inputs had 38mV sensitivity for Dolby
level, whilst clipping was reached at 7.4V,
again no noise degradation being noted at
normal input settings of the record level
control.
Replay azimuth was very slightly in error,
but not seriously so, judging by our standard
azimuth cassette, but unfortunately it is
extremely difficult for auserto alter azimuth:
this is apity since many prerecorded
cassettes will only give of their best when a
small adjustment is made to the deck. Revox
obviously do not intend the consumer to
change azimuth but unfortunately we do not
live in an ideal world. Whilst the left replay
had no hum components worse than — 70dB
ref. Dolby level, the right channel did produce
—65 dB at 100 Hz, but this should not be
audible on normal systems. Weighted replay
noise levels all measured extremely well.
Replay amplifier clipping could not be
accurately measured because machine logic
prevented the use of our special probe.
However, ametal recording at + 11 dB ref.
Dolby level made on another machine played
back with no obvious signs of clipping. Just
under 800 mV is provided on the output
phonos for Dolby level, although two
separate presets allow this level to be
reduced, if required, separately for left and
right. Replay frequency response was

checked with anew BASF test cassette, and
we noticed aslight rise at LF together with a
fall- off at EHF, the latter almost certainly
being due to the slight azimuth error ( we did
not bother to correct as this would have been
rather difficult and time-consuming).
Dolby level on replay metered very
accurately, but some problem with the Dolby
record or replay circuitry was noted and was
investigated. For some extraordinary reason,
when Dolby is switched in, and one listens to
and meters the source, the replay Dolby
de-Dolbies the record-Dolbied signal directly,
which allowed us to detect adip in the
presence region of just over 1dB: this can be
seen in the pen charts of the Dolby- processed
responses. Without Dolby switched in the
response was more linear. Note that the ferric
responses are not quite as good as those of
the pseudo- chrome and Metal tapes, and we
very much felt that Revox had over- biased
even Maxell XL1S, which is slightly toppier
than TDK OD ( the type supplied for the
review) but which was clearly down at EHF.
We found the Dolby-in responses,
particularly of metal, rather baffling, and
possibly some RF bias is somehow getting
into the record Dolby circuitry, thus limiting
the maximum Dolby HF lift during record
processing.
Maxell XL1S C90 gave excellent overall
MOLs at 315 Hz, whilst HF saturation at 10 kHz
measured well, but we have seen slightly
better MOLs from Nakamichi. TDK SAX
pseudochrome was slightly disappointing for
315 Hz MOL, although HF saturation was very
good indeed for the tape type. TDK MAR had
315 Hz MOLs averaging at only + 6.5 dB, again
for 5% third harmonic distortion, which is not
really good enough on such an expensive
machine, pointing to slight record head
saturation. 10 kHz saturation, with Metal,
however, was very good, as it should be.
Overall noise on XL1S measured well, as did
TDK SAX and TDK Metal, but we noted that
the improvement with Dolby- Bswitched in
averaged only around 9.1 dB, which tends to
back up my suggestion that RF bias was
slightly breaking through into the record
Dolby circuits.
We were obviously puzzled by the poor
record head saturation with Metal. On close
examination we discovered that the heads
were, in fact, made by Sony— Ihave
previously noted that some Sony decks do
not really get the best out of metal tape.

Listening tests
We carried out the same listening tests as
with the B & 0 9000, using the same digitally
recorded material, and there was no doubt
that the sound quality, at best, was extremely
good, overall stability with all tape types
being superb. The very best ferric available,
Maxell XL1S, lacked openness, and yet
seemed very slightly up at LF, and I
can only
assume that this characteristic was created
by it being over- biased ( the response can be
seen in the pen charts). The sound did seem
slightly over- biased, although very robust,
and the dynamic range capability was good,
but not outstanding.
Distortion was generally very good, other
than at the very highest levels. Slightly more
HF compression was noted than I
am
accustomed to on the Nakamichi 1000, for
example, and it is unfortunate that Revox do
not supply the ferric position normally
aligned for amore modest tape type for
routine recordings.
TDK SAX gave very good overall
reproduction, but again openness was
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You are cordially invited to attend

Eulipion Audio's : 3RD RE VOX CLINIC

To be held at our showrooms in Manchester
on AprilFriday 16th 10am - 6pm
Saturday 17th 10am - 6pm
Sunday 18th 12 noon - 4pm

*Free computer performance analysis for any Revox tape
recorder
*Sound out the full range of Revox equipment and accessories
*Special low, low prices for purchases during the clinic
*A s usual Barclaycard, Access and HP Terms (writeforfull
written details) will be available
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81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU
061-225 4448 or 061-248 2606

*Telephone 061-248-6206 I061-225-4448 forfurther details.

DENMEAD
HI-FI CENTRE
The South's leading
Hi Fi Specialist...
introduce The incredible,

fl

efabulous, Dig new,

The system

for the REAL connoiseur
consisting of:

The lustrous Lux PD300 t/table, the incredible Dynavector DV505
Tonearm and Carat diamond cartridge, the new Ray Lumley M-100
mono tube amplifiers, the fabulous Infinity IRS 4.5 Reference Monitors.

BRITISH :+:e HIGH FIDELITY

This almost mythical system for the knock—down price of £4,950
High-inertia, belt-driven, Arm-less
Turntable with vacuum Disc stabilizer

Also aselected range 0/products
from the following:
ADC -Audio Technic,a- Castle- Crimson
-Diesis - Dynavector - Luxman - Hafler
IMF - IAS -Logic -Michell - Q.E.D.

Shure- Thorens - TEAC - Trio - Onofon
Supex - Marantz - Audiomaster - QUAD
Tannoy -B & W - Nakamichi - Infinity Lumley.

Two demo rooms.
Access/Barclaycard
DV505 Bi-Axis inertia
controlled DYNAMIC balance
type tonearm.

LARGE FREE CAR PARK
Open 9.30 —8pm (Mon-Fri),
9.30 -5.30 ( Sat)

Hambledon Road, Denmead,
(Nr. Portsmouth) Hants. Tel: Waterlooville (07014) 50312

ROGERS A100 amplifier What is obvious is
the A100 amplifier is an absolutely superb
performer, and is abargain at £300.
CHRIS FRANKLAND. EDITOR OF POPULAR HI - Fl.
FEBRUARY 1980

-still £299 + VAT but even more of a
bargain now that the MCP100 pre- pre amplifier
is included in the price. Other Rogers products available are:LS3/5A loudspeaker Studio 1loùdspeaker 1100 FM tuner • A75 ifi amplifier
175 FM tuner.
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DURING THE course of my meeting in New
Jersey with Arthur Keller which led to the
recent articles on Bell Labs, he mentioned in
passing American patent No. 1637 082. This
was filed in 1925 by Joseph Maxfield, of
Western Electric, the Bell manufacturing
wing. The patent makes fascinating reading
because it purports to prove that 33 1
/
3 rpm is
by no means the ideal speed for a 12in disc
record. The Maxfield document is replete
with maths, but essentially it claims that there
is adefinite relationship between the running
time of a record, its diameter, the speed of
rotation, and the surface area used for recording. The trick is to juggle these parameters for mutual optimisation. Maxfield's
patent was concerned mainly with extending
the playing time of a disc record so that it

would match the running time of a reel of
cinema film.
In 1925 he claimed that from mathematical
analysis it was clear that the maximum
duration of effective run for a given sized
record is obtained if the surface area used for
recording is selected so that the inside groove
radius is one half of that of the outside groove
radius, and the speed of recording in rpm is
made equal to 60 times the minimum linear
speed in inches per second at which successful sound recording can be effected,
divided by rttimes the distance in inches of the
outer groove from the disc centre. The patent
offers curves which show the relationship
between the speed of recording in rpm and
the duration of recording time for records of
various diameters ranging from 10 to 20ins.

slightly lacking, although high frequencies
were clearer on transients. The entire
program reproduced well, with good
dynamic range, and the sound was clearly
preferred to that of ferric. The sound on Metal
was again very good, but with aslight
presence valley. Distortion was minimal,
provided very high levels were not
attempted, and dynamic range, whilst being
very good, could have been better. Stability
was said by all to be as good as we had ever
heard on any cassette tape, whilst the lack of
wow and flutter received strong praise.

Summary

REvOX B710

When plotting these curves, Maxfield used
two constants which no longer apply today: a
pitch of 100 grooves per inch and aminimum
linear speed of 16.7 i/s. But anyone with a
mathematical bent and an interest in
recording technology might like to re-draw
Maxfield's curves using groove pitch and
modulation velocity, constants more applicable to today's microgroove high fidelity
records. It seems doubtful that the late forties
standard adopted by CBS ( 33 1
/3rpm for a12in
disc) would agree with an update of Maxfield's curves. It would also be interesting to
see how the experiments of Nimbus, who are
cutting longer playing times into 33 1
/3 and
45rpm discs, relate to the Maxfield analysis of
1925. For anyone interested, a copy of the
Maxfield patent is available for free inspection ( during weekday office hours) at the
Foreign Library of the British Patent Office, or
a photocopy of the patent may be obtained
for less than rl from the same source. Only
the number ( US 1637 082) will be necessary
to identify the document.

Ergonomically, Iliked using the machine
very much indeed, finding all the tape
operation buttons easy and obvious to use, it
being possible to drop into record from
playback, and to drop out again, this facility
being only rarely available on cassette decks.
The machine was clearly much easier to use
than the B & 0, and can be recommended for
those used to Revox controls. However,
considering that it excludes Dolby-C, and the
record Dolby circuit did not operate quite
correct y, Imust reiterate avery slight

disappointment, which is nevertheless
combined with much admiration for this
deck. In an attempt to be completely fair, I
think that this is an astonishingly good first
design from Revox, and no doubt the record
Dolby problem will be put right. Perhaps also
Revox will make it easier for users to have
more flexibility in cassette tape choice on a
Mk.II model.
Aworthwhile addition, then, to top-end
cassette decks, though one that may
nevertheless have arather limited sales
potential.*
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Overall noise via tape
CCIR/ARM dB ref. DL Type I, Dolby out
Dolby- B
Type II Dolby out
Dolby-B
Type IV Dolby out
Dolby-B

-50.7 - 50.7
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-52.0 - 52.0
-60.8 - 61.2

Maximum output levels from tape
for 5% 3rd Harmonic, f, = 315Hz (dB ref. DL)
Type I
Type II
Type IV
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+ 5.8
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-0.2
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100mV
2V

+4°
+27°
0.048% average
+0.2%

Manufacturer/Distributor

FWD Bauch Ltd
49 Theobald St
Borehamwood, Hens
WD6 4RZ

20k

Typical Price ( inc. VAT)
RECORD REVIEW

315Hz (TDK)
3kHz ( TEAC)

100mV
2V

- 52.5
- 59
- 68.5
- 62.4
- 71.8

Speed Accuracy

FREQUENCY 18 Ill
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Replay noise, dB ref. DL
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Franldy, you could be forgiven for
wondering what ajet taking off or leaves
rustling in the breeze have to do with hi-fi.
The short answer is dynamic range.
As sound
sources, the jet's
engines and the
leaves stand at

our new cassette deck to accept it.
Here's why.
Less equals more
What dbx does is to take the input

sdbx abettet
Or are we just go
•

opposite ends of the dynamic range scale.
110 dB apart, to be precise.

signal and compress its dynamic range by
halfso that it "fits" onto the tape.

Then, on playback, it takes this comNow agood cassette like, say, Cr 02
can only cope with adynamic range of 70 dB. pressed signal and doubles it up to restore
the original dynamic range.
Try recording anything outside that
(The point being that neither the tape
band and you'll wind up with either tape
nor the heads are ever forced to take asignal
saturation or hiss.
they can't handle).
Hardly very satisfactory when you
In effect, you end up with the best of
consider alive rock band or orchestra
both worlds: up to 100 dB dynamic range
playing fortissimo can often exceed 100 dB.
and 30 dB noise reduction.
Recently, however, many major
While at the same time achieving a
recording studios have adopted anew noise signal-to-noise ratio of better than 91 dB.
reduction system that dramatically improves
You can see why we're so impressed.
dynamic range.
A cassette deck worthy of dbx
It's called, quite simply, dbx.
Being sensible people, we're not
At Technics we're so convinced of
about to put all our eggs in one basket.
its superiority that we're now equipping
So our new RS-M270 Xdeck still gives

rou the options of Dolby in or out as well
is dbx.
Not to mention a4 -position tape
;elector to accommodate every cassette on
the market.
To ensure the utmost reliability and
the lowest degree ofwow and flutter, we've
also put in two direct-drive motors.
(One to drive the capstan and the
other to power the supply and take-up reels).

You've even got the option of full
remote control, should you so desire.
By now you'll appreciate we've gone
to some lengths to make cassette recorders a
serious proposition for hi-fi enthusiasts.
We believe that dbx is acrucial step in
that direction.
If you're in any doubt, just ask aprofessional recording engineer.
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sound system?
Lug to extremes?
And, as you'd expect in adeck of this
quality, the RS-M270 Xis bristling with all
the latest technological advances.
Like IC logic and solenoid controls,
2-colour peak-hold FL meters and feathertouch buttons.

Better still, just listen to one ofthe new
dbx-encoded discs coming through our
RS-M270X.

Technics

RS-M270 X Cassette Deck with dbx

300-318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SD 6JB. Tel: Slough 34522.

TONEARMS and the TWIST
An examination of a neglected area of pickup
performance - with a practical proposal, by Eric Leamon
THE ARM TUBE is solid drawn titanium,

Iheat-treated for maximum rigidity.' So
nay read an advertisement for ahigh quality
pickup arm, but do we really need this degree
Df rigidity, and if so why? If we are to attempt
:o answer this question we must examine in
3ome detail the tasks of apickup arm,
onsidering first aconventional arm having
:wo planes of freedom, and moving on to the
inipivot later. An arm has four basic tasks:
:1) To hold the cartridge rigidly in a
fore-and-aft direction and against the
forward drag of the record groove.
:2) To position the cartridge so that its
longitudinal centre- line is tangential to the
record groove at the stylus tip, or as near
to this ideal as possible'.
:3) To position the cartridge so that its vertical
centre- line ( as viewed from the front) is at
90° to the record surface.
:41 To allow freedom of movement in the
lateral and vertical planes.
It is normal for an electro mechanical
generator to consist of two basic parts, one
moving, one fixed, and apickup cartridge is
3rranged in this way. The moving part is
3ttached to the stylus, usually via acantilever,
and the fixed part to the body. Hence when
:he stylus moves at audio frequencies in
aither plane, relative motion takes place
Detween the two parts and an alternating
EMF is generated. However, task No.4 states
:hat the arm must allow freedom of
novement in both planes, so by what means
io we keep the ' fixed' part of the generator
:the cartridge body) motionless relative to the
moving part attached to the stylus? As we all
<now ( or do we?), this essential condition is
3chieved by the moment-of- inertia ( or
3ffective mass) of the cartridge/headshell,
atc, in the two planes of freedom and in the
'requency band of interest. Ideally, the
noment of inertia should be arranged so that
3bove, say, 15 Hz the generator can work
iormally, but is prevented from doing so
Delow 15 Hz. In other words, we require a

(

mechanical high-pass filter, normally
provided by the differing mechanical regimes
above and below the main LF resonance of
the system, where the effective mass
resonates with the stylus/cantilever
compliance.
Let us examine the tasks to be performed in
more detail. Provided the cartridge is rigidly
fixed to the arm in the fore-and-aft direction,
and the arm itself is also rigid in this direction,
all should be well for task No. 1. A length of
hardwood would have adequate rigidity, is
self-damping as abonus, and would also be
quite adequate for tasks 2,3 and 4. As yet we
do not know why we actually need avery rigid
arm, but maybe we have missed something
somewhere. For instance, we have not
enquired as to the plane(s) in which it should
be rigid.
The measured effective mass of an
experimental arm in the lateral plane,
including cartridge, is about 16 gms ( see figs
1 & 2) but what is the effective mass in the
torsional plane? Could this be the key to the
question? This is not easy to measure, and
although we do not necessarily want an
accurate figure we certainly want arealistic
one. Afew minutes thought suggests that the
total mass in the torsional plane is very
roughly the same as that which gave an
effective mass of 16 gms in the lateral plane.
However, in the torsional plane that mass is
distributed in an entirely different way, and
more thought suggests that the effective
mass in this plane is likely to be very small
indeed, due to the reduced
moment-of- inertia.
What do we mean by the effective mass in
the torsional plane? It must be that which is
present at the cantilever hinge, because any
force (from the stylus) acting to move the
cartridge must be imparted via the hinge. We
should therefore attach ameasuring device
to the cartridge body at apoint corresponding
to the position of the hinge within the body.
Because we require afigure for the

EDE

16 gms IN LATERAL PLANE

FIG.1

PLAN VIEW OF ARM & CARTRIDGE

IMAGINARY
CENTRE OF
MASS &
ROTATION
1
1 ( TYPICAL)
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RECORD
SURFACE
FIG.2 FRONT VIEW OF
CARTRIDGE,16 gms
IN LATERAL PLANE

FI
G 3FRONT VIEW OF
CARTRIDGE,1gms IN
TORSIONAL PLANE
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cartridge/headshell alone, aspecial set-up is
required to measure it, although in principle
all that is needed is aunipivot arm with all the
ancillaries removed. This type of
measurement is desirable so that the
possibility of torsional movement can be
assessed with the cartridge/headshell
un restrained in this rotational plane, which
in turn may give us abetter understanding of
the dynamics involved. Anyway, the effective
torsional mass of the experimental arm is
about 11/2 gms, which is probably typical ( see
fig. 3).
The cartridge/headshell ( as one) will
naturally ' prefer' to rotate about its centre of
mass because the moment-of- inertia in this
plane is very small ( as opposed to moving in a
true lateral plane where the effective mass is
relatively large) and this is probably the main
cause of structural resonances in the
torsional plane'. This is true of any type of
arm and is of fundamental importance.
Because the angle of rotation about the
centre of mass is extremely small, the fixed
part of the generator will interpret this as
lateral movement end produce a
corresponding electrical output from both
stereo channels.
So as to clarify the overall effect, let us
imagine that the arm is relatively flexible in
the torsional plane. The natural preference of
the cartridge/headshell to rotate about its
centre of mass will then be virtually
un restrained, which means that the effective
mass acting in the lateral plane at the
cantilever hinge will be about 11/2 gms or less,
not the supposed 16 gms. Obviously this is
totally inadequate to maintain the cartridge
body as astable platform in the lower audio
band, so excessive movement will occur,
bearing in mind that vibrational forces are
constantly being applied to the cartridge
body from the stylus via the cantilever hinge,
and are attempting to move the
cartridge/headshell against the inertia of its
effective mass, which is now only about 11/
2
gms.
At this point we should remember that in
general the stylus motion when tracing a
stereo record will tend toward the lateral
plane, because L/R positional information is
normally at arelatively low level in the overall
modulation. Even if unwanted movement of
the fixed part of the generator is, say, only
one hundredth of amicron peak-to- peak
(effectively lateral at the stylus) noticeable
loss of information may occur. Equivalent
unwanted movement of the cartridge in the
two conventional planes of freedom is
avoided by the much higher effective mass in
these planes, which normally resonates with
the stylus compliance at apoint below the
audio band.
The foregoing shows that excessive
cartridge movement is most likely to occur in
the torsional mode simply because the
moment of inertia in that mode is very small,
the usual practice being to restrain this
movement by rigidly fixing the arm tube in
this rotational plane at the bearing pedestal.
So we now know that the arm tube must be
torsionally rigid, the reason for this being that
if excessive movement does occur this may
cause: ( 1) loss of information mainly in the
lateral plane, ( 2) muddled reproduction, ( 3)
excessive crosstalk, and (4) apoorly defined
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stereo image. The extremely small rotary
movement permitted even by the torsional
flexure of arigid tube may be excessive in the
context of high quality apparatus and
recording. In addition, the bearing pedestal
may be lacking in mass and/or rigidity, and
while this is fairly remote from the cartridge
(see fig. 4), it could still be of importance.
Turning now to unipivot arms, here the
problem of excessive torsional movement of
the cartridge is much more difficult. So as to
reduce the effective ' Q' and persuade the arm
to resonate outside the recorded range, it is
common practice to interpose damping
material between the rear end of the arm and
the balance weight. This frequently has the
effect of almost eliminating structural
resonances with this type of arm, but quite
often there is apenalty: there is virtually no
restraint on torsional movement of the arm
and cartridge, and consequently serious loss
of information can occur. A simple expedient
used by one manufacturer to overcome this
problem was to fix the counterweight rigidly
to the rear end of the arm tube, thus using the
torsional moment-of- inertia of the weight's
mass to restrain rotary movement. It has
been said that this introduced some
structural resonances 4,but no doubt the
recovery of information was improved.
The foregoing is not intended as acriticism
of unipivot arms, and of course there may be
other ways in which manufacturers have
solved the problem.
So far we have only discussed the natural
preference of the cartridge/headshell to
rotate about its centre of mass, and the way in
which this motion is restrained in a
conventional arm. It has been suggested that
in order to reduce structural resonances and
hence coloration, aself-damping material
such as wood should be used for the arm, but
it is unlikely that asuitable length and section
of hardwood would have sufficient torsional
rigidity. In other words, if awooden arm were
used in place of atitanium tube, for example,
it would probably permit greater movement
in the torsional plane than the tube, and
hence information loss would be increased.
However, in order to use aself-damping and
less rigid material for the arm all we need do
in principle is increase the effective mass in
the torsional plane; but this increase must be
effected at the cartridge/headshell, and if we
consider increasing the torsional mass from
the measured 11
/ gms to 16 gms, we can best
2
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achieve this by fixing weights to an outrigger
on the headshell as in fig. 5. By placing such
additional weights areasonable distance
from the centre of mass we can get agreater
effect in the torsional plane for agiven
increase in the other two planes.
The dimensions shown give an effective
mass in the torsional plane of roughly three
times the additional weight of materials, so
the total effective mass is about 20 gms. The
dimensions are not critical, but it is important
thatthe outrigger bar is light but very rigid,
and the same screws that fix the cartridge
should be used to fix the outrigger. The
increase in effective mass in the other two
planes will be about 6gms, and of course the

14. 2 7cm

3gms

FIG.5

+ 2 7cm

arm must be re- balanced to retain the correct
tracking force.
Low-mass addicts may throw their arms in
the air, but unless they can demonstrate the
alleged improvement to be gained by low
mass, Iremain unconvinced. Although the
subjective improvement can be very marked
with this system when excessive movement
of the cartridge is eliminated, there is no
visible change in the 1kHz square-wave on
STR 112. Needless to say, there is also no
change in the frequency response as
measured with asine-wave.
To sum up, we have shown that afailing of
conventional pickup arms arises from the
natural preference of the cartridge/headshell
to rotate about its centre of mass, and that we
can prevent this by increasing the effective
mass in that plane. Since the arm itself is no
longer required to restrain torsional
movement of the cartridge, it can be
connected to the bearing pedestal via a
suitable compliance in that plane, thereby
virtually eliminating torsional stress and
flexure (fig. 6). It follows that the arm can then
be made of aself-damping material such as
hardwood.
By the use of modern technology, however,
it may be possible to render an aluminium
tube even more acoustically inert than wood,
with the advantage of being more stable and
easily workable. It is essential that before very
much more work is done on this subject an
electrical method be devised for measuring
this effect. It is just possible that without even
trying, we have the basis for an almost ideal
pickup arm.
References(allHFN/RR)
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OOKING the other day at what broad
I- casting technology will have to offer the
hi-fi enthusiast in the future—indeed now if
the funds and air-space were available—it
would seem that geostationary satellites for
world telecommunication relays are the next
important development for home entertainnear Chelmsford. These broadcasts—as
ment.
everyone knows who reads this magNo, Ihaven't forgotten video and the fast
azine(!)—were under the direction of Capt. P.
growth of this technique, but perhaps high
P. Eckersley, using the call-sign 2- MT, better
fidelity stereo sound on one's TV receiver
known as 'Two-Emma-Tok'. Later, P. P.
should have priority over satellite reception,
became the first Chief Engineer of the BBC,
which, of course, requires an external dish
and British broadcasting was born.
aerial. Several Japanese radio stations
The word ' recommence' is used deliboffer broadcast TV stereo sound already, and
erately above, as the first major experimental
recently a German TV network has started
speech and music broadcasts were made by
transmitting stereo sound. The BBC and IBA
the Marconi Company in February 1920, with
are also investigating stereo TV sound
the permission of the Post Office, then
methods, but the barrier is one familiar to all
responsible for all wireless transmissions in
of us: money.
the UK. Do you know that the original hut still
Incidentally, if you live in North America
stands? It is in the grounds of the Kings' Road
and can afford to erect adish aerial and have
Junior School at Writtle, Chelmsford, and is
equipment that can tune to the 4GHz satellite
used by the boys as achanging room!
some 22,300 miles above the Earth, you can
Mention of the Post Office triggered off
receive a 24 hourly network ( Satcom,
thcughts about today's British Telecom, in
Cornstar and ANIK services) offering up-towhich organisation Ihave several friends,
date news, sport and ' first- run' films now. At
including the indefatigable engineer Reg
the moment these transmissions are not
Williamson, beavering away in his workshop
receivable in the UK, while the European test
at Norwich. The fruits of his labours are often
transmissions are placed in the 12 GHz band,
seen in this magazine and other publications,
which presents design problems for the DIY
and he kindly confirmed acomment Iwant to
enthusiast.
make about the 2nd revised edition of Vivian
Having peered into the future, Iglanced
Capel's Public Address Handbook, published
back over my shoulder. It was just over 60
by Keith Dickson Publishing Ltd, 17, Hendon
years ago—on February 14th in fact—that the
Lane, Finchley, London N3. Price: £7.95.
Marconi Company was permitted to reVivian's book first appeared in 1971 and
commence entertainment broadcasts for
has proved to be of great usefulness to
approximately one half-hour ( 15 minutes
actual transmission of music, etc, with 2 anyone, professional or amateur, involved in
the choice and installation of audio systems
minutes intervals between selections) from
for public-address. On p.148, dealing with
its experimental station in a hut at Writtle,

SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous

You've read the reviewnow meet the machine
Hear the difference the unique
computer-controlled calibration system
can make to your recordings — whatever
brand and type of tape you favour. Admire
the logic of the real-time tape counter and
easy- access address system. Consider the
convenience of the programmable timer.
Compare the quality of the HX Professional
recording system to your own cassette deck.

Post Office lines, reference is made to asignal
level being kept to below 1 mW for such
feeds. This is an incomplete, indeed inaccurate, statement, and it would have helped
the PA operator to have a reference to
Technical Document No. 25 (third edition Feb.
1981) covering requirements for private
circuit attachments to British Telecom lines.
Throughout this book the GPO and Post
Office are mentioned, and one must presume
that the author's revision was made some
time ago, before the transfer to Telecom.
There is also no reference to the need for
double- insulation on 100V line working, and
the column-speaker section needs updating.
But despite these criticisms Imust say that a
lot of information on sound reinforcement
and public address is distilled in this book. If
only the revision had been more drastic.
BY THE TIME you read this column the
Barbican Centre ( for Arts and Conferences) in
London will have been opened officially, and
the first concert by the LSO under Claudio
Abbado will have been broadcast ( see p.71,
March). As Iseem to be dealing with auditoria
and PA this month, I'd like to include afew
remarks on theatre sound. Remember the
Brunswick Panatrope—a term still used by
some of the older stage staff and technicians—and the microphones on lifts in the
luxury cinemas of the 30s?
In the new theatres of post-war design,
sound systems of considerable complexity
are included, although many rock groups
insist on touring their own fit- up arrays,
complete with technicians, enabling them to
blanket their youthful audiences with sound
at horrendous levels.
Radio microphones, Moog synthesisers
and reverb units, are some of the auxiliary

BUILD A PAIR OF MICRO MONITORS!
Just afew hours easy and
interesting work and you'll have
asuperb pair of compact
loudspeakers for about half the
price of equivalent 'assembled'
models.
The Wilmslow Audio Micro
Monitor will stand comparison
with any speaker of similar size
(at any price!). Don't take our
word for it — call fora
demonstration/ .

You'll have to admit the Beocord 9000
is a winner. -

BEOCORD 9000 AT REX RADIO

'4»

The Micro Monitor kit contains all the components needed — apair of
cabinets in flat-pack form — accurately machined for easy assembly, all
drive units, crossover networks, acoustic wadding, grille foam, velcro,
nuts and bolts, etc. No electronic or woodworking knowledge required —
simple, foolproof instructions supplied. The cabinets can be stained,
painted or finished with iron-on veneer. Dimensions of assembled
cabinet: 32 x24 x20cms. Suitable for amplifiers of 20 — 50 watts.
Price: £103.95 per pair including VAT. Carriage and insurance f5.95
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IMINISLOW
1[100C3
The firm for Speakers
)

0625 529599

301 Kilburn Lane, London W9 Tel 01-9691770

L

The only dealer in London who specialises
solely in Bang & Olufsen

35/39 Church Street, Wilmlsow, Cheshire

SK9 1AS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!
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HERE HAVE apparently been so many
Tcomplaints
flooding into the IBA, LBC and

stereo in the past, and already have a
reasonable aerial installation, there should be
no reason to change. The level of the
Chiltern Radio about interference caused by
horizontal component being transmitted
the close proximity of the two stations, that
should remain the same, and the new aerial
the
Home
Office
are
now
sensibly
stack has been provided simply to provide an
considering increasing Radio Chiltern's
equal amount of vertical component. Thus
frequency by 100kHz. Ican see no reason why
installations picking up a primarily vertical
the Home Office should not grant this move,
component, including the average transistor
and it is to be hoped that sense will prevail,
portable and VHF car radio system, should
and that the tens of thousands of people in
obtain a greatly improved s/n ratio, whilst
the North London and Hertfordshire area who
systems connected to a horizontal aerial,
are experiencing problems at the moment,
appropriately pointed, should not receive any
will soon be able to separate the two stations.
significant difference in signal strength. A
If enough listeners complain to the Home
very few aerial systems might run into
Office, or to the appropriate broadcasting
trouble with multipath effects, but with some
authority, that authority is bound to take
A friend in Colorado sent me a very well
of these it is possible that reception was
notice, so brief letters addressed to the IBA,
already fairly marginal anyway.
recorded TDK SA cassette of the Kings
70 Brompton Road, London SW3, mentioning
College ' Nine Lessons and Carols' of last
Whilst on the subject of aerials, may Iagain
any reception
problems of the type
remind readers who are attempting to use a
Christmas, received live in the US via
previously described may well add fuel to the
satellite. My friend picked it up from KCFR in
T-shaped wire aerial hanging on the pelmet
fire.
that stereo radio results could be so very
Denver, who received it direct from
Several times in this column Ihave made
Minnesota Public Radio. It was interesting to . much better with an outside aerial. It is not
rather rude remarks about the highly comjust a matter of stronger signals, but also of
hear how amagnificent BBC broadcast can be
pressed sound of radio stations in the US.
interference pick-up, for the better the
Many use VU meters throughout, and I wrecked by compression and the continuous
station-to- interference pick-up ratio, the
volume control riding of technical operators
suggest that they don't really know how
better the receiver can limit out the interwho imagine that classical music only
much deviation they are putting on the FM
ference. If you are fairly near atransmitter,
requires a 20dB dynamic range! Even the
carriers, let alone how much distortion
and receive very strong signals from it, you
female announcer's voice at the beginning
and compression there is at any particular
may still be better off with a good aerial
was obviously tightly compressed.
moment. Ihave just heard informally that the
system, using a co-axial attenuator fitted to
'Once in royal David's City' had its trebles'
American FCC have apparently insisted that
the aerial input at the tuner end. It is amazing
opening brought up by nearly 20dB, and as
the distortion and noise responses of each
how even ahuman body moving around the
the choir gradually got louder Icould almost
station will have to be measured on aregular
room can cause bad multipath distortion with
imagine engineers throughout the States
basis, with all the limiters and other horrible
bringing their faders down so that the loudest
aset having its aerial in the same room.
gadgets normally used, in circuit. Some US
A very interesting document was sent to
passages did not go over the top. However, as
readers tell me that the additional noise
me recently , concerning the minimum signal
they became used to the BBC's dynamic
introduced by these limiters may be so bad
strengths recommended for the reception of
range, less compression was used—Iwould
that the stations using more heavy commono and stereo VHF FM radio, and it is
estimate only about 10dB in the end. At its
pression may not easily be relicensed by the
interesting to note that those recommended
best the sound quality was quite reasonable,
FCC, so it thus seems possible that stereo
for hi-fi in cities are nearly 20dB stronger than
with a good stereo sound-stage. There was
radio may yet improve in the States. Icannot
those required on average in rural areas. This
some distortion on the loudest transients, but
see, however, that radio in the US will ever
is quite clearly because of interference levels
it was not too bad, even though the response
begin to approach the quality of the BBC and
created from almost any type of electrical
the better European stations, because of their
was curtailed above around 8kHz. At its best,
source in densely populated areas. When I
the s/n ratio was surprisingly good. What was
most unwise early choice of 75s receiverhave been working with portable equipment
important to my friends, and to hundreds of
de-emphasis and transmitter pre-emphasis,
at the tops of hills out in the country Ihave
thousands of other Americans of course,was
rather than The European 50µ.s. The
been able to hear very weak signals which I
sharing atraditional occasion with us.
American pre-emphasis means in effect that
could never have heard even in the middle of
Since the BBC have added the vertical
American broadcasters are having to hold
the night at the same signal strengths at
component to their VHF aerial system at
levels down at middle frequencies, or to
home. It is odd, though, that this document
Wrotham, many friends and readers have
compress the HF some 3dB more than in
implies that desirable mono signal strengths
asked me if they should have their aerials
Europe, so there is no improvement in s/n
re- sited for the new polarisation. Perhaps I are only 4-8 dBs lower than stereo ones,
ratio with average programme and on some
although the tuners themselves may well be
can take this oportunity to explain to readers
types of material middle frequency noise will
capable of excellent mono reception in the
that if they have been receiving satisfactory
actually be worse.
laboratory at amere fraction of that required
for good
stereo listening. The CCIR
Soundings continued
recommendations have very obviously been
This is a remarkable text, especially when
based on careful real- life subjective testing,
one remembers that it was originally pubdevices used today with normal stage sound
taking all sorts of interference into account.
lished by Cassell's in 1929. It includes 120
amplification. Nevertheless, listening to
For this reason, and after lengthy perusal of
diagrams and half-tone illustrations, closing
reproduced sound in some provincial
the figures, it seems that agood and healthy
with an extensive bibliography, 51
2 pages of
/
theatres, one wonders how low down the list
lmV into the tuner is required to avoid most
important patents, plus an index. Sound
of priorities ' sound' is in the minds of theatre
troubles in cities; although the specifications
boxes, horns, recording and reproducing
directors and stage managers. High fidelity is
laid down are for desirable field strengths in
systems, tone- arms, electric pickups, record
not aterm in the vocabulary of many of them.
i.LV per metre, the field strength mentioned in
wear, loudspeakers, electric amplifiers, and
Reverting to the Barbican Centre, Iam told
such units happens to coincide with 2/
2
1
practical hints on motors ( spring and electhat it has 26 output channels in ten
times the input to the tuner from a beam
tric), speed regulation, record storage, all get
groupings. Incidentally, in the two National
aerial 10m above ground and connected to
meticulously written coverage.
Theatres on the South Bank the figures are 20
the tuner with average quality coaxial cable.
Audiophiles, record collectors ( particularly
and 6 respectively. The Barbican Centre
The signal strength quoted as field strength
78s) and gramophone historians will wish to
control console—dependent on the microin /.4.V/m can be converted to tuner input
possess a copy, if not already on their
chip of course — has 199 memories, emsignal for band 2by the following formula:
shelves. What's the catch then? Orders from
ployed as patching (
le, routing) sources.
((
m = 1.5 )
enthusiasts in Europe should go to University
21.
cable loss) xaerial gain.
AS A COLLECTOR of recorded curiosa and
Microfilms International, 30/32 Mortimer
books relating to the history of the phonoStreet, London W1N 7PA. Price: £43 paperAn average beam aerial of at least 4
graph and gramophone, I
was truly delighted
back and £45.50 hardback, plus £3.68
elements will give around 8dB gain, although
to see that University Microfilms Interpostage. My original copy cost me 10s. 6d.
some manufacturers claim more than this,
national at Ann Arbor in the USA had
(52 1
/ p)! I wonder what a reprint—not
2
and so taking this CCIR recommendation into
reprinted
Modern
Gramophones
and
envisaged so far as I know—of Percy's
account, Iam not at all satisfied that the field
Gramophone Handbook (
published
by
Electrical Reproducers, written by my old
strengths of the main London local radio
friends percy Wilson and George Webb. The
Jarrold's in 1957) would be today? It was
stations are high enough to cover 99% of
priced at 15s. then*
bad news I'll keep to the end of this note.
potential listeners*

Angus McKenzie
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READERS LETTERS
rarely differs on paper from what it was in my
imagination.'
I
would suggest that, compared with such a
From: M. Staples, Witham, Essex
prodigious feat of memory, the ability of a
performer to know a piece he has studied
Dear Sir, Much has been written lately about
'inside out', so that he has a perfectly clear
the quality of pressings obtainable from
conception of how every part of his performrecord shops; therefore Ido not intend to
ance should ideally fit into the whole, is not at
itemise the individual problems Ihave enall unusual. One might even say that it is the
countered. However, a disturbing incident
least an audience is entitled to expect. If this is
occurred recently which Imust bring to your
the case, then there is no reason why a
readers' attention. I tended to purchase
recording made entirely of quite short takes
records from a shop close to my London
should not turn out every bit as good as a
office, at Cheapside, and having returned
complete performance tidied up with afew
from the Middle East after along period there
inserts. Indeed, it can turn out much better,
was acertain amount of 'catching- up' to be
since one can bring an intensity of concentradone and consequently over the last few
tion to ashort passage which is very difficult
months Ihave purchased alot of records.
to match over a long period. Furthermore,
Statistically; then, my chances of being
there is no need to be unduly cautious— one
given bad pressings increased, resulting in a
can go all out for that ideal performance,
number being returned, some more than
secure in the knowledge that it is gradually
once. Due to this Ihave been banned from
accumulating ' in the can' as the session goes
purchasing records at the shop in question. I
on. The subsequent editing can then be seen
was told Iwas considered ' unlucky' and too
as a process of reconstruction, the result of
particular. Although Isympathise with the
which is a recorded performance which
staff on this point, Icannot see why Ishould
comes close to the original conception.
be penalised. After paying over a £ 1,000 to
Iam aware that there are many pitfalls in
reproduce records Iam not going to allow a
this method of recording, and that it would
£5 disc to dictate the quality, especially where
not do for all musicians or for all pieces of
bad pressings are concerned.
music by any means, but Isimply wish to
You can be sure that not only has the shop
point out that it is a perfectly respectable
lost my custom, but also my recommendaapproach, and one which, Isuspect, is more
tion to others. To other shops that Imay use, I
common than many musicians and produccan only apologise for being acustomer who
ers care to admit. Superficially, such editing
dares to return records, and hope that there
may seem to be acheat, but if the result is as
are also others daring to take this intrepid
true to the composer's intentions as the
course.
Yours faithfully
musician(s) can possibly get in a recording,
there is nothing fundamentally dishonest
about it. Indeed, when compared with such
... about the case for editing
striving after musical ( as well as merely
From: John Taylor, Hampstead, London
technical) perfection, a policy of issuing
Dear Sir, Andrew Keener hits the nail firmly
records marred with 'scores of minor mison the head in his review of the Nimbus
haps' which could easily have been eradirecord of Chopin Preludes played by Percated, seems to me nothing but a cheap
lemuter ( February page 81). Itoo heard the
gimmick.
Yours faithfully
BBC radio feature which Mr. Keener mentioned, and was irritated both by Nimbus'
sententious arrogance in claiming that all
...about the case against editing
other record companies are dishonest beFrom: Robert Fleming, Letchworth, Herts
cause they indulge in the deadly sin of
editing, and by the BBC interviewer's bland
Dear Sir, What a reassuring and persuasive
acceptance of this piece of free publicity.
picture of modern recording techniques
Ihasten to add that Ido not belong to any
Andrew Keener paints in his less-thanrival company, but Iam one of that (growenthusiastic February review of a Nimbus
ing?) number of performers who also make
recording of Chopin Preludes performed by
their own recordings. While agreeing with
Vlado Perlemuter. While Iwould agree that
Mr. Keener that over-editing can bring about
over-editing ' can bring about a zombie- like
a 'zombie- like finished product which moves
finished product which moves from A to B,
from A to B but neither thinks nor feels', I but which neither thinks nor feels', Ido feel
believe that he is over-cautious in his suggesthat he is standing at the edge of aslippery
tion, which incidentally seems to be the line
slope when he makes aconvincing case for
generally taken in your magazine, that editing
the judicious use of edits to correct for wrong
is acceptable only if it consists of the odd few
notes. His visual analogy of ' erasing a
notes inserted here and there to clean up a
(temporary) pimple from a photographed
complete and uninterrupted take. Iwould go
portrait' is well-chosen, but still begs the
much further, and say that it is possible for a
question of honesty. In fact a large change
soloist or a well- rehearsed ensemble to
has taken place in photography whereby the
'compose' aperformance on tape, working at
retouched, ' idealised' portrait approach of
it section by section.
the first part of this century has been
Mozart wrote in a letter this now-famous
replaced by a more honest 'warts-andaccount of his method of composing: '... the
pimples-and all' photo journalistic approach.
whole, though it be long, stands almost
Music, for those of us who aren't Mozart,
complete and finished in my mind, so that I can only be appreciated through percan survey it, like afine picture or abeautiful
formance, and surely, isn't aperformance by
statue, at a glance ... For this reason the
definition a unique event? One can make a
committing to paper is done quickly enough,
good case, in fact, that any recording medium
for everything is already finished; and it
is fundamentally un musical in that, by

... about being banned by arecord
shop

making performances available on demand,
it destroys the once-only nature of performances. A record bears the same relationship to the performance as does the
printed score to the music— one mustn't
make the mistake of confusing the two. And
confuse the two the record producer certainly
does when he attempts to produce a ' perfect'
recording by removing a blemish here,
changing the tonal coloration there, and everso-carefully exaggerating everything— after
all, if reality is already good, then larger-thanlife should be even better, shouldn't it? The
note-perfect edited non-performance is a
perfect aid to study, but to produce such a
recording at the expense of a sense of
performance can only be apointless exercise.
If the inevitable fluffs at a real event, so
revealing of the stress on the artist to produce
music, prove annoying on repeated listening,
then doesn't that suggest that repeated
listening is itself at fault? So, Mr. Keener, the
Nimbus ' snapshot' approach to recording,
though extreme, can't help but be honest to
the music and the performance. Were we, by
some technical advance, able to go back in
time to record Beethoven's famous extemporisations at the piano, would we want to
record how Beethoven really performed, or
would we want to ' improve' his musicmaking also?
Yours faithfully
.about alistening comparison
with unambiguous integrity
From. Tim McCormick, Central Recording
Services, Leicester
Dear Sir, There seems to be aconsiderable
'digital debate' running to and fro in the hi-fi
press. This is quite understandable, given
that we are on the threshold of a major
change in technology which for the consumer
—the person who actually finances the audio
industry— will mean acash outlay of at least
several hundred pounds in order to reap the
benefits of the change. The word ' benefit' is
of course the thing which has come under a
certain amount of doubt among some commentators. But what is far less understandable is the rather pussyfooting attitude
adopted by the antidigitalists with respect to
aproper listening test which can be shown to
possess unambiguous integrity.
As with all listening tests-, you have to
compare like with like as far as is practically
possible. Has this been done? Nimbus'
famous boxed set offering direct-disc/analogue/digital almost compared like with like,
but not quite. The very same feed from the
recording desk was used and the same
cutting lathe was used with precisely the
same settings, etc, for each record. Iam quite
certain that the integrity of the Nimbus
people ensured that in all ways the three
versions were as identical as possible, apart
from the intentional differences of recording
technique. But this is not quite good enough.
Consider the analogue recording, for instance. It is often found that the apparent level
of ambience on an analogue tape ( particularly apparent in the dying reverberation of a
final chord) is in fact greater than was present
on the output of the mixing desk. This is due
to print-through, and Ihave found that a
stored master-tape exhibits this characteristic even after only afew days of storage if the
tape type is comparatively poor in this
respect. Apart from dying reverberation, this
'fog' will also be present throughout the rest
of the recording.
High frequency squashing can also be a
problem with analogue tape and this can
have an adverse effect on transient response,
for instance. Again, ' rounding off' of the

with the general public and did this as a
sound in this manner may even be preferable
to some people, even though it is inaccurate.
special favour to me.
Since my return to England numerous
A couple of years ago Itransferred a 15 i/s
telephone conversations concerning technictape from aRevox A77 to an older Ferrograph
al details have been handled with the same
valve model with new heads, also running at
courtesy and thoroughness. On one occasion
15 i/s. An HF blemish on the original tape was
when nobody else was able to answer a
missing on the Ferrograph copy, thus making
particular point, I was put through to
the copy preferable in this respect! But
Raymond Cooke who took great pains to
accuracy is after all what we seek, and
answer my question as fully as possible in a
shortcomings must be corrected at source.
most helpful and friendly manner.
Your February issue contained a report
'Record Industry Problems' which tells of a
KEF is arelatively small firm representing
British engineering at its best and the prorather bizarre comparison between analogue
ducts are in demand all over the world.
and digital. Firstly the two systems were
compared using too high a recording level,
Obviously they do not have time to woo
casual passers-by, but, in my experience at
then again compared using far too low a
least, real problems are dealt with most
recording level. What the hell is this supposed to prove? All machines are designed to
,effectively.
Yours faithfully
work within certain boundaries, and is it
really relevant that apint milk bottle will not
hold two pints of water, or that aCortina will
...about cassette standards and
not happily chug away at 5mph in top gear?
super-critical attitudes
The fact that the analogue recorder came off
From: M. A. Wale, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
better under conditions which no recorder
should normally meet is surely ared herring.
Dear Sir, Imust say that Iam most surprised
The difference between a really first-class
at Angus McKenzie's conclusion to his ' Disc
analogue recording and a digital one is not
vs Cassette' article ( February) that there has
large enough for relatively casual comparibeen no significant improvement in the
sons to produce meaningful results. As far as
quality of cassettes over the last few years, as
Ican see, there is only one way of comparing
Iwould imagine that most buyers of musicthe two which totally avoids any of the
cassettes would have noticed a marked
shortcomings, of which a few have been
improvement. Living where I
do, nearly all my
referred to already. First of all, a first-class
listening to recent issues has been to cassetdigital recording should be copied on a tes purchased mail-order from London, and I
top-flight analogue recorder, and any differhave been very pleasantly surprised at the
ences noted. If there are differences when
high quality of most of them as I had
comparing the two, then the analogue recorpreviously been very biased against cassetder is not afaithful reproducer, even if it does
tes in favour of disc records. Probably the two
add a pleasant reverberation effect to the
best in my collection are: Grieg and Franck
sound and nicely smooth off the top end ( not
Cello Sonatas on CRD-C4091, magnificantly
necessarily the outcome — this is a rather
played and recorded by CohenNig noles,
stereotyped suggestion).
quite the most realistic sound in my listening
Secondly, afirst-class analogue recording
room ( something which can never by
should be copied on the digital recorder. Iam
achieved on disc due to the inevitable clicks
willing to stick my neck out and suggest that
and plops which develop after afew playings
there will be no discernible difference. This is
even if immaculate surfaces to start with);
the only way that a comparison can be
and Early Spanish Music — Villancicos on
meaningfully carried out between any two
Harmonia Mundi HM40 1025, a label casti.recorders, of whatever type. It avoids all
gated by A.McK. Everybody who has heard
ambiguity. Such a comparison would, Iam
this has commented on the very high quality.
sure, completely flatten the objections of the
Closely following these have been many
antidigitalists in one fell swoop.
Classics for Pleasure releases, also Robert
Obviously Iam not in a position to insist
Tear/Philip Ledger on ASV ZC ACM 2001 and
that you conduct such atest, but Ido strongly
AAM/Hogwood on L'Oiseau Lyre KDSLC594,
urge you to consider its implications. Angus
two more labels to receive criticism from
McKenzie has first-class analogue as well as
McK. Surprisingly, the only tape which has
digital equipment, and Iam sure that he
been slightly disappointing is an HMV
would be only too pleased to help bang the
Chrome of Perlman's Beethoven Concerto. A
nails into the lid of the analogue coffin.
fine performance but rather odd sounding
Yours faithfully
balance, and some mid- range muddle.
Incidentally, my listening equipment is
Note: See page 19 for some comments on the
remarkably similar to Mr. McK's.
above letter — Ed.
What concerns me more than anything,
though, is your statement that the only
reviews of cassettes that you will be pub. . about KEF-care and British PR
lishing in future will be by Mr. McKenzie. I
From: Brian Stiles, Birchington-on-sea, Kent
think that his super-critical attitude will be a
great disservice to your readers who are
Dear Sir, Iwas surprised to hear of Mr.
interested in the musical quality of cassette
Collins' unfortunate experience with aBritish
issues, and Iwould urge you to return to
hi-fi loudspeaker manufacturer ( Letters,
publishing reviews by your music critic staff
February): clearly by implication KEF.
as before.
Yours faithfully
Until recently Ilived in West Germany and,
quite unannounced, called on their factory in
Note: We sympathise with Mr. Wale's reacMaidstone during a brief visit to England
tion, but his experience does underline a
about a year ago, in the hope of obtaining
some crossover networks and BAF wadding I major snag with Musicassettes: their inconsistency from sample to sample. An interestneeded urgently before my imminent return
ing aspect of Mr. McKenzie's project was that
to Germany. My call was greeted with great
he started out convinced that cassettes had
courtesy and consideration and eventually
indeed improved, but became progressively
the networks, which were not readily availdisillusioned when it came to detailed comable at that particular moment, were specially
made-up for me. KEF have made it clear for a parisons with the disc equivalents. See also
page 86— Ed.
number of years that they do not deal directly
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.about hi-fi fetishism again
From: William Payne Eadie, Govanhill,
Glasgow
Dear Sir, Ifeel that Icannot allow some of J.
Zelinger's remarks apropos my criticism of
his article to go unchallenged ( February,
page 33); Iwish therefore to underline the
following points. Far from not giving his
article an ' honest reading', Idid in fact read it
very carefully, some parts two and three
times, before Idecided to write my letter.
Of course Iam aware that Mr. Zelinger
clumsily introduces aspects related to the
quoted dictionary definition. His description
of fetishism, however, restricts itself to a
purely sexual understanding in order to place
his hypothesis firmly within a ( predominantly
Freudian) tradition in psychology which has,
over the decades, assumed adubious respectability for itself.
An ' honest reading' of Zelinger's article
reveals that this emphasis is crucial to the
credibility of the argument being presented.
The real point at issue is not that hi-fi
equipment has ' magical' qualities for some
individuals, but that these individuals are
exhibiting some kind of pathological behaviour. In Freud's work on the subject what
is abundantly clear is that fetishism is a
'disease' requiring acure.
When Zelinger's ' generalisations about
psychological
dispositions'
have
been
stretched to their very limits, he then introduces further ( again unsubstantiated) generalisations about the market and the role of
advertising, where his lack of both conceptual
clarity and sociological insight make acomplete nonsense of the degrees of complexity
involved. This, however, has value for Zelinger since it serves to obscure the oppressive
nature of his orientation.
If Zelinger feels Iwas insinuating that he
could have invented his 'data', then he has
missed the point entirely; but if we are to
accept that he has uncovered anew variety of
psychopathology, then what we are in need
of is convincing proof to that effect. Wilhelm
Stekel, for instance, in his book Sexual
Aberrations (
published in Germany in 1923)
presented no less than 54 case- histories of
'fetishists' in the first volume. The title makes
it obvious how Stekel views fetishism, but the
nature of the attitudes and assumptions
expressed in this book may come as anasty
shock to anyone who has not, as yet, acquired
a healthy cynicism concerning what Mr.
Zelinger refers to as ' psychological discourse'. In fact, this volume is required
reading for anyone in danger of being convinced by Zelinger's views ( basically indistinguishable from Stekel's) on fetishism. A
sense of humour, however, is essential.
One quotation from the above may help to
explain my concern over this issue and just
why Iam motivated to deliver unforgivably
'insolent attacks on psychology and psychologists'. According to Stekel, 'we will probably be nearer the truth if we say that
fetishism is an obsessional neurosis'. If the
members of Zelinger's ' lunatic fringe' can be
characterised by this slightly more sophisticated terminology ( a point made more than
implicit in his article), then clearly what is
required to make them ' normal' (Zelinger's
word, remember?), is a visit to London's
Brook Hospital to have radioctive yttrium
seeds placed on each side of the posterior
orbital aspect of their frontal lobes — an
operation referred to as subcaudate tractotomy. ' Good' results are claimed for obsessional cases. Iwonder how many readers of
your magazine have volunteered since last
October!
Yours faithfully
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"Every Revox component is designed and
built according to the most modern
engineering ideas and technology. This
results in equipment of the highest quality
that will retain its original performance
excellence throughout avery long useful life."
Willi Studer Dr H.C.sc.tech.
Introducing the first ever cassette deck
from Revox: the B710. Built to the traditional
Revox standard of audio quality and
precision, the Revox B710 represents the
ultimate in cassette tape deck technology.
In the 8710 the transport makes use of
aluminium castings for extra rigidity, and the
unique hinged headblock ensures perfect
azimuth alignment. A microprocessor
combined with two tachocontrolled spooling
motors produces smooth tape handling and a
gentle start/stop.
Other features include automatically
selected tape bias and EQ, four digit counter
doubling as a24 hr clock for programmable
record or play, and Dolby*B noise reduction
achieving asignal to noise ratio better than
66 dB.
The 8710 has been along time coming,
but see for yourself that there is nothing like
it available today.
Registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inc.
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Precision built beautifully made.
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Use this coupon to obtain your free
copy of the latest Studer Revox
colour brochure together with the
name of your nearest Appointed
Stockist.
Name
Address

Town
Post Code
Post to Revox at the address below
FWO Bauch Limited,
49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts., WD6 4RZ.

An International Reputation for
MERIDIAN ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M2 - An astonishing speaker from Great Britain - We found it intensely pleasureable something our auditioners consistently wanted to return to. Incredible is not aword we apply
carelessly to Audio, but this is one context where it belongs. The one attribute that consistently
stood out was the crystalline stereo imaging."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE USA JULY 1981
MERIDIAN M2 - The outstanding characteristic of these loudspeakers is the superb stereo
image which they can produce when the source material is good. With the M2 ( Meridian) are
unashamedly making amuch wider appeal to asophisticated music lover who will rejoice in their
remarkably fine sound and find to their delight that the combiration of attractive appearance and
small size has removed the threat of divorce! Neat, sweet ard petite. I
wish M2 all the success it
deserves."
GEOFFREY HORN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE AUGUST 1981
Meridian has dealers in 24 countries -- please write for our new brochure and dealer lists to:
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED. 13 CLIFTON ROAD. HUN - INGDON. CAMBS. PE18 7EJ
ENGLAND. TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN)

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
H

Paul Messenger

OT on the heels of the Celestion SL6 ( and
the Kan for that matter) comes another tiny
speaker with pretentions of playing David
amongst the Goliaths, this time from
Sweden. The QIn is small, attractively unusual in design, and clearly very solidly built.
The standard acoustician'strick of rapping the
sides of a cabinet is more likely to result in
bruising or bloodshed than any useful information regarding cabinet resonances. The
shape is really asort of atruncated pyramid, a
square 10 in.2 base tapering to arectangular
61
/ x7 1
2
/
2 in. top. The panels are believed to be
made from the composite material Medite
(used in the successful Rogers Studio design)
and to be heavily braced internally. The two
drive- units include a UK-sourced soft-dome
tweeter ( similar in appearance to the widely
used SEAS unit) and a51/2 in. bass/mid unit,
believed to be of Scandinavian origin and to
use adoped paper cone. The model is being
imported by Absolute Sounds ( of Oracle and
Koetsu fame) at around £300 — expensive,
but by no means beyond the pale. It has an
internal volume which Iwould estimate is
about the same as that of the SL6, ie, twice the
LS3/5A or Kan, and about half that of the
SA2.
Auditioned first on their own, the QIns
showed the expected strong and weak points,
but proved refreshingly easy on the ears after
only brief exposure. The rigidity of the cabinet and the intelligent baffle geometry
probably both contributed to very good
stereo precision and depth — this worked
best when the speakers were stand- mounted
and angled so that their axes crossed afew
feet ahead of the listener. Bass seemed surprisingly controlled, full and extended for such
asmall enclosure, though the treble was atrifle
obtrusive and alittle 'spitty'. To the firm bass
and prominent treble must be added an
extremely ' laid back' midrange, so that the
speaker tended to sound rather 'thin' overall,
with the richness of vocal and brass, for
example, sounding rather subdued.
My favourite way to finalise judgements on
a new component is with reference to its
obvious commercial rivals, so Igathered
together the aforementioned SL6, LS3/5A
and Kan designs, only to discover that these
not only differed from each other, but that the
Qin sounded nothing like any of them; even
the "3/5A, which is universally regarded as a
neutrality standard, sounded 'forward' and
rather ' boxy' in comparison. Back to Aladdin's Cave, and Iemerged with the Bd,
which at last enabled me to find out a little
more about the Qln. In essence the QIn shares
asimilar spectral balance to the BC1, ie, rather
recessed in the midband. It is free of many of
the more common coloration effects, but its
neutrality is still marred by some evidence of
amidrange suckout and
aslightly excessive and
untidy treble. The bass
is exceptional for such
asmaller speaker, and
the fine stereo and
minimal box coloration
give it plenty of plus
points. On the negative
side Idid not find it a
particularly informative
speaker, and the

tonal characteristics were occasionally distracting. Flawed though it may be ( but
then no speaker gets anywhere near getting
everything right), it still has enough going for
it to ensure awide following, and to validate
its consideration amongst the best of its type,
and one of the more interesting loudspeakers
to come my way.
Whatever next?
The record industry is having afairly tough
time at present, particularly on the popular
side. The drop in demand is the inevitable
result of a drop in confidence, either in the
quality of the music, the quality of pressings,
or in the LP medium itself. But any hope that
the record companies are even aware that
this could be the root of their problem must
be questioned when faced with the latest
horror story from Polydor. Irecently had the
misfortune to hear a reissue — touted as a
'limited edition' no less, and pressed in West
Germany — of the classic rock album from
The Who, Who's Next.
To describe this as alandmark of recorded
rock would be an overstatement, but it was an
excellent example, in its day, of state-of-theart studio multi-track recording, and lead
guitarist Pete Townshend is, and was, a
pioneer in the rock recording art. This reissue
is an appalling travesty. After the first 10
minutes of puzzlement, the sound being fuzzy
and distorted, lacking real bandwidth and
impact, and possessing both uncertain pitch
and wow, it became apparent that one's
stylus must be suffering from fluff.
Going over to clean it, however, one
discovers no such fouling — the 'fluff' is part
of the recording! Rumour hath it that the
tapes could not be unearthed, and that some
bright record company spark suggested that
all they had to do was to record the album
again from a disc. No doubt the ' limited
edition' marketing slant relates to the built-in
nostalgia from that altogether more innocent
age when ( perhaps) one disinterred big
round lumps of plastic from the detritus of the
night before and bunged them back onto the
trusty autochanger.
Akroyd?
It is often difficult to avoid letting this column
get bogged down in the exotic end of the hi-fi
market: this is the ' sharp end', enlivened by
controversy, and the area where the fascinating pastime of shooting for the moon really
takes place. It is really nice, therefore, to come
across acomponent from the other end of the
spectrum which is comparatively unknown
and which deserves greater attention. Akroyd
is a word more inclined to conjure up dark
Satanic mills than the latest in semiconductor
laser technology, yet it seems an appropriate
name for this severely traditional looking
loudspeaker, which has been well engineered
with value for money firmly in mind.
Visual inspection brings atear of nostalgia
as one is inevitably reminded of the classic
Wharfedale Linton of adecade ago; though
there are plenty of differences, the purple
plastic tweeter is an instant reminder. In fact,
Birmingham- based Akroyd make their own
drivers, accompanying the tweeter with a
small doped paper-cone bass/midrange unit,
and combining the two (firmly along the lines
of the 'simply better' philosophy) by means of
a single capacitor. Apparently considerable
attention has been paid to accomplishing
much of the required equalisation and cros-

sover in the mechanical characteristics of the
drive units. Physical examination also shows
asubstantially dimensioned reflex port in the
rear panel bracing the bass/mid unit, and an
acoustically unpromising grille and inset
front baffle.
These observations do not appear to add
up to asource of particular excitement, and
the sound quality of the speakers is by no
means immune from criticism. But the ability
of these two small £90/pair loudspeakers to
do considerable justice to the music from a
high quality front end ( Rega 3/Supex 900/
Naim NAC32/NAP250) was noteworthy. The
bass started rolling off a little early, though
quite gently and appropriately, considering
the size of the cabinet, and was notably free
from distracting ' boomy' effects. The treble
was also a little curtailed, which is almost
invariably a good thing in modestly priced
products, and was gratifyingly inoffensive.
The midrange was a little uneven, creating
something of a 'shouty' coloration; this is
likely to be rather obtrusive on, say, choral
material, but was only slightly irritating on
rock music. The overall sound was notable for
its good integration, with pleasing solidity
imparted to the performers.
In all honesty, this sort of speaker is amore
sensible proposition than the 'superminis'
that Ihave been discussing in recent months,
and it is an area of the market where
competition is fiercest at present, with notable contenders like the KEF Coda and Castle
Clyde. A combination of the Akroyds with
NAD3020 ( or JVC AX1) amp and Rega 2 ( or
B&O or Dual) turntable gives remarkably
good hi-fi for £300. Upgrading the budget to
£500 gives exciting permutations amongst
established components ( Rega 3, A&R A60,
Crimson 510/520) and possibilities with some
of the exciting new mid-priced audiophileoriented products which Ihave either not yet
tried or which were displayed or rumoured at
the recent Swiss Cottage Show (Walker,
Heybrook, Systemdek 2 turntables; Naim,
Nytech, Tresham integrated amplifiers).
Linn/Quad controversy!
Having hopefully grabbed attention with the
above crosshead, Ishould hasten to confess
that the controversy is not between Quad and
Linn, but rather arises from my own findings
and comments made by Martin Colloms in a
recent Choice review, to the effect that
....the Linn disc playing system [ is] an
unsuitable match for the ( ESO63
Sources in the trade have suggested that this
has been misunderstood to mean that the
new Electrostatic and the Sondek are actually
incompatible and should not be used
together. This is not the case at all, and Iam
sure a great many ESL-63 owners will be
using Sondeks. However, what we both
independently found was that the characteristics of the complete Linn front end ( Sondek/
Ittok/Asak) and those of the ESL-63 were such
that under some circumstances ( siting etc)
the perceived tonal balance could be unacceptably 'thick' or ' heavy'. This is because
the Linn record playing system produces
more bass energy than usual, and because
the Quads radiate energy in most directions
at low frequencies, progressively narrowing
the beam through mid to high frequencies. ( In
complete contrast, the Linn Isobarik speakers
distribute energy widely at all frequencies.)
To spell it out alittle more carefully, anyone
who is contemplating a system costing
£2,000 or so should make sure that all the bits
work with each other for the benefit of the
system. All components, no matter how
to p.53
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NTHE EVENING of April 27 1933, Leopold
Stokowski sat at an electronic control box
at the rear of Constitution Hall in Washington.
Over ahundred miles away in the Academy of
Music at Philadelphia, Stokowski's orchestra,
led for the night by associate conductor
Alexander Smallens, played aprogramme of
music, including the Bach Toccata and Fugue
in d, Debussy's L'Aprés
d'un faune and
the Finale of Getterdernmerung. Harvey
Fletcher, Director of Acoustical Research at
Bell Labs, was present while the audience in
Washington listened to the Philadelphia
concert, with visual effects provided by the
Yale School of Drama.
During the interval Fletcher talked to the
Washington audience while workmen
hammered away, sawed wood and wandered
around behind the stage curtains. In fact the
workmen were in Philadelphia and only
loudspeakers were behind the curtains of the
Washington stage. For the second half of the
concert asoprano sang ' Coming through the
Rye' as she walked backwards and forwards
across the stage in Philadelphia. But the
audience heard her moving across the stage
in Constitution Hall. Then they heard aduet
by two trumpet players, one on the left of the
stage and the other on the right. The duet was
played in the dark and it wasn't until the lights
were put on again that the audience realised
that only one trumpet player was there in
person. The other was in Philadelphia.
This audio event, sponsored by the
National Academy of Sciences, was the
culmination of several years of work by the
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engineers at Bell Labs on sound transmission
and reproduction in stereo, or with 'auditory
perspective', as Fletcher then called it. The
work had been carried on in parallel with the
quest for improved recording quality. It was
also the start of awhole series of similar
demonstrations which culminated in an
extraordinary performance of recorded
stereo music at Carnegie Hall, New York, in
April 1940.
The driving force behind the decade of
experiments in reproduction was Harvey
Fletcher who set his research team the task of
analysing the essential requirements for a
practical illusion of auditory perspective or
stereophonic reproduction. Fletcher
postulated that to reproduce the sound and
image of an orchestra accurately there
should, in theory, be an infinite number of
microphones and reproducers (fig. 1), each
infinitesimally small. He also realised that the
reproduction system should ideally have a
dynamic range of around 100dB anda
frequency range equal to that of the human
ear. The Bell Labs research was aimed at
establishing what compromises would be
acceptable, and how best to achieve those
requirements which proved essential. It was
found that three-channel reproduction, that is
to say three microphones— left, right, and
centre— feeding three loudspeakers through
three channel connections, was an
acceptable compromise. Trimming the
frequency range to 40Hz-15kHz also
produced no detectable difference in the
reproduction of symphonic music. But even
though an orchestra uses adynamic range of

The Bell Labs learn, ca 1930, discussing wax disc recording. Clockwise, from left: P.B. Flanders, J.P. Maxfield, A.C. Keller, H.C.
Harrison, D. G. Blattner

CURTAIN OF SPEAKERS
IN USTENING ROOM

only 70dB when it plays in aconcert hall, a
wider dynamic range is needed: Fletcher's
team aimed at 75dB.
In the early ' 30s these requirements
necessitated acomplete rethink of the
reproduction chain. For the
Philadelpia-Washington experiment a
four-channel telephone- line link was
provided between cities, the fourth channel
being held in reserve as aspare. All the lines
required vast racks of amplifiers and
equalizers to maintain aflat frequency
response without noise. In fact, the frequency
band was artificially raised for transmission,
from 40Hz - 15kHz, to 25kHz - 40kHz. This
minimized the risk of crosstalk and noise
breaking through from other ' phone circuits.
Normally the underground telephone line
between Philadelphia and Washington ( fig. 2)
required only two intermediate repeater, or
amplifier, stages, one at Elkton and one at
Baltimore. But for the audio signals,
additional repeaters were wired in at three
other points along the way. The carrier
system, used to carry the signals at artificially
high frequencies, used asingle sideband,
suppressed carrier technique. This saved
frequency space and minimized the load
requirements, but it did mean that
synchronized pilot signals were necessary to
maintain phase coherence. Although the
signal passed through 150 miles of cables,
repeaters and equalizers, it emerged flat to
within ± 1dB.
As shown in the floor plan of the
Philadelphia auditorium and stage ( fig. 3)
three microphones were spaced out between
the conductor and orchestra. In addition to
these three microphones, afourth was
provided to pick up the voice of asoloist.
When this microphone was used only the two
side channels were employed for the
orchestra, the voice being transmitted and
reproduced over the centre channel.
At Constitution Hall in Washington, which
has avolume of nearly one million cubic feet
and aseating capacity of 4,000, the
loudspeakers were set out on the stage as
shown in fig 4. Immense care was taken on
calibration of the system. Horn loudspeakers
were used because of the considerable
amount of acoustic power that had to be
radiated. The system for each channel was
constructed as adouble unit, one for high and
one for low frequencies, with acrossover
point around 300Hz. The low frequency horn
had amouth opening of around 25 square
feet. To distribute the high frequency sound
evenly, two HF horns, each with ahorizontal
distribution area pattern of around 60°, were
used to provide acoverage of 120°
horizontally, and 60° vertically. To achieve
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Fig 2Geographical layout of 3-circuit communication line used to carry Philadelphia symphony music to Washington.
O. C.. for reproduction in auditory perspective.

this wide spread, the mouth of each HF horn
was sub-divided into 16 diverging
rectangular sections. The valve amplifiers
used several stages of voltage amplification
priorto the final power stage and two
amplifiers were used in parallel for each
channel to provide atotal of 120 watts ( RMS)
for each loudspeaker system. The total power
fed to the horns could thus equal 720 watts on
peaks.
Floyd Harvey was working as an assistant
to Fletcher at the time. He recalls: ' Of course
there was alot of preparation before that, two
or three years at least. And many
experiments were performed right in the
.auditorium at the Academy of Music with a
transmission line up to the foyer where the
musicians practised. They set up
loudspeakers similar to what would be in
Constitution Hall. So the engineers could
listen in their own area to what was
happening, they could practically open adoor
in the foyer and look out into the auditorium.'
Those who attended the concert
performance thought the sound was highly
impressive. This was doubtless partly
because the reproduction system in
Washington could add another 10dB to the
level of the live sound in Philadelphia,
equivalent to making the Philadelphia
Orchestra ten times as big as it actually was. It
is easy to see why Stokowski, with his
fascination for novelty and technology, was
so interested, and prepared to spend so much
time on the tests. As aspokesman for Bell
Labs put it at the time: 'The number of
musicians one can put on astage is limited.
To put ten times as many as contained in a
modern symphony orchestra is impossible in
any existing hall. The control of volume given
by the new apparatus enables the director to
secure at will the equivalent of an orchestra of
nearly 1,000 musicians. The advantage of this
control of volume does not end here,
however. Its presence makes it possible to
reproduce operatic music, where the soloist
is accompanied by an orchestra, without
allowing the voice of the singerto be
drowned out by the louder passages. Forthis
purpose athird channel, including separate
microphone, transmission line and
loudspeaker, has been provided in the new
system primarily for the singer'.
Anyone who thinks the 'artificial' sound of
multitrack recording is amodern
phenomenon should think again. That Bell
Labs comment dates back to May 1933! As
Bell also pointed out at the time: ' Our job has
been to produce aset of tools. The musicians
and musical directors, and back of them the
musical composers, must determine just how
these tools can best be used and what they
can best produce . . . In aword, its field of
applicability is where alarge number of
people might congregate for the common
enjoyment of music of distinction.'
Soon after, in 1935, the same system was
used to reinforce the sound of an orchestra
playing at the open air Hollywood Bowl in
Leopold Stokowski Wand Harvey Fletcher (flat the controls
in Constitution Hall, Washington
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California. It was aone night demonstration
but almost certainly put the idea of
larger-than- life stereophonic sound into the
mind of many amovie mogul who attended.
Floyd Harvey explains: 'The Bowl is a
concrete reflector that's hemispherical. They
surrounded this reflecting hemisphere with a
platform that contained left loudspeakers,
central loudspeakers and right loudspeakers.
And they had microphones left, right and
centre in front of the orchestra. The sound
was so loud that the people ablock away
could hear it'.
Fletcher continued with his work on
multi-channel reproduction and devised a
clever way of learning more about human
hearing. In the late ' 30s Bell Labs exhibited at
the World's Fairs in San Francisco and in New
York City. Each visitor to the Bell Labs stand
was offered the opportunity to have ahearing
test. In this way Bell Labs built up records of
the hearing of more than half amillion
people. Fletcher also looked for away of
recording the kind of artificial sound which he
had transmitted between Philadelphia and
Washington, and used to reinforce the
natural sound of an orchestra playing in the
Hollywood Bowl. Disc recording technology
couldn't cope with the problem and it was too
early for tape recorders. So Fletcher turned

his attention to the opfical soundtrack of a
film. Bell Labs of course already had plenty of
experience in this area.
The maximum dynamic range of an optical
film track at that time was around 50dB and
Fletcher needed 80dB. To get the extra 30dB
he used acompression technique which was
in some respects similarto the modern dbx
system. But whereas dbx continually
monitors the RMS level of the signal on
playback, and adjusts the expander
accordingly, the Fletcher system used a
control track. This operated the replay
expander in perfect mirror- image
synchronism with the compressor used at the
recording stage. A pilot track, carrying
information about the required gain
adjustment in the reproduction system, was
recorded in parallel with the main signal
track. This gave Fletcherthe dynamic range
he needed. Because optical film is, in fact, a
very linear medium ( unless driven into
clipping) the rest was relatively easy. ( Indeed
this helps explain why the Dolby optical
stereo sound system is now finding so much
favour in the commercial cinema: used
sensibly, optical sound recording is an ideal
recording medium.)
Blumlein's problem, when he split a
standard mono optical track in two to
produce stereo in the mid ' 30s, was that the
output level went down and the noise floor
came up to limit the dynamic range. Both Bell
Labs in the late ' 30s, and Dolby today, have
cracked the noise problem with a
compansion system — albeit operating on
different working principles. And because he
had no need to record pictures as well as
sound, Fletcher could use the whole width of
a35mm film to record four tracks; three for the
Left, Centre and Right channels and the fourth
for the pilot control track (fig 5). In March 1940

Fig 4Floor plan of Constitution Hall, Washington,
D.C. 1showing locations of loudspeakers.

With their model 302, NEAL launched the first British designed
and manufactured cassette recorder. Over the last few years,
NEAL have been quietly building for themselves an enviable
reputation for reliability in industrial applications. The new model,
the 312HX, which is manufactured entirely in their factory in
South Shields, incorporates the same basic deck as the original
302, but with improved logic controls. The most important feature
of this model is the incorporation of Dolby B + HX. Dolby
headroom extension, abbreviated to HX actually increases the
amount of information that can be recorded on to the tape, rather
than further compress it as all other recent inventions in this field
seek to do.
The other main feature of this model is that, by careful design,
NEAL have produced acassette recorder that is expected to last in
excess of ten years, in normal use. A full range of spares will be
kept available for this period. The owner of aNEAL product is thus
free from worry about the planned obsolescence that hangs as a
cloud over so many other products on the market today.
LONDON SOUND is the UK NATIONAL RETAIL DISTRIBUTOR and
MIKE SOLOMONS will be available at the number below for all
queries. Please write or telephone for leaflets on the NEAL 302
and 312HX, and for the name of your nearest authorised dealer.
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Fig 5Schematic diagram of stereophonic recording
circuits.

Bell Labs recorded the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir for Carnegie Hall playback recitals on
April 9th and 10th. Floyd Harvey believes the
Choir was recorded twice: 'they recorded on
the stage and this was replayed up in the
foyer. Then it was re-recorded on film as
Stokowski was listening to it. He raised the
levels where he wanted so that when the
Elijah Shout came on, it was really quite
something. It was one of those times when he
wanted 100 musicians to sound like a
thousand. In the programme they told people
who had aheart condition to leave the
auditorium if they were afraid of ashock that
would leave them faint.
'On April 8th and 9th in Carnegie Hall there
were dress rehearsals and the first actual
performance was on the 9th. Of course, in the
papers the next day the purist critics were
saying they blew out the back of the
auditorium at Carnegie Hall it was so loud.
Some of them weren't impressed with what
Stokowski was trying to do.
'I think he had alighting system to provide
some sort of eye attraction, something to
work on besides just listening to music. But
memories fade. I
still recall that Elijah Shout,
though. It was something that just made your
heart stop, it was so terrific and so terrifying
to hear. A hundred choristers sounding like a
thousand'. The New York Times reported on
how soundwaves had ' rocked' Carnegie Hall
and produced 'tones near the limit of what the
human ear can endure'. Atthe Carnegie Hall
concert and others that followed, Stokowski
sat at the controls to make the orchestra
sound as loud or as quiet as he liked.
Unfortunately ' Stokey' as he was known,
often got carried away and blew out the 18ins.
woofer cones in search of larger than life
sound from his music. So the Bell engineers
had to build adual control system, like adual
control car for driving lessons. Stokey sat at
one control while an engineer, with over- ride
faders, sat in the other to prevent disasters.
'The loudest sounds ever created crashed
and echoed through venerable Carnegie Hall
last night as aspecially invited audience
listened, spellbound, and at times not alittle
terrified;reported the New York Times.
Amongst the specially invited audience were
the Governor of New Jersey, the Rockefeller
family, Arturo Toscanini, Sergei
Rachmaninov, and the same Will Hays who
had been filmed, on the Vitaphone system,
speaking an introduction to the Don Juan film
which started the whole extraordinary audio
ball rolling.
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In May 1941 there was ajoint meeting of the
Acoustical Society and the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers in Rochester. The system
was demonstrated again but in another way.
A live ensemble had been previously
recorded and an NB comparison between
live and recorded sound was carried out.
Music students listened and then voted for
which was which. Floyd Harvey remembers
that, ' It came out about 50:50, and those who
could tell the difference might have been
listening to the snaps and pops from
electrical reproduction.'
The system was used for the last time at an
in-house demonstration by Bell Labs in 1947.
But Walt Disney had seen it in Hollywood in
June 1940 and was obviously impressed. He
had been working in asimilar direction. The
result was Fantasia. As anyone who's seen the
fim will know, the music was also recorded by
Leopold Stokowski, with the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra. But for Fantasia
Stokowski was working with the Walt Disney
Studios and RCA, who had built their own
system for reproducing awide dynamic
range of full frequency range music in stereo.
The Disney- RCA system used optical tracks,
similar to those used by Bell, but the original
recording was spread over eight channels,
with aninth channel used to record a
metronome for synchronizing the animation.
The music was recorded in Philadelphia and
six channels were used to record separated
signals from the violins, celli and basses,
violas, brass, woodwinds and tympani. The
seventh channel recorded amix of the other
six and the eighth channel was an ambient
distant pick-up of the whole orchestra. At the
re-recording stage in Hollywood, the eight
music tracks were mixed down into three
audio tracks, left, centre and right, with a
fourth track used to carry apilot tone. This
served the same purpose as the pilot tone
track in the Bell system; it controlled the gain
of an expander in the reproduction
equipment to improve the dynamic range by
about 20dB.
The Disney studios originally intended to
screen Fantasia at major cinemas which had
been especially equipped for the event with
multi-channel reproduction equipment. In
addition to the three speaker banks behind
the screen, additional speakers were to be
arranged around the theatre to produce a
surround- sound effect for some sequences.
This effect was controlled by notches cut into
the film edge. To accommodate the four
tracks ( three audio, and one control tone) the
released prints of Fantasia came on two
separate lengths of film, one for the picture
SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
exotic — and the room — have their own
unique characteristics, and the onus is on the
dealer and purchaser to select models wisely.
Incompatibility as such, in the traditional
meaning of the term, is very rare these days
— units connected together at random are
most unlikely to auto-destruct or interfere
appallingly.-But particularly when spending a
great deal of money on a system it is
important to mix units thoughtfully in terms
of tonal balance and dynamic characteristics
to take full advantage of the degree of
subtlety for which you are paying. Iknow
instances where the Linn 'front-end' works
fine with the Quad ESL-63: it depends on the
characteristics of the room, the siting of the
speakers ( stands etc) and the choice of
amplifier. But there are instances where such
a combination would be infelicitous, and a
change of cartridge ( Dynavector Karat or ADC
MC1.5 perhaps?) might be worthwhile.

images and one for the sound. So two
projectors had to be used in synchronisation.
The Disney plan was to use 60 loudspeakers
for afull scale presentation of Fantasia. The
whole circus needed 35 packing cases to
transport it across America.
But war came after just afew shows and no
one had time for extravagances like that any
more. The versions of Fantasia which you see
today are projected from conventional, single
rolls of 35mm film, with the original
soundtrack transferred to modern magnetic
or optical format. Quality is probably not
representative of what audiences of the '40s
would have heard, had Japan not hit Pearl
Harbour, because the release prints in use
today had to be pieced together from
non-too- perfect relics from the '40s.
Unfortunately the Bell Labs film tracks are
missing. According to Floyd Harvey: ' Ihave
been searching for them. When Fletcher
retired he went to Columbia University and
took alot of the film stuff with him. The
equipment has just disappeared through the
years. Some of it was used for special
experiments but it was never put together in
the way it was meant to in the '40s. There was
some equipment sent out to Hollywood and I
have never been able to find it. It may have
gotten more sophisticated and improved, but
as far as I
know it's never been located'.
This neatly underlines how fortunate we
are that Bell Labs have preserved at least the
majority of those early 1930 test disc
recordings of Stokowski. We are also
fortunate that Bell Labs today who are, after
all, really nothing more than the American
equivalent of the British Post Office, gave
Arthur Keller afree hand to do everything
possible to transfer those '30s recordings
onto modern LP format. Because the
originals exist as gold-sputtered masters,
which are unlikely to have deteriorated in
storage, the product of Keller's work comes
as close as can ever be possible to freezing in
time the sound of Stokowski's handling of an
orchestra 50 years ago.
The only regret is that Bell Labs did not
have, and probably never can have, copyright
clearance to release the discs for commercial
sale. But such strictures are unlikely to affect
EMI. Whereas Bell Labs is atelephone
company, EMI is arecord company. January
19, 1984, marks the 50th anniversary of Alan
Blumlein's stereo test recordings of Sir
Thomas Beecham at Abbey Road. That's less
than two years from now. But there's still time
for action: can we expect acommercial
release from EMI to commemorate this
landmark of audio history?*
If Ireturn to this general topic which Ihave
christened ' supercompatibility' too often, it is
because Ithink that it is the most important
aspect of hi-fi today. For the commentator,
the difficulty is that any product information
is often very specific and may be of little
general interest, while attempts to extrapolate general rules are fraught with difficulty. A
question that I
am frequently asked, but deftly
sidestep, is 'which is the best cartridge?'.
There is no definitive answer. Iknow why I
(bought and) use an Asak T: Ican live with its
limitations ( nearly all the time), and it suits
the rest of my system. But Iprobably wouldn't
try to use it in any other arm. Ihaven't tried all
the combinations, of course, but aSupex 900
does sound better in a Rega, for example.)
Likewise, many preamps ( particularly integrated models with hastily added movingcoil cartridge booster inputs) are happiest
working with a moving- magnet cartridge,
with its more restricted output bandwidth •
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What brings home the world's best broadcasting system
at the touch of abutton?

Simple.

The QUAD FM4

Simply write or phone for more information to
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs. 1
3E18 7DB. Telephone: (0480) 52561.

QUAD4
for the closest approach
to the original sound
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ix/ OU'D BETTER switch the
T tape off again!' sighed cellist
Bruno Schrecker in reply to my
first question: how did the original
Allegri Quartet ( Goren/Bartont
Ireland/Pleeth, featured on Berbirolli's
recording
of
Elgar's
Introduction and Allegro — ASD'
521) come together in the first
place? It was, after all, 28 years
ago, and, by aprocess of gradual
overlapping, the group now
consists of Peter Carter, David
Roth, Keith Lovell (who joined a
few months ago) and Bruno
Schrecker — an Allegri in which
the faces, though not the fundamental attitudes towards style,
sound and interpretation, are
entirely different.
'Actually ( B.S.), I was in the
vicinity of things at the beginning.
It started with Eli Goren phoning
Patrick Ireland and me to ask
whether we'd be interested in
playing quartets, as he'd heard on
the grapevine that the Gibbs
Quartet—which we played in—
was splitting up. Well, we went
and played, but Icouldn't really
join as I'd already gone in for a
French government scholarship...
[to study with Casals in France]
...so in the event Ididn't come into
the picture until 13 years later in
1967. In the meantime, Eli asked
Bill Pleeth instead, who, Imust
say, was agreat improvement on
me at the time!'
James Barton occupied the
second violinist's chair until 1963,
recognisable to owners of ASD
521 as the left-handed player
seated next to Eli Goren in the
session
photograph
on
the
sleeve—'although he usually sat
on the outside- right which as you
can imagine, looked marvellous
as well as sounding antiphonal!'
(discussion followed, characteristically good-humoured and beset
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with mutual interruption, on the there, and invariably it's a mess
merits and otherwise of different when we come to the concert,
seating
arrangements).
After because you try to do it, and the
1963, Peter Thomas joined the spontaneous thing that helped it
Quartet, handing over to David to work before doesn't happen
Roth six years later. Since the late again. Apart from the business of
60s, then, second violinist and learning the notes, we never
individually,
always
cel!ist have remained unchanged. practise
The conversation nicely reflects together, so that the ' muscular
the fact: it is David Roth and memory' develops simultaneousBruno Schrecker, genial and ly for everyone.'
During their first year or two,
relaxed, who talk fluently and the
more readily of the beginnings, the original Allegri became a
while ' newcomers' Peter Carter familiar name on the Third
(leader since 1976) and Keith Programme ('there were whole
Lovell (who replaced Prunella series of BBC engagements',
Pacey afew months ago) assume, although as Bruno Schrecker
as often as not, the role of points out, work elsewhere was in
enquiring,
interested
parties. short supply during those early
They must, of course, know most days; all but Pleeth, who taught
of the story already, yet their widely, derived additional income
absorption and interest are more from work with the London
than a mere token gesture for an Mozart Players. 'The struggle of a
interviewer's benefit: clearly, it Quartet at that time was far
fascinates all four players, there at greater than it would be now. The
the outset or not, to talk of the Allegri ate their hearts out to get
route, artistic and biographical, by something like a quartet- in- resiwhich the Allegri has come. ' I dence post of the sort which so
think to say that you try, as anew many universities have nowamember of the Quartet, to pursue days. Arid, thanks to the Radcliffe
the aims of the Allegri is putting Trust, they really made it at just
the cart before the horse.' ( B.S.) about the time I joined.' The
'Rather, you're temperamentally chairman of the scheme, Ralph
attracted to astyle which brought Verney ( now Sir Ralph) had
you into the Quartet in the rust suggested to Goren that he write a
place. If it isn't done that way paper on the role of a string
round, then you're forced into a quartet in conjunction with a
kind of ' painting by numbers' university music department, and
style of quartet playing—which, I in the years which have followed,
think, was the problem with our the Allegri have held short resiold Gibbs Quartet. But we were dences at Southampton, Nottingvery young, and were trying to ham, Hull and Oxford, returning
barn how to play Mozart, how to to the latter throughout the year
play Beethoven. And the per- for concerts and workshop sesformances sounded so tense sions 4a new piece for soprano
because everything was precon- and quartet by Nigel Osborne will
ceived, worked out. We've always feature later this year).
'Now that we can live by quartet
tried to avoid that. Time and again
when there's adifficult moment in playing alone, none of us thinks of
a piece of music, we say we're himself as anything other than a
going to make a rit or whatever quartet player .... [ nods of assent
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from the others] That may sound
like an obvious statement, but it
has so much to do with the way
we feel about ourselves as
musicians. None of us now has
much wish to play solo. Maybe it's
a pity to exclude oneself too
completely, but the moment you
get any kind of commitment to
anything else, it interferes, and
you can't work on the regular
thing.'
That, they all agree, was atime
of doubt for the Quartet. Peter
Carter explains that in 1976, with
the departure of Hugh Maguire for
apost at Snape, the main cause of
concern was whether the Allegri
would survive, or whether each
would go his own way as asoloist
or chamber music player with
another group. ' So we all began
taking large amounts of outside
work, and it became clear in avery
short time that any of these
outside commitments would interfere as if by some supernatural
force. If I
had just one solo dateyou
could bet that it would coincide
with a valuable Quartet engage
ment!
The best way to combine the
two without disrupting full-time
Quartet
matters,
points
out
second violinist David Roth, is not
to lose sight of the opportunity to
augment existing resources with
friends— hence
the
frequent,
highly successful appearances
with Marisa Robles, Christopher
Hyde-Smith and Thea King. A
Ravel Introduction and Allegro is
already in the Decca pipeline, and
there is a forthcoming Crusell
Clarinet Quartet from Hyperion.
Former violist Patrick Ireland
plays second viola in the Brahms
Quintets, soon to be released on
Argo ZK 94, and aregular second
cel!ist in the Schubert String
Quintet is Moray Welsh (with
whom they have recorded the
work on Argo ZK 83). Mention of
the work raised a familiar issue:
does the 'guest' play the first or
second cello part? 'You could
argue ( D.R.) that if the guest is a
"big name", as is the case on, say,
the Melos Quartet of Stuttgart
recording, where Rostropovich
plays the second cello part, he
should play no. 1 and really
become part of the texture, not
be out there on the lowest line for
much of the time, as happens if he
plays no. 2 ... " ... but then
look at the writing in the slow
movement where you have the
string trio bit with Cello 1at the
bottom. ( B.S.) Ioften think it's a
big advantage there to have the
Quartet contained within itself for
those brief bars, which are a real
blending job.' At any rate, the
collaboration with Moray Welsh is
one of which the Quartet speak
with special warmth—' a soloist
who also happens to be one of the
best chamber music players in the
country.'
With the appearance of Peter
Thomas as second violinist, and
on
either
side
of
the
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We'd like to explode
some myths about
magnetic cartridges
Myth: Cartridge magnets must be solid and
heavy. Not so. We prove it. Instead of asolid and
heavy magnet, the principle of VMS relies upon a
very light armature encircled with atiny
but powerful ring magnet. Movement
in the cantilever acts as ashunt
short-circuiting part of the magnetic
field, so generating voltage in the
coils.
Myth: Cantilever mass must be
large to match the magnet. Not so.
Our VMS cantilever mass is as low as
possible to give excellent tracking ability,
low distortion and brilliant reproduction
across all frequencies.
Myth: To match the large magnet, the
coils must be large as well. Untrue. Our coil
construction is more compact with less
sensitivity to hum. Pole pins have alow magnetic
bias so distortion and non- linearity in the
magnetic system are kept to an absolute
minimum.

Another
I
fvariable
magnetic shunt is really
so brilliant why isn't the system
adopted by other manufacturers?
Our competitors would like to follow
our lead but they can't. You see when
we invented VMS we patented it worldwide.
So VMS is unique. It's surprisingly more
accurate. And that's no fairy tale. Now that Ortofon
make arange of VMS cartridges to suit every deck
and arm, find out just what an improvement one
will make to your system.
Ask your dealer for ademonstration or clip
the coupon and well send you more details.

Idon't believe in myths but Ido believe in straight talking.
Send me more details about Ortofon VMS cartridges.
HFN 3

Name
Address
Postcode
Harman UK,
Mill Street, Slough, Berks.
Tel. Slough (0753) 76911.

orrofon

TCHAIKOVSKY
SYMPHONIES
from
Concertgebouw/Haitink
(
1-6IManfred,
Philips 6868 267, 7 recs) and Philharmonia/Ashkenazy
(
4-6IManfred,
Decca
D249D4, 4recs) make for interesting comparisons. As Ashkenazy's cycle came out we
expressed reservations about his Fifth and,
between issue and reissue, rather divided
reactions to Manfred-but great enthusiasm
for Four and Six. Haitink's complete cycle, on
the other hand, has the unity and consistent
reliability one expects from him. Which to go
for? Well, there's plenty of excitement with
Ashkenazy, even if on occasion Iwondered if
he was quite sure what speed he wanted to
use. There's an 'overdrive' quality in the Pathclique March that drove it almost to pieces
and would have guaranteed a standing
ovation in live performance: but, for a
gramophone recording I found Haitink's
Sixth more potentially repeatable, the ideal
midpoint between passion and control, with
both present but held in balance. Perhaps
Ashkenazy's resembles more the Pollini/
VPO/Beehm Beethoven Emperor, a stunning
once-only performance enshrined ( DG 2531
194), though in the case of Ashkenazy it's
warts and all. Choice will depend partly on
which kind of performance you prefer to have
fixed on record-but also on whether you
want a complete cycle or just the 'main'
Tchaikovsky symphonic works. Each has
many good things going for it, and Haitink a
bargain price.
A Shostakovich Fifth and more Tchaikovsky (
Romeo/Nutcracker): Lorin Maazel's
latest Cleveland Orchestra digitals on Telarc
DG- 10067 and DG- 10068. For sonic impact
and performing insight the Bournemouth/
Berglund HMV Shostakovich 5 ( now ESD
7029) has long been my reference standardthough for idiomatic authenticity albeit less
refined sound the USSR SO/Maxim Shostakovich Melodiya, ASD 2668, is probably as
useful. To have a no- punches-pulled digital
dem record of this piece also serves aneed,
and the playing-not to mention Telarc
surfaces-is impeccable. The recording has
the Telarc virtues of anice large ( slightly soft)
ambience, fine detail and huge percussive
Pleeth/Schrecker changeover, the
Allegri discography began in
earnest. There were Westminster
recordings of Viennese classics,
Ravel and Bartok, and Schubert
featured prominently, then as
now: the complete cycle of
quartets for Argo already covers
nine of the 15 to be recorded.
Between these two 'generations'
of the Allegri Quartet came a
rich period for British music on
disc. In the late 60s and early 70s,
Maguire,
Roth,
Ireland
and
Schrecker recorded music by
Frank Bridge (the 3rd and 4th
Quartets on ZRG 714), Elgar ( the
Piano Quintet with John Ogdon —
SLS 5084) and Britten, who, at
Snape, supervised aweek's intensive rehearsals for the Allegri
recording for Decca of his First and
Second Quartets. ' It's almost
become a cliche to talk of his
uncanny insight into the capabilities of instruments he didn't play.
But is was uncanny. He answered
every question on the technical
side with absolute conviction— he
always knew exactly what he
wanted.
If something didn't
appear to work, it was usually
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Geoff Jeanes
weight. Perhaps Berglund offers the balancepoint: inexpensive, too. But for lovers of the
Telarc approach, here is one to revel in.
Maazel's Romeo & Juliet, too, is magnificent
for sound. The only rival for depth, solidity
and dynamic range is Bernstein's overwhelming Israel Phil coupling with Francesca
on DG 2531 211 ( live recording), where every
last ounce of emotion is wrung from the
music: even Maazel's powerful commitment
could seem restrained by comearison. There
may be an echo of the Ashkenazy/Haitink
contrast here, too—Maazel's approach is of
flawless integrity, Bernstein's somewhat
unbridled, tempestuous. Which do you
prefer? Anyway, with Maazel's Romeo comes
a marvellously-crafted Nutcracker Suite to
resolve any doubts: you should really have
both records.
Charles Dutoit and the Montréal SO gave us
one of the finest Decca digitals with SXDL
7526, Ravel's Daphnis & Chloé. Now with
more French music, in one of those analogue
recordings that makes one ponder the need
for digital, Dutoit directs the Philharmonia
through Saint-Saëns' Danse Macabrel Rouet
d'OmphalelPhaétonlJeunesse
d'Hercule!
Marche héroique. '
From soft timpani ... to the
magnificent weight of full brass.. . from the
luminous woodwind . . . to the inner detail',
this is one to add to your list. Dutoit reveals all
with mastery and intelligence, backed up by
excellent playing. An opportunity to assess
the 'other' Saint-Saëns orchestral music...
you will, of course, already have an excellent
'Organ' Symphony 3, whether Barenboim's
DG analogue ( 2530 619), Ormandy's Telarc
digital ( 10051), or—very reasonably— both.
When CBS introduced a 15- record set of

because of an oversight on our
part, and if we asked him about it,
we'd find that the answer —
always instantly given! — was
there on the paper all the time!'
'I remember ( B.S.) that he
wanted the fast movements to be
very fast indeed. You know he
always seemed to be after a
certain hysterical quality in his
fast music; he never felt it was
right if it sounded in any way
complacent.. . no, Iwouldn't say
that with him it was a case of a
composer imagining his music
faster than he would like it in
practice. For one thing he was
there when we actually recorded
those Quartets. With Bartók,
though, we often wonder whether
he worked out his precise timings
away from a performance. And
Beethoven . . . well, you could go
on talking for hours about such
things' (-as, no doubt, the Allegri
have been doing over recent
weeks: their successful GEH
Beethoven cycle, to be repeated
later this year at the Barbican
Centre, ended only last month).
By the accounts of Roth and
Schrecker, the intensive week
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Bernstein's Mahler symphonies with a new
prefix, on GM15 ( now, alas, deleted) Itook it
that GM stood for Gustav Mahler. But an even
more overwhelming archive, 'Stravinsky:
The Recorded Legacy', was GM 31 ( 31 recs).
Grand Magnum? Great Masterworks? (well,
the whole set is remastered.) Whatever, it was
warmly recommended if rather surprisingly
high in price. But apoint for those sufficiently
involved in the composer to contemplate
such an outlay is that CBS—together with two
others of the four once regarded as fairly
unreliable in this respect— is one of the record
companies who have made a large, and
pretty consistent, improvement in pressing
quality. So if you have asubstantial number
of the records in this set in their original
issues, perhaps take some down and try them
out. If bulk purchase still daunts . . . well,
much of the set will probably come out in
separate issues over aspan of months not too
far distant. ( Significant news in passing, as a
coda...not code, typesetters please note....
Lyrita's forthcoming releases, including that
superb Rubbra Symphony 6heard on Radio 3
in February, are due to be reviewed in our May
issue.)
From
archive Stravinsky to digital:
Chandos DBRD 2004 ( 2 recs) presents Scottish National/Gibson in the three orchestral
symphonies and—space precluding the
inclusion of Symphony of Psalms—the 1942
Ode. After the considerable quantity of
Tchaikovsky imbibed at the start of this
month's listening, Ihad avivid sense of déjà
entendu (
though not forgetting Rimsky) on
hearing Stravinsky's Op. 1 Symphony in E
flat. Ihad wanted a fine recording of the
Symphonies in C and in Three for some time,
and record 2here fills the need admirably—
but the 1905-7 Op. 1Symphony clinches it, a
'stunningly good' recording of afascinating
and surprising insight into the composer's
self-discovery. ( Quick Flashes à la '
Rock'
column: Chandos have some surprising rare
Tchaikovsky too, DBRD 2003 digital, 2 recs,
very fine pressings though watch for sporadic
overcutting distortion; and see reviews for a
Boulez/Erato Stravinsky set, on French
pressings.)

with Britten in 1972 was one of
exceptional smoothness, with
none of the strained relations that
occasionally beset such encounters. ' Mind you, we always went
along with him, and never went
on so long that we crossed him in
any way . . . Ithink if you crossed
old Ben, he didn't like it very much
...(Brief nod of agreement from
Peter Carter, who, as a former
ECO player, remembers 'afair old
temper or two when things
weren't going well. But one
always knew it was frustration at
not knowing what to do in order to
get what he wanted'.)...and the
main memory of those quartet
sessions is one of a state of
euphoria at spending time with a
great man.'
Not, Isuspected, athought that
invariably came to the players'
minds when preparing a new
work at a university workshop
with the composer in attendance.
The brief silence which greeted
my suggestion, and the quickly
exchanged, interrogative glances
before the first uttered word (to
say nothing of acharacteristically
genial—and
ingenious—side-

step reply by Bruno Schrecker)
were enough to reveal a certain
ambivalence of opinion. 'We feel
we owe it to the composer to have
him there at some point . . . don't
we?-emphatic nods confirmed
Peter Carter's assertion—' ... And
it's probably agood idea ( D.R.) to
let him hear us early on so that we
don't go off at too great atangent
from his intentions and imagination.. . it does seem reasonable;
after all, there aren't that many
real composers around! ..." Now
that reminds me . . . '-the
interruption was masterly-' . . .
Has anyone seen The French
Lieutenant's Woman? Didn't you
think that Carl Davis' music was
fabulous? Has he ever written
anything for the concert hall? It's
all
so
tremendously atmospheric-and
beautifully
made.
Whenever I'm watching afilm and
the music's good, Ilook it up and it
always seems to be Carl Davis!
And I was so taken with this
score-and you all know that I
listen to music as little as possible!-that Iwasn't watching the
film any more. If only he would
write astring quartet!' •
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MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131

INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
SME, ORTOFON, SHURE, PACKAGES
SME Ill & IIIS available without aCA- 1cartridge carrying arm to avoid
duplication if required for the Ortofon SME 30H of SHURE MV3OHE
cartridges integrated with carrying arm.
SME Ill (minus CA- 1) ...£101.30
SME IIIS (minus CA.1) .. 167.50
ORTOFON SME 30H Low mass cartridge & carry arm for Ill or Ills . 179.95
SHURE MV30 HE low mass cartridge & carry arm for Ill or Ills 139.95
P&P on cartridge
50p
P&P on SME arm
£1.00

TEST RECORDS

Ortofon 2
Shure TIR -110

MOO
£4.25

post 65p
HFS 81
Shure TIR 115

£ 5-00

THORENS TURNTABLES ( Carriage £5.00)

TD 160 "Super" Upgraded "Audiophile" version of the popular TD160
turntable. Without arm but will accept most good quality arms now
available in Mahogany or black.
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £149.95
TO 16011 BC Turntable without arm but will accept most popular arms
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 109.95
TO 160 IIC Turntable complete with Thorens "Isotrack" Low mass arm
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £155.00
TD104 Mk II Complete with arm 33 & 45 rpm with fine adjustment and
strobe
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £84.00
TD 115 MKII With low mass arm., - semi-auto 33,45,78 rpm with fine
vip
i
er5cont
Itliafe
oF
nER PRICE £164.00
o
Cp

6 itrik ire.:Trels
)
c
urseemi-autoaSrinE

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £99.00
TO 126 IIIBC Turntable without arm 33, 45, & 78 rpm, fine speed control
& strobe
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE 1189.95
TO 126 IIIC Ready fitted with low mass arm, Semi-auto
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £275.00
THORENS SPARE DRIVE BELTS
£1.78 p&p 50p.
TD50 & TP60 Headshells
£10.00 p&p 50p.
TP62, TP63, TP70 Headshell/arm tubes
£12.00 p&p 50p.

HAFLER AMPLIFIERS

,
Kit form or assembled
DH - 101 & DH- 110 Pre- amps
DH200&DH500 Power Amps
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST

A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS ( Carriage Free)
Ss -1IC
£58.00
SS- 1101C
£97.00

SS-2IC
£160.00
SS-3IC
SA- 1Spectrum Analyser

£243.00
£ 124.00

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £12-95 Double Albums £19-95
Full UK range stocked, many new titles-Ask for list
P&P £1.00 per order any quantity

AUDIO -TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
AT6006a Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
£9.90
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
.£9.95
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
£15.95
P0011 Cleaning System .
£9-00
AT610a 2Phono2Phono 1.Em Gold Plated
£5.00
Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES

NEI/In Conducting Record Sleeves - per 10
£6.50
NEW! Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
£27-50
Matching Pack MP1
£4.95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3
124-95
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand. pair
£25.00
Peak Programme Indicator PPI 2
£21-00
Mains Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£1 2.50
Mains Interference Suppressor-Heavy Duty (6 amp) 6/4
£1 7-50
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
£1-76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
£2.45
Mains Distribution Unit-4 way in line 18/2P
£7.50
Mains Distribution Unit-6 way in line 28/1
£11.99
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way, 3 amp-19/1
117.60
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3
each - 90
Speaker Switching Unit: 2way-2/2 ..... .
£6.75
Speaker Control Centre-Screw, 24/1 or DIN, 24/2
£16-95
Tape Switching Unit. 2 way DIN 22/1
£17-00
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way DIN 23/1
£21-00
Tape Switching Unit, 2 way Phono 22/2
£22.00
Tape Switching Unit, 3way Phono 23/2
£27.00
Phono switching unit 10/2
£13.95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
£15-95
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKII HC2
£14.95
Headphone Adaptor 2 way 5/3
£8.95
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£14-95
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
£5.95
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
£5-50
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
£5-95
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1
£19.95
Dust Cover Renovation OCR- 2
£3-90
Tape Head Cleaner Spray 100 gm
£2.70
Record cleaner spray 100gm
£2.70
Static zero spray 35gm
£1.55
Jet clean 100gm
.99
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1
£2.20
4mm Spade terminators (pack of 4)40/4
£2.20
DIN adaptor pack for 79 std cable 40/2
£2.20
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6 white
per metre . 35
79 Strand Speaker Cable 13/8. Black or White
per metre - 70
P&P on cable-£1-00 per order. Other items 50p per order
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at Feb 82. Whilst every endeavour is
made to maintain these prices we reserve the right
to amend as necessary without notice. E&OE.

Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

PICK UP ARMS

FIDELITY RESEARCH FR64S
FR64FX Tonearms , .
P.O A
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100
£99•95 '
ASP1/ASP 11 ARM Tubes 119.95
AT1010
£119-95'
AT1120
£89.95•
HADCOCK•
GH220 ' S' special offer. • £87-00
GH228 Export
£68.00"
1ml. Silcone Fluid £2.07
2ml. Silcone Fluid £3.34
MAYWARE POST FREE
Mark IV Arm
£79.35
Formula 4 Mk III. . £59-80'
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series III
£113-50'
SME Series Ills
£81-50'
Damper for IIIS
£12•75
CA1 Arm for Series III £ 16.95
3009 R Arm
£130-40'
3012 R .... £136-75'
FD 2R Damper
£15-50
3009 11 Fixed Head £64-95'
3009 II Detachable £69-95'
54 Headshell . . .
110-00
S2 Headshells
£7-50
S2R Headshell
£9-00
FD200 Fluid Damper . £19.95
Damping Fluid Refill. . . .£3-55
Reducing Fluid
£2.14
&D.C.
LM F-1 Fixed Head. . . . £64-35'
LMF-2 Detachable. . . £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . £36.75*
'Post: C1.00: Other Items 50p

MONSTER CABLE

"DEMONSTRABLY BETTER'

85p PER FOOT
P & P £1.00 PER ORDER

ACCESSORIES

ADC 'Pro Gram' Stylus scales
£21-00
ADC "Pro-Grip" clamp
£9.95
ADC LMG - 1 headshell . £4.60
Allsop 3 cassette cleaner £2-99
Mayware Protractor £3.45
Shure Stylus Scale . . . . . £5-99
MONITOR AUDIO SOUND CABLES
Flat 3.6 m pair
£11-60'
Monitor Audio 'POD'
£7.50
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5.99
"Le Mat by Audio-Ref • .£18.95•
G. A. Glass Soundisc .
14-95'
Elite Platter Matter
Post Free. . . . . ... £23-00
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair
15-00'
0M-10 Diskmat. . £8-50*
Stylus Microscope. . £2.95
Protractor £2.95
Headshell-Mag alloy
Copper-litz wires . . . . . .£5•95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
RC- 410 Clamp
£9.99
Ag 99L Headshell Wires , £3-40
RC- 100 Cleaner
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10.95
Record Sleeves ( 50) . £4-99
Pixall 11 Roller
£ 5-75
Pixall Refills
- 90
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill
£3.50
Permostat Jumbso Refills £6.95
Microsorber feet per set . 19.90
•Postage C1.00. Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & P £ 1.00
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01 POST FREE
19.50
ATH03
£13-95
ATH05
117-95
ATH7
£65.00
STAX
STAX SR.44 Complete £67-00
STAX SR.5'
£ 53.40
STAX SRX3'
£102.35
STAX LAMBDA' . £120.15
STAX SIGMA'
£176-00
'Energiser Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER . . £39.00
SRD7 SB ENERGISER. £52.00
SR DX ENERGISER
£62.30
YAMAHA
YH100
£39-95
HP1
£29-50
HP3
£15-95
SENNHEISER
HD40
HD222
HD400
.
HD414X
HD424X
HD420
.
H0430
HD224X
HD230

£ 10.95
£31-50
£12-99
£21-90
£31-50
£25-90
£34.50
£39-50
£49.00

CARTRIDGES AND STYLI ( P & P 50p)
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
ADC Phase IV
£42-00
ADC Phase III
£30.00
ADC Phase 11. . . £18-50
ADC Phase 1 .... £1200
.
ADC ZLM Improved • £57-14
ADC XLM III Impro ved £36•2 9
ADC VLM Ill Improved
Elite EEI 700 . . •
£
£4
29
5: 00
04
Elite EEI 500 . . £36.00
Elite EE1 400
£23-00
Elite EEI 30011
•
Fidelity Research FR101SE .. £44.00
Goldring G900E . . . . . . . £16.50
Goldring G900 'IGCSPECIAL OFFER
Goldring 6920 ' IGC' . . . . . £29.95
Goldring G910 'IGCSPECIAL OFFER
8.95

REPLACEMENT STYLI
RS IV
£27.99
£19.25
RS Ill
£12.50
RS 11 . . .
RS I ..... . £8.15
RSZ Improved. £26-53
RSX Improved. £18•35
RSV Imp
£
£1
2 :::1
0
5
EEI 550. . £23-00
EEI 450. . £11-00
EEI 300H. £7-00
SIOISE
£26.50
0140E . .
0140 IGC . £29.75

OT1
F
E
7
/
0
s IG.C
. ..
£16 . 50
D160 IGC . £29-75
Grado FTE+1
£7.013
r
Grado FCE+1
£10•95
FCE+ . . . £8.50
Grado F3E+
F3E+
£13-50
£1 4.50
Grade GT Super* £ 16.95
GT Super Stylus . 112.71
Grade GC Super*
121.95
GC Super Stylus . 114.46
Grado GF3 Super*
£29.95
GF3 Super Stylus 12246
"Grado Trade-up-Grade. Trade up your old Grado any model or condition - for one of the new models. You pay only the stylus price.
J . V.C. Z2E
£38-33
J.V.C. X2
Z2E • • .
11 9-90
Nagaoka MP10* .
f
£1
63
9.
00
51
.
.
.
£37-50
*
.£
£5.50
Nagaoka MP11
£1 5- 0
N
N--1
1°
1M
MP
P
: : £7-00
Nagaoka MP15 - . . £31-00
N-15MP££0
22Nagaoka MP20* • £37-00
N0M
:2.
0
P.
p
£25-00
Nagaoka MP30*
£46.00
£35.00
Nagaoka MP5O'
£74-00
N-50MP
. £ 52-00
Nagaoka Special Offer Free Magalloy Headshell !
Ortofon SME 30H . . . £79-95
L3OH
£31-00
Onof on Concorde 30 . £41-00
CL30 . £31-00
Ortofon Concorde 20 . . £31-00
CL20
£21-00
Ortofon Concorde 10 . . £21-00
CL10 . £10-00
Ortofon Concorde Std. £19-75
Std Stylus . £10.00
Ortofon LM30/H
£37•00
CL30/L3OH £31-00
Onofon LM20/20H
£28-00
CL20/L2OH . . £21-00
Ortofon LM15
£19-95
L15
£13-00
Ortofon LM10
£14-95
CL1 0
£10-00
Ortofon VMS10E
£16-90
010E 11
£11-25
Ortofon VMS5E11 £8•95
D5E11
£6-50
Ortofon VMS5E11 plug in
£11 - 75
Ortofon VMS 20E II
£23- 50
D2OE M k 1 and 11 £15.50
Upgrade your VMS20 with a 030 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 II . . £29.90
D30 II . . . . . . . £22-00
Ortofon FF1 5E 11. . £9.90
NF1 5E Mk 1 & II . .£8.95
Stanton 681 EEES
£43.90
D6800 EEES
£23
95
Stanton 881$ ... £ 59-95
081
£33-60
Stanton 681 EEE
£32-00
06800EEE
£18.80
Stanton 680EE . . £19-95
0680 . . £13-99
Stanton 500EE . . £12-70
D5100EE £10-40
Stanton 500E.
£11-75
05100E £8.80
Stanton 500A
£10.75
D5107A £6.60
Shure M44E
£ 11.75
N44E
£6.40
Shure M55E
£ 13.30
N55E
£7.40
Shure M75EJ Type 2 . . £ 19.60
N75EJ Type 2. .
£8.45
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
£21.85 • N75H-EJ Type 2 £ 12.55
Shure M75ED Type 2
£22.45
N75ED Type 2 £ 14.10
Shure M75HE Type 2
£24.75 • N75HE Type 2 . £ 15.10
'Upgrade your Shure M76 with a new "HE" Stylus
Shure M95EJ
£20.80
N95EJ
£ 10.55
Shure M95ED
£24.95
N95ED
£ 18.05
Shure M95HE
£31.50
N95HE
£ 19.10
Shure M97EJ
£31.99
N97 EJ
£ 12.10
Shure M97HE
.
£48.50
N97HE
£26 .35
Shure M97HE-AH £50.95
N97HE
£26.35
Shure V15 Ill
£54.00
VN35E
£ 18.80
Shure V15 Ill HE
£57.95
VN35HE
£ 19.95
Shure V15 IV SP.OFF
.f7680
VN45HE
£27.45
Shure MV3OHE ( SMEIII) . . . De .%
N3OH E
£24.10
Shure M97LT*
£43.70
N97LT
£22.95
Shure V15LT•
£84.00
VN45LT
£24.85
"For Technics linear tracking turntables

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

Audio Tech AT3200XE £34-95
Audio Tech AT3100XE . £25-95
Audio Tech AT31 E . . . . £39.95
Audio Tech AT32E . . . £65.00
Mayware MC- 3L
Mayware MC- 2V
£4 9-45
£69.00
Mayware MC- 2C
£49-45
Osawa OS60
£99 -95
O
E,,s
t
a
re
wa
l 0S7OL
£179-95

Post 50p
Dynavector 1JX11 £49-90
Dynavector 20A1 I. . £66.25
Dynavector DV50A
£76-96
Dynavector Ruby
£82.50
STM 72 Transformer ... £19 .95
Ortofon MC2011 Sp off £75-00
Ortofon MCA- 10. . £58-50
Elite MCP555 . . . . £194800
Elite MC 555
f 7: 00

£80-00
Lentek MC Pre-amp . £49-00

Elite MC Pre- amp. . . £82-00
Fidelity Research
P0 A

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES

Trade in or trade up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn) for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge at these exchange
prices.
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 10XMk11
.
129.95
Dynavector 20A MKII. ..153.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby 159.95
Dynavector 20B Mk11 ...£61.96

STYLI FOR OLD MODELS & 78 rpm

We stock many of the styli for older models bySHURE,ORTOFON & ADC
as well as most of the SHURE 78 styli

ELITE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p
ADC XLM VLM CILM . £26-00
Stanton 500
£17-00
Stanton 680/681
£23-00

Ortofon M15
Ortolan VMS20
Ortofon FFI5

£23.00
£23.00
£17-00
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STOCKPORT and
SWISS COTTAGE
David Prálcel reports from two major dealer shows

THE SHOW IS
dead; long live the show.
Whereas last year the dedicated
audiophile could have packed in
four show visits before April,
this year he's been restricted
to two. Neither Sound & Video 81 nor
High Fidelity 81 will ever see 82. The
Lasky's sponsored Sound& Video show, held
in the Excelsior Hotel, Manchester Airport,
will no longer start off the show year with its
tradition of being the fog/snow-bound show.
Bespoke Audio, hi-fi dealers of Stockport in
Greater Manchester, held asuccessful dealer
show last year in the Belgrade hotel,
Stockport, which was this year expanded to
take over from the defunct Sound & Video.
The only problem here was that the Bespoke
Show also took over the bad weather.
Though Greater Manchester was an oasis of
blue skies, despite the temperature being
well below freezing, the rest of the country
was cut-off, frozen- in or flooded-out. Only the
booted and parka-ed enthusiasts made it to
Dialstone Lane this year for what was the first
show of the year—the much expanded
Bespoke Hi Fi Show.
The Audio T/A TLabs' sponsored Audio 81
show at the Holiday Inn, Swiss Cottage, has
similarly grown up in 1982. Though there was
no shortage of exhibitors or new products at
last year's Swiss Cottage show, with the news
that High Fidelity 82 would never be, and that
London would be without a spring show,
Audio 82 was expanded into something more
than just abig dealer event, becoming afully
fledged public show better than High Fidelity
at Cunard ever promised to be.
The memory of the weekend of January 8,9
and 10 must be painful for many of the
exhibitors at Bespoke: frozen screenwash
bottles, jack-knifed artics, snow- blocked days
and a twice-daily only rail service from
Euston to Manchester conspired to kill off the
Friday afternoon and to turn the Belgrade
Hotel lobby into what looked like a transit
camp for Siberian refugees. By the Saturday
morning things had thawed out and the show
was well under way; by Saturday afternoon
things had thawed out all too well, as Stuart
Mee of Heybrook will well remember, having
been the recipient of an unwelcome dozen
gallons of cold bathwater from the floor above
through the ceiling of his demonstration
room!
The Bespoke Show was a one-product
event, and though you'd normally only have
my word for it, this year Bespoke's Albert
Henshaw had the bright idea of balloting the
public visitors as to what they thought
the best demonstrations and the most
interesting products on show. I'd reckoned
that Celestion's SL6, having its first true
public airing, would cause a stir among the
public and trade visitors, and with the voting
slips in and counted, Bespoke announced last
month that Celestion's was the third best
demonstration at the show ( bettered by the
Sony Esprit and Linn demos) while the SL6
speaker walked off with first prize for the most
interesting product on show (with the Sony
Esprit system taking second place and the
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Carver electronics third). It did appear at
Gale loudspeakers and either aTechnics SL10
Stockport that if you weren't a loudspeaker
or Linn turntable, certainly packed the public
manufacturer then you were using SL6s, and
in.
if you were aloudspeaker manufacturer you
ADC and dbx were also showing signal
were either queuing up to ask about the
processors but of an entirely different kind.
possibility of getting 'that tweeter' for your
ADC were showing an important addition to
own design, or were wishing the SL6 would
their Sound Shaper range of frequency
go away while badmouthing it in the bar.
equalisers: though not an equaliser itself,
To my knowledge Sansui were giving
their SA- 1at last takes the guesswork out of
demonstrations with SL6s; HFNIRR were
using equalisers domestically ( should the
there using the SL6 for John Atkinson's
need be felt). The SA- 1 is an astonishingly
lecture on stereophony; Peter Mapp for HiFi
inexpensive real-time frequency spectrum
for Pleasure had gone one better in his room
analyser complete with calibrated microacoustic demonstrations by having two
phone for under £ 125! dbx were showing
pairs; and Crimson Electrik completed the set
their automatic equalisation/analysis system
of six.
for ten times the price of ADC's SA- 1. The dbx
For the record, Celestion were using two
20/20 computer equaliser, reviewed in this
and last month's HFN/RR, sells for £ 1150 and
systems in their demonstration—the first
with a Linn/lttok/Asak front end feeding the
offers ten memory locations for equaliser
new 250watt Tresham pre/MOSFET power
settings produced with the calibrated mike at
any position in the room. The 20/20 can even
amp combination, and a budget system
featuring Colin Walker's excellent CJ55
average out a number of equalisation
turntable with a Hadcock arm and Technics
readings, say for arow of listeners sitting on a
EPC 205 cartridge feeding an A&R A60.
settee, while the owner can weight the
equalisation setting for his own listening
Riccardo Franassovici's Absolute Sounds
operation was also showing that good small
position by entering that reading into the
speakers deserve the best in electronics and
averager twice, three times or more! Some
front ends by demonstrating the ClIn babies
listening positions can now be more equal
with the full Oracle/Sumiko/Koetsu and
than others. dbx encoded discs were also
Threshold rig, while Practical HiFi had a being demonstrated from an ever expanding
similar system, though incorporating the
catalogue ( pun intended) while adbx decoder
DNM preamp and Albany power amps. It
was being putto use with an early sample of a
now seems accepted practice to show small
new Marantz cassette deck (the Sd7 soon to
loudspeakers with the very best equipment—
be available in dbx form for £499) which
atrend that was also seen at Audio 82, though
produced intriguing results from dbxmore about that later.
encoded cassettes.
The only 'theme' one could discern behind
Trio were one floor above showing their
the products exhibited was perhaps the
successor to the L-07 amps that were used
increasing awareness on the UK scene of
widely at last year's Bespoke show—their
signal processing devices. The public
new L-08 amp is astonishingly designed,
seemed well impressed with DW Labs' newly
looking like a high-tech breeze block, while
imported Carver Cl preamp now featuring a the L-08C preamp now has four-wire Sigma
moving-coil input and Sonic Holography,
drive extended to pre to power amp connections. The L-08 190watt mono power
though in amuch neater way than the older
C4000 preamp. Sonic Holography is Bob
amps also feature four-wire drive.
A final hunt round before an early
Carver's name for the very sophisticated
crosstalk cancellation device which can,
departure to beat the weather revealed plenty
when properly set up, create amuch greater .of public interest in the turntables from
sense of space with most records—though it
Heybrook and the Cadet from Input Design.
works best with simply miked material. The
This is a solid plinth version of the Kitdeck
demonstration, using Carver ' Cube' amps,
selling for £25 less than the Kitdeck at £80.
Mike Creek's CAS 4040 'NAD
beater' integrated amp
(see also p.21)

One of the Swiss Cottage
surprises: Linn's
'Super Basik'

Trio's Sigma-Drive
monobloc, the L-08
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Ariston were showing their new RD 11
'Superieur' turntable which features the
concave platter and integral record clamp
now also featured on their middle market RD80. Mordaunt Short were showing their new
Carnival/Festival/Pageant Mk Ill speakers for
the first time publicly in the UK, while Diesis
were also showing for the first time their M
range of slim vinyl veneered boxes with
Mullard drivers.
Bespoke last year was avery friendly dealer
show with plenty of established products,
perhaps short of new equipment launches,
but with its live music venture a very enjoyable show. This year it seemed to be
suffering from growing pains and from being
held during the worst winter weather for
nearly a quarter century. The Swiss Cottage
Audio 82 show, on the other hand, has put its
problems behind it to become more than just
asuccessor to London's Spring Show. If only
the Holiday Inn floor plan were less like that
famous topiary work at Hampton Court!
On the periphery of the Audio 82 show
Rotel were causing much public interest with
their CB rigs (though luckily there were no
breakthrough problems for other exhibitors,
or none Iheard). The new product launches at
Audio 82 were perfectly in line with the
polarisation towards good budget equipment
and esoterica/top-end hi-fi that Isee happening in the hi-fi market. New cheap British
amps were almost ten apenny yet there was
no shortage of £2000-plus new speakers
while Harman UK stole the show in one
respect at least with their £33,000 Levinson
tape and electronics system.
UK manufacturers were as a breed none
too elated at the show and were to be seen
brooding in corners over poor trade figures;
even one manufacturer who, it turned out,
had sold more than his competitors in one
price bracket said to me that It's no consolation being at the top of a rotting tree'.
Nevertheless, the public were keenly
analytical of the products on show and
attendance on the public days was surprisingly good.
Looking at the product categories individually it was interesting to see two very
different £2000- plus speaker systems being
debuted. Absolute Sounds were showing the
Belgian Etude NPI four-way design which
incorporates KEF and Son Audax drivers in a
tall cabinet. Intriguingly, the speaker can be
equalised for level to match cartridge and
amplifier 'signatures'.
Meridian
have
produced a similarly priced active design to
come into the range above the current M2 but
rather beside the M1 than as a replacement
for it. The new M10 is astonishingly designed
and incorporates a curved front baffle with
twin mid drivers and tweeter in a similar
arrangment to the M2. Twin pairs of bass
drivers are opposed across the slim cabinet
and work in conjunction with a KEF B139B
passive radiator on the back of the cabinet on
the acoustic axis of the design. A new
dedicated version of the 101 preamp, called
the 101B, drives the four 105-type amps in
each speaker. Set up in one of the larger
Holiday Inn bedroom suites, the M10 could
produce both staggering level changes and
detail, though the prototypes were yet alittle
ragged in the treble and rather too generous
in the bottom end in that particular room.
Nevertheless the M10 demonstration was
one that few who heard it will forget in a
hurry.
ARC were also showing active systems
behind their two new speakers based on the
successful model 101. A Series 2 101 is
shortly to be «
available for around £295 and
60

though substantially cheaper than the old 101
the performance should be improved by the
new Peerless tweeter (ARC modified) and the
changed cabinet damping. The bass driver
from the bigger 202 model will be used in an
advanced version of the 101 cabinet to
produce the new 102 model which will sell for
£395. Of course, both speakers incorporate
the ARC Active/Passive crossover brick
which enables instant upgrading with new
power amps and active crossover.
Stewart Tyler of ProAc was showing an
Extended Bass version of his very popular
Studio loudspeaker which was producing, in
addition to amore extended bottom end, an
airy more open midband sound that will
appeal to many listeners. A new speaker from
Tyler's Celef company was on show in)the
ProAc room — the Celef Minator, anew slim
cabinet two-way—though the show was
stolen by the £ 195 ProAc Tablette, a tiny
speaker capable of producing astonishing
levels with signals from the Michell Gyrodeck
and Threshold amplification.
It's worth noting the number of loudspeaker manufacturers who this year have
gone to the trouble of offering single speaker
demonstrations—notably Swisstone, who
were showing one pair of speakers in each of
three rooms, while AR covered the nonplaying speakers of the two demmed pairs
with concrete slabs to stop them resonating
in sympathy with the driven-pair and so
colouring the sound. Such care doesn't go
unnoticed. Audan went one better with single
speaker demonstrations of their cabinets
with only one full range driver apiece—and
very efficient they are too.
Electronics next, where for sheer noexpense-spared build quality, the Mark
Levinson equipment caused eyes to pop
almost as much as the the ML price list.
Levinson gear is not esoteric equipment but
merely equipment built to total reliability
specs and capable of neutral sound quality.
The truly massive power amps deliver 25
watts of Class-A power only, being designed for multi-amp speaker systems or for
use with high efficiency speakers. The ML6A
preamp system is a separate preamp and
nawe rsupply set-up with mono preamps and
the signals never mixing once they
have left the stereo cartridge. The ML-7
preamp is a conventional stereo design
intended for domestic use (though this too
has its own power supply). An ML- 10 preamp
will soon be available, based on the ML-7but
without its modular construction; an ML-9
100watt stereo amp will be available at the
same time based on the stereo 200watt ML-3.
The Levinson show stealer was the modified
Studerstudiotapedeck which sellsfor£13,000
though is intended for pro-use rather than
domestic replay.
Crimson Electrik have produced a power
amplifier of storage- radiator dimensions and
weight which rivals the Levinson equipment
for
hang-the-expense
designing.
The
Leviathan from Crimson is finished in red
suede and mahogany, being described by its
designer as '99% power supply, 1% amplifier' which explains the use of car batteries
within its case. The Leviathan (or Ultimate
Potent Machine as the dictionary definition
gives it) has vital statistics of 200 watts per
channel, weight 3
/scwt, price £ 1400.

Meridian's
awesome M10
(see p.21)

The legendary
Mark Levinson
gear reached
these shores at
Swiss Cottage,
courtesy of
Harman UK

Audiolab's
beautifully
finished gear

The production version of Elite Townshend's
'Rock' — note the damping trough

At the other end of the price scale is an
exciting new British amplifier from Creek
Audio Systems. Designer Mike Creek, once
associated with Ambit, has produced a £99
integrated amplifier with 40watts aside, well
designed tone controls and atight spec. The
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The Nitty Gritty Dirt Remover

Another surprise: the new
Nytech stylin;

Promising new gear from MYST
(see p.211

A winner?— the Systemdek Il

Pure DC Crimson Electrirs
car battery
powered
Leviathan

All photographs David Priikel
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styling struck me as being ' by A&R Cambridge out of Amstrad' but the construction is
excellent and the components seemingly
well chosen. A £99 preamp is shortly to be
offered for use with a £250 MOSFET power
amp. MYST Ltd were also showing an unusual range of electronics including avalve
preamp and transistor hybrid power amp.
Both Naim and Nytech were showing new
electronics—much to public astonishment.
Nytech were demonstrating a delightfully
styled integrated amplifier, the CA 252, which
will sell for £ 184 with asimilar specification to
the CTA receiver. The front half of the CA 252
box has been used for the CA112 preamp
which offers an ideal match for the Nytech
CPA 602 power amp. Both the CA 252 and the
CP112 come with moving-coil or magnetic
cartridge input boards as specified on the
order—the CP112 will cost £149.50.
Naim have a 'straight line' integrated
amplifier in advanced prototype stage which
was to be found in the Linn trade room
driving Kans. The electronics are finalised,
though the amp was only to be seen in a
phonoin, speakers-out version built into a
160 case.
More surprising for its scope rather than
existence was the electronics range from the
Philip Swift/Derek Scotland ( late of Lentek)
partnership — Audiolaboratories. Four new
'items were on show in hand- built cases. The
8000A is a £250 integrated 50watt amplifier
offering useful facilities like good tone
controls with a tone defeat, switchable
moving-coil/magnetic phono input, switched
or direct speaker outlets and, much to Sony's
chagrin as Iexpect they wanted to be first to
do so with their Esprit preamp, a Compact
Disc labelled tape sensitivity input. An
identically styled 8000C preamp offers no
compromise sound quality and is designed to
be matched with the 8000P 100watt stereo
power amp to form a £550 combination.
Rather than merely promise one, Audio
laboratories have already shown their 8000T
tuner, adigitally synthesised design with FM
and AM presets in addition to hi-blend and
the possibility of switchable IF bandwidth on
the finished model. Audiolaboratories are
also selling arange of Japanese pressed rock
records, the Nitty Gritty Dirt machine—a
domestic record cleaner—and the range of
Oracle accessories including a static brush,
the Oracle mat and an excellent new clamp
system. As representatives of Lentek at the
show, Audiolaboratories had an intriguing
Oracle/FR 64fx/FR MC702 front end feeding a
Lentek amp Used for its preamp section only
to drive two other Lentek amps, bridged for
mono used as power amps only, which Phil
Swift delighted in pointing out not only.
weighed more but delivered às much power
and cost less than Crimson's Leviathan! A
well-intentioned show brag rather than a
serious comment, I'm sure.
The final item of electronics was both the
quietest launch and the most unexpected—
Quad's long awaited FM4 digital readout FMonly tuner, designed to match the 44 preamp
in its half depth case with distinctive touch
switches.
Coming back to front ends for a final
roundup of interesting products there were
quite afew new turntables seen atAudio82. To
be more precise two of the new turntables
were improved models of products seen at
other shows. Max Townshend of Elite has
now finalised the production model of the
Cranfield-Townshend Rock turntable. Gone is
the direct-drive motor and sopisticated servo
control; in its place a flat- belt drive to a
concave platter with integral clamp system

(not seen at the show but now ready for
production). Thorens have uprated their
TD126 chassis for their new £600 TD226
model which still features the three speeds
(33 1
/
3,45 and 78 rpm) making the Thorens
deck an ideal investment for the record
collector with historic discs. More interesting
is that the TD226 carries both the new
Thorens Isotrack arm and asecond arm board
for a 12 inch arm. The deck can be supplied
without arms or with, for example; a12 inch
SME and a Dynavector, both fitted by
Thorens with remote lift lower devices
operated from the front controls. A wooden
plinth, nowadays ararity, is provided and the
platter is lit by an integral fluorescent tube
beneath the Perspex lid.
Systemdek must take credit for what may
prove to be an especially good value-formoney product in their £ 115 Systemdek II.
The Systemdek II borrows the sub-chassis
and suspension from its more expensive
forerunner but puts these into a brushed
aluminium
circular
plinth
with
black
columnar legs—a stunningly good looking
turntable.
Linn were showing to those who already
had word of its existence the new Basik IL The
new arm is a Basik/Ittok hybrid expected to
sell for around £60 with Basik cartridge. The
arm uses an Wok headshell casting but here it
is detatchable with agrub-screw clamp; the
counterbalance and bearing cradle are also
closely related to the Wok, while finish is in
black anodising. A component that looks as
though it means business and may offer a
.
good middle market arm at last.
A good handful of new and interesting
transducers were on display, both under and
over the counter, from the cartridge importers and manufacturers. Osawa are soon
to be bringing in aSuper version of their very
successful Nagaoka MP50; the 50 Super will
have aspecially grown hollow pipe sapphire
crystal cantilever, claimed aworld first for a
'magnetic'. Audio Technica had their Shogun
model, the AT1000 cartridge, scheduled to
sell at £8,00 or £ 1300 with the AT recommended transformer. Dynavector had their
short cantilever version of the Karat Diamond
on show — designated the DV17D, this cartridge is expected to sell at around £350 and
has already picked up considerable audiophile pre- launch interest. Fidelity Research,
too, had acouple of new models to show, a
£200 plus moving-coil and, much more
interesting among a field of super priced
carts, a £40 moving- magnet design, FR's first,
called the 101. Elite had their new £ 19
parabolic stylus fitted cartridge, the 800, on
show—a price first for a line-contact stylus
fitted cartridge.
It being almost atradition to link cartridges
and headphones, I should close with a
mention of two new Sennheiser models. The
HD40 is afold-flat brother of the very popular
HD400, being designed primarily for airline
use but atrue hi-fi product in its own right at a
very good price. The other Sennheiser model
is their second attempt only at aclosed back
model: the new HD230 incorporated two
concentric drivers in a sealed enclosure. A
brief listen on the Sennheiser stand suggests
that they have got the formula right this time.
Necessarily a very personal selection of
new products and demonstrations, then, to
which Iwould add my traditional apology to
those people left out and perhaps to some of
those Iincluded. It remains only to award
Marantz a rosette for the colourful display
lights at the show, almost as highly coloured
as some of the demonstrations •
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The acclaimed Goldr ng G900 IGC, with its bril iantly
conceived van den Hul stylus, is now the proud father of
two new offspring, the G9101GC and the G920 IGC. Both
new models boast the same fine characteristics as their
famous father, setting exceptionally high standards of
sound reproduction in their price range.
For the many enthusiasts who maintain that a "9 06
high mass tone arm produces less colouration, the

Goldring

new Goldring G910 IGO provides lower compliance
while retaining an identical van den Hul stylus to the
G9001GC.
Its younger brother, the G920 IGC, is a more
moderately priced cartridge, featuring a newly
developed van den Hul stylus, it has a compliance
9e
that makes it a suitable partner for a wide variety of
tone arms.

r‘J

Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane,
Bury St. Edmunds, IP32 6SS. Tel: (0284) 701101

AS IN ee'

The following dealers are some of the stockists of the IGC range

TELEMECH AUDIO
23-29 Marischal St.,
ABERDEEN
0224-21274

Arir
Whare Street,
WARWICK 0926-43796

111D[fIrlD if!) STUDIO
Royal London Buildings,
Wulfrunia Street,
WOLVERHAMPTON 0902-771774

Audio Aids
52 George Street,
EDINBURGH
031-226 3979

Critics Choice

E

64A High Street,
LINCOLN
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SAYS nothing
ever happens
at the Consumer
Electronics Show?
A record number of attendees — some 68,000 out to enjoy the sun and slots in Las Vegas —
snapped up deals on lacklustre and
just basically boring audio products.
Canny merchants who had bought short
before the Christmas slump turned into a
boom at the 24th hour were there to restock.
Other canny merchants clustered like piranha
around those deals— cunningly deployed
like bait by audio and even video
manufacturers trying desperately to clear
clogged-up product pipelines.
And while hi-fi manufacturers glumly
wondered what would happen if new product
launches put off at this CES became new
product launches put off at the Summer CES,
most sun- burnt and harried conventioneers
told tales of appalling weather back home
and bought, and bought and bought.
But what they bought was telephone
gadgetry, home computers and video games
— and therein lies atale.
Two weeks after the CES, US Pioneer
Electronics, plagued by sales of home audio
equipment down by 40% in Japan and 25%
here, has been closed down.
Once ahi-fi flagship, the stripped-down
company moves to the West Coast to merge
with the company's in-car entertainment
wing. Renamed Pioneer Electronics ( USA),
the company will— presumably— specialise
in what the Japanese parent company is now
going after: LaserDisc, car stereo and
portable radio-cassette combos.
'The consumer has only one pocket,' said
general manager of the corporate planning
division Masaru lnagaki, blaming it all on
video. The move to LaserVision could either
be shrewd or abid for kamikaze glory, in
light of the February IBM/MCA pull-out and
subsequent closure of the DiscoVision optical
laser software manufacturing plant in
California.
Presumably the developments put paid to
Pioneer's recently-facelifted RG-9 Dynamic
Processor and the SR-9Reverberation
amplifier, now with 'champagne-gold'
faceplates. There was no one there to tell us.
On an equally cheery note, the CES chalked
the writing on the wall for video stragglers,
and in big bold letters.
Hand-held video games are out. Pricecutting on even quite current VCR models is
vicious — times are tight, as the man in the
cowboy hat and hot seat informs us.
Disc conglomerates like mighty WarnerElectra-Asylum are contemplating moving
computer-and-cartridge Atari video games—
sizzling hot, with winners like Pac-Man, an
adaptation of aJapanese game where your
'energy dot' had best eat its enemies first, or
look to its rear — into record stores, along
with LPs. The US is moving toward the multimedia entertainment shop at the speed of
light, and caveat emptor for dealers who can't
cope.
Even videocassette recorder technology is
on hold, ostensibly until some sort of
standards decision is thrashed out over
quarter- inch tape and format technology.
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Only Sony and JVC showed a ' high tech'
model apiece, and for all the Design-Award
appearance and fancy price tags, features
were mostly bells-and-whistles.
More commonly, manufacturers like
Toshiba are offering 'stripped' models. When
you can get a basic Panasonic one-day oneevent model in the equivalent of John Lewis
for $600, you know manufacturers are paying
storage on alot of cartons.
Prices on videocassette recorders are
expected to go even lower, too. Semi-chic
Macy's in New York offers ' better' models
with freeze frame with picture (visual scan)
for $ 1000. That's five hundred pounds to you,
for aquality model from afull-service store.
And except for the usual boom in X-rated
material, the prerecorded software market is
in disarray, shredded by the proliferation of
movie studio rental programmes.
The CES was considerably enlivened by the
sight of major studio executives — and
Warner Brothers in particular— ducking boxloads of rotten tomatoes. Fuel to the WB fire
was information citing this-year release of
premium rental programmes like Excalibur
and Our land to pay-television outlets.
The mood of the punter is definitely rental
— how many times do you want to see Any
Which Way But Lose anyway? And they won't
sell you Stars Wars— but alot of dealers
expect to go to the wall as some studios try to
sell videocassette rental programmes to the
local tobacconist and others trim margins to
the bone.
Video fare could soon contract to offer the
breadth and scope of the BBC 1playlist. The
Beta format is already seriously squeezed, as
rental dealers can't afford to stock it in the
same quantity for each title as for VHS — if at
all.
And Grundig say they will launch the
Philips V2000 flip-over format here this
summer. They also say they have plenty of
software lined up. Philips are keeping out of it
so far. They say'good luck'.
And as for the videodisc, VHD hardware
people insist everything's on schedule for a
June launch. VHD software people are said to
be quietly looking for ancillary outlets for
their productions.
With the MCA/IBM plant closure and
subsequent ceding of all optical laser disc
manufacture to Pioneer in Japan, some
movie studios worry about stringent
Japanese guidelines on sex and violence
affecting the titles which were to be
introduced into the Laser Vision catalogue
this year.
'Last Tango in Paris?
Not now,' said one studio
executive. While procedures such as bonding
could iron out the
problem, some
people privately
think that any inhibition of catalogue could
strangle the
format.

Typical of the 'high-tech toys'
attracting the consumer's resources
away from hi-fi is this hand-held computer
from Panasonic

Beth Jacques reports
from the Winter CES

And other people think this is precisely the
idea. With only Magnavox, the US st.bsidiary
of Philips, and Pioneer selling the hardware
and only Pioneer making it for this market, a
Japanese manufacturer committed to
consumer laser optical discs could be out on a
limb as the sun rises behind VHD.
Pioneer Video, adivision which will remain
intact in the US, delayed aCES launch of a
$900 LaserVision player with built-in CX
decoding, and at the eleventh hour. They say
they will instead concentrate on software,
boosting three new LV CX-encoded titles
including the Covent Garden production of
The Tales of Hoffmann. And yes, it's better if
you buy aCX-decoder for your videodisc
player.
As for RCA, the company sold just 60,000
SelectaVision videodisc players into
American homes. Estimates hit 200,000 last
March.
Sanyo, Hitachi and Toshiba have already
cut the price of their CED disc players. Units
which started out at $500 are now between
$300 and $350. RCA is now said to be planning
to reduce the price of its new, still- mono
model to $300. A spring launch for astereo
player is on target.
The wolf may be sniffing around the door of
American and Japanese manufacturers—
but it still hasn't huffed the house down yet.
Whatever may crop up for Europe,
companies are still selling audio: the
emphasis is more on upgrading on the cheap
than asplurge on big-ticket electronic
components, however.
The CES saw the launch of new tapes,
audio and video, acontinuation of the trend
toward straight-arm turntables and
integrated cartridges, and an emphasis on
add-on noise reduction and signal processing
equipment.
Harman-Kardon, for instance, covered a
number of bases, fielding expensive
'Ultrawidebancr cassette decks with built-in
signal circuitry.The CS301 and CD401 at $530
and $750 feature not only Dolby- Band-C, but
also Dolby-HX Pro, which (first seen on B &
O's 8002 — see
Sept. '81) addresses
tape saturation and is said to restore and
balance high frequency levels above 10kHz.
In an effort to squeeze the last centime from
turntable technology BD ( Before Digital),
fashions here have changed more
dramatically than the new autumn skirt
length from Paris.
Turntables must be linear-tracking,
straight-arm, programmable and — or —
ludicrously expensive. Both Onkyo and
Sansui have decks which will lick out atrack
for you and then replay it, ad infinitum. Via
remote control, if you wish.
Some decks are just ludicrous.
The Luxman ' binds' discs to
the platter via
creation of
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• MAIL ORDER

CASSETTE ( CD)/TAPE RECORDERS (
IR)
(P & P £ 3.50)
Aurex PCD10
P0 R
NAD
P O.R.
.Aurex PCG2AK . 174.00
Pioneer CT200 . £82-00
Aurex PCX6OAD na.00
Pioneer CT300 . £101-00
Aurex PCX25AD 193.00
Rotel RD400 . £74.90
Aiwa AD3100 . . £89.00
Rotel RD1000M £139.00
Aiwa AD3200.
1119.00
Revoit..... ... P.O.R.
Akai CSMO4 . . . P.O.R.
Sansui SC 1300 . £139-00
Akai GXM50. . £169.00
Sansui D150M . £89.00
Sansui D95M . . £79-00
BIC
PO.R.
Sansui D300M . £127-00
B 8i 0
PO.R.
Denon
PO.R.
Sony TCK81. . . P.O.R.
Dual C814
PO.R.
Sony TCFX3 ..... P.O.R.
Dual C822
POR.
Sony TCFX2 ..... P.O.R.
Dual C804
POR.
Tandberg TC0420 P.O.R.
Tandberg TCD440 P.O.R.
Dual C828
PO.R.
Dual C844
PO.R.
Tandberg TD20A
P.O.R.
JVC DO5
POR.
Teac ...... . .
P.O.R.
Technics RSM260 P.O.R.
JVC
PO.R.
Technics RSM250 P.O.R.
Mitsubishi ..... POR.
Technics RSM215 P.O.R.
Nakamichi N490
P.O.R.
Nakamichi N482 . P.O.R.
Technics RSM230 P.O.R.
Nakamichi N480Z P.O.R.
Trio
PO.R.
Yamaha
P.O.R.

HEADPHONES
& P £ 1 95)

Koss Pro 4x . £49.00
Pioneer
POR.

Sansui
Stax..
Sennheiser
HD414.
HD400.
HD420.
HD430
HD424.
H0222. .

1111•11MIE
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(P & P £ 3'50)

Akai. .
P.O.R.
Aiwa APD35 £59-00
Audioref MAT £18-95
Aurex. . .
P.O.R.
ADC 1500/C134 . £67-00
ADC 1600/036 £86-00
Connoisseur . P.O.R.
Denon
PO.R.
Dua CS505
P.O.R.
Dua CS506. .
P.O.R.
Dua CS606 .
Dua CS626
P.O.R.
Dua CS714 .
P.O.R.
Dua CS731 . .
P.O.R.
Garrard
DD131/75ED £89.00
CiD0550 £92-00
0D0650 £99-00
JVC.
P.0 R
Le Mat
£18-95
Lux
P
Marantz
PO.R.
Michell Focus.
P.O.R.
Michell Hyd .
P.O.R.
Micro Seiko
PO.R.
NAD
PO.R.

.

P.O.R
POR
£22.00
£15.00
£28.00
£38.00
£29.00
£33.00

111IIII

Pioneer P1260 .
P.O.R.
Pioneer PL400 . . P.O.R.
Rotel RP1000 . . £80.00
Rotel RP9400 . . £149-00
Rotel RP6400 . . £83-00
Sansui . .
P.O.R.
Sony
PO.R.
ST0305S. . . . P.O.R.
STD305S/SMEIIIS
£227-00
Technics SL7 . P.O.R.
Technics SL10 . . P.O.R.
Technics SLDL1 . P.O.R.
Technics SLQL1 . P.O.R.
Thorens TD115/2. £160
Thorens TD104/2.
Thorens TD105/2. £96
Thorens Toi 268C PO.R.
Thorens 160S/SMEIII
£278-00
Thorens 160/8C/3009
S2 . . . £183-00
Thorens 160BC
P.O.R.
Thorens 160S .
P.O.R.
Thorens MAT BR . P.O.R.
Trio
POR
Yamaha
P OR.

AMPLIFIERS
(P & P£3.50)
Aurex
Aniva .
ADC SS2. .
Akai
Cambridge P80
Crimson
Denon
•
Dual CV1150
Dual CV1250
Dual CV1450
JVC AX1
JVC AX2

PO R
PO.R
£99.00
POR
P0.Ft
pips .
P.O R
POR
P.O R.
P.0 R
PO.R.
P.O.R
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AKG
PO.R
Beyer DT550 ..... POR.
Beyer DT350 ..... P.O.R.
Beyer DT220 .....POR.
Koss K6A
£15-95
Koss K6ALC £1610
Koss PRO4AAA
f441I0

&Mud L tilt Phiet

Lux
PO.R.
Maranta
P.O.R.
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
NAD
on dem
Quad 33/303
P.O.R.
Quad 44/405 .
P.O.R.
Pioneer SA410 . . P.O.R.
Pioneer SA510 . . P.O.R.
Revox ..... . . P.O.R.
Rogers A75/A100 P.O.R.
Rogers MCP100
P.O.R.

946 1528/0331

Sanyo. . ..... P.O.R.
Sugden A48/2 .
P.O.R.
Sansui A5
£69.00
Sansui Al . . £109.00
Sansui AUD22 . £108.00
SansuiAUD33 £139.00
Sansui AUD5
mew

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P O.R.
Trio
POR
Yamaha A450 . . . P.O.R:

93 Bus route.
Open 9.00 am 5.30 pm
Tuesday. Saturday
Closed au day MeodaY
Pers COF,Ct nr !,.", O .

o

'

qo
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PICK-UP ARMS
(P & P fl . 75)
ADC LMF1 . . . Meg
ADC Atli
£33-00
Hadcock 228 . .
P.O.R.
Hadcock 220 . . . P.O.R.
Last
PO.R.
Mayware
PO.R.

SME 3009/S2. .
SME
M 3009/ND

.

f65-00

£
.£
10
5::

SME FD2000
£24-00
SME Series IIIS . £79-00
Thorens MAT . . . P.O.R.
Thorens 160KIT. £21-00

CARTRIDGES ( C)/STYLI ( S)
(P &

P £ 1.20)

AKG P8ES
£ 57.00
AKG P7E
new
A/Technica AT
PO.R
ADC XLM Mk 3 . mew
ADC VIM Mk 3 . £28.00
ADC 036 Mk 3 . . . £18-00
Dynavector 20A/2 . . . £89.00
Dynavector 2013/2 . . £99.00
Dynavector 10X/2 . . . £52.00
Empire
PO.R
Grado FTE+1
£10-00
Grado FCE + 1
£14-25
Grado F3E
£20-50
Goldring G800
£7.15
Goldring G850
£5.00
Goldring G800E £11-00
Goldring G900SE/2 £41-00
JVC
PO.R.
Mayware ...... .
P.O.R
Onofon .Concord 10. £27-00
Ortofon Concord 20. £37.00
Ortofon Concord 30. . £49.00
Ortofon M20E Super £49-50
Ortofon FF15E/2. . . £13-00
Ortolon VMS10E/2 . £15-75
Ortofon VMS20E/2 . £24-00
Ortofon VMS30/2 . . £32.00
Ortofon F15EX/2 . . . £19.90
Ortolon MC10
£43.50
Pickering XV15 625
P.O.R.
Pickering XV15/1200 . P.O.R.
Pickering XV15/3000 .. P.O.R.
Shure M55E
Shure M75/b2
£17.50
Shure M75G
£ 19.95
Shure M75ED
£25.50
Shure M95ED
£28.50
Shure M75EJ/2 .
f22.50
Shure V15 Mk 3
£69.00
Shure V15/IV
£79.00
Shure M95HE
£35.00
Stanton 681/EE . £48.00
Stanton 500EE . £22.50
Stanton 680EE
£31-00

MUSIC

. £35-00
. £14-00
PO.R.
P.O.R.
. P.O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
P O.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
P O.R.
£3-95
£2-95
£7-87
£11-71
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
£23-00
PO.R.
PO.R.
POR.
PO.R.
PO.R.
PO.R.
POR.
POR.
£8.95
£8.25
£9-75
£15.95
£20.50
£10-10
£21.95
£34-00
122.50
£27-00
PO.R.
£20-94

CENTRES ( MC)/RACK
SYSTEMS

i
IIIIIIIEMM=01111
(P & P £ 3 50)

Akai
POR
Akai ATKO2 . £82-00
Aiwa . . . .
P.O.R.
Aurex PCD10 . £107-00
Denon
POR,
Harman Kardon
P.O.R
JVC
POP.
Lux
PO.R.
Marantz
P0.Ft
Mitsubishi
PO.R.
Pioneer SX400
P.O.R.
Pioneer SX600
Pioneer SX700
P.O.R.
Pioneer TX410 . . P.O.R.
Quad FM3
PO.R.
Quad FM4
POR
Revox
PO.R
Rogers T75 .
P.O.R.
Rogers 1100. .
P.O.R

Rotel RT1000 . £89-90
Rotel
PO.R.
Sansui T5
£71-00
Sansui T7
£95-00
Sansui TUS33L £99
Sansui TUS9 . . . P.O.R.
Sansui R5L . £96-00
Sansui R7 . £129-00
Sony STRV55L . . P.O.R.
Sugden ......
P.O.R.
Tandberg TR3030 . P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2045 P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2060L P.O.R.
Tandberg TR2080 P.O.R.
Technics STS4 .
Technics SA313.
P.O.R.
TEAC . . ...... P.O.R.
Trio KT313L . . £85-00
Yamaha
PO.R.

SPEAKERS ( SP)/KITS ( K)/UNITS ( U)
(P & P £ 3.95 each)
Altec
POR.
AR 185
£85.00
AR . .
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
B & W DM 22
B & W DM14
P.O.R.
Chartwen PM110/2
P.O. R
Chanwell PM55. . POR.
Chartwell PM310
Celesuon 121 .
P.O.R.
Ditton 130. . £119-00
Ditton 150. . . £149-00
Ditton 200. . . £199-00
IMF
PO.R.
Jordan Watts . . . P.O.R.
JBL
P O.R.
KEF 103/2
PO.R.
KEF B200
£13.95

KEF B110
£12.50
KEF DN12
£9.95
KEF 127
£9.50
KEF 101
£169-00
KEF Celeste 4 £119.00
KEF Coda
£75.00
KEF Cantor £93.00
KEF Calton
£189.00
Monitor Audio. . P.0 R.
Mordaunt Short . P.O.R
Rogers LS3/5A . . P.O.R.
Rogers Studio 1. . P.O.R.
Richard Allan Kits P.O.R.
Tannoy
PO.R.
Wharfedale
Laser 40
£85-00
Laser 60
£82-00
Laser 80
£100-00

(P & P £ 4-50)
Aiwa M302.
Aiwa M502
Aurex . .
B 8i 0 .
Hitachi
JVC
Toshiba Systems.
Sanyo
Sony HMK3000
Sharp
Panasonic SG2220
Pansonic 2800
Mitsubushi MC8000
Technics ZII
Technics Z22

£239-00
£299-00
P.O.R
£263-00
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R
POR
..... P.O.R.
POR
£330.00
PO.R
P.O R
POR

Please include p.st and pack ,ny
Send large S A E for brochure and enquirie ,,
All prices include VAT at 15",, drld ire subipct
to allerdtion dui- ,to Manufacture, Inc
e

Air
dr(1

eptod
Quad egwool,r0
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Technics SUV3
Technics SUV5
Technics SUV7
TEAC

95 High Street
VVirnbledon Village
London S.W.19

.114q, 0,14

CLEARANCE BARGAINS
Limited Quantities

Aka. GXF80
Aka. GXM50.
ADC SS2.

£199.00
169.00
£99.0C

ARC 202 .......£375
B & 0
B/Master 1900
B/Master 2000
C/Aucho P80

£219.00
£254.00
£159.00

Rotel RD1000
Rotel RP1000

£149.00
£79-00

Sony TCK399 £230.00

Teac X1OR £389.00
Technics
SA5460 (
S/H) £ 139.00
SLB2 . £67.00
SL150/2 £169.00
SB3050 £ 89-00
Z22
.
£450
SLDL1
1149
SUaL1
1185
Sansui 0350M . 1164.00
Sansui D300M . 1117.00
SC1300 £115.00
Pioneer PL200X. . £83.00
Pioneer PL300 £101-00
Pioneer PL400 £120.00
Pioneer SA610 £120-00
Pioneer TX710L £120-00
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Sony's PCM-F1 EIA-1 14-bit
digital processor, about the
size of abook, is the most
desirable, and the cheapest,
such unit around.

NM
straNv

(4e

avacuum. The Nakamichi TX- 1000 — for acool
seven grand ( dollars) — compensates for offcentre spindles by relocating the platter
spindle physically through means too devious
to describe here ( see p.25). The Sansui XR-Q7
'cancels' motor vibrations by using a
second'counter-reaction' motor which
rotates — or 'vibrates' across its axis,
according to the company — in the opposite
direction.
Both the Sansui and the Nakamichi use
pivoted arms, by the way.
Bowing to the early funeral of metal tape—
scythed by the Budget— Sony launched C-60
and C-90 versions of apremium high bias
audio cassette tape. Dubbed UCX-S, the tape
is said to have higher retentivity for awider
dynamic range, and better sensitivity. Prices
are adollar below metal for each length.
In anod to high tech, both Sony and
Panasonic will sell digital tape units this
spring. JVC, who had been expected to show
both their PCM audio unit and amini-format
videocassette recorder/camera combo which
would replay on astandard VHS via an
adapter, showed neither.
The Panasonic model — expected to sell for
about $3000 — uses VHS-format videotape.
The Sony unit — called the PCM-F1 — is a
digital audio adapter which can be used with
any VCR format. Sold in Japan as apackage
with the slim- line VCR portable dubbed the
SL- 2000 here, Sony has hived off the audio
unit.
The PCM player — which can be used with
any videotape format— will be sold under the
auspices of Sony's audio wing, boosted by a
specially-created High Tech digital hit team.
Also dealing with digital, speaker firm
Acoustic Research demonstrated aprototype
component called the AR Adaptive Digital
Signal Processor (ADSP). The unit is
designed to recognize frequency response
errors in sound reproduction — including
'deviations' in your front- room listening

environment — and correct
for them automatically.
Developed, AR say, from their
research into loudspeaker measurement
criteria and psychoacoustics, the ADSP
features aTexas Instrument microprocessor
chip that can make 4million calculations in 90
seconds. AR's own software program —
which uses some 100 ICs as well astheTIchip
— calculates the exact correction filter
required to correct for room conditions and
then sets it off. The ADSP— which AR say is
really adigital audio computer— receives
white noise and analyzes all low frequency
information at 1000Hz and below. It then
computes frequency response from the
listener's point of view. No price has been set
for the unit, which is expected to be delivered
later this year. AR say speakers can't be
designed which match frequency response
perfectly for all room environments.
In ashow characterized by alot of talk —
about the rental-versus-sale of videocassette
software, about the threat of record LP rental
creeping in from Japan, about murky waters
surrounding the legality of videotaping
programmes off the air in your own home,
throwing up the spectres of levies on blank
video and audio tape and players — it was
fitting that over in audio's poor, hidden
corner it was also all talk, no action.
Some six manufacturers rang the changes
on digital audio Compact Disc players in a
variety of splashy demonstrations. Air
conditioning gremlins struck various demos:
apparently the CD circuitry is fussy about
temperature.
One group of CDs— by Toshiba, Sanyo and

Kenwood's ( Trio) 'Audio Purist' equaliser also incorporates
time delay and echo

BOOKS RECEIVED

covers, 289 pages plus x/i, 39 half-tones. Price £2.95.
Published by Faber & Faber, 3 Queen Square, London
WC1N 3AU.

TAPE
MUSIC
COMPOSITION
by
David
Keane.
Approaching the subject from the composer's rather than
technician's viewpoint, this study nevertheless takes the
reader through a complex business with clarity and
technical insight. The author notes that technique and
musical objective 'are in practice indivisible and Ihave
come to the conclusion that the one can be satisfactorily
discussed only in the context of the other'. There are useful
appendices and an excellently comprehensive bibliography. Soft covers. 159 pages, some line illustrations. Price
£5.95. Published by Oxford University Press, Walton
Street, Oxford OX2 6DP.

An International RESPIGHI DISCOGRAPHY compiled by
Adriano. A booklet which 'attempts to list all gramophone
recordings of music by Ottorino Respighi ( 1879-1936) ...
which have been issued up to the closing of his centenary
year by commercial, educational, society and private
labels'. Soft covers, 53 pages ( plus insert 1980-81 supplement), no price given. Published by Adriano Records, PO
Box 5255, CH-8022 Zurich, Switzerland.

VICTORIAN ILLUSTRATED MUSIC SHEETS by Catherine Haill of the Theatre Museum, Victoria & Albert
Museum. Comprises 25 colour reproductions of illustrated
covers ( mainly lighthearted) from several collections, with
an introductory essay. Soft cover brochure format, 32
pages. Price £ 1.95. Published by Her Majesty's Stationery
Office, Atlantic House, Holborn Viaduct, London EC1P
1BN.
TESTIMONY - the memoirs of Dimitri Shostakovich
as related to and edited by Solomon Volkov, translated
from the Russian by Antonina W. Bouis. Paperback version
of the widely acclaimed 1979 book, a revelatory and
heart-breaking insight into the desperately unhappy
Soviet world from which a great composer could only
escape via his music. Commended by Peter Potter, Gerald
Abraham, the late Hugh Ottaway and our own Edward
Seckerson, this gripping text just has to be read. Soft
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THE ART OF SINGING - a manual of Bel Canto by Lucie
Manen. Second edition of a successful student's guide
written from the practical viewpoint of an experienced
singer- and highly commended in aForeword by Sir Peter
Pears. This little booklet draws upon asurprising amount
of well illustrated 'anatomical acoustics' as well as musical
matters. Soft covers, 46 pages, 13 diagrams plus musical
examples. Price £2.95. Published by Faber Music Ltd, 3
Queen Square, London WC1N 3AU.
B.

B. KING - the authorized biography by Charles
Sawyer. A comprehensive study of the great blues singer
and guitarist, from sharecropping poverty by the Mississippi to an honorary doctorate of music at Yale. Hard
covers, 274 pages plus xiv, 99 half-tones, five appendices,
discography, index. Price £5.95. Published by Blandford
Press, Link House, West Street, Poole, Dorset BH15 1LL.

THE ROCK YEARBOOK 1982, edited by Al Clark.
'Now in its second year, the Yearbook is arecord of the last
12 months in popular music in Britain and America with

Sony— features anew large-scale integrated
circuit ( LSI), which both simplifies operations
and cuts costs.
All firms expect to be on the Japanese
market later this year, with Cybernet planning
US launch late in 1982. The LSI group
estimate prices at around $500 to $600. Prices
from the other manufacturers— Denon,
Fisher, Cybernet, Sansui and Yamaha, who
also featured acomparative demonstration
with aready-to-go AHD digital audio player—
hover in the $ 1000 range.
While Yamaha, JVC and Panasonic
emphasized AHD (the Matsushita camp
stressing the VHD videodisc connection)
Sanyo dished up digital goodies as fast as
MacDonalds.
Aside from the DAD-08 player unit, which
takes 60- minute, one-sided digital discs
anticipated to cost you the record buyer
between $ 17 and $22 apiece, the company
demmed the Plus 5PCM processor which
interfaces with any videorecorder, in this case
the VCPR-1000 audio-videorecorder which
uses a1
/ in. Beta transport and 16 bits.
2
The company also showed a14- bit quarterinch metal particle digital tape player using
cassettes of normal audio cassette size.
Dubbed the PCA-D8 or Compact Cassette
US Pioneer's (slogan: 'We bring it
back alive') el" controlled
receiver

PCM, the unit uses astationary 1-track
Sendust head system
But
de resistance and mira bile
dictu — Sanyo also demmed aprototype
combination CD and mini- metal-tape music
centre. Whatever next, and all their products
sample at the 44.05kHz rate.
The real hit of the show? Aside from the
obligatory autograph sessions by the queens
of the off-colour screen, the thrills
were appropriately visual: giant fuzzy ' energy
dots' from Atari walked around and squeaked
at you, and ahuge killer tomato ( from the film
of the same name) lurched about acting
threatening.
articles by the best known music writers'. So says the
accompanying press release, and that seems fair enough.
Soft or hard covers, large format ( 11 x81/
2ins.), 256 pages,
numerous illustrations - many in colour. Price: £6.95
(paperback), £ 12.95 (hardback). Published by Virgin Books
Ltd, 95-99 Ladbrooke Grove, London W11 30.
LOUDSPEAKERS by Martin Colloms. Booklet No.26
in the series of equipment surveys edited by Paul
Messenger, and the fifth in that series to deal with
loudspeakers. Covers 73 models by 40 manufacturers,
with comprehensive introductory/explanatory material,
measurements and listening tests on each model, summaries, recommendations, etc. Soft covers, 236 pages.
Price £2.84. Published by Sportscene Publishers Ltd and
distributed by Argus Distribution Ltd, 12-18 Paul Street,
London EC2.
TALKING MACHINES by V. K. Chew. Second edition
of the popular 1967 Science Museum booklet on early
phonographs and gramophones. Soft covers, 80 pages, 85
half-tone illustrations. Price £2.95. Published by Her
Majesty's Stationery Office, Atlantic House, Holborn
Viaduct, London EC1P 113N.
TELEVISION & RADIO 1982 - the IBA guide to
independent broadcasting edited by Eric Croston. The
usual lavishly produced survey of what's on, what's
planned, and how the whole independent radio and TV
system works. Soft covers, 224 pages, over 350 illustrations - many in colour. Price £2.90. Published by the
Independent Broadcasting Authority and distributed by
Independent Television Publications Ltd, 247 Tottenham
Court Road, London W1P OAU.
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st products at
hard-to-beat price
ÇSHARP

'HARP RT10

Britain's leading HiFi,
Audio, Video T.1.1; and
Cassette Centre
Cavendish Sates, renowned for bringing you
quality Home Entertainment at prices which
are hard to beat, lead the way in ' 82 with some
superb offers.
Illustrated are asmall selection of items at
lower-than-ever prices call along for a
demonstration or phone 01-247 9791 for details
of our huge range of HI-FI.

VZ3000E

Aunique concept in audio design.
L.
This superb vertical dual-play disc
compo system automatically plays
both sides of record and has linear
tracking mechanism; high
performance cassette deck with
Dolby, APSS and Metal Tape facility;
MW/LW/FM Stereo Tuner; produces
25 watts output per channel and comes complete with speakers.

ADolby Cassette Deck
that does it all at an
amazing price. Metal tape
facility,U.D peak level
display, full auto-stop,
hard permalloy record/
playback head, digital
tape counter.

JVC KD-D35

Absolutely superb Metal Tape Stereo Cassette Deck with ahost
of features which include
ANRS/ Dolby Band Super
ANRS, Music scan, one
button record, rewind autoplay, record mute button
and timer standby.

AMSTRAD MICRO 101

Micro hi-fi at aunbelievable price. This system consists of 3units:Stereo Tuner with
digital readout and highly
advanced circuitry; aPower
Amplifier producing 25 watts
RMS into 8ohms; and a
Pre-Amp producing superb
sound reproduction.

aAM/FM

3-ANY0 2020

GOODMANS (140

Unique combination of styling,
performance and special
features such as electronic LED
overload indicator make the 040
one of the best speakers around
for its price. Handles up to
Only
40 watts per channel.

Only
(CTRS 291)
High performance Hi Fi System with style. £249.95
Sanyo JA20 Stereo Amplifier proaucing 20
watts per channel, Sanyo JT20 FM/MW/LW
Stereo Tuner with eight pre-sets, Sanyo
RDS20 Metal Tape Dolby Cassette Deck,
Sanyo TPX1 Turntable with cartridge, Sanyo
HF2020 Stereo Speakers, 2020 Hi Fi rack
with glass door.

SANSUI 1000 SYSTEM(CTRS

ADC 17000D

£35.95

One of our finest ever offers. This
famous Semi-automatic direct
drive, quartz lock turntable
complete with XLM3 cartridge at
an incredible price. With low
mass, fully tapered tonearm:
viscous cueing and
Only
illuminated R.P.M.
\read out.
£67.95

Asuperbly affordable system from
2911
Sansui featuring the R5 AM/FM Stereo '
Receiver giving 25 watts per channel;
FR-D25 auto-return PLL-Servo
turntable; D-95M Metal-Compatible
Dolby Cassette Deck; GX-65 audio
cabinet and our own selected HiFi
Only
speakers.

£279.95

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

CASSETTE CENTRE iS

Callen

aes

h

Cassette Centre 279/283 Whitechapel Road. London El.
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
HiFi Centre 317 Wnitechapel Road. London Et.
Just 2mins. Whitecnapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road. London El.
Telephone 01-247 3453/4/5 ( 24 hour answerphone
Open 9.15 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat. Access/American Express/Barclaycard/Diners accepted with pleasure.

MOW TO ORDER ORDERING BY MAIL To «Kam by rom stale Me good, matmed and enclose cheque poslal mcler or mve your ACCESS AMERICAN t % PRESS. BARCLAYCARD or DINERS CARO numbet , olseechng cash please use aeemsteowl envelope)
Pleaseseee P8Pcbarge bee,. Mad order to 219,283 WMITECHAPEL RD eONDON E1 II paying by ACCESS AMERICAN EXPRESS. BARCLAYCARDor DINE RSCAROyou rney phonein your order tor promo, clefivery SECURICOR DE _ IVERY Add L6loorder
POST II PACKAGING ado
fottovong foe PEP Amps Tuner Amos Slerec Tuners Turniables Rage Cassette Players Dolby Decks In Car add £2 50 MUSIC Centres X Speakers eld LBISecuncor Only! Tad-. Sysoons ago £. 2eSecurKor only) V.000 and TV
epeeuenai Callers Only) F.,es and avadatemy correct . me of gong lo moss
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Leopold Stokowski ( 1882-1977)
The press photographer waits, composers' names are superleaning against the wall beside fluous.
Stokowski
introduced
the
the stage door, camera at, the
ready. A little behind schedule the masses to Bach, Chopin, Debussy,
door opens to admit a tall dis- Liszt, Wagner and many more
tinguished man. The bulb flashes. composers, often in his own
So does the newcomer's hand — adaptations, although that is now
slap on the wall beside the disputed in some quarters. He
cameraman's ear, forearm across was not the first conductor to
the throat. In asoft foreign tone he create rich sounds through his
disdainfully snaps an order to own arrangements, but he was
the first to do it with an orchestra
open the camera.
That evening was thirty years of the calibre of the Philadelphia.
ago. Can it really be under five No score was immune from the
since we read the obituary of this cosmetic treatment; he even
extraordinary musician and now changed orchestra seating routines to enhance balance of sounds.
his centenary?
He was amixture of paradoxes: Whatever he did, though, the
a mysterious being who wrapped results were never dull, and he
himself in enigma. Born in the St. never seemed to have an off-day.
If touching up ascore is in some
John's Wood area in London on
18 April 1882, son of a Polish way the exercise of creative
emigré cabinetmaker and of an talents he sometimes pushed his
mission to the point of idiosynIrish mother.
Musically he was educated in crasy. In any branch of music this
Oxford and at the Royal College of can happen when mettlesome
Music in London, studying com- artists blaze a trail and in the
position
under
Stanford;
a process ignore all criticism. Currespectable enough beginning rent fashion recoils from this type
since he rubbed shoulders with of trail- blazing, preferring to
fellow- pupils like Gustav Ho1st. He approach art with aholistic regard
went on to Paris, then to Berlin, for the exact niceties of a comintentions ( however
coming under the influence of the poser's
celebrated conductor Artur Nikisch. obscure those intentions may be),
He began as an organist, at first rather than recreate newer soundin London then in New York. colours which is what Stokey did.
Initially the pace was slow and he Space does not permit a résumé
returned to Europe for further of the enormous contribution he
experience. Then, in 1909, came also made by performing unthe break that set him on the familiar music, often first perforrungs of a unique ladder to fame mances.
Leopold's love affair with music
as one of the most amazing
conductors of all time. By a was as singular as his love affairs
roundabout deal he secured the with women. He married three
directorship of the Cincinnati times. He had love affairs with
Orchestra, conducting it for three orchestras too, founding several
seasons before taking over the new ones, none of which gave
Philadelphia. This was the most him more pride than the Allprestigious step he ever took, for American Youth Orchestra, creatduring the long association from ed by him early in the last war
1913 until 1936 he transformed it, from young and enthusiastic
as indeed he did every orchestra players of professional standard,
he controlled for any length of and which he toured widely. Then
time. Soon the Philadelphia was there was a love affair with Hollythe top American symphony wood, begun in 1936 and leading
orchestra with a sound and bril- to parts in The Big Broadcast of
1937, One Hundred Men and a
liance all its own.
Stokowski exploited a mesme- Girl, and of course that never-toric charm over the audience in be-forgotten masterpiece in assoorder to rule the board of direc- ciation with Walt Disney, Fantasia.
In 1972 this naturalised Ameritors. He also ruled musicians
ruthlessly. Most respected and can at last returned for good to the
feared him more than they loved land of his birth, transferring

Mercury
Polygram are now distributing on
the UK market selected recordings
from the American ' Mercury' classical catalogue. Around 100 titles
will be released in due course and
all will be in the ' lower mid-price'
category.
Mercury's
classical
recordings began in the mid 50s
and soon gained areputation for
the ' clarity and brilliance' of the
sound. The first mono recordings
were made with a single mike
suspended above the orchestra
and when stereo was developed
the ' Living Presence' tag was
adopted, as was the use of three
omni mikes. All the recordings in
the Mercury Golden Import series,
as it is known, will be remastered
and pressed in Holland and some
of the early mono releases will be
reprocessed to give a pseudostereo effect.

Classical Bestsellers
Last month we printed our first
look at 'Classical Bestsellers' with
the help of our local record shop,
H&R Cloake Ltd, in Croydon. Our
assertion there that there seems to
be little correlation between the
critics' recommendations and the
public's acquisitions tends to be
borne out by this month's lists
supplied by Cloakes again, and the
Music
Discount
Centres
at
Rathbone Place, London and in
Liverpool. Interesting to note, too,
that there is very little common
ground between the lists, only

three items appearing in both
MDC lists, with the Cloakes sales
having nothing in common with
either.
The lists, each in ranking order,
are: MDC, Rathbone Pl.: Zemlinsky Lyric Symphony (
DG 2532
021); Hollywood String Quartet
(HMV RLS 765 P B/H:1*); Stravinsky Rite (
Decca SXDL 7548, A*:
1/2); Stars of the Vienna Opera
(HMV RLS 765 @ ,
H: 1/2); Weinberger Schwanda (
CBS 79344,
B:1); Britten Our Hunting Fathers
(BBC REGL 417); Cantigas de
Santa Maria ( Astrée AS59); Tchaikovsky
Orchestral
Works
(Chandos DBRD 2003, A/8:1);
Lotte Lehman ( Rubini RDA 003);
John Foulds Quartets ( Pearl SHE
564). MDC, Liverpool: Stars of
Vienna Opera ( RLS 764,® H:1/2);
Menuhin/Grappelli ( EMI EMD
5539); Strauss Elektra scenes
(RCA
VICS
2009,
C:1*);
Hollywood Quartet RLS 765,
B/H:1*); Cantigas de Santa Maria
(Astrée AS59); Rossini Mass (
Hungaroton
SLPX
12290/92);
Korngold Symphony ( RCA GL
42919); Weber Clarinet Concerto
(RCA VICS 2003, C:2). Cloakes:
Domingo ( 2536 416); Offenbach
Robinson Crusoe (
OR7); Panufnik
Concerto Festivo (
DKP 9016,
A*:1); Beethoven 6 ( ASD 4154);
Hoist Planets (
2532 019, A*:1/2);
Tchaikovsky (ASD 3956, A/A*:1*);
Duruflé Requeim (ASD 4086, A;1);
Saint-Saëns 3 ( 2530 619, A:1);
Elgar 2 ( CFP 40350, B:2); Beggar's
Opera ( D252D2).
Again,
conclusions anyone?

Alec Robertson
(1892-1982)

Hi-fi enthusiasts, audio engineers
and the ' ordinary listener', in fact,
anyone concerned with the world
of sound whose memory goes
back to the days of the 'wireless',
acknowledges debts to such brilliant expositors of musical matters
as Percy Scholes, Ernest Newman, Walford Davis, and for me
Christopher Stone on the gramophone record scene.
So it is with sincere regret we
record the death on the 19th
January of another member of
him; his character didn't inspire concert and recording careers to this select group of scholars and
affection. A perfectionist, he knew London. He was acclaimed when- authors who helped to extend the
precisely what he wanted from ever he appeared with the London areas of musical appreciation to a
the rank-and-file and worked Symphony Orchestra. He signed a public, usually with no formal
gramophone contract in 1974 that music training.
away until he secured it.
Alec Robertson, born in SouthIn the Philadelphia days he would have taken him up to his
must have presented an intriguing century. It was not to run out in sea, Hants, studied music at the
figure: a ladies' man, tall, slim, fulness of time, however, for on R.A.M., and in 1913-14 was
fair, immaculately elegant and 12 September 1977 (the year which organist and choirmaster at
every inch an artist. But he was marked sixty unbroken years of Frensham Parish Church before
more than a sartorial novelty of recording and incidentally thé joining the Army, serving in
course, and after 1917, when the longest span of any artist to date) Egypt, India and Palestine. In 1920
orchestra began recording, he he died at his rural home in he became lecturer and later Head
built an unrivalled reputation peaceful Hampshire. He was of The Gramophone Company's
throughout the world on the basis buried near the graves of his Education Department, a post he
of stunning records like the Toc- parents in London, far from the held until 1930.
Before joining the BBC in 1940,
cata and Fugue in D minor, the scenes of triumph which marked
Second Hungarian Rhapsody and so full, distinguished and exciting he had asabbatical during which
Wilson Lyle he made an intensive study of
Invitation to the Dance — the alife.
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Gregorian chant, both in London
and in Rome. As well as organising and producing broadcast
talks on music, his own broadcasts for all the BBC Services ( in
the UK and Overseas) demonstrated his vast knowledge and
impeccable voice. He retired from
the BBC in 1953.
From its earliest days, he contributed record reviews to our
contemporary The Gramophone,
and his special knowledge of
liturgy helped to create several
works on church music, including
Interpretation of Plainchant (
1937)
and Requiem (
1967). Perhaps his
more ' popular' books were a
biography of Dvorak ( 1944), How
to Listen to Music (
1948), and his
candid autobiography More than
Music ( 1961).
Converted to the Roman Catholic faith some 50 years ago, he
held achaplaincy at Westminster
Cathedral, but in the late 30s, after
experiencing doubts about his
vocation, Father Robertson started his career in musical. appreciation, via the gramophone and
radio. He returned to the priesthood in his latter years, but the
music- loving public had gained
immeasurably from this early
detour.
Donald Aldous
67

You can get asimilar effect
en you put on the wrong carts dge.

Aballerina in army boots
isn't going to pirouette and perform
as well as she would do wearing
ballet shoes.
The same could be said of atonearm with the wrong cartridge. Since
your cartridge is the starting point in
the sound reproduction process, it's
vital to choose one that will do your
system justice.
For this reason, Sony have produced an extensive range of precision
crafted cartridges to suit all manner
of turntables.
Sony's moving magnet cartridges.
XL20-This lightweight and high
compliance cartridge has been
specially designed for upgrading
budget turntables. Price around £17
XL30-The high-frequency performance, enhanced by the elliptical
stylus, ensures clear sound repro-

duction. The choice for
mid- range turntables.
Price around £26.
XL70-A totally new concept in
MM design using acore of amorphous
super-alloy magnetic material and
asapphire pipe cantilever. Together
they ensure excellent linear response
and extreme audio clarity. Price
around 09.
Sony's moving coil cartridges.
XL44L-The figure-8coreless
armature coil on this MC cartridge
reduces distortion to abare minimum.
The selection for mid- range turntables. Price around £50.
XL88- Undoubtedly one of the
best MC cartridges you can buy. It
delivers good stereo separation, good
image location and anatural tone

to individual
instruments. Price around £125.
So make sure you put on acartridge that matches your turntable.
If you don't it could cost you money
and compromise the quality of sound
your system can deliver.
To find out more, consult your
authorised local Sony dealer Or, if
you prefer, write toSony ( UK) Limited,
Pyrene House, Sunbury on Thames,
Middlesex TW16 7AT SONY.
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1974 the nine handsome boxes arrived, with
the excellent little ' extra' album ( containing
symphonies 'A' and ' B', and alternative '
versions of two symphonies and various
other movements) preceding the splendid
conclusion of the ' London' sets. How does
this undertaking measure up to our ideals a
few years later? First and foremost, it gave us
everything, and often for the first time
(though the BBC over the years had done
finely by the symphonies in the studio);
further, the scores used were authentic. And
the standard of performance and recording
remains first-rate. The Philharmonia
Hungarica is not one of the great orchestras,
and Dorati himself occasionally suggests a
lack of sympathy with aparticular movement,
driving it too hard, or taking it somewhat
mechanically (the odd movement may
indeed be somewhat mechanical, but that's
another matter). Especially with some of the
best-known symphonies, Ishould myself
sooner turn to awell- loved recording by
another conductor—though Dorati's
forthrightness and spirit ensure that nothing
he has done is negligible. The recording is of
high quality, the general standard of
presentation appropriately distinguished. In
short, the 48 discs numbered from HDNA1-6
through to HDNK 47-8, can be confidently
recommended as an endlessly rewarding
investment.
For those who cannot take the plunge for
completeness, there are admirable selective
issues available. Neville Marriner has
recorded 22 of the nicknamed symphonies in
recent years, in vibrantly fresh, clean-toned
performances with his Academy of St Martinin-the- Fields. Numbers 31, 45, 73, 82, 83, 92,
101 and 104 are available on 6768 066 ( 4
discs), and nos 22, 43,44,48, 49, 55, 59, 85, 94,
96, 100 and 103 on 6768 003 (6discs). Some of
Ear/dice).
these works are also to be had in individual
For the gradual emergence of Haydn from
the shadows we have many musicians and
pairings. The clarity of the recording, and the
musicologists to thank: of conductors,
urgency, fire and eloquence of the playing,
Beecham, Leslie Jones, Münchinger,
make these eminently desirable acquisitions.
The most recent arrival in the Haydn
Newstone, Wadike, and especially
Goberman (whose early death is still
symphony lists is Derek Solomons, with two
deplored); of instrumentalists, above all the
boxes of Haydn's earliest symphonies,
written in the service of the Morzin family.
Schneider Quartet, though their attempt to
With his stylish little orchestra, L'Estro
record all the string quartets foundered; and
of musicologists, Jens Peter Larsen, Anthony
Armonico, numbering only 15 musicians,
van Hoboken, and—especially—H.C. Robbins
Solomons has recorded ( in what is believed
Landon. Landon has been inexhaustibly
to be their chronological order) symphonies
industrious, enthusiastically proselytizing.
1, 37, 18, 2, 15, 4and 10 ( Saga HAYDN1, 3
He has found lost Haydn works, edited and
discs); and 32, 5, 11, 33, 27, 'A' and 3 ( HAYDN
published both unknown and familiar works,
2, 3discs). These clean-textured, idiomatic
produced atorrent of sleevenotes, articles
readings give an acceptable idea of what
both scholarly and more popular, advised on
Haydn's music may have sounded like when
first performed, and at their very reasonable
and supervised recording pro,ects, and
above all he has written his immense works
price they make an exciting introduction to
the formative years of Haydn's ( and the
of musical scholarship: The Symphonies of
symphony's) development.
Joseph Haydn, The London Notebooks and
Collected Correspondence of Joseph Haydn,
There are other conductors who
and most recently the vast five-volumed
quantitatively deserve mention in any
Haydn: Chronicle and Works, and its pendant,
conspectus of the recorded oeuvre: Colin
Haydn: A Documentary Study.
Davis has slowly been adding to afine series
of late Haydn symphonies with the
Concertgebouw; Karajan recently brought
out asumptuous, large-scale set of the ' Paris'
The days when the chance to add anew
symphonies ( DG 2741 005) which many
critics have found more ingratiating than I
Haydn symphony to one's shelves was a
major event now seem far distant. On the
did. And if one looks back just afew years,
other hand it seems like the other day ( it was
there are other interesting and valuable
really the late '60s) that one learnt that Decca
achievements that should not be forgotten:
were planning acomplete recording of all the
Leslie Jones with his Little Orchestra of
symphonies. As the early boxes of Dorati's
London made awhole series of
readings with the Philharmonia Hungarica
spirited,scrupulous recordings both of single
began to appear, and the momentum was
discs and also of the late sets—complete with
the keyboard continuo that we know
sustained, we dared to believe that here was
one Haydn project that was going to succeed.
(especially from no. 98) Haydn took for
Of such endeavours, history is made.
granted. There are also in aprized place in
many acollection the old-fashioned ( and
Between September 1970 and September

HAYDN on. RECORD
-a survey
by Peter Branscombe
IT WOULD BE easy to argue that the longIplaying record has done more for Joseph
Haydn than for any other composer. The
sheer bulk of his output ( and the remarkably
consistent standard of it) daunted record
companies in the days of the 78. In the early
years of the LP, afair quantity of Haydn
appeared, including anumber of rarities
which for the most part have not reappeared
since. But it is from the late '60s, the start of
the enthusiasm for large boxed sets, that the
real Haydn renaissance dates. Until recent
years much of his music was not even
published, or was available only in more or
less corrupt editions. But the new Complete
Edition of his works, and various parallel
series, have made the music accessible, and
in the 1970s the record companies have
produced agenerous flood of Haydn discs:
the complete symphonies, string quartets,
keyboard sonatas, piano trios and masses,
most of the extant concertos, the songs, and a
representative selection of the operas. There
remain tracts on which the foot of the record
producer has as yet made little or no mark.
But the achievement is splendid, and práise
be, it shows no sign of coming to an end.
Anyone who doubts the scale of the ' Haydn
revolution' need only thumb through the
pages of the Gramophone Classical
Catalogue of 20 or 25 years ago. Then there
were acouple of large-type pages for Haydn:
ahandful of symphonies apart from the
'London' and perhaps the ' Paris'; sets, and
one or two sets of string quartets ( not
necessarily on the same label or by the same
performers). On the other hand some will
recall with envy that in the ' 50s it was possible
to get agood recording of the puppet opera
Philemon und Baucis (
Vox, and surely still
good enough to stand re- issue), and a
passable one of L'anima del filosofo (Orfeoed
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textually often inauthentic) Beecham
performances—incomparably musical and
fresh ( half the ' London' symphonies survive
on single records, and there is, too, the
delightful and even earlier no. 40, with Dennis
Brain's horn soaring into outer space in the
trio).

Other orchestral music
Of Haydn's other compositions for
orchestra, the choice available on record is
limited. The beautiful, sombre orchestral
version of The Seven Last Words is
performed by Marriner and the ASMF on ASD
3451, finely sustained and appropriately
noble. All too few of the sets of dances are
obtainable complete, just the 24 Minuets
Hob IX:16 in sprightly performances from
Dorati on HDNW 90-1, and the Six Deutsche
Hob IX:9, directed by Marriner with style and
affection on ZRG 543. The innumerable
serenades, cassations and divertimentos
(here the line is hard to draw between
orchestral and chamber music) are poorly
represented—astate of affairs not adequately
explained away by comparisons with Mozart,
who did these things with more polish, nor
justified by lack of editions, the wide
divergence in orchestration, nor yet the
difficulties of performance.

by Madame Alpenheim, supported by
'assisting artists'. If there is little profundity
here, there is amodicum of charm and much
of specialist interest. For the average Haydn
lover 'the organ concertos' signifythe three C
major works Hob XVIII:1, 8and 5; in fact a
further one has been recorded: an Fmajor
concerto ( absent from Hoboken) which
appeared in 1979 in avery interesting double
album from Jane Parker-Smith with the
Prague CO under Steuart Bedford ( SLS 5164).
The three familiar organ concertos have often
been recorded; the versions by Power Biggs,
Tramnitz and Chorzempa, though deleted,
are widely known and admired.
The Haydn wind concertos have had avery
mixed history on record. For long this aspect
of the oeuvre was represented by the
concertos for trumpet and oboe, and the
Concertante. The Oboe Concerto has lost
ground since it became clear that it is not by
Haydn. But it of course remains an attractive,
if rather garrulous piece; and the Holliger and
Wickens versions currently listed can be

_
4#
1

Concertos
At last Haydn's concertos are finding
proper representation in the catalogues and
in worthy performances. The concertos are
not on the whole inspired compositions—
with the obvious exceptions of the late
Concertante and Trumpet Concerto, and
perhaps the D major Cello Concerto of 1783.
Most of the concertos are early, shortbreathed, and usually scored for very modest
forces. For the three surviving violin
concertos, there is no need to look further
than the recent Accardo performances with
the ECO ( 6769 059) on apair of discs which
also include the Double Concerto for violin
and harpsichord, and the much- recorded
Concertante in awarm yet brilliant account
with Messrs Black, Sheen and Schiff. Of the
two cello concertos, the Dmajor has lost
favour against the one in Cwhich was
discovered in Prague some twenty years ago.
They make anatural pairing, and the two
obvious rivals are Rostropovich/ASMF on
ASD 3255, and Yo Yo Ma with the ECO and
Garcia on 76978.
Turning to the keyboard concertos, one can
at last speak of something approaching
complete coverage—welcome change from
the days of my youth when Wanda
La ndowska's performance of 'the' Dmajor
Concerto was all that was to be had. At the
time of writing there are in fact only four of
the keyboard concertos listed, plus the useful
if not ideal disc of five concertinos played by
Janos Sebestyen and members of the Tatrai
Quartet on FX 12300. It is, however, no time
since almost all of the extant and authentic
concertos for solo keyboard and orchestra
were to be had: six concertos on Turnabout
TV 37090-2, performed with drive and
enthusiasm by Ilse von Alpenheim with her
husband Antal Dorati and the Bamberg SO;
and on asecond Turnabout issue ( TV 37103-5)
the three organ concertos ( done rather
unimaginatively by Franz Lehrndorfer and
the Württemberg CO under Faerber) coupled
with one clavier concerto, five concertinos
(two of them doubling works on the
Sebestyen disc) and five divertimentos—all
these last eleven played nimbly and stylishly
7(1
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First violin part of the overture to The Creation (with some
dynamic markings added by Haydn himself).

firmly recommended, the final selection
probably dependent on the couplings. The
choice is wide for the Trumpet Concerto:
André, Lang, Smithers, Stringer, Wilbraham;
again, personal preference for artist, and for
couplings, is likely to be decisive. The two
extant horn concertos are conveniently
coupled on Tuckwell's more recent
recording, with the ECO on ASD 3774. The
Concerto for Two Horns is not by Haydn ( he
did write one, but it is lost). The same is true of
the Flute Concerto. And Haydn's concertos
for bassoon, for double bass, and three for
baryton, are all lost, as are further concertos
for horn, and for violin and cello. The last
group of concertos was written for the lira
organizzata—or rather, for two of these
curious hurdy-gurdies with built-in organ
pipes, favoured by King Ferdinand IV of
Naples. Five exist, dating from the late 1780s
(recordings employing flute and oboe, or a
pair of recorders, or an electrically-operated
modern lira respectively, have all
disappeared from the lists). Finally, not quite
concertos in the strict sense, there are the
eight lovely Notturni, probably written in the
late '80s and early '90s, which Alan Hacker
and his Music Party have recorded on DSLO
521-2: affectionate musicianship, charming
invention and bewitching sonorities make
this astrong claimant for aplace in even a
small Haydn collection.

Chamber music
Turning to the chamber music proper, and
to what is now properly mapped and
reasonably familiar territory, we need have
no hesitation in recommending the complete
series of the string quartets performed by the
Aeolian Quartet ( on 36 records—HDNL 49—
HDNV 84). The scope of this achievement is
neatly emphasized by drawing attention to
the vain attempt of earlier groups to conquer
this particular Everest: in the 1950s the
Schneider Quartet made avaliant effort; later
came the Dekany Quartet for Vox, but they
were relieved by the Fine Arts Quartet on the
upper slopes. All this time the Amadeus
Quartet have, in their own polished, leisurely
way, moved steadily on; their 14-disc box
covering quartets 50-82 (
le op. 51 to op. 77) is
available ( DG 2740 250): mature, wise
reflections on the late quartets. By
comparison the Aeolian Quartet were almost
indecently rapid, their whole series
appearing over afour-year period between
September 1973 and 1977. They convey the
energy, forcefulness and originality of the
works more readily than the simpler charms
or poise—but it is arewarding and very
enjoyable achievement, one that is likely to
remain unchallenged for years. On asmaller
scale, the accomplishments of the Juilliard
Quartet (op. 20), the Tokyo Quartet (op. 50),
the Medici Quartet (op. 64) and the Tatrai
Quartet (op. 76) also deserve grateful
recognition.
Until the Beaux Arts Trio took them under
their wing, the piano trios of Haydn were
largely ignored, or at least underestimated.
Undeniably, the majority of the 43 works
collected on 14 discs in the Philips box ( 6768
077) are not among Haydn's deepest
compositions; there is however a
consistency of invention, and afirm grasp of
the capabilities of the mainly amateur
performers for whom they were intended,
which make them arewarding vehicle for the
warm, suave advocacy of the excellent Beaux
Arts Trio. Let us hope that asimilarly polished
group will one day make the 20 or so early
string trios available to record-collectors.
A welcome and perhaps surprising feature
of the Haydn revival has been the rediscovery
of the baryton, instrument beloved of
Haydn's principal patron and catered for over
the years in avast output of trios for baryton,
viola and cello. The bulk of these works is
available in the Henle Complete Edition, and
three or four ensembles have taken
advantage of the untapped riches—and of the
public's fascination for the sonorities of
mixed bowed and plucked strings. The
Salzburg Baryton Trio recorded five of these
works in the early 1960s, and more recently
the Munich Baryton Trio and the Londonbased Esterhazy Baryton Trio with at least
three discs each have ensured that, despite
duplications, the curious can get to know 20odd of around 175 pieces that Haydn
composed for the baryton. ( Esterhazy: SLS
5095, HQS 1424; Munich: 2533 405, 2533 444,
and—now deleted— Claves D609).
Very little of the instrumental music is
currently available. There have been
complete sets of the solo keyboard music
from John McCabe and Rudolf Buchbinder in
recent years, and longer ago Vox
issued four boxes by various performers on
different instruments ( clavichord, fortepiano,
harpsichord, pianoforte). The sonatas are
uneven in quality, but hardly one of the 62
lacks at least one interesting movement;
some of the sets of variations are Haydn at his
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Anonymous portrait miniature on

ory c. 1780

triumph via the Missa brevis in Fand the
Missa Sancti Nicolai (
DSLO 538), and the
Great Organ Mass (
DSLO 563). Some years
after his series of late mass recordings with
the St. John's Choir and ASMF, George Guest
recorded with the same forces the Mariazell
Mass of 1782 (with the Little Organ Mass:
ZRG 867); the Haydn-lover's debt to our
oldest universities is very considerable
indeed.

Operas

very finest, Alas, the cupboard is
comparatively bare just now, with acouple of
discs in Kalish's thoughtful series, and afine
record of Paul Badura-Skoda playing the last
three sonatas on acontemporary Johann
Schantz from his own collection (Astree AS
83), among the outstanding ones.

Choral music
Of Haydn's major choral and orchestral
works, only the two late great oratorios were
familiar twenty years ago; now there are
versions of the 1771 Salve regina from
Budapest forces under Ferencsik ( SLPX
12199-200), coupld with the choral version of
the Seven Last Words. The Stabat Mater in G
minor is available in afine performance
under Laszlo Heltay on ZRG 917; and there
have been two versions of/I r/torno di Tobia,
the large-scale narrative oratorio of the mid
70s—Dorati's is still available on D216D4, an
exciting account with very good soloists, and
with RPO and Brighton Festival Chorus in top
form. There are six sets of The Creation to
choose between—Willcocks' version, sung in
English ( SLS 971) is asound
recommendation for those who prefer a
large-scale performance in their own
language; of the ones sung in German, both
Dorati and Mu-nchinger offer many positive
features, but my own preference goes to
Marriner ( 6769 047), excellent in every
respect, including warm yet clear recorded
quality. Of the six sets of The Seasons, the
oldest, Beecham's, is still aforce to be
reckoned with ( despite its tamperings with
the scoring). Davis ( like the Beecham, sung in
English) gives afresh, alert account of the
work ( 6770 035). Bohm and Dorati arethe pick
of the German- language performances, but
again pride of place must go to Marriner
(6769 068). There is amagnificent sweep to
the whole, and exquisite detail; and the
recorded quality is of arichness and
crystalline claritythat one rarely hears in such
afully-scored work.
At last we can have on our shelves all 14 of
Haydn's extant settings of the Mass. For years
we have enjoyed the grand set of the last six
in Cambridge college performances under
Guest and Willcocks ( SDDG 341-6). More
recently, Oxford has replied with aless
spectacular but arguably even finer series of
recorded performances of the neglected
earlier masses; this progression reached its
climax in the immensely demanding Missa
Cellensis of 1766 ( DSLO 583), which has the
little Missa Rorate coeli desuper filling agap
on the final side. Simon Preston with the
Academy of Ancient Music, the Christ Church
Choir and excellent soloists led uo to this
41-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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For the first time ever, the ordinary operalover is now able, thanks to the gramophone
(and the EBU relays), to become familiar with
arepresentative selection of Haydn's Italian
operas. Just afew years ago their very
existence was often overlooked, or they were
damned with faint praise. Now, with many of
them having been staged, and thanks to the
Philips and Hungaroton series of recordings,
we are able to assess at least their musical
qualities. Exaggerated claims for their
excellence do Haydn little service; but the fact
surely is that these scores contain awealth of
music of very great beauty, and often of true
originality. Dramatic qualities are in shorter
supply—but so impressive is the occasional
scene ( and so undisputed Haydn's mastery in
instrumental music of the dramatic gesture),
that one can only conclude that Haydn and
his patrons actually favoured the ultraconservative, almost oratorio- like slowness
of progress which can try the patience of the
modern listener who has grown up on terms
of easy familiarity with Mozart's
incomparably greater ( and in most cases
markedly later) operas.
From the early 1760s until the early 1780s
opera occupied alarge part of Haydn's time
and energy. Apart from composing more
than twenty stage scores in that time, he was
responsible for the production and
performance of avery large repertoire of
operas by his contemporaries; for several of
these Haydn composed additional
numbers—indeed, the standard of these
insertion-arias is perhaps of ahigher
standard than Haydn consistently achieved in
his own original operas. Of the operas
themselves, nine are currently available to
the record-collector, end all are warmly
recommendable in terms of music,
performance and technical quality. Lo
speziale (
c.1768) is the earliest and slightest;
it makes astrong, lively impression under
Lehel on SLPX 11926-7. Strangely, Le
pescatrici (
1769) still awaits arecording. But
the next opera, L'infedeltà de/usa (
1773), has
been the luckiest of all in the studio, with no
fewer than three splendid recordings.
Almeida's, on Chant du Monde, has not been
released in Britain. But the veteran
Hungarian, Sandor, makes an excellent effect
on Hungaroton SLPX 11832-4, albeit making
the recitatives dangerously ponderous. That
is actually afault sometimes found in Dorati
too, though his set ( 6769 061) is one of the
very best in his invaluable series—and the
sixth side includes treasurable examples of
Haydn's insertion-numbers. This would be a
good introduction to the operas. Next comes
L'incontro improvviso (
1775), Haydn's
excursion into the world of oriental escape
opera; this too is adelightful performance of
awitty score ( 6769 040). // mondo delta luna
(1777) is another triumph in the Philips series
(6769 003), with as strong and lively acast as
you could wish for. The fatuous (and briefly
unpleasant) plot of La vera costanza (
1778-9)
reduces its chances of successful staging, but
again Dorati shows what can be done with a

first-rate cast in bringing to life an opera that
one would otherwise dismiss (6703 077). A
particular favourite of mine is the little
Metastasian drama L'isola disabitata (
1779:
6700 119)—little in respect of size, and its
cast-list of four; but the sustained high quality
of the score, which includes no dry recitative,
is at once apparent, and Haydn puts the
restriction of his resources to great
advantage.
The next opera, La fedeltà premiata (
1780),
is probably the most familiar of all the Haydn
series nowadays, thanks to stage productions
(including Glyndebourne in 1979 and1980)
and the recordings under Sandor ( SLPX
11854-7) and Dorati (6707 028). In the Philips
version the two pairs of lovers are especially
well characterized and sung. The Hungaroton
is done absolutely complete ( Dorati makes
the occasional tactful cut in recitative, and
occasionally omits anumber, in his series);
Sandor has no stars to rival Dorati'sCotrubas,
von Stade, Alva and co, though the general
standard is very high, and it is atrue
ensemble performance (even if Jozsef
Gregor's Melibeo—lustful, dangerous,
expressive—must be singled out). Orlando
paladino (
1782) was Haydn's last semiserious opera, and was quite widely given in
the composer's lifetime. In the Dorati
recording ( 6707 029) the cast is as fine as any
assembled throughout—Augér, Ameling and
Killebrew perhaps just have the edge overthe
men, though Ahnsja, Shirley, Trimarchi and
Luxon run them very close. Finally —since
L'anima del filosofo awaits amodern
recording—there is the serious Armida of
1783. Often performed at the Esterhaz
theatre, but hardly elsewhere or since, it is
superb gramophone material. On 6769 021
Dorati takes it for all it is worth—and here for
once the musical and dramatic climax is
reserved for the last act. The drama is
dominated by, indeed confined to, Armida
and Rinaldo; Jessye Norman and Claes H.
Ahnsjii rise superbly to the challenge of their
final confrontation, and the former is brilliant
throughout, mistress of rage and passion
alike.
The most recent gap-filling operation in
the Haydn discography came in the first
month of this, the 250th anniversary of
Haydn's birth: Elly Ameling and Jo
-rg Demus
gave us athree-disc box ( 6769 064)
containing all 46 of Haydn's solo songs,
performed with charm and poise. If few of
the songs are significant in the early history
of the Lied, there are delights and surprises
among them, as well of course as the
reasonably well-known English canzonettas.
It is an impossible task to try and sum up in
afew words the current state of Haydn's
representation on records. In an age
attached to the idea of completeness, we can
hail with great joy and gratitude the
achievement in most of the key areas of
Haydn's oeuvre. But there are important
lacunae still: aquantity of sacred music
awaits attention, including such
masterpieces as the Te deum of 1800, some
secular vocal works, the remaining operas
(for these Imake aparticular plea), aquantity
of dances, the marches, much instrumental
chamber music of the divertimento kind,
many more of the works for baryton, and a
representative selection of the arrangements
of British folksongs. Laurels in Haydn's
cause have been earned in plenty by the
record companies; but they should not be
tempted ( or allowed) to rest on them*
All illustrations taken from Haydn: A Documentary Study,
Thames & Hudson
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS
çoise O Les Tendres Sentimens
Gustav Leonhardt (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 922 (£5.50)

BEST of the MONTH
Double- starred Balbastre / Couperin from Leonhardt

73

Byrd and Tye Masses in Five and Six Parts from King's

74

Handel's Keyboard Works: Volume 3 from Edgar Krapp

75

Kienzl's Evangelimann, double- starred from Zagrosek

75

Mozart: Soprano Concert Arias, a pioneering set

79

Double- starred Mother Goose and Carnival from Previn

80

Paris Stravinsky Festival enshrined by Boulez

82

Ensemble Janequin's splendid Cries of Paris

83

Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra 1882-1982

83

ALBENIZ: From Suite ' Iberia'
LSO / Batiz
HMV ASD 4160 digital

Yehudi Menuhin, Jin Li (vins) / Anthony Camden
(obo) / LSO Strings / Menuhin
HMV ASD 4207 digital

Music, written to be essentially evocative of the
genius of Spain, performed by a Bfitish orchestra
under aMexican conductor: that wondrous blend of
the old and new worlds ought to be fascinating, and
it is. Enrique Batiz knows what he is after, and gets it.
The result is a brilliant version, with the many
moods of the composer interpreted in away which
is consistently interesting and almost always convincing. The music is not 'profound', but it is vastly
enjoyable, and this issue can be enjoyed indeed.
Brian Culverhouse's Soundstream recording in
no way fails the performers: it is distinguished by
total clarity, through which the marvellous orchestration can be followed in away which is rare: the
best digital recordings have atransparency which
only the very best analogue versions can approach.
In climaxes, one does detect atrace—no more—of
'digital glare': akind of glassy coldness which to my
ears departs from the live warmth of enjoyable
auditoria. Solo instruments are arrestingly real;
verging pehaps on the super- natural. lam left with a
certain doubt: not that this is other than an
exceptional recording, but whether it is not an
artificial one—atechnological construct rather than
'the closest approach to the original sound'. Ifeel
something between me and the music. Ican only
urge the reader to find out. (
A/A*:11
Peter Turner

Ifound listening to this record disappointing and
even alittle saddening. Yehudi Menuhin is an artist
and aman whom the world has learnt to respect and
to hold in honour; his Bach recordings include aset
of Brandenburg Concertos that is preferable for its
liveliness over all, or nearly all, of its moderninstrument rivals. Something has, however, gone
seriously wrong here.
Easily the most accurate ( as well as the most
musical, and the most creatively structured) solo
playing comes from Anthony Camden; however, he
is unrealistically presented by the recording, so that
he sounds several yards behind Menuhin in his
duet-concerto. The E major concerto is seriously
inaccurate in pitch and rhythm; the bowing is
frequently ill-controlled, phrasing is strange, and
the tone in the soloist's upper register is insecure
and inconsistent. In the ' Double' concerto, intonation is less wayward, but rhythms are uneven and
distorted ( as well as simply inaccurate) in both of the
solo lines.
The LSO accompanies securely, but without
distinction or rhythmic lilt in the bass. The digital
recording seems to me to stress the bass and the
aggressive downbow tone of the tutti too much, and
the orchestra apparently retreats into the distance in
the slow movements. So much of all this could have
C:3/4]
Stephen Daw
been so much better. [

J. S. BACH: Concerto for violin and orchestra
in E ( BWV 1042) 17 Concerto for Two Violins
and orchestra in d ( 1043) El Concerto for
Violin, Oboe and orchestra in C ( after BWV
1060)

BALBASTRE: La de Caze H La d'Héricourt O La
Segur H La Monmartel ou La Brunoy O La
Berville H La Lugeac/COUPERIN: Allemande CI
Courante de Croissy H L'affligée H La Fran -

Claude-Benigne Balbastre (
d. 1799) and ArmandLouis Couperin (
d. 1789) were both born in 1727;
they represent the last flowering of the outstanding
clavecin tradition of playing and even of teaching.
However, their published Livres de Clavecin date
from the mid-century ( 1759 and 1751 respectively),
and it is from these that the present recital is
compiled. And what recital it proves to be!
This is, even for Leonhardt and Harmonia Mundi,
an especially outstanding issue; the music ( especially that of A. L. Couperin) is of the highest quality
and sensitivity; in it, the dignity and refinement of
the young Couperin's most distinguished ancestor
is combined and contrasted with both the new
'expressively tender' kind of galantry and the
intricate understatement of Rameau and his imitators. The results are fascinating, and ' late flowering'
is an apt description.
Leonhardt has captured all of the essence, but
combined this with his characteristic precision in
delivery and proportion in planning. The recording
is outstandingly clear, so that we are able to discern
detailed differences between the performer's new
(1980) and previous harpsichords. A record for the
year—possibly for the decade. IA*:1*)
Stephen Daw

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: CI(
monophonic) or ID (stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics'
0 refers to aUK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
Recording
A
D
H

Very Good
Good
Moderate
Poor
Historical
(pre- LP)

Performance
1
2
3
4
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

Occasionally a record may be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: cg, 13:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A*:1*.
HiFi News & Record
Review.

'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such
variable faults will occur among commercial
pressings.
RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will
continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us,
but would otherwise refer readers to the box below,
which relates price- range to label prefixes.

RECORD PRICES (
EM); DECCA; PHILIPS; MERCURY; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5-50, ' Mid' £4.00, ' Low' £2.50). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD. EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, OSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK; 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,,
2533; 35/36/37/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HC1S/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL: 9502; 2542; 6527, SRI; 61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
\ SPA, DPA(2), ECS, SA, VIV, OLS; 6570, 6833: 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000; GL, VICS

J
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BARTOK: Concerto for Orchestra H Rumanian
Dances*
LSO / *Minneapolis SO / Dorati
Philips ' Mercury' SRI 75105
Dorati recorded the Concerto twice for Mercury,
once with the Minneapolis during the period ( 196061) when he made the recording of the Rumanian
Dances included here, and again in 1964 with the
LSO. This latter version has not previously been
released here as far as Ican tell, though it was
available in the US. As aperformance it stands high.
Dorati has always been anoted exponent of Bartok's
music, and as an ex- pupil of the composer's his
ideas about it carry some weight. The sound, as
might be expected, is not especially good, and
though this is an original stereo it has no great
spread, though it does have depth and detail. In fact
the harps are as clear as in any recording Iknow.
Where Dorati scores most heavily is in the intensity
of his reading: he manages to instil into his players a
profound sense of the underlying nostalgia for
Hungary that percolates into every bar of Bartok's
work. Even Solti does not surpass him in this, and
technical quality aside, this is aversion that should
be heard as a complement to Solti's own. The
Rumanian Dances, surprisingly, sound rather brighter. They receive asuitably lightweight reading and
make an attractive filler, particularly for anyone
approaching the longer work for the first time.
B/C:11
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 36 O
Symphony 4 in 135, Op. 60*
Hallé / Loughran
ASV ALH909 *C) 1978
Briefly available in 1978, Loughran's Fourth has
transferred quite well to a single side, a reading
primarily of value for the troubled atmosphere
suggested quite early in the slow movement, at the
broken figures with drums, trumpets, and built up to
establish a mood of unrest very remote from that
described by Berlioz. Speeds for the latter movements of the Second are steady, interest sbeing held
by Loughran's careful attention to dynamic accents.
Kubelik's cheaper ' Privilege' recoupling is shorn of
the exposition repeat in 2( i); however, the playing
by his orchestras ( Concertgebouw, Israel PO) is
more rewarding than that of the Hallé. (
13:21
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas 8 in c, Op. 13
'Pathétique' El 19 in g. Op. 49:1 7 20 in G. Op.
49:2 D 23 in f, Op. 57 ' Appassionata'
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL6994
Taken from the now finalised cycle, Op. 13 and Op.
57 replace earlier recordings of 1972, 1973; the two
Op. 49 make a welcome change from the ' Moonlight' coupling. Irather liked the implied Sturm und
Drang in the 'Appassionata' slow movement and
finale on SXL6603, but the opening movement here
is clearly superior ( cf. the way the singing theme
from bar 35 is now integrated). To the sonatinas
Ashkenazy brings care and elegance, ajust sense of
proportion—the way the 'crushed' note at bar 42 of
Op. 49:2 (
i) is 'suspended' until trilled in the
73

recapitulation is a typically imaginative detail.
Certainly as memorable as Richter's classic Philips
recordings. The middle section of the ' Pathétique'
slow movement is now also simpler in conception;
it would be difficult to have to discard either the
opening movement here, or that on SXL6706.
Ashkenazy's general use of light staccato will be a
matter of personal taste.
These new recordings were made in three locations. The Op. 57 finale introduction fortissimi bring
some tinniness, and Iam not convinced the transfer
then matches the star-worthy balance of the opening Allegro assai. ( A*/A:11 Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5 in c, Op. 67 /
SCHUBERT: Symphony 8 in b, D.759—' Unfinished'
VP0 / Maazel
CBS 36711 digital
Just four years after his Cleveland Beethoven cycle
comes this digital Fifth, with the same coupling ( as
reissued on Privilege—now deleted) as Maazel's
first recording of the work made in 1958 with the
BPO. Those were studio performances, whereas
these derive from concerts given during the VPO's
1980 Japanese tour (applause has been retained at
the beginning and end of each work). A slightly
low-level transfer, and astyle of orchestral playing
more cultured than in either previous Maazel/
Beethoven 5, may account for the seemingly
mellowed approach, but many of the mannerisms
are still here, perverse reminders of a formidably
strong will at the helm. Ifind such interpretative
'ideas' as the ritenuto and agogic pause before and
at bar 94 of the first movement an annoyance, and
the highlighting of horns at, for example, bar 423 an
arbitrary stroke. Yet it is difficult to resist the singing
quality of inner string parts in, for example, the early
pages of the first movement development (the
exposition repeat is observed), and the phrasing of
woodwind and strings alike in the second movement is most beautiful of detail and sound; it
certainly helped to divert my attention from atempo
which Ifound measured to the point of preciosity.
Not so the Scherzo, which emerges light and
transparent of detail ( marvellously supple bowing
wrists in the violas at bars 147-48), and the
transition to the Finale is hypnotic in effect.
In the Schubert (with first movement repeat),
tempi which Ifound ponderous also diminished my
pleasure in innumerable lovely details of balance
and phrasing. As apowerful example of one of the
'few of us about who can still exert that kind of
influence' over an orchestra ( interview with Maazel
in these pages. Sept. 78), these concerts must have
been awesome experience for those in the hall itself.
On disc, however, Iwas too aware of the ' influence'
at work rather than the music itself. The recordings
are warm-toned and on the dry side, robbing the
Finale of the Beethoven of some impact, but none of
its splendid momentum in this performance; background noise was negligible, the surfaces on my
copy impeccable. The widespread post- and preecho is apity.111/13: 3/11
Andrew Keener
BRAHMS: Intermezzi, Op. 117 0 Rhapsody,
op. 79 No. 1
Variations on a Theme of
Paganini. Books 1 and 2, Op. 35
Janis Vakarelis (pno)
RCA RL 35322 (£5.49) ( Studio Import)
Iwas much surprised to find that just Katchen's
Paganini Variations (
SDD 538) now features in the
catalogue, Arrau (9500 066) and Earl Wilde (VCS
10006) having been deleted, as Ihave never thought
Katchen's Paganini the most impressive part of his
Brahms cycle. Vakarelis clearly goes for the big
approach and lush piano sound of players such as
Katchen and Serkin, not following the dryer, lighter
attack of other young pianists such as Zimerman
(DG 2531 252). He takes the theme slightly slower
than Katchen and loses alittle of the panâche of the
violin original—he also does not repeat the theme
before Book 2. The young Greek pianist certainly
makes light of the virtuosic technical problems and
his interpretative grip on each individual variation
does not falter, but I
was less happy about the way in
which each variation related to its neighbours, and
the final 14th Variation is strangely unclimactic. The
Op. 117 Intermezzi are here intensely lyrical and
demonstrate Vakarelis' depth of line and concentration.
The recording is clearly engineered for the really
large piano effect. The bass in particular is extravagantly rich, sometimes seeming unnaturally so—
the Intermezzi coming off least well. There is abig
dynamic range, although this causes a few prob74

lems towards the end of the Paganini Variations.
(B/C:21
Roger Bowen
BYRD: Mass in Five Parts / TVE: Mass in Six
Parts ' Euge bone'
King's College, Cambridge / Ledger
HMV ASD 4104
This pair of Masses forms a delightful contrast.
Christopher Tye lc.1500-1570) was younger by
forty-odd years than Byrd, who lived until c.1623.
His composition is ' busier', more opulent in sound,
more dramatic than that of Byrd, whose austerity
and purity of line are even more effective. Both
settings are entirely appropriate for liturgical use: as
much so today as when they were written.
Philip Ledger has produced aperformance which
brings out the contrasting nature of the Masses
most beautifully. The overall standard of singing is
superb, and the balance of sound within the choir is
ideal. Individually and collectively, the singers are
moulded together into the unity of the music. The
recording retains the radiance of the great building,
with its long final echo, admirably, while allowing
the complex structures of the music to be followed
without difficulty. Both Masses are sung unaccompanied, as they should be; and this is one of the best
recordings from King's Ihave come across: it is to be
recommended without reserve. (
11:1*)
Peter Turner
CHARPENTIER: Les Arts Flori
0 Interlude from ' Le Mariage Forcé'
'Les Arts Florissants' vocal and instrumental ensemble / Christie
Harmonia Mundi HM 1083 (£5.50)
Described by Charpentier as an ' idyll in music', this
entertaining if rather complicated work is an allegorical piece in which each of the Arts is represented by
adifferent voice, the whole cast into the conventional five scenes typical of some stage works towards
the end of the 17th century. The highly illustrative
text offers many opportunities for the singers, and
the work is one of great variety and colour. In this
performance, the singing is generally of very high
quality, and Iparticularly liked the lyrical work of
soprano Agnés Mellon which is heard in the first
scene.
The small orchestra of flutes and strings sounds
excellent, and the use of both harpsichord and
theorbo for continuo is effective. The playing is
elegant and controlled, and seems totally appropriate for the sort of gatherings for which this music
was intended.
The record also includes some music that Charpentier composed for arevival of Le Mariage Forcé,
which culminates with adelightful parody of Italian
musicians ('The Grotesques') in which the singers
effectively imitate the sounds of dog, cat and
donkey. It must have gone down a treat at the
Comédie Française.
The record is ably recorded, with good stereo
separation, natural balance and afairly close feeling
to the sound, which seems just right for this sort of
music. IA:11
Colin Evans
COATES: London Suite 0 Four Ways Suite—
excerpts D The Three Elizabeths
London Pops Orch / Fennell
Philips ' Mercury' SRI 75109
That the BBC could ' stop the mighty roarof London's
traffic', each week as In Town Tonight was introduced, delighted me more as achild than Coates'
signature tune Knightsbridge. To hear in this once
vastly popular march only diluted Walton, or the
cuckoo calls in the middle movement of 'Three
Elizabeths' ( the first was used for the ' Forsyte Saga'
television adaptation) as poor man's Delius, would
be to miss the clear dedication that underlies
painstakingly crafted light music. Even the oriental
tinklings of ' Eastwards' sound caring rather than
superficially conceived. Perhaps Frederick Fennell's
sharp performances could then have been even
better conceived in broader terms.
No date is given for this release, but the recordings have all the characteristics of mid- 1960s
Mercury productions, made with just three omnidirectional mikes. Transients are beautifully caught,
and the bass drum is clean in focus; lower strings
have a warm presence; a certain 'tight' quality, a
dicolouring edge to the upper strings, diminishes as
you turn up the volume. Tape hiss is moderately
high. [
A/B:1)
Christopher Breunig
DEBUSSY: Trois Chansons de France O Fêtes
Galantes ( 2nd series) - Trois poèmes de
Stephane Mallarmé
Le Promenoir des deux

amants 0 Noël des Enfants qui n'ont plus de
maisons 0 Trois Ballardes de François Villon
Bernard Kruysen (bar) / Noel Lee (pno)
Astrée AS 58 1£5.501 ( Harmonia Mundi)
It is useful to have these last of Debussy's song
collections available on one disc. These artists are
notably successful .in the songs which embody a
baroque spirit, as in the rhythm of Le Faune (Fêtes
Galantes), where Noël Lee keeps the piano texture
appropriately light and dry. In more expansive
writing, such as that to be found in the Villon
settings, Ifound M. Kruysen's voice insufficiently
varied in matters of tone and vibrato (very rapid),
and not always entirely happy in matters of intonation: the opening fifth of the second Villon ballade
finds him sounding sorely taxed, although there is
an appropriate, restrained fervour later on, and the
third ballade receives lively characterisation. The
recording is extremely clear, although the piano
emerges a little wirily. Flawless surfaces. IA/B:31
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Symphony 8 in G, Op. 88
Minnesota Orch / Marriner
Philips 6514 050 digital
This is a very distinguished account of what, for
many people, is Dvorak's finest and most personal
symphony. Marriner's approach is carefully considered and at first sounds slightly cautious, particularly when compared with the brio of some of his
work with the Academy. But as it develops his
reading acquires a convincing homogeneity, not
just within movements but across the entire work. It
is aperformance that emphasises the stature of the
symphony without making it sound in the least
ponderous. The deceptively slow opening slots
perfectly into the ensuing allegro, and the spacious
adagio is neatly offset by ascherzo of limpid grace,
preparing the way for the glowing splendour of the
finale. The final speed-up at the coda is the only
concession to Marriner's taste for fast tempi—Piu
animato is not necessarily synonymous with Presto—but it makes for an exciting climax and adds yet
another test of the skill of the players. The Minnesota is not among the best-known of American
orchestras as far as this country is concerned, but
they acquit themselves well here and are worth
watching. The recording is clean and nicely detailed
without being sensational: good natural sound.
IA:11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Terzetto, Op. 74 / SUK: Piano Quintet in g, Op. 8
The New London Quintet
Cambridge CAM 3 (£5.49) ( PRT Sales)
The Suk Quintet is something of a rarity: if it has
been recorded before it was agood while ago. It is
an early work, written in 1893 when the composer
was eighteen, and though it was well received by the
public was not thought well enough of by its creator
to be published. It is in the usual four movements,
the first and last being rather broad and loosely
constructed. But the music is full of youthful
freshness, with plenty for the pianist—not surprisingly since Suk was himself a very capable
keyboard player, and the influence of Dvorak is
pronounced. It receives avery persuasive performance from Frank Wibaut and the quartet, and the
impression of imbalance between the piano and
strings is rather the fault of the music than of
recording technique. The sound, however, is rather
brash, and one would welcome alittle more bloom
on the string tone. The Dvorak, which is for two
violins and viola, is also very well done, but again
the edginess of the sound is noticeable. There
seems to be no other recording of it available in the
domestic catalogue at present, and though this
cannot be given unqualified approval the performance and the unusual coupling weigh the balance in
its favour. IB:11
Kenneth Dommett
GRÉTRY: '
Zémire et Azor'
Mesplé / Bufkens / Van Gorp / Louis / Or//ac /
Simonka / R.T.B. Chorus & Orch / Doneux
HMV 2C167-12881/2 (
2recs) (£9.75) (
Conifer)
Ithink that we can fairly say that Grétry has been a
neglected composer in the English-speaking world.
If it was not for the delectable snippets occasionally
played and recorded by Sir Thomas Beecham ( such
as his arranged ballet suite from this present opera)
we would know very little of his seventy or so
operas, some of which are light enough to be
considered early operettas. His dates ( 1741-1813)
place him in that particularly wavering period of
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English and French opera production. What he did
write was influential and led toward the establishment of the flourishing opéra-comique tradition.
Zémire et Azor describes itself as aComédieBallet
in 4Acts (as does Lully's Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme) which indicates astrong leaning toward dance
in amixed kind of entertainment that was popular at
the time. The attached booklet, however, hails it as
'un opéra-comique de la grande époque'. The music
is sensitive and refined, almost Mozart with aFrench
accent, simple but never banál. It is a delightful
experience to be able to listen to aGrétry work as a
whole. The performance is sprightly with a good
rhythmic lilt, a sparkling Zémire in Mady Mésple,
and acast who generally manage to turn back the
clock and sound as if they belonged to 1771. No
attempt has been made to give the orchestral
backing a special period flavour, and it does
occasionally seem alittte heavy for this period. The
recording is of good quality, clear, with a wellspread open sort of sound. Although dating back to
1975, this recording does not appear to have been
available here before. [ 13: 1]
Peter Commend
HANDEL: Jephtha'
Sto/te / Burmeister / Prenzlow / Schreier / Adam /
Berlin Radio CO / Koch
Eurodisc 80541 XK ( 3 recs) (£ 14.99) ( PRT Sales)
A German- language performance of one of Handel's English oratorios is an odd arrival on the British
market, particularly in a rather shallow recording
which is more than ten years old. Enough to say that
Jeptha (
so spelt here) receives a highly competent
performance, with Peter Schreier and Theo Adam as
Jephtha and Zebul, Helmut Koch conducts briskly
(particularly the quartet) and exhibits the usual
German distrust of added appoggiatura. 113:11
Arthur Jacobs
HANDEL: COMPLETE INSTRUMENTAL CHAMBER MUSIC VOL. 1
L'École d'Orphée
CRD 1073/4 ( 2recs) (£ 11.00) ( Lugton's/H. R. Taylor)
This attractive two- record album contains Handel's
sonatas for flute ( but not recorder) and continuo, le,
op. 1: 1A, 18, 5, 9; and the three Halle Sonatas ( all
considered 'doubtful' by the New Grove); and also
the Concerto aquattro in D minor (flute, violin, cello
and continuo), Trio Sonata in G for oboe, violin and
continuo, and the Trio Sonatas in Bminor and F. op.
2: 1B and 4, for flute/recorder, violin and continuo:
eleven works of character and considerable charm,
though some of them hardly bear the clear Handelian fingerprints. The performances are stylish,
beautifully recorded (though Inoted hiss on Side 3)
and carefully yet naturally balanced. A particular
feature is the skilful and varied treatment of the solo
flute line by Stephen Preston—some may find his
ornamentation excessive, but he and his talented
colleagues strike a happy balance between crisp
dotting in slow movements (which is never at the
expense of eloquent melodic shaping), and lively
yet unhurried forward momentum in quick movements. The Concerto aquattro ('spurious', according to the New Grove) is pleasing but inconsequential music; it is here played for all (or more than all)
it's worth. The G major Trio Sonata is again
'doubtful' (certainly dubious is the claim that Handel
wrote it at 10 or 11). Basil Lam's incisive sleevenote
makes no extravagant claims for the music; we are
also given admirably clear details of the provenance
of the authentic instruments. Ishall look forward
keenly to the continuation of this worthy project and
congratulate l'École d'Orphée and the CRD producer
and his team for delightfully natural music-making.
IA:11
Peter Branscombe
HANDEL: COMPLETE KEYBOARD WORKS
VOL. 2 ( Organ) Six Concerti for organ and
orchestra, Op. 7
Edgar Krapp (org)/ RIAS Sinfonietta Berlin / Redel
Eurodisc 301 461-435 digital (2recs) (£9.98) ( PRT
Sales)
The posthumously published Op. 7contains the sole
example of a Handel organ concerto with a pedal
part. The organ chosen is asmall 23-stop Eberhard/
Vischer at Miissingen, of which the Hauptwerk and
most of the Pedal are original ( 1733), with a new
Schwellwerk ( 1974).
Unfortunately the interpretation is too mechanical and lacking in delicacy and true virtuosity, with
opportunities for the sensitive addition of ornaments neglected. The somewhat plodding effect is
not mitigated by a bias toward slower tempi. As a
result, this issue cannot displace the Preston/
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Menuhin version on RCA, nor my own second
choice of Tachezi/Harnoncourt on Telefunken.
The 'digital' disc has been cut at an overpoweringly high level, but reproduces well at lowered volume
with the usual benefits of a good digital tape
original. ( A:213]
Trevor Attewell

HANDEL: COMPLETE KEYBOARD WORKS
VOL. 3 ( Harpsichord)
Edgar Krapp (hpd)
Eurodisc 301 217-420 ( 2recs) (£9.99) (PAT Sales)
Hard on the heels of the first two volumes of
Handel's keyboard music comes the third, which
gives us the eight Suites de pieces pour le clavecin,
published in London in 1720. They are played on a
Joannes Ruckers of 1640, recently restored by Kurt
Wittmayer. Much of the pleasure of this delightful
album is due to the splendour of the instrument, as
cleanly and faithfully recorded as it is brilliantly and
affectingly played by Edgar Krapp. He characterizes
the many and varied movements with great skill,
choosing appropriate tempos, gracing the repeats
with taste and imagination, and phrasing with
affection. The Third Suite ( D minor) is especially
extensive and fine, though there is hardly a single
dull page of music throughout. Mr Krapp puts over
No. 5 ( Emajor) with great vitality, and he makes the
most of the remarkable Largo in No. 6 ( F sharp
minor). In No. 7 in G minor, another large suite, I
greatly admired the poise and springy step in the
andante, though the Sarabande struck me as
slightly over-elaborated. The silent surfaces are a
treat, and the tone of the harpischord does not
harden even on the very long fourth side. There is
true distinction here. 1Afr/A:1*/1
Peter Branscombe
HONEGGER: Concerto da Camera for flute, cor
anglais and string orchestra IR. STRAUSS:
Duet-Concertino for clarinet, bassoon and
string orchestra with harp
David Shostac (flt) / Allan Vogel (cor ang) / David
Shifrin (cif) / Kenneth Munday (bsn) / Los Angeles
CO / Schwarz
Nonesuch D-79018 digital (£5.75) ( Conifer)
Under their principal conductor Gerard Schwarz, no
less than Neville Marriner with whom they have
previously recorded, the young Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra show themselves to be one of the
freshest and most responsive ensembles currently
at work on the other side of the Atlantic. Both pieces
date from their composers' last years and are
otherwise currently unavailable as single discs. The
Honegger, aCoolidge commission, was written in
1947 during a' visit to America. It is a concise,
attractive work in three short movements, of which
the outer two are particularly engaging—the former
compact and full of spirited invention ( not anote is
wasted, and the movement ends the moment it has
had its say), and the latter an agile, chattering
Scherzo. The orchestra is first-rate, offering considerably more polish and security of intonation
(though not more imagination) than the English
Sinfonia on the recently deleted EMI disc. The
soloists are remarkably well- matched tonally; indeed, without looking at the score, it is occasionally
difficult to tell them apart.
Strauss' Duet-Concertino, full of glances backward over arich output, was formerly available in a
rather overweight Berlin ASO account (ASD 2320);
the sole present competition lies with the final
volume of Kempe's Strauss recordings ( SLS 5067,4
recs). The new performance is beautifully scaled:
the string body is large enough for tonal richness,
yet small enough to permit clarity when the front
desks are engaged in the sextet writing. The solo
playing is amodel of fine blend, alert responses and
felicitious phrasing, although in comparison with
Kempe's duo, it yields apoint or two in expressive
melancholy, the willingness to melt which is a
considerable part of the writing. Perhaps a little
more distance between listener and players would
have lent greater enchantment: the solo images on
both sides are rather large, although the orchestra is
consistently
in
the
picture.
Recommended
1A/B:11
Andrew Keener
JANACEK: ' Mladi': March of the Blue Throats/
POULENC: Wind Sextet D Sonata for Flute and
Piano•
Koenig Ensemble / Jan Latham-Koenig (dir & pno)/
*Judith Hall (fit)
Bedivere BVR 304 (£4.75) ( Gamut)
As a reviewer one is concerned with the technical

quality of the record as well as with the quality of the
performance it exists to enshrine, and while constriction of the sound, indifferent balance and other
ills that engineering is heir to may be borne with
fortitude, as may the snuffling of performers and the
creaks and rattles of their instruments, it is quite
impossible to overlook the persistent clicks, bumps
and swishes which afflict so many records today
and which are driving listeners to the cassette ( or
'home taping', BPI please note). Imention all this
because my pleasure in the playing on this record,
especially of the Poulenc Sextet, has been virtually
destroyed by its gravelly overlay. To this has been
added an intrusive pre-echo throughout Mladi
which delivered an effective coup de grace to any
lingering joy Iderived from the stylish playing of the
Ensemble. Unfortunately the only recommendable
versions of the two Poulenc pieces and Janacek's
Sextet are in multiple sets—the Poulenc in Conifer's
complete collection of Poulenc's chamber music
(not apparently reviewed), the Janacek in Atherton's
Decca set. The Janacek March, for piccolo and piano
(originally for piccolo, bells and tambourine) is new.
It dates from 1924, is very brief and forms the basis
of the Trio of the third movement of Mladi. '
Blue
Throats', improbable though it sounds, appears to
be the correct title, not ' Blue Boys' or ' Blue Coats', by
which this engaging little trifle is usually known.
IC:11
Kenneth Dommett
KASTALSKY: Russian Nuptial Mass / VON
GARDNER: Russian Anthems
Romanos-Chor fur ostkirchliche Liturgie / Pentek
Schwann AMS 3530F (£5.50) (TOL)
Since this is an area in which Iam not well-versed,
Schwann's concise sleeve- notes and, of course, the
music itself, have provided quite an education.lwill
resort directly to them again now. Alexander
Kastalsky ( 1856-1926), whose Nuptial Mass is
featured on Side 1of this disc, was, it seems, the
father of modern Russian Church Music andfounder
of what became known as the Moscow School. Their
prime tenets were, firstly, 'that Russian chant should
provide the melodic basis for all compositions and,
secondly, that the harmonic and contrapuntal model should be provided by Russian folk-song, with its
"unacademic" characteristics'. All of which went
towards producing the most agreeable, indeed
enchanting, amalgam of traditional religious and
folk- music elements, such as we can sample here.
What makes the record particularly fascinating is
that by devoting the second side to Russian
Anthems composed by Ivan von Gardner, the last
surviving member of the Moscow School ( still active
as acomposer in Germany), one gets areasonable
picture of the developments which took place from
Kastalsky through the 20th century.
Anyone remotely interested in church music, nay
choral music in general, will, Iam sure, relish this
record. The recordings, made in Düsseldorf, are
clean and atmospherically airy without being overreverbera nt. IA: 11
Edward Seckerson
KIENZL: ' Der Evangelimann'
Jerusalem (ten) / Hermann (Bar) / Donath (sop) /
Moll (bass) / Wenkel (con)/ 7
biz& Childrens' Choir/
Bavarian Radio Chorus / Munich RO / Zagrosek
EMI Electrola 1C 165-46 191/93 digital (3recs)
(£16.47) ( Conifer)
Mathias loves Martha. His brother Johannes also
loves her and in a fit of jealousy sets fire to a
Benedictine Abbey, then accuses Mathias, who is
imprisoned for 20 years. Martha commits suicide.
Mathias eventually returns, now an evangelist,
hears Johannes' deathbed confession and forgives
him. In between there are colourful scenes involving
the townsfolk and children. The reputation of
Wilhelm Kienzl ( 1857-1941) was founded on this
work, which has somewhat slipped from favour; but
a soprano number, ' 0 schüne Jugendtage', still
surfaces occasionally. The work, like most German
operas, has been tagged 'Wagnerian'; but this is
mainly afalse accusation. Some Wagner is there but
there are also cosmopolitan ingredients drawn from
Italian 'verismo' opera and especially the Viennese
singspiel; making up awell-wrought and attractive
score, occasionally as light as Nicolai or Lortzing—
mainly nearer, perhaps, to Gounod. We had to wait
along time for an LP recording. Without benefit of
comparison this seems to be athoroughly accomplished dramatic performance with Siegfried Jerusalem, Roland Hermann and Helen Donath all
excellent in the leading roles. The orchestral playing
is particularly well handled and sensitive to the
drama and Lothar Zagrosek maintains an excellent
balance between voices and accompaniment. There
75
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is agood sense of movement, actuality and feeling.
The digital recording is beautifully clear and clean
and paints avivid scene. IA*:1*1
Peter Gammond
KOKKONÉN: Symphony 2 ( 1961)1 Symphony
4 (1971)*
Finnish RSO / Segerstam / *Kamu
BIS LP- 189 W4.99) (TOI)
Joonas Kokkonen, now sixty, is one of Finland's
most important composers, though he is represented here only by his opera The Last Temptations
and his Cello Concerto. The ten years which
separate these two symphonies indicate aconsiderable change of stylistic emphasis in Kokkonen's
work. The basic elements remain, but their treatment is very different. The Second Symphony
reflects the composer's reactions to his surroundings, chiefly pastoral, at the time of writing, whereas
the Fourth appears to have been amore consciously
architectured work generated entirely from musical
stimuli. Kokkonen favours slowish first movements.
That of the Second has an elgaic quality which
echoes Sibelius; that of the Fourth also suggests
Sibelius though there is a firmer quality about it,
hinting at Bartok, perhaps. Both works, however, are
entirely individualistic. The fast movements have
strength and power, and in the later work climaxes
are built out of the music with greater assurance and
conviction than is sometimes the case with the
earlier one. Both are impressive examples of
contemporary Scandinavian music, however, and
are played excellently by the Finnish Radio orchestra under their two conductors. Segerstam, himself
acomposer, has visited this country recently; Okko
Kamu may be remembered for his Sibelius symphonies on DG. Unfortunately no information about
either conductor is given with the recording which,
technically, lives up to the expectations aroused by
the music and its performance. Good spacious
acoustic, clear cut definition, naturally warm. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
KROMMER-KRAMAR: Quartet in Eb for Bassoon, 2 Violas and Cello. Op, 46 O Oboe
Quartet 1 in C 0 Oboe Quartet 2 in F
Jiri Seidl (bsn) / Jiri Mihule (obo)/ Members of the
Suk Quartet
Supraphon 1111 2824 G (£3.99) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
In form and content these three quartets are more
conventional and predictable than the two flute
quartets by Krommer's compatriot and contemporary Reicha, reviewed last December. The chief
interest lies in the unusual combination of bassoon,
two violas and cello and in the skill with which the
composer deploys the predominantly dark sonority.
Most of the melodic weight is borne by the bassoon
and first viola, the two remaining instruments being
used as support. There are two such quartets in
Krommer's Op. 46, and they were published in 1804.
The two oboe quartets have no opus number and
are probably earlier. Both reflect the influence of
Haydn and Mozart though neither develops its
material with the certainty and ingenuity of those
two masters. They are pleasant works, though, and
provide an enjoyable three-quarters of an hour's
listening. The playing is lively, and the slight
reediness of the wind players gives the music an
attractive edge. The recording too is lively, not
unnaturally forward and reasonably well balanced,
though the bassoon does perhaps dominate the
ensemble more than is ideally desirable. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
KROMMER-KRAMAR:
Symphony
in
D /
MASEK: Sinfonia in D'
Prague CO / Vainar
Supraphon 1110 2809 (£3.75) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
Masek's Symphony was written in the 1780s and
both style and key link it to early classical tradition
and to Bohemian schools of wind instrument
playing, a link reinforced in the vigorous hunting
finale. Krommer's, on the other hand, lies closer to
the quasi-romantic Schubert, though the variation
form of the slow movement suggests late Haydn.
Neither work is in the lost masterpiece class, nor do
they throw any new light on the development of,the
symphony in the late 18th-early 19th centuries, in
fact Krommer's is rather routine in places. All the
same they do offer a change of diet to those
interested in the music of this period, though there
are other works by both composers which might
reflect their talents more brightly, some of Masek's
7b

Christmas pastorellas, for instance, and Kramar's
chamber and concertante music. Both works receive
lively performances, vigorous rather than polished,
and the recording reflects these characteristics
pretty faithfully. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
LONATI: Violin Sonatas
Jaap Schroder (yin) / Peter Williams (hpd)/ Christophe Coin (v/c) / Hopkinson Smith (gtr)
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 760 (£5.50)
Like so many of his contemporaries, Carlo Ambrogio Lonati was a much-travelled composer employed, at various times, by both court and church.
He was born in 1645, and later in life evidently lived
in England for about four years. He also busied
himself composing cantatas, operas and sundry
other works, and the four sonatas for violin and
continuo recorded here date from 1701, when the
were composed in Milan.
In some ways, they are rather odd works: they are
certainly very ltalianate in style and form, yet have a
certain meandering quality about them, and it is
difficult to enthuse all that vigorously about them.
The performances, although very professional in
their way, impart to the music an odd halting quality,
which becomes particularly evident in the largo
movements.
There is an interesting choice of instruments for
the continuo, since the opportunity has been taken
to vary the instrumentation for each of the sonatas.
Sonatas 2 and 7 are conventional enough, but in
Sonata 8 guitar is substituted for harpsichord (the
player's slightly percussive style giving the music
and unexpected Spanish flavour), and in Sonata 9
the continuo is provided by cello alone. No doubt
some contemporary performances used this instrumentation, but Icannot agree that it is asuccessful
one, for the ear soon longs for acontrast of timbre,
something that a harpsichord could aptly provide.
The recorded sound tends to favour all instruments equally, the effect being that the cello
continuo sometimes dominates too strikingly. [
8:3]
Colin Evans
LORTZING: 'Zar und Zimmermann'
Prey / Schreier / Frick / Gedda / Koth / Burmeister /
Leipzig Radio Choir / Dresden State Orch / Heger
HMV 1C 183-29302/4 (
3 recs) ( 14.97) ( Conifer)
Lortzing's comic opera Zar und Zimmermann is a
thoroughly enjoyable, tuneful work with an amusing story, its neglect indicated by the fact that this
present recording has been the only one available
for years. There was also one by Leitner on DG. The
Heger recording dates from 1966 but, as far as I
know, has not appeared here before complete. A
highlights disc ( HQS 1059) is all that we have had. It
is the kind of opera that leads us very close to the
operetta genre; and perhaps that has counted
against its acceptance in this serious age. Anyway,
for those wanting to make its full acquaintance this
imported German pressing sounds remarkably
good for its age; awarm, fresh-sounding recording
that has perhaps been slightly boosted with some
inclination to over-resonance in the more fully
scored passages. The performance under Robert
Heger has astar cast who perform with areal sense
of enjoyment. The Clog Dance is apleasant lollipop
that was inserted in the score after its premiere and
is typical of its friendly nature. A welcome and
enjoyable re- discovery. [
It:1]
Peter Gammond
MARTINU: Sonatine for 2 Violins and Piano Cl
Sonata 1 for Viola and Piano ISonata 2 for
Violin and Piano
Pina Carmirelli (yin) / Philipp Naegele (vin & via) /
Ralf Gothoni (pno)
DCM SM 92209 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
How encouraging it is to see companies other than
Supraphon and Penton taking up Martinu's cause,
and in areas of his work that have scarcely been
exploited at all yet. The three pieces here, like those
on DCM's recent record of Trios, are all new to the
British list and, with the exception of the Viola
Sonata, no longer represented in the native Czech
catalogue. The Sonatine ( 1930) is an attractive
lightweight folky work with echoes of the preClassical style that so appealed to Martinu. The
same elements, of rather more serious intent, recur
in the Violin Sonata, actually the third if one counts
the early D minor sonata. It is not wholly successful,
lacking some of the composer's natural spontaneity,
which makes the finale sound somewhat laboured.
The Viola Sonata—there is only one—dates from
1955. There is a fine Czech performance by

Kodousek and Novotny on Suprahon ( not released
here) inappropriately coupled with some Stamitz,
but this version is good enough to confirm its
stature as one of Martinu's most mature and
compelling works. Indeed, all these performances
are sympathetic and make strong advocacy for the
music. Recording is generally good, the sound
slightly recessed here and there but warm [ 6:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MEDTNER: Piano Quintet in C - Piano Sonata
in C. Op. 25, No. 1 O Acht Stimmungsbilder,
Op. 1
Members of The New London Quintet / Malcolm
Binns (pno)
Cambridge CAM 2 ( E5.49) (
PRT Sales)
The three works on this issue span the entire
creative output of Nikolai Medtner—from the juvenile Op. 1of the eight Stimmungsbilder for piano,
through the Piano Sonata of 1913, to the Piano
Quintet dating from 1950, ayear before his death. ( In
fact Medtner himself recorded the Piano Quintet for
HMV with funds made available by the Maharajah of
Mysore, but it was never released!) The C major
Piano Sonata, despite its hints of Scriabin and
Rachmaninov, does not strive after the obvious, and
Malcolm Binns' well-known ear for piano sonority
brings us some very stylish moments. The Piano
Quintet is Medtner's only chamber work scored for
more than two performers—and the only work other
than those for solo piano in the catalogue—and it is
a distinctive three-movement structure containing
many typical features subtly turned melodies, often
rhythmically elusive or impassionedly rhapsodic
and, while the New London Quintet dispatch the
work most professionally, one could have wished
for a more vividly passionate reading of some
passages. The interplay between strings and piano
is handled nicely and the alternation of the second
movement Russian Orthodox-style homophony is
really very effective.
A less shallow sound would have been better
suited to these lushly scored pieces, with a less
distinct separation of each instrument. It is all rather
taut and dry, without the full tonal expanse—which
could have helped considerably. lC:21
Roger Bowen
MENDELSSOHN-BUSONI: Symphony 1 in c,
Op. 11 / MOZAR - -BUSONI: Overture, The
Magic Flute 17 Fantasia in F, K608 E Duettino
concertante in F
Anthony and Joseph Paratore (pnos)
Schwann VMS 1031 (E5.50) (TOL)
Interest in Busoni appears to be reviving and his
work as an arranger is likely to come under scrutiny
as aresult. This collection is an interesting assembly
of music by composers Busoni respected and on
whose work he felt the need to impose his own
personality. Busoni did not believe that an arrangemer tcould be anything other than areflection of the
arranger's own ideas about the music he was
arranging, and that shows very clearly here, particularly in the Mozart pieces. These are immediately
recognisable, of course, yet they sound odd, slightly
off-centre—the Duet//no concertante, incidentally,
is the finale of the Concerto in F, K459. The
Mendelssohn symphony is less disturbing, possibly
because it adheres more closely to the spirit of the
original and gives less play to the quirky genius of
Busoni himself. It is actually for two pairs of
duettists, two pianos, eight hands, but here it
sounds as if it has been reduced to aplain two-piano
format: Icannot detect any dubbing and no other
players are mentioned. The point might have been
clarified on the sleeve. The Paratore brothers play
with considerable confidence but with not too much
refinement. They are inclined to thump abit, though
some of this is possibly the fault of the recording,
which is very close and percussive. In its way this is a
disturbing record in the sense that well-known and
well-loved music has been put through a process
which ever so slightly distorts it without throwing
any real new light on it. [
8:2]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Mass inc iNaisenhausmesse', K139
Sebastian Hennig (sop) / Rafael Harten (alt.
)/ John
Elwes (ten) / Stephen Varcoe (bass) / Knabenchor
Hannover / Collegium Aureum / Hennig
Harmonia Mundi 065-99 910 (£5.50)
It is known that the 12-year-old Mozart composed a
celebration mass for the consecration of the
Waisenhaus-Kirche in Vienna on 7December 1768,
but the identity of that work has long been disputed.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Opinion now favours this splendid Mass with its
ceremonial features, ambitious orchestration and
impressive choral and solo passages. Of the two
previous stereo recordings of the work—by Kegel
for Philips ( 19761 and Abbado for DG ( 1977)—only
the latter remains. Both were fine performers which
conformed to the concert principles of using
women's voices, whereas the present one holds to
German and Austrian church tradition of using boy
sopranos and altos. Since that tradition does not
favour the production of the fluting etherealism of
English churches, listeners may find it takes some
getting used to, but it is in keeping with the spirit of
the music as Mozart conceived it. Of Collegium
Aureum's compromising style of performance compared with that of out-and-out purist authentic
ensembles there is also a good deal to be said,
depending on one's point of view. Some of their
intonation, notably in the brass, and particularly the
'squeezed' trumpet sounds at the beginning of the
Crucifixus, is uncomfortable, though to balance
such imperfections there is the general infectiousness of the performance coupled with agood sense
of the spatial elements of such an enterprise and a
resonance that gives a feeling of occasion—the
recording was made in St Mauritius in Hildesheim—
without masking details in echo. The two boy
soloists who have most of the work acquit themselves with distinction, though as usual the soprano
lacks the power of afemale counterpart, and neither
can compare on technical grounds with Janowitz or
Von Stade in Abbado's version it1:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Die Schuldigiceit des ersten Gebotes, K.35
Arleen Auger, Krisztina Laki; Sylvia .Geszty, Werner
Hollweg, Claes Ahnsjd / Hendricus Ries (tbn)/ Berlin
Domkapelle / Bader
Schwann AMS 714/5 (
2 recs) (£8.95) (TOL)
Die Schuldigkeit des ersten Gebotes (
The Obligation
of the First Commandment) was a Lenten oratorio
performed in Salzburg in 1767. Mozart was then just
eleven years old and was entrusted with composing
the first part of the work, the remaining two parts,
now lost, being by Adlgasser and Michael Haydn.
Mozart's section was so successful that it had a
repeat performance, and apart from the age of the
composer the precocity of the music makes it easy
to understand why. The text, by aSalzburg burgher
J. A. Weiser, is pretty thin stuff and only the text of
the arias is given with this recording. No great loss,
though the words of the recitatives would have
helped to endorse further the young composer's
grasp of what dramatic interest lay in them. Of
interest in view of its use in the Requiem is the solo
alto trombone part, a quite elaborate one, in
Christian's aria Jener Donnerworte Kraft. Wherever
dramatic opportunity is to be found, Mozart takes
advantage of it, though in the light of his future
development his solutions are somewhat naïve. His
use of the orchestra is remarkable, however, and
bears comparison with almost anything his contemporaries could do. This performance assembles a
considerable array of talent, all in excellent voice
and all taking the music absolutely seriously. The
orchestral playing is direct, not especially polished
or attempting any period style but satisfactory all
the same. The sound is a shade disappointing,
slightly tubby and congested here and there and
recessed. It sounds as if it may have been recorded
in achurch though the resonance is not obtrusive.
An excellent performance from the singers and a
curiosity well worth exploring. [
13:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Soprano Concert Arias
Kiri te Kanawa / Edita Gruberova / Teresa Berganza /
Elfriede Hóbarth / Krisztina Laki / Vienna CO /
Fischer
Dacca D251D5 (
5recs) ( mid price)
This is a landmark in Mozart recording. Every
specialist nurses the hope that his favourite enterprise will recieve commercial blessing, and the
complete recording of Mozart's concert arias has
been one of mine. This is not the full answer to the
prayer, though, since it does not include the arias for
male voice or the ensemble arias, of which there are
many still to be recorded; and one may hope that
Decca have it in mind to issue them as asupplement
to the present set. This contains the entire corpus of
concert and interpolation arias for castrato soprano,
female soprano and alto voice, 34 altogether with
the interesting duplication of Non so donde yieni
(K2941, which contains Mozart's own additions to
the basic melodic line.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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There is no immediately discernible pattern in the
distribution among the five singers; each has a
share of the hitherto unrecorded early works—by no
means inconsiderable—and the maturer pieces,
and no attempt has been made either to give the
pieces written for one singer to amodern counterpart. There is, however, some indication that the
most florid and taxing have been shared between
the two least familiar names here, Krisztina Laki and
Elfriede Hobarth, and the latter has to cope with the
most terrifying passages in the entire series with
running tessiture in K368, 416, 418 and 70 hovering
high above the line, and fearsomely exposed high
notes and great leaps waiting to trap the uncertain.
Both of these singers acquit themselvestriumphantly in technical assurance though in coloration their
voices are 'whiter' than the others, and Laki has a
tendency at times to elide her vowels and slide up to
certain phrases in akind of portamento.
Berganza is given the fine alto aria Ombra fe/ice
(K2551, which she sings well, but having once heard
Deller sing it Icannot help wishing that Decca might
have given it to acounter-tenor. Her earlier recording of Ch'io me scordi di te? with Geoffrey Parsons
and the LSO has been used instead of a new one,
and fine as it is, it might have been profitable to have
given it to, say, Te Kanawa, who is in finest voice
throughout all seven of her arias on the first record,
including an absolutely ravishing Non temer (
K490)
with Küchl as solo violinist. Gruberova, not always
the surest of singers, is superb here, charming in Un
moto di gioia, appealing in Basta, vihcesti (
K295a),
commanding in Alma grande (
K578).
It is to the credit of producer Christopher Raeburn
and the conductor that everyone observes stylistic
niceties and puts in cadenzas appropriate to the
scale of their work. The orchestral contributions, not
deeply concerned with purist notions of instrumentation etc, are wholly suitable and carefully set
against the voice. These are brought slightly to the
fore without destroying balance. Digital recording
might have been expected in an enterprise like this,
but the analogue version is very fine.
No serious Mozart collector will want to be
without this pioneering set, and no general listener
with any taste for Mozart's operas should miss it.
These pieces encapsulate in the most concentrated
and dramatic form Mozart's theatrical genius, and
one can only thank everyone concerned that the
project has been so triumphantly realised. IA/
Alk:1*1
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Lieder
Peter Schreier (ten) / Jórg Demus (pno) / Erhard
Fietz (mand)
Eurodisc 27 822 KK (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
Recitals of Mozart's songs are not all that common,
though most have been extremely good. Peter
Schreier, it is safe to say, is the best Mozart tenor
around today, as his many recorded opera performances testify. Purists may quibble about points of
style, but on the whole he approaches everything
with asense of discovery and makes even the less
good sound exciting. And so it is with these songs.
Several of them are unpretentious, though many are
better than they are sometimes given credit for
being: An Chloe, Das Veilchen and Abendempfindung are acknowledged, yet sung as they are here,
with feeling and arestrained sense of the dramatic
which some think only appropriate to Beethoven
and Schubert, Das Traumbild, Die betrogene Welt
and Lied der Freiheit run them close. The addition of
the two short songs with mandolin, nicely played by
Erhard Fietz, is welcome too, for they rarely appear.
Surprisingly in what is acomparatively limited area
of Mozart's work, there are still anumber of songs
awaiting their debut on record, most of them being
appropriate to atenor voice. Jürg Demus provides
sympathetic support and manages to establish the
piano on almost equal terms with the singer in the
more important songs. The sound is natural, singer
and accompanist sensibly balanced. (
A:1)
Kenneth Dommett
NOVAK: The Storm, Op.42
Ranosa, Op.19/1
Soloists / Czech Phil Chorus & Orch / Kosler
Supraphon 1112 3231-2 (
2recs) (£7.50) ( Lugton's
/H. R. Taylor)
Described as a ' Sea Fantasia' based on alengthy and
not readily comprehensible poem by Svatopluk
Cech, Novak's work is difficult to categorise. ' dramatic cantata' is probably close, though there is no
plot: ' symphonic poem with voices' may be even
closer since there is almost as much purely orchestral music as vocal, and the motif with which the
work opens, a turbulent manifestation of raging

waters, provides a link that binds the sections
together. Whatever it is, it is an impressive achievement and it is not hard to see why it was such a
success in 1910 when it was first heard. To us there
are strong echoes of Mahler and Wagner, though
Novak worked steadily against the Wagnerian
influence. These are most evident in the central
section, the exchanges between the Girl in the Cabin
and the Negro Slave. Kosler's affinity with the music
of this period is close and deep and he moulds this
powerful if unwieldy piece into acompelling whole.
His singers respond well to his stimulus, and in the
case of Richard Novak who sings both the Negro
and the Captain this response produces singing of
great lyrical strength. The short ballad. Ranosa,
dates from 1898 and is more concentrated as well as
being more obviously folk- inspired. Neither work is
otherwise represented and both add measurably to
our appreciation of Czech music in the period
immediately after Dvorak. Recording is acceptable,
the balance slightly favouring the voices, though
there is some slight congestion in the orchestra
during climaxes. [
II: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
OFFENBACH: '
Le Violoneux' D '
Les Deux
Aveugles'
Modeste / Butin / Mortagne / Ducrocq / Bruère
Bourg BG 2003 (£5.49) ( Conifer)
The Offenbach centenary has passed without giving
us much recorded opportunity to hear anything but
the old favourites. This record will be keenly
appreciated by the connoisseur, therefore, as an
important addition to the Offenbach recorded repertoire. Les Deux Aveugles was one of the brief works
with which the composer opened his BouffesParisiens theatre in 1855. Featuring just the two
characters (two blind beggars), it was irresistibly
funny on the stage and the matching frivolity of
Offenbach's delightful score carried his repute very
quickly to London and the rest of Europe. Le
Violoneux was asimilar one-acter, this time with a
cast of three, which closely followed at the theatre. A
catchy Rondo from it became a popular Offenbachian snippet in those early days before his
fully-fledged operetta masterpieces came along.
While Iwould hesitate to press these items on the
wider audience that likes Orpheus on roller-skates, I
have no doubt at all that the small but enthusiastic
band of Offenbach devotees will cherish every note;
which they can hear in arecording of immense and
almost too revealing clarity. Authenticity is aided by
asmall pit-styled orchestra, mainly piano with flute,
clarinet, violin and percussion, which may sound a
bit weedy at first but is quickly accepted. The
performances are full of zest and tongue-in-cheek
humour, and each morsel passes by almost too
quickly, stylish and garlic-flavoured. A gem for the
Offenbach collector. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond
ORFF: ' Der Mond'
Van Kesteren / Friedrich / Kogel/ Gruber/ Kusche /
Grumbach / Buchta / Strassner / Schmid-Wildy /
Crass / Bavarian Radio Chorus & Orch / Eichhorn
Eurodisc 80983 XR (
2 recs) (£9.99) ( PRT Sales)
I
offered alittle discourse on Carl Orff last December
in my review of Die Kluge, the companion piece to
Der Mond, so I'll not reiterate too much here except
to say that in the right hands Der Mond no doubt
works wonders as atheatre piece; I'd love to see it
staged with puppets, which was Orff's original
intention.
For the sole purpose of listening, though—well,
there is more music of substance ( more music,
period) in Der Mond than Die Kluge, even if it does
run closer to Carmine Burana (
sketches and notes
existed long before Carmina Burana, incidentally),
and the performance here certainly swaggers along
nicely. The sound, however-1970 vintage, the
same year as Die Kluge— has worn less well than its
counterpart: which is apity because Der Mond is by
far the more aurally stimulating of the two scores.
Particularly lacklustre now is the middle-to-top
range of the recording: rather flat and ill-focused—
one needs adigital job done on this piece ( Kegel's
now unavailable Philips set of 1975—HFN/RR Oct.
P.146—was really splendid sonically). Still, it's
adequate and the sound effects are every bit as
much fun as Iremembered; St. Peter's lightning bolt
is aknock-out. [ B/C:11
Edward Seckerson
PAUER: Zuzana Vojirova'
Benackova-Capova / Zitek / Marova / Havlak /
Soukupoya etc / Czech Radio Chorus / Prague
National Theatre Orch / Vajnar
79

Supraphon 1116 3021-3 (
3 recs) W11.25) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Jiri Pauer ( b. 1919) is prominent in official music
circles in Czechoslovakia and is a fairly prolific
composer whose style has returned, via a certain
experimentalism, to the path of orthodoxy. Little of
his music is heard in this country, and there is not
much currently to be had on the domestic Czech
labels. His first prominent success was a Bassoon
Concerto which was once available in a mono
recording, but Zuzana Vojirova (
1959) is the first of
his operas to be accorded the distinction. It is a
readily accessible score, following on from Smetana
rather than Dvorak. Its subject is based on apiece of
Bohemian history. The characters are historical but
their relationship has been turned upside down for
dramatic purposes — the real Zuzana did not fall in
love with Petr Vok, nor, it seems, did she do anything
to earn the hatred of Vok's wife Katerina. In the
opera she does all these things, and the result is an
unquestionably workable story. Pauer has clothed it
in music which successfully extracts most of the
drama from the situation, and puts in a number of
powerful arias and duets which are designed to
bring around of applause. He keeps things moving
in a way that suggests he is potentially a good
composer for the theatre, and his use of the
orchestra is very effective if occasionally predictable. Social Realism is not a term which can
reasonably be applied to this opera as it can to, say,
Prokofiev's Semyon Kotko, but the cast of the music
and its easy appeal make it difficult not to think of
Zuzana Vojirova as aParty piece. It contains no overt
messages, though, and ought to find an audience
among those who enjoy something new that poses
few problems. Performances are uniformly good:
so is the recording, which was made by Czech Radio
in 1979. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
POWELL: Little Companion Pieces / SCHOENBERG: String Quartet 2
Sequoia Quartet / Bethany Beardslee (sop)
Nonesuch D-79005 digital (£5.75) ( Conifer)
This record's greatest merit lies in the Little Companion Pieces (
1979) by Mel Powell. In this work this
valuable American composer responded to a request from the performers on this record to write a
work for soprano and string quartet, to accompany
Schoenberg's famous work which injected the
human voice and words into the most purely
abstract of chamber music's media. Powell uses a
variety of primitive and sophisticated poems ( ranging from African and Asian folk sources to Baudelaire and James Joyce) to produce six transparent,
cleanly expressive pieces. No Expressionist Angst
or tension- ridden textural density; no stretched out
durations or dynamics — and yet a finely- shaped,
real response to Schoenberg's spirit.
Schoenberg's second String Quartet is by now
well known — if only for its addition of the human
voice together with a winnowing away of tonality
which ( in time) led to new compositional processes
and the ' revolution' of Serialism. This work is of
major importance, but it is also avery fine piece of
music— all the more pity that it is more talked about
than played or listened to. A new recording is always
welcome and it grieves me, therefore, to have to say
that the performance of the Sequoia Quartet strikes
me as stiff and dull. Too much of the time the
ensemble is mechanically accurate, and not musical: lacking that suppleness and tonal variety so vital
to good music- making of any sort — especially
chamber music. The recording is very good: closely
balanced and finely detailed with the digital process
ruthlessly exposing what the performers (fail to)
give. [
A:4]
Benedict Sarnaker
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé — complete ballet
LSO & Chorus / Previn
HMV ASD 4099 digital
This, the third complete digital Daphnis, faces
formidable competition from its immediate predezessor ( Dutoit, SXDL 7526, rev. last July). Regrettably, preconceptions were already there before the
newcomer was out of its sleeve, yet, having
admitted as much to myself, Iput on the disc with, if
anything, a firm resolution to expect even finer
things of it. After several playings of each recording,
both in isolation and comparison, my allegiance
remains with the Decca account. What seems to be
missing in comparison with Dutoit is a sense of
something Ican best describe as balletic/dramatic
feeling, the impression of incident and repose in
ideal proportions. Such a balance has always
to

characterised the finest versions of this rhapsodic
yet highly integrated score. Monteux still held the
key to the problem almost half a century after
conducting the work's premiére in 1912 ( Decca
JB69), and so, with predictably finer sound, does
Dutoit.
In Previn's hands, the sudden appearance of Pan
at the close of the second part is neither as
threatening nor as powerful as it is from his Decca
rivals, so that the immediate change to the tranquility of the famous Dawn sequence is less telling than
it should be. Nor is the quiet atmosphere of
expectancy at the opening of Part 2as intense as it is
on Decca, where the Montreal chorus is noticeably
more secure of intonation than their otherwise
excellent London rivals. At the same time, it would
be unfair not to remark on Previn's scrupulous care
for warmly- blended and detailed textures ( even the
LSO wind machine sounds warmer and more
creditable, less 'canvassy', than that of the MS0).
The Pirates' Dance in Part 2and the Danse générale
yield much ear-catching detail, although Previn's
measured pace for the latter, while no bad thing in
itself, hardly produces a whirl of Bacchic excitement.
That EMI's digital recording produces aless open
and transparent quality than Decca's (especially in
matters of percussion and lower brass) is apparent
at the first climax: the acoustic of the former, smaller
in scale, allows the LSO strings less ' breathing
space' than is ideal, while the Montreal players are
allowed to exhibit abeguiling range and refinement
of nuance. Were it not for the Dutoit, the newcomer
would merit a place at the top of the full- priced
recordings. But the superlative devalues the very
good. [
A:1/2]
Andrew Keener
RAVEL: Ma Mère l'Oye/ SAINT-SAËNS: Carnival of the Animals
Pittsburgh SO / Pre vin
Philips 9500 973 digital
Ican imagine some complaining once again that
Philips have pressed a digital recording at slightly
too low a level. But have patience: sit down with a
quiet mind in a quiet room, and before many
minutes have passed, Ifeel sure that you will be as
captivated as Iwas by the refinement and clean,
unforced warmth of the sound. There is transparency down below: the double basses in L'Éléphant
sound appropriately ' stringy' and do not boom,
while the soft pedal points on strings in Aquarium
glow discreetly.
The performances are gently characterised and
beautifully played. There may be more dynamic
accounts of the Saint-Saëns elsewhere, but this one
is notable for its delicacy and atmosphere. The call
of the cuckoo emerges from the midst of avery still
wood indeed ( rapt accompaniment from the pianists Joseph Villa and Patricia Prattis Jennings), and
the textures in Volières are as light and appealing as
Ihave heard them. Above all, there is a feeling of
pleasure in the music: this is among the most Gallic
of Camavaux. One tiny point: the gap between
Pianistes and Fossiles is surely too long.
The Ravel ( all six movements) is pure magic; once
again there is an imaginative but unforced quality to
the playing. Danse du Rouet bowls along with a
delightful ease of movement, and the rustles and
glimmers of Ravel's orchestration are naturally
caught ( a few edits impinge on the subconscious,
but none is artistically damaging). There is no
spotlighting, no glamorisation of the sound picture.
Definitely my idea of a double- starred issue.
[A:*1*1
Andrew Keener
REGER: Serenade in G, Op. 141a El Serenade in
D, Op. 77a
Peter-Lukas Graf (flt) / Sandor Vegh (vin) / Rainer
Moog (via)
Claves D 8104 (£5.50) ( Gamut)
Welcome as is the return to the catalogue of Reger's
two trios for flute, violin and viola in lively, fresh
performances, the would-be purchaser may recall
wistfully that not so many years ago a Turnabout
recording comfortably accommodated the three
Duos for two violins in addition to the Serenades.
But no more carping: these are sensitive and stylish
accounts of nicely contrasted works ( 1904 and 1915
respectively). The earlier, not throughout on the
highest level of invention, has an especially beguiling finale; the second, written near the end of
Reger's life, presents both the spikiness and the
wistful tone typical of his final maturity. The
recording is acceptable—there is some surface
noise, and I should have preferred less close
microphone placing, but balance is good, and the

sense of poise and spontaneity comes across very
well. [13: 11
Peter Branscombe
RODRIGO: Fantasia para un Gentilhombre G
Concierto Andaluz
Orquesta Sinfonica del Estado de Mexico / Alfonso
Moreno, Ninerva Garibay, Cecilia Lopez, Jesus Ruiz
(gtrs) / Batiz
HMV ESD 7145 digital
Here we have Spanish music performed by entirely
Mexican forces. The result is something entirely
different from the innumerable versions of the
Gentilhombre, and also from the version of the
Andaluz by Los Romeros/ASM / Marriner on Philips
9500 563, which had the personal endorsement of
the composer. Los Romeros actually commissioned
the work, and that recording is a splendid one. No
performance, however, can ever be definitive; and
there is small justification for playing awork at all,
unless to make it new. Enrique Batiz and his
orchestra certainly do that.
The impression is altogether smaller-scale,
though I have no information about the actual
strengths of the two orchestras. Rhythmically, Batiz
is less flexible: his approach is more ' Mexican', as is
his sound. Ifound the Gentilhombre guitar part
rather unadventurous and ordinary: Moreno adopts
a highly-damped,
unresonant
tone
almost
throughout, and Iam not convinced that this helps.
The version is, however, richly collectible. In the
Andaluz, the four guitars are more successfully
separated than in the Philips version, with individual
contributions more equally emphasised and indeed
clarified: a very good reason for getting this one.
The recording — nice, by Brian Culverhouse — is
another example of amazing clarity and exposition:
you will know more about the orchestration and
structure of these works after hearing this issue than
you did before, and that is recommendation enough
for me. The same doubts arise as over the Albeniz,
but — perhaps because of the difference in musical
character— not so urgently. Get this issue, and hear
both works, in a very real sense, for the first time.
EA/A*:1]
Peter Turner
ROSSI: Toccatas
Emer Buckley (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1069 (£5.50)
Represented in the gramophone catalogue by only a
handful of keyboard works, Michelangelo Rossi
lived during the first half of the 17th century and had
something of areputation as afine violinist. He was
also a composer of some operas, and the toccatas
recorded here show him to have certain musical
traits, such as afondness for surprising changes of
harmony, wide melodic leaps, some interesting use
of virtuoso passages and frequent use of an
improvisatory style.
However, it must be admitted that the music is
rather conservative for the period, and at times,
rather dull. Although the toccatas have their
moments, there seem to be longish periods when
the attention begins to wane, despite thoughtful and
quite lively performances from Emer Buckley.
Sometimes, it seems that the tempo is unsteady, but
whether this is intentional on the part of the
performer is not very clear.
The William Dowd one- manual harpsichord is
placed well forward on the recording, which is clean
and realistic, and the whole compass of the
instrument has been well caught. [
A:2/31
Colin Evans
SCHUBERT: IRùckert) Sei mir gegrüsst, 0741 L)
Dass sie hier gewesen, D775 o Lachen und
Weinen, D777 3 Du bist die Ruh, D776
Greisengesang, D778 13 (
Von Platen) Die Liebe
hat gelogen, D751 D (
Von Collin) Der Zwerg,
D771 u (
Rellstab) Lebensmut, D937 O Herbst,
D945 o Auf dem Strom, D943*
Schreier (ten) / Olbertz (pno) / *Damm (hm)
Eurodisc 88 308 KK (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
As early as 1816 Schubert's friends had hit on the
idea of publishing his songs in separate volumes
according to the lyricist. His close friend Spaun sent
off afair copy of aGoethe group to the famous poet
but elicited no reply. That seemed to end the project
and no Schubert song appeared in print until 1821.
Schubert had a fine ear for poetry and chose well
both from the famous like Goéthe, which tended to
produce serious and dramatic songs, and from the
less famous, and his friends, which tended to
produce his lighter lyrical songs. There were
exceptions to the rule- By 1822/3, the period of the
Unfinished Symphony, he was accepted and

published and produced some of his most
delicately balanced songs like Du bist die Ruh. The
finely poised words of Friedrich Rückert must be
given some credit; he was a highly professional
poet. Ludwig Rellstab he came to late and several of
his lyrics were used in Schwanengesang. The three
above, dating from 1828, are less emotional than
some; Auf dem Strom interesting for its horn
accompaniment. Peter Schreier has an approach
that is intelligent without being intellectual, sincere
without being intense; an open tone of voice and a
fresh, honest approach. These are very convincing
performances, sensibly and soundly accompanied
by Walter Obertz. The sound tends to be close yet
spacious ( as if recorded in alarge empty room) and
occasional pre-echo tends to annoy. Yet, on the
whole, it is of satisfactory quality with enough clarity
to allow the words to be heard well, which is
important with such aslant, and this adds up to a
satisfying and interesting collection [B:1]
Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Fantasia in C ' Wanderer', D7600
Allegretto in c, D915 C' Moments Musicaux 1-6,
D780
Paul Badura-Skoda fpnol
Astrée AS53 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mund)
Performed on aViennese Conrad Graf instrument of
c.1824, from the pianist's own collection, such a
recording attempts to recreate the sounds that
Schubert and his contemporaries would have
known. This could have been a piano on which
Schubert played and, if the performer has got his
ideas right, we can imagine it is the composer
playing. A pleasing illusion. The trouble is that a
whole experience of musty drawing- room and
village-hall pianos tends to come between us and
unsullied delight. Can we be quite sure that this is
how the instrument sounded in 1824; or is it simply
the tone of a 150-year-old piano? If the sound is
authentic then we are left wondering how the
composer conceived music that sounds so good on
a modern instrument. The dry tone and awkward
action tend to diminish the stature of the music and
the skill of the player. As with old recordings, our
ears get used to the sound and the simpler moments
have a coloured charm. The Moments musicaux
come off well; the more Lisztian moments of the
Fantasia simply sound constrained. Badura-Skoda
knows Schubert as well as anyone and he
communicates his enthusiasm. Maybe this is how
the music sounded as Schubert played in the
Biedermeier salons, but the performances do not
move or impress as deeply as those by great
pianists on modern pianos. The recording is of
excellent quality and reveals deficiencies and
qualities impartially. A fascinating and mainly
enjoyable record — but Iwouldn't use it to sell
Schubert to an unbeliever. [A:1] Peter Gammond
SCHUBERT: Piano Sonata No. 21 in Bb, D980
Claudio Arrau (pno)
Philips 9500 928
Although Schubert's Piano Sonatas are now much
more highly rated and more frequently played than
they were, there is still aquestion mark over their
complete effectiveness in pianistic terms. The long
Bflat Sonata of his last year is aprofoundly poetical
work full of haunting themes, yet also rambling and
disjointed. Occasionally a performance comes
along that persuades us otherwise; with poetic
insight in the case of the old Haskil recording, with
imaginative phrasing in the case of Curzon; with an
overriding cohesive agility in the case of Brendel.
Arrau's approach is entirely inward- looking, musing, an almost lingering look at every phrase. The
result is a precarious balance between profundity
and dissection. The moment in hand is all important
rather than the overall conception. The speed of the
scherzo, truly played as marked 'allegro vivace con
delicatezza', makes this one of the most successful
movements. Acombination of mature Schubert and
the mature skills of apianist such as Arrau cannot
help but be intriguing and rewarding. The performance would probably have had more impact if a
crisper recording had been achieved. Maybe the
instrument is partly to blame for the soft-edged,
slightly muffled sound which, in the earlier movements, adds to the impression of private meditation.
It is not unpleasant but rather indecisive. In the end it
must be said that the performance grows in stature
as it proceeds. Arrau fans will enjoy it but, in general
terms, it does not outshine Kempff, Brendel or
Curzon among those recordings currently available.
[BA]
Peter Gammond
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SC HUMAN N : Papillons, Op. 20 Camaval, Op. 9
Kristin Merscher (pno)
Eurodisc 202560-366 digital (£4.99) ( PAT Sales)
On first hearing, these performances appear a little
pale and undercharacterised, but repeated listening
confirms that the qualities of playing far outweigh the
shortcomings. Kristin Merscher has a tendency to
avoid the extremes of softness asked for by the composer and to underplay Romantic and passionate elements, yet there is no indication that this is due to any
flaw in her formidable technique. In fact, it is that
technique that helps her to new levels of meaning in
certain of the more bravura sections and which
provides her with a beautiful singing tone in Carnaval's many passages in octaves for the right hand.
Despite this, these performances work as cycles
rather than just as collections of single pieces. The
piano used for the recording has aclear, bright sound
with just acouple of dull notes at the top of the keyboard, which are only used without octave doubling in
one item. The instrument is set in amoderately reverberant acoustic that is too impersonal for my taste.
There is obviously no audience and the sound does
not have the warmth of adomestic situation. Apart
from this, the recording is excellent with avery lifelike
piano reproduction. [A:1/1 41
Doug Hammond
SIBELIUS: En Saga, Op. 90 Karelia Suite, Op.
1113 Valse Triste, Op. 440 Pohjo la's Daughter,
Op. 49
Boston / Davis
Philips 9500 893
Treating the work with utter seriousness, Davis
secures a haunting Boston performance of Valse
Triste: You almost register that moment when we
can first discern the shadowy dancing figure as
Death. And in fine modern sound Pohjola's Daughter, with its painful shrieks and thrilling ' ride', is
vividly delineated in a version marginally less
electrifying than Bernstein's raucous-edged NYPO
alternative. ( Discount the irksome programme —
Sibelius' great fantasy structure is like aconcentration of the most engaging elements from his
odd- numbered symphonies.) Karelia Suite then
disappoints, for all the majestic river-like progress of
the ' Ballade' — reminiscent of Vltava. Although the
tempi match, the 'Alla Marcia' is too solemnly
accented to rival the easy flow of the Beecham; and
adeterminedly slow speed for the ' Intermezzo' does
not seem to work. ( The old Tuxen recording still
gives pleasure, and Kord's Karelia Suite on SPA549
is worth hearing.) Finally, En Saga is satisfactory but
does not register deeply, unlike Ashkenazy's digital
recording, areading of vernal freshness. The sound
here is weighty, but soft-edged in the now familiar
Philips Boston manner. [A:1/21
Christopher Breunig
SIBELIUS: Works for violin and orchestra:
Serenades, Op.69 O Two Pieces, Op.77 L Six
Humoresques, Op.87/89
Ralph Holmes (yin) / Berlin ASO / Handley
Schwann VMS1604 (£5.50) (TOO
You may wonder why Vernon Handley and Ralph
Holmes ( misprinted as Holms on the cover) had to
go abroad for this useful collection—ideal if you
have the Chung Sibelius Concerto. Haendel couples
Op.69, 89:3; Belkin Op.69, 77; Accardo and Amoyal
the Humoresken. The G-minor Serenade is an
atmospheric distillation from the Concerto finale:
Holmes is warmly eloquent here, but close balances
(soloist and orchestra) rather falsify the character of
the piece—slow to emerge under Berglund, with
Haendel the coolest, the sparest of interpreters; the
Philharmonia plays most beautifully under Ashkenazy, and it is apity that some hum mars the Decca
transfer. Holmes' Side 2is not so successful: these
six pieces are more sharply differentiated in Accardo's Philips disc. Also, Nos.3, 4seem to have been
rescored to include wind instruments. ( Sibelius
wrote string accompaniments for these G minor
miniatures, the Alla gavotte and Andantino.) The
technical quality here is rather grainy. [A/B:1/21
Christopher Breunig
STAINER: The Crucifixion
Peterborough Cathedral / James Griffett (ten) /
Michael George (bass) / Andrew Newberry (org) /
Vann
Hyperion A66035 (D1.99) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
STANFORD: Cathedral Music
Worcester Cathedral Choir/ Paul Trepte (org)/ Hunt

Hyperion A66030 digital (£4.99) ( Lugton's / H. R.
Taylor)
An excellent selection demonstrates the versatility
and craftsmanship of Stanford's church music ( for a
different Stanford, try his Clarinet Concerto).
Performance by the Worcester choir is of a high
standard, aside from afew minor insecurities; and
the organ is used with taste, if ashade discreetly ( a
solo would have been aworthwhile inclusion).
The recording is typical Tony Faulkner: clarity
verging on the clinical, a notable freedom from
distortion, with marvellous detail. A strong
recommendation is called for. [A:1]
In Stainer's ' Meditation on the sacred Passion', as
he called it, we have adifferent world of sensibility.
This work has proved its enduring merit by its
continued popularity. It is not, frankly, my kind of
music; but if it should be yours, this performance
will delight you. Two excellent soloists are
supported by achoir able to bring out the strengths
of the music, which is not difficult and can be
essayed by far more lowly choirs. There is no text;
but such is the diction that one scarcely misses it.
The sound on this issue is more opulent than on
the Worcester one. Though not described as
'digital', it is unlikely that Tony Faulkner would go
back to a purely analogue technique. Be that as it
may, the sound is very appropriate to the music; and
here the organ sounds forth, with some fine,
room- shaking pedal notes. The whole is devotional
but disciplined, worthy of this minor masterpiece of
Victorian worship. [
11:11
Peter Turner
R. STRAUSS: Don Juan G Till Eulenspiegel rj
Tod und Verldiirung
Detroit SO / Doran
Decca SXDL 7523 digital
The opening flourish of Don Juan typifies the whole
disc, Ithink: clean, musicianly, but really rather
colourless. No swaggering super-hero, this:
Dorati's pacing is all too staid— lacking in electricity
and momentum. There are deficiencies, too, in the
Detroit strings — who simply do not possess the
requisite bloom. Take Previn's recent digital disc of
this very coupling with the VPO ( preferable, Ithink,
to the other recent disc offering this coupling:
Cleveland / Maazel on CBS) and listen there to the
Vienna strings easing into the hero's love- making:
the phrasing so warm and spontaneous, the tone so
burnished.
As awhole, the Previn disc, though not ideal in
many respects ( ripe, very immediate sound, but a
little small in scale), provides much of the essential
character so conspicuously eluding Dorati. Both,
though, are extremely disappointing in Tod und
Verklárung. Dorati's opening is far too , literal,
prosaic even— void of that breathless tension in the
air that sets the tone for the whole piece. Strauss'
battling climaxes, digital or no, are hardly fearsome,
either: feeble timpani almost completely eradicate
the effect of those vicious cross- rhythms while the
great transfiguration itself and the radiant epilogue
which follows impatiently go for little ( how could
Dorati rush so at that magical moment, immediately
following the climax, when the first cadence of the
transfiguration theme is gently modulated?). Iwish
Decca would restore their Maazel / VPO coupling of
Don and Tod to the catalogue: how marvellous
those performances still sound.
As regards Till — well, this is certainly the
happiest part of Dorati's disc, distinguished by some
lovely woodwind characterisation and splendid
internal detail. Still a touch lethargic at times,
though. Compare Kempe's performance (fill-up to
his glorious Don Quixote— see '
Deja Vu') and you'll
discover yet more subtle shadings of colour and a
deal more vitality, too. Deficiencies here, then, are
musical rather than technical. Ineed hardly add that
Decca's digital recording is clean and full-bodied.
Good separation and plenty of depth. [A:3/21
Edward Seckerson
R. STRAUSS: Horn Concertos 1 & 2
Bedrich Tylsar (horn) / Prague SO / Belohlavek
Supraphon 1110 2808 (£3.75) ( Lugton's / H. R
Taylor)
It isn't easy adapting to Tylsar's characteristically
plummy Czech sound when you have been reared
(as most of us have) on Barry Tuckwell and Dennis
Brain ( both now available at mid-price). Vibrato
apart ( and for some that will doubtless put the disc
instantly out of court), this is essentially a rather
monochrome sound—one lacking in both tonal
variety and sheer muscle. 'Warm', 'cosy', ' muted',
were among other adjectives Inoted down: all well
and good in the slow movements, but something of
81

a handicap where Strauss calls up his boldest
gestures. Then one misses Tuckwell's brassy
vi rility,
,
Brain's sturdy nobility; the scale of the playing, the
range of expression, here, is simply not in their
league.
Nor is Supraphon's unincisive, woolly 1979 recording much of an asset (what along time some of
these performances take to reach us). You get a
clearer picture of the orchestral writing in HMV's
1957 recording for Brain & Sawallisch. [
D/C:3/2]
Edward Seckerson
STRAVINSKY: The Soldier's Tale
Pulcinella
0 The Song of the Nightingale
Three Pieces
for String Quartet E Study for Pianola
Four
Studies for Orchestra CI Four Russian Peasant
Songs 0 Concertino for 12 Instruments
French
National
Orch /
Ensemble
Intercontemporain / Soloists / Boulez
Erato STU 71425 (
3 recs) (£ 15.75) ( Conifer)

total effect is still disappointing.
The record has been cut at 45rpm to accommodate the wide dynamic range, the extra rpm
providing an additonal 4dB of headroom. Like other
BIS piano recordings the actual piano sound is quite
soft-edged though full and clear, and there is a
nicely judged resonance. Superb pressing by Teldec
adds to the polish. [
A:1]
Roger Bowen
SUK: Praga, Op.280Fantasy in g, Op.24*
•Vaclav Snitil (vin) / Prague SO / Valek
Penton 8110 0108 (£3.99) ( Parnote)
Both Ta I
ich and Smetacek recorded Suk's panegyric
to Prague, and in both cases it was the filler for the
same composer's Asreal Symphony. Neither of
these earlier performances is available now, though
Talich's may be worth trying to find in spite of
indifferent 1948 sound. Meanwhile Valek gives the
piece—which might almost be subtitled ' Meditation
on the Hussite Song'—a committed though not
always very polished reading. The famous theme
virtually carries the work, as it does Smetana's
Tabor and Blanik, and a stirring tune it is. Suk's
writing at this period ( 1904) inclines towards overcomplexity and it needs a careful conductor to
unravel its threads sufficiently for us to see the
pattern clearly. The sound, atrifle congested, does
not always help the conductor or the orchestra to
achieve this aim. Nor are they entirely successful
with the more familiar Fantasy. A violin and piano
version by Suk and Panenka is no longer listed,
though Iunderstand it can still be obtained. This is
the original version for orchestra and the greater
variety of colour helps to carry the length better.
There are afew longueurs but the powerful climax
provides adequate compensation. The violinist,
Snitil, has astrong, aggressive style but lacks Suk's
velvety legato. The recording in general, though not
the finest, is something of an advance on the last
Panton releases in terms of actual recording as well
as pressing. [
BM : 2]
Kenneth Dommett

Supplied as aboxed set, but individually packaged
and available separately, these works were
recorded during the Paris Igor Stravinsky festival of
autumn 1980. All the performances are under the
direction of, or are supervised by, Boulez and the
choice of repertoire reflects his particular regard for
the works Stravinsky completed by 1920, ie, the
'Russian' period plus Pulcinella, the work which
heralded the neo-classical phase, and the 1952
12- instruments arrangement of the 1920 Concertino
for String Quartet.
Soldier's Tale occupies record 1, a 'complete'
performance with C. F. Ramuz' narrative read in
French. A fine performance, this, with spirited
dialogue from the readers and sparkling playing
from the chamber group. Pulcinella, on record 2, is
also given in its complete version for voices and
chamber orchestra. Ann Murray, Anthony Rolfe
Johnson and Simon Estes are in fine form and it is
good to have another recording of the less well
known numbers. The reworked Concertino is the
filler here, again given an alert, sharply delineated
performance. ( Comparison with the 20-year-old
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Toward the Unknown
'Concert Hall' recording reveals the consistency of
Region" D Norfolk Rhapsody No. 1 Fantasia
Boulez' approach.)
Record 3 comprises a
on atheme by Thomas Tallis I
Five Variants of
marvellous performance of The Song of the
'Dives and Lazarus'
Nightingale — the follow-up to his early opera,
*CBSO Chorus (CM: Nicholas Cleobury) / CBSO /
triggered by Diaghilev's desire to stage the original
Del Mar
in ballet form. It is given an ideal performance here;
HMV ASD 4089 digital
highly analytical yet wholly integrated. The rest of
the disc sensibly justaposes originals and their
The Hoist connection here is both musical and
subsequent arrangements. First come the 'a
extra-musical. While at Cambridge together, the two
cappella' Four Russian Peasant Songs of 1916,
composers discovered Whitman, and in 1905, both
followed by the 1954 recomposition adding four
set the portion of Whispers of Heavenly Death to be
horns. Side 2 contains the 1914 Three Pieces for
found in Toward the Unknown Region. Then, VW
String Quartet, the 1917 Study for Pianola and the
wrote his Norfolk Rhapsody less than ayear before
subsequent reworking of these four items as the
the younger composer's similarly-titled tribute to
Four Studies for Orchestra of 1928. Again the
Somerset ( recorded by Del Mar on ASD 3855, rev.
performances are first-rate, Boulez continuing to
4/81), and both works embody asimilar approach to
demonstrate his complete authority in the
folk music, each of them flanked by a half-lit,
interpretation of these dry, multi-layered textures.
pastoral atmosphere — clarinet against soft strings
The recordings are generally excellent. Most were
from WV, oboe d'amore with similar accompanimade at IRCAM ( Georges Pompidou Centre, Paris),
ment from Hoist. Helped by a notably expressive
but the works for full orchestra were done at Radio
clarinettist, Del Mar produces as magical an effect
France. Pulcinella and Nightingale are of akind of
here as he did in the Holst, and the 'Bold Young
dem quality, set in agenerous acoustic with anice
Sailor' section is splendidly brisk and alert. Occabalance achieved between resonance and the
sionally, woodwind — for example, flutes at Letter C
preservation of detail. The Four Studies scream abit
— seem alittle forward in relation to the rest of the
at climaxes but are otherwise well managed. The
orchestra, or perhaps it is that they are less
Chamber miniatures are well presented.
consistently prone to catch the generous ( assisted?)
acoustic of the hall; in tutti the sound is alittle too
[A * /A:1 * /1].
Ivor Humphreys
reverberant for my taste, although the overall effect
lacks nothing in warmth and impact.
STRAVINSKY: The Rite of Spring: arr. Achats
Many pages in Toward the Unknown Region
Dag Achats (pno)
certainly benefit from so weighty a full-orchestra
BIS LP- 188 45rpm (£4.99) ( TOL)
sound. Brass are notably richer than in Boult's fine
One can only applaud Dag Achatz's valiant attempt
performance (ASD 2962), and the organ provides an
to transcribe Le Sacre. He certainly makes a very
impressively firm foundation during the closing
creditable stab at rendering this huge score for solo
minutes. The interpretation is sensitive and commitpiano—but, realistically, the medium cannot do
ted, especially where the ghosts of Elgar or Wagner
justice to the plethora of its instrumental lines. The
— or both — hover over the score (there is a
performance claims to follow the original 'in all its
splendid nobility at the Maestoso ... molto
labyrinthine detail': unfortunately this cannot be
allargando setting of the words 'Then we burst
borne out by even acursory hearing of, for example,
forth ...'). The chorus is occasionally weak, with
the Danse de la Terre—Achatz has just the normal
some poor ensemble on aspirates and one or two
complement of fingers, after all, and with so much
uncertain moments from sopranos and tenors, but
happening at the extremes of the piano, the inner
this is of relatively small account. Dives and Lazarus
lines must suffer. He has of course Stravinsky's own
is movingly done, with glowing string playing.
four- hand arrangement to draw on, and the Canino/
Only Ta//is disappointed me. The problem of
Ballista performance of this version ( RCL 27036)
balancing three elements — asolo quartet and two
shows that much can sound very effective (Stravinsorchestras — has defeated many arecording team
ky habitually composed at the piano)—the rhythmic
in the past, and the second orchestra here is surely
tension can actually be increased: Augures Printatoo remote, especially in such places as the bars
niers is such acase, and the Achatz version too does
before Letter N. where it carries the weight of the
have afine rhythmic tautness. In fact the performtexture. Few conductors observe VW's marked
ance itself is averitable virtuoso feat of agility and
tempo relationships as diligently as Del Mar, yet I
stamina (and the rating must reflect this) but the
find the result curiously self-conscious, with insuffi-

cient tonal and expressive weight at climaxes.
Those 14' 14" of the disc aside, however, there is
much fine music- making here. [
A/B:1/ (
Tallis)21
Andrew Keener
WALTON: Symphony 1 in bb
Philharmonia / Haitink
HMV ASD 4091 digital
Despite the precision of Walton's scoring and his
attention to details of performance, the Symphony 1
remains a work susceptible to many different
interpretations: the two versions already in the
catalogue represent widely divergent views of the
work and this latest reading from Haitink treads not
so much the middle ground as atotally new area of
insight. Previn and the LSO give a single-minded
characterisation to each movement and bring each
off with dash and virtuosity; Handley's view is less
demonstrative and more multifaced, allowing greater weight to fall on the slower, more lyrical sections.
Haitink, by contrast, concentrates primarily on
balancing the contrasts within the work and on
finding apace for each movement that will make its
conclusion inevitable. The Philharmonia's playing
for him is not as secure as that of the LSO for Previn,
with occasional lapses of ensemble and unconvincing attack (this last most noticeable in the Presto
second movement), but the intensity of the playing •
and the delicacy of the orchestral balance is, at
times, very fine.
Handley's version of the symphony on ASV
scores over the RCA Previn version in the clarity of
the recorded sound, the latter being marred by
congestion in the louder passages. This latest
version likewise suffers from congestion and, despite some crispness in the reproduction of the
orchestral timbres, has aslightly muffled feel to the
acoustic. The dynamic range and stereo positioning
are well defined, though, and render the sound
generally very presentable, if not in the running for
the highest accolade. [
A/13:1]
Doug Hammond
WORDSWORTH: String Quartet 5in g, Op.63
Three Wordsworth Songs for High Voice and
String Quartet, Op.45
String Quartet 6,
Op.75
Ian Partridge (ten) / Alberni Quartet
CRD 1097 (£5.50) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Only a very small proportion of William Wordsworth's fairly substantial output has so far found its
way onto record, despite the overt charm and
integrity of his style. Born in London in 1908,
Wordsworth (A descendant of the poet's brother
Christopher) has an affinity with Scotland, especially the Highlands, and moved there in 1961. He feels
that his music may have become ' clearer and less
complicated, more direct in its expression' after this
move, and if the two quartets issued here are taken
as an example ( No. 5completed in 1957— the final
movement recast in 1978— and No. 6in 1964), that
would certainly seem to be the case, though his style
was by no means over-complex before that watershed. The Alberni show empathy with Wordsworth's directness and clarity of idiom. They do not
impose upon these pieces a veneer of profundity
that the works do not possess but, rather, allow the
natural ease and straightforward craftsmanship of
the composer to speak with immediacy. Ian Partridge, by contrast ( and untypically), seems ill at
ease with the unpretentiousness of the Wordsworth
settings and falls into inappropriate mannerisms.
He is not helped, it should be said, by the recording,
which colours the timbre of his voice, making it
darker and muffled, and at the same time overemphasising the more emphatic sibilants. This slight
colouring also affects the strings, but to a lesser
degree, so that for the most part the sound is better
than acceptable, but not of the finest quality.
[B/C:1*/2]
Doug Hammond

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
Vocal
ROBYN ARCHER SINGS BRECHT: Songs by
Weill, Eisler, Dessau and Brecht
Robyn Archer (sop) / London Sinfonietta / Muldowney
HMV ASD 4166
Brecht's relationship with music was at once fertile
and restrictive. The composers he was best able to
work with were those who most closely shared his
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beliefs, which is why the most successful settings of
his words are to be found in the work of Weill,
Dessau and Eisler. This collection of Brecht songs
contains all three, plus a couple of items by the
author himself. Of the three it was Eisler rather than
Weill who most completely identified with Brecht's
ideas, and it shows in the settings of Hollywood
Elegies and, most of all perhaps, in Ballad on
Approving of the World. The other six Eisler
settings are equally pungent, much more so than
the Weill songs where the social acrimony is more
diffuse. The single Dessau setting, The Song of the
Girl and the Soldier, is not an especially interesting one; Dessau's greatest Brecht work is undoubtedly his opera Lukullus. This is nevertheless
an interesting cross-section of a now strangely
remote and inbred part of twentieth century history
which continues, all the same, to exert a powerful
fascination. The Australian soprano Robyn Archer
sings all these songs with remarkable insight,
bringing to them awelcome variety of interpretation. Too many singers make them sound all alike; in
fact they are subtly but markedly different from one
another. In this she is ably supported by the
musicians who recognise in the music nuances
which many players are content to overlook. The
recording is direct, fairly close up and has considerable impact, as this type of music needs, without
discomfort. [A:1J
Kenneth Dommett
LES CRIS DE PARIS
Madrigals by Janequin and Sermisy
Ensemble Clement Janequin
Hannonia Mundi HM 1072 (£5.50)
The record takes its name from the impressive yet
amusing madrigal by Clement Janequin, based on
real or imaginary street cries, and given a highly
entertaining performance on this record by Ensemble Clement Janequin. The voice characterisations
are very effective, and there is astage- like sense of
perspective about the performance. The other
dramatic work by Janequin, La Guerre, is given a
similarly successful performance, the singers
obviously relishing the effect of the folksy open
fourths and fifths. Both these works could easily
become a hotch-potch of bits and pieces, yet the
ensemble impart asense of unity to them, and keep
the pace moving throughout.
The faster madrigals show the Ensemble to have a
lightness of touch, so appropriate for these quite
sophisticated songs, but the singers give their most
striking—and moving—performances in some of
the lovely songs of Sermisy. The songs chosen for
the record typify his highly professional style of
composing: the floating melodies, touches of warm
harmony and symmetrical shapes. Particularly striking is Languir me fais, which has all these qualities,
and is given an almost reverent performance by the
singers and accompanied most tellingly by some
delicate lute playing.
The performances are splendidly recorded: a
satisfyingly wide sound stage, careful balance
between singers and lute accompaniment, and an
appropriate closeness of the singers. A record of
very high quality. [A*: 1*1
Col in Evans
I'LL SING THEE SONGS OF ARABY
Songs and arrangements by Clay, Coleridge Taylor,
Copland, Ireland, Johnston, Korbay, Longstaffe,
Mendelssohn, Mussgorsky, Philips, Quilter, Robinson, Speaks
De/me Bryn-Jones (bar) / Richard Nunn (pno)
Hyperion A 66029 (£4.99) ( Lugton's) (H. R. Taylor)
'I'll sing thee songs of Araby' is atenor solo from the
cantata Lala Rookh, which had its first performance
at the Brighton Festival of 1877, when the celebrated
tenor Edward Lloyd was the soloist. It seems a
curious choice of title for a recital given by a
baritone, who also sings songs usually associated
with basses, like 'Water Boy' and ' I'm aroamer. Mr
Bryn-Jones has a large resonant banfone voice
which he uses in rather an operatic manner. Very
occasionally he shows that he can sing quietly, but
too often he seems happy to maintain an almost
unrelieved fortissimo. The recording does little to
help, because it was apparently made in an overresonant studio, resulting in a very reverberant
acoustic. Mr Bryn-Jones was surely ill advised to
choose 'I'm a roamer', where the lower-lying
passages are more effective when sung by abass.
Here the voice is almost inaudible against the piano
accompaniment. Mussorgsky's ' Song of the flea' is
overdramatised, and in general there is a lack of
refinement and sensitivity, both in the singing and
the piano accompaniment. Iam afraid that Ifound
little to enjoy in this recital. ID:2/31
John Freestone
HI-H NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Not Vocal
BERLIN PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA 18821982
HMV RLS768 @ ( 5recs) (
mid price)
From the dim and distant past, Nikisch's 1913
Beethoven Fifth, to the Karajan / Glotz era: Bruckner's Fourth Symphony, the 1970 recording a
glorious culminating choice, of which Electrola
engineers have made an excellent two-side stereo
transfer. Karajan also conducts Mozart's Symphony
29 in A, aperformance of feline grace — no 'crushed'
notes in the opening movement — from 1960
(preferred to the later DG), Schumann's Fourth, an
immensely powerful 1957 mono version never
reissued here since the 10in. Columbia original.
Furtwângler's 1938 Tchaikovsky Pathétique still
amazes by the completeness of frequency range:
only some dynamic limiting betrays the 78 origins,
and the new transfer (with Wagner's Good Friday
Music tacked on) is superior to Electrola E91079. An
interpretation of real greatness, hypnotically compelling from its opening bars.
The remaining three LP sides, archive material
from 1929-48, confirm the quality of the wartime
Berlin strings: Eine kleine Nachtmusik, Lehmann,
1941: the sensuous abandon of Bruno Walter's
Richard Strauss: Salomé's Dance, the Rosenkavalier Waltzes. Astonishingly vivid for 1928, these
items give avery different impression from that to
be gained from his Los Angeles 'Indian Summer'
work for CBS. There is a Nicolai overture of
souffléelike lightness, Karl Böhm of all conductors;
Liszt's Les Préludes dark- hued under Knappertsbusch ( 1942); and Prokofiev's Classical Symphony
recorded by Celibidache aged 36— already amaster
of complex expressive nuances. The Nikisch acoustic Fifth reproduces some amazing inner detail, and
one can readily understand Boult's reverence for an
artist known in Berlin as 'the Magician'. In his
1895-1922 reign he expanded the orchestra's repertoire enormously. A fascinating and valuable set,
which comes with aconcise yet thorough history,
economic, artistic, and political, from the shaky
start, through the Nazi period, to the present
eminence of the Berlin Philharmonic under the
conductor who ' knows no inactivity' ( literally translated from German, the essay is odd in syntax). Also
included: Schubert Dance ( Blech, 1932), Flying
Dutchman overture and Meistersinger Act 3Prelude
(Abendroth, Báhm). [H:H to A:1*]
Christopher Breunig
CAMBRIDGE ' IMPRIMATUR' SERIES
HAMILTON HARTY CONDUCTS ELGAR
Hallé / Harty
Cambridge ' Imprimatur' IMP 1 ei (£3.991 (
PRT
Sales)
Hamilton Harty was a fine conductor who was
largely responsible for elevating the Hallé Orchestra
to the status of an internationally famous body. He
was apersonal friend of Elgar, and these transfers of
the Enigma Variations and Cello Concerto recorded
respectively in 1932 and 1930 are worth preserving
despite the dated sound. W. H. Squire, the cello
soloist, was afamous artist of his day. [11:11
WILLEM MENGELBERG CONDUCTS BRAHMS
Concertgebouw / Mengelberg
Cambridge 'Imprimatur' IMP 2 (£3.99) ( PRT
Sales)
Mengelberg was one of the great conductors of his
day and was an individualist. His interpretations are
notable for their expressive freedom and are a
striking contrast to the more disciplined approach of
Toscanini. The recording of the Academic Festival
Overture is ruined by asteely hardness, particularly
in the string section. The Symphony 3fares better,
but even allowing for their early dates, 1930 and
1932 respectively, they are disappointing technically. [H:1/2]
PERCY GRAINGER PLAYS BRAHMS AND
GRAINGER
Percy Grainger (
pno)
Cambridge ' Imprimatur' IMP 3 e (£3.99) ( PRT
Sales)
These recordings, all made between 1926 and 1929,
are a very interesting souvenir of Percy Grainger,
the Australian pianist and composer. He was afine
technician and his enthusiasm and evident pleasure
in playing come across vividly. The main Brahms
work is the Sonata 3in f, and his own Jutish Medley
(Danish Folk Music Setting) shows him ' living
dangerously at the keyboard', as the writer of the

sleeve note remarks! Piano tone for its date is very
good, and the whole record is well worth its modest
price. [14:1]
THE PREMIER CHAMBER RECORDINGS —
ELGAR
Albert Sammons (yin) / William Murdoch (pno) /
Harriet Cohen (pno) / Stratton Quartet / Herbert
Dawson WO
Cambridge 'Imprimatur' DIMP 1
(
2 recs)
(£7.99) ( PRT Sales)

e

The works included are the Violin Sonata in e,
played by Sammons and Murdoch, the String
Quartet in e, played by the Stratton Quartet, the
Piano Quartet in a, in which the quartet are joined by
Harriet Cohen, and the Organ Sonata 2in Bb, played
by Herbert Dawson. All are authoritative and the
transfers have been well carried out. Small combinations were easier to record than large orchestras in the mid 1930s, and the sound is quite
acceptable considering their early date. [H:1/21
THE LYMPANY LEGEND
Moura Lympany (pno) / Philharmonia / Susskind
Cambridge 'Imprimatur' DIMP 2 GO ( 2 recs)
(E7.66) ( PRT Sales)
This album gives a good idea of the superb
technique, the wide range of tone colour, and the
versatility of this great pianist. One side is devoted
to Liszt, including apreviously unpublished Mephisto Waltz No. 1, another side to Schumann, and the
second record gives examples of the French.
Spanish and Russian schools. The quality of the
transfers is generally good but surface noise varies
considerably in these recordings ( 1949t0 1952). This
is a fine tribute to a legendary pianist who is still
active today. [H:1*]
John Freestone
LET'S BE CHEERFUL: Country, folk and courtly
pleasure, Czech and Polish style
Music by Haussmann, Hassler, Widmann and Haiku
Musica Antigua / (fridge
Bedivere BVR 308 (£4.75) (Gamut)
The ensemble performing on this record should not
be confused with Musica Antique of Cologne, or
even Musica Antique of Amsterdam; for this is
Musica Antigua of Worthing, and a very different
kettle of crumhorns it is too. The record includes 37
instrumental items, loosely grouped into 'Slavonic
folk medley', 'Czech carol collection' and so on, but
cheerful in not the first word that springs to mind on
hearing the performances. It is difficult to enthuse
much about them, many of them suffering from
ragged playing or poor intonation.
The intonation problem is at its worst in the pieces
for wind and stringed instruments playing together,
and ass result the intradas of Hassler, performed on
rauschpfeife, crumhorns, viols and percussion,
prove to be adismal mistake.
The record has its moments, however, and it
includes alively performance of the Czech carol The
Drummer Boy accompanied by pounding tabor, as
well as some pieces for viols and cornamuse which
are quite attractively played. But it has to be
admitted that really successful performances are
few and far between.
Although the stereo image is convincing, the
instrumental balance is not always right ( in the first
piece, the xylophone is far too backward), and this is
particularly so in the larger ensembles. [C:314]
Colin Evans
VIRTUOSO VIOLIN
CHAUSSON: Poème, Op. 25 / RAVEL: Tzigane /
SAINT-SAËNS: Introduction and Rondo capriccioso, Op. 28/ SARASATE: Zigeunerweisen
Maurice Hasson (vIn) / Orch. of St John's Smith
Square / Lubbock
ASV ACM 2037 ( PRT Sales)
Here is the fiery personality of avirtuoso combined
with an artistic and technical discipline of avery high
order indeed. Hasson's tone is bright and full, his
vibrato consistent and true, his intonation spot-on.
Only in the Chausson did Ifind myself wishing that
the tone would ' melt' alittle more; otherwise, there
seems very little to say about this record other than
to mention John Lubbock's well-played and prompt
accompaniments, the vivid sound quality (with
soloist set noticeably forward of the orchestra, but
not distractingly so; there is plenty of 'air' around
the image), and the excellent pressing submitted for
review. A faint LF hum (on the master tape, to judge
from its absence between bands) is audible in some
of the quieter music, but this is not troublesome.
Recommended. [A:1]
Andrew Keener
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N ENORMOUS BATCH of cassettes has arrived
for this first quarterly retrospect, and a major
factor struck me which I
feel should be given serious
attention by the manufacturers. In many instances,
budget cassettes proved better than full price ones,
where the former have been made on normal ferric
but the latter on chrome tape. Without doubt, EMI.
CBS and DG ( from West Germany) can produce
some very fine copies, but Decca seem to have a
problem when duplicating with chrome, because
their cassettes are not only noisy but frequently
have distorted peaks. Perhaps the main problem
with the majority of prerecorded cassettes is that of
bad to barely acceptable hiss levels; but this is a
problem, Isuggest, caused by bad copy and interim
mastering, and not cassette tape noise itself.
Distortion and HF compression is due to excessive
levels used for the tape type in use, but also
sometimes caused by the duplicating equipment's
inability to handle high levels without distortion.
The use of older type record heads, not primarily
designed for chrome tape, for example, can cause
such problems.
Iwould like to emphasise that my brief was to
comment technically on the quality of as many
pre-recorded cassettes as I could cover every
quarter, thus the reader is advised to refer to
detailed music criticisms in the appropriate disc
reviews. If some companies feel Ihave been hard on
them, perhaps they should listen to their products
against some well reviewed ones, on high quality
equipment.
In these surveys Iwill be keeping to HFIVIRR's
long established A, B, Cand Dtechnical ratings, but
it must be remembered that even acassette rated 'A'
will not have quite as good an inherent sound
quality as that of adisc which has been well cut etc.
In many cases, though, avery good cassette will. I
suggest, be more pleasant to many listeners than a
disc because of the latter's rumble, spits, crackling
etc. An A (
excellent) rating will denote a recommendable cassette which gave us great pleasure to
listen to, without any real reservations, whilst B
(good) is still acceptable, with minor reservations. C
(moderate) will denote strong reservations of one
form or another; the cassette cannot be considered
a hi-fi product, usually because of noise or distortion, but sometimes because of bad balance in
addition; whereas D can stand for poor, diabolical,
or duff, as the reader interprets my hint that the
product created strong displeasure! A'+' indicated
that the cassette gave pleasure and might have been
given a higher rating but for same minor reservation, unless it is already an A. whereas aminus sign
means that I
tended to lose my enthusiasm for some
reason, but did not want to put it in alower class. The
date and rating bracketed after the cassette number
is the original record rating and the issue of HFN/RR
in which it was reviewed, where discoverable.
The -equipment used included Nakamichi 1000
ZXL, Revox B710 and B & 0 9000 cassette decks, and
KEF 105 Mark II and sometimes Quad ESL-63
electrostatic loudspeakers.

CBS
Mozart's 17/18 Piano Concertos with Murray
Perahia on 41-36686 ( 10/81, A:1) was apleasure to
listen to, with agood dynamic range but aslightly
overwide stage. An odd tape jump was noted,
response was good although alittle bright; distortion was minimal. A well-dupicated chrome cassette; B+.
Rossini/Respighi's complete La Boutique Fantasque, also on chrome 41-35842, had asound balance
which Iintensely disliked, although the duplication
quality was reasonable. Some azimuth wandering
and HF compression were noted; C-.

Chandos
Of all the Chandos issues only one was reasonable, namely Vivaldi's 12 Concerti, Op. 8, including
the famous Four Seasons on DBT3003 ( three
cassettes 1/82, A:2) which achieved aB. Balance was
very natural and much liked, and the sound fairly
bright, but not excessively so, but tape hiss was only
just acceptable. Although the sound was very clean,
the average recording level was low, and the odd
drop-out a little unfortunate.
All the other titles, unfortunately, we found hissy
and over- bright, sometimes to the extreme, with
string tone frequently almost biting our ears off: this
must be put down to duplication problems, for
many of the original recordings are superb, being
very well balanced, and frequently made from
digital masters.
Corelli's 12 Concerti Grossi, Op. 6, DBTD3002 ( 3
cassettes) whilst being most enjoyable musically,
played back with this wiry string tone and had
marked hiss in the background all the time, some
drop-outs being noted, and at times the stereo was
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slightly over-wide.
Modulation noise was
apparent on peaks, these
being barely at Dolby level,
and the recordings overall
sounded underbiased; C.
Purcell's Dido and Aeneas,
ABTD1034 ( 11/81, A:2/3),
was again spoilt by hiss,
thus aC rating, but the
sound balance and the
musical performance were
both outstandingly enjoyable; so again poor duplication is the problem.
Brahms' Clarinet Quintet,
ABT1035 ( 11/81, A:1),
presented adelightful
musical sound quality but
again aC because of hiss,
being under- recorded,
although the balance was
very clear and open. Distortion was at avery low level
and the response good,
although bright.

Tchaikovsky's Piano Trio in A minor, ABT1049
although abit hissy, sounded better when played at
an appropriate level rather than loud, musical
performance being enjoyable and the balance
reasonable although the violin was too far to the left
and rather isolated. Slight roughness on transients
but at best this cassette was enjoyable: B-.
The main work on a cassette containing three
works for bassoon and orchestra is The Edge of
Space by John Downey, ABTD1033 ( 11/81, Alt:1).
Again only aCbecause it was under- recorded, hissy
and reproduced with a response soaring at high
frequencies. Whilst the cassette sound was thus
unsatisfactory, the basic original recording must
have been very good. Aconsiderable degree of tone
control helps it but this is not the answer to a
duplication problem.
'Music For the Kings and Queens of England' on
CBT1006 ( 1/820V, A/B:1) is yet another C, for again a
beautiful original recording has been underrecorded on cassette and is very hissy, although this
time high frequencies were clear, extended and not
excessively bright. A lovely natural ambience in the
sound, however.
The final Chandos issue worth mentioning here is
an orchestral selection, including The Land of The
Mountain and The Flood by McCunn, ABTD1032
(11/81,A:1). The recording was again excellent, with
a natural balance, but the right channel was over
2dB down on the left throughout. The basic prob.
lem, though, was again hiss, with some modulation
noise on peaks, although distortion was low and
frequency response reasonable. An orchestral cassette which peaks Dolby level, and which reproduces with apoor dynamic range justcannot receive
more than aC, unfortunately.

Classics For Pleasure
Iam frankly very surprised that so many CFP
releases can sound so reasonable at such amodest
price. Schubert's 5th and 8th Symphonies,
TCCFP40370 (4:82DV, B:1), reproduced with avery
natural sound balance, although Ithought the
performance a little routine. HF was slightly compressed and lacking. Surprisingly high peak levels,
however, help the dynamic range to become quite
acceptable, and the cassette is surely very good
value for money; B-.
Mozart's Symphonies 36/38, TCCFP40336 (9/80,
A/B:1); once the azimuth error had been corrected
the sound was smooth and the balance very natural.
The performance was enjoyable and even the
dynamic range quite satisfactory, although high
frequencies were very slightly compressed, and a
suspicion of modulation noise was just evident; B.
Iwas delighted to receive Victoria de los Angeles'
song recital on TCCFP40366 ( 1/82DV, A/B:1) which,
despite the recording's 20-year old age, reproduced
remarkably well with a superb balance. A reasonable response, but with very slight m iddle frequency

distortion
and mod noise, the rating
being C+ because of some original master tape
hiss. A most welcome reissue which should give
pleasure.
Respighi's Pines and Fountains of Rome are
included on an orchestral selection, TCCFP40348,
conducted by De Burgos ( 2/82DV, A:1). The recorded balance was very good with some natural
ambience, and the response quite smooth but with
EHF a little down. Dynamic range was quite
reasonable and only slight distortion was noted in
the loudest passages. Not in the highest fi class,
then, but giving amuch better sound than many full
price issues; B-.
Mozart's Symphonies 29 and 35, TCCFP40306,
(5:79, A:1), receives a B- rating, although Symphony 35 was almost a B+. The sound was again
natural but alittle-clarity was missing sometimes. A
lack of openness and very slight HF compression,
together with signs of the original master being a
little hissy, were the only points slightly criticized.
A selection of Viennese and French music conducted by Karajan, TCCFP40368 ( 2/820V, A/B:1):
shows that many of his earlier stereo recordings
should still be well rated, the sound being natural
and quite clear, although with a little too much
studio ambience. The original recording ( 1961) was
only slightly hissy, and the sound was very enjoyable despite slight HF compression and peak
distortion, which was never oppressive, although
noiticeable. A C+ rating seems fair, and what a
difference between this sound and some of the
Victroia issues of roughly the same age.
Vivaldi, Albinoni and Corelli concertos on
TCCFP40371 are well worth hearing, for the sound
balance is very good, being natural and with
appropriate ambience, and distortion and response
received no seriouscriticism. Background noisewas
not a problem, but I
..cid notice slight traces of
modulation noise; B-.
Strauss' Don Quixote, TCCFP 40372, was always
one of my favourite Kempe recordings with Tortelier
as soloist, and we all agreed that the sound of the
cassette was rather more enjoyable and relaxing
than that of the disc, since the hiss cd the 1958
recording is not too disturbing and the absence of
crackles etc. of abudget disc allows one to sit back
and enjoy the music. A Crating seems fairer than H,
for in no way would Iimply that the cassette is poor
because it is froman old master. The sound was just
alittle phasey sometimes, although the cello soloist
is surprisingly well balanced, the overall sound
being much more musical than many a modern
recording.
This label is well worth watching and taking very
seriously, and it seems that almost any CFP is well
worth buying.
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Angus McKenzie examines
recent releases for sound
and duplication quality
(This quarter: CBS to
RCA)
DG
Most of the DG cassettes have been duplicated in
West Germany, and at best are certainly competitive.
Brahms' 2nd Symphony, 3302 014 ( 11/81,
A* : 1*), reproduces with abroad expansive sound,
which is nevertheless a little ping-pong at times.
Although EHF was slightly lacking, the response
was otherwise smooth and, apart from slight hiss,
the dynamic range was reasonable, with distortion
generally acceptable, only becoming slightly rough
on extreme peaks. This chrome cassette is worth a
B, despite adrop-out in the first minute of the work.
Vivaldi's Four Seasons, 3301 287 (3/82, A/B:1/2),
has been made on ferric tape. Both balance and
performance were too heavy for me, and the
Chandos issue sounded much better. Background
noise was noticeable, particularly in quiet passages,
and was almost certainly introduced in the interim
copying stages. Response was smooth, but solo
violin positioning unsteady. Distortion was evident
as a scratchiness in loud passages; C+.
Highlights from Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake, 3301
351 ferric ( 12/81, B:1), proved to be too much for
DG's duplication system, for quiet passages almost
disappeared in the hiss, this alone causing downrating to C-.
Lab's Symphonie Espagnole, 3302 011 ( 1/81,
B:211), is on chrome tape. Generally it sounded
extremely good, but the soloist is unrealistically
close, reducing the rating to B+ from what would
have been an A-. The sound was fairly forward, but
EHF was slightly lacking. Distortion was low and
dynamic range clearly better than average. If you
like your violin highlighted then Iam sure you will
enjoy this cassette.
Imuch enjoyed ' New Year in Vienna' with the
Vienna Philharmonic under Maazel on 3302 018
(1/82, A*:1*/2), for the dynamic range was good,
the balance most enjoyable and natural, and the
response very smooth, although lacking EHF. No
problems were noted in the reproduction, although
very slight hiss was noticeable in the quiet passages, but never obtrusively so; A-.
Although Iquite enjoyed Bernstein's Beethoven
overtures, 3301 347 ( 12/81, A/A*:2*), the sound
seemed lacking in inspiration, although reproducing with anatural ambience and quite well recorded.
Some slight azimuth wander was noted, but response was smooth after azimuth correction. Hiss
was a little annoying in quiet passages, and very
high frequencies were rather down; B-.
Provided you do not mind piano tone being alittle
close, Dvorak's Slavonic Dances, on ferric, will
probably reproduce quite well ( 3301 349) ( 12/81,
A:1). The sound reproduction was very good and
distortion low but HF was rather dull. Hiss was only
of marginal concern and B+ says the cassette is well
worth hearing, the performance being much liked.
Beihm's account of Beethoven's Choral, 3382 009
(two chrome cassettes 1/81, A/C:1*/2), I
found very
stodgy, and Imuch preferred his earlier recordings.
B- would seem afair rating, for the dynamic range
was acceptable, and distortion satisfactory. The
sound was too multi-miked and unnatural, with an
over-bright presence, but again with EHF lacking.
Although Ihave not been an-admirer of recent
Karajan issues, Iwas thrilled by his cassette of
Strauss' Alpine Symphony, 3302 015 ( 12/81, A/
8:1*), which deserves an A, for the dynamic range
was very good, the balance surprisingly good with
some warm bass and clear HF, and a spacious
acoustic with a much better multi-mike technique
than Karajan usually receives. The clarity of orchestral detail, and my thorough enjoyment, allows me
to give avery warm recommendation.

Decca Serenata
A new medium price Decca range on ferric, it is
surprising that most of them seem to sound better
than several of the full price issues on chrome.
Schutz's Matthew Passion, KSC3 ( 2/82DV, A:2*),
receives arecommendation, the over-close vocalist
being responsible for the loss of an A rating.
Dynamic range was good, and sound balance
generally well liked, whilst the response and distortion were completely acceptable; B+.
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'Music at the Court of Maximilian l', KSC6 ( 2/82DV
A*:1 ), has a good dynamic range, and the sound
balance is very good indeed, with delightful atmosphere. Response was fairly bright in the presence
region and EHF slightly lacking, but this characteristic is reasonable on this music] liked the cassette so
much that Imust recommend it very strongly; A-.
Mozart's String Serenades, KSC1 ( 2/82DV, A:1),
caused arather violent reaction from all of us, for the
string tone was steely in the extreme and just not
realistic. The sound seemed very compressed with
no light and shade, and the balance rather pingpong. The duplication was reasonable, but this
cannot rescue it from aC rating.

Decca
Imust admit to being most disappointed with the
latest Decca chrome issues, and Iam convinced that
all is not right with the compatibility of chrome tape
with Decca's duplicator.
Liszt's Dante Symphony, KSXDC7542 ( 2/82, A:2),
can only receive aC, for considerable distortion is
noticeable at middle frequencies on peaks, and the
duplication equipment clearly cannot take it. The
balance was exciting but rather muddled and
phasey, and the reverberation affected stereo positioning by reducing its clarity. Electronic compression and slight hiss were noted, the frequency
response was fairly wide.
The Beggars Opera started badly, since the first
cassette of two ( K252K22) on chrome was inserted
into its housing with the oxide away from the heads
thus giving an incredibly muddy backward sound
quality? On the second cassette quiet passages were
ruined by excessive hiss, whilst some distortion was
evident on loud ones, with some coin rattling sound
effects reaching. complete tape or record head
saturation! Diction was generally good on the
spoken parts but sibilants tended to whistle a bit.
Despite my criticisms of distortion the recording
peaked below Dolby level. Only aC+, both sound
balance and performance were good.
Tippett's King Priam 3cassettes, K246K33 ( 11/81
A*/A:1*) at best was extremely good, but hiss in
quiet passages Was disturbing. The dynamic range
was generally acceptable, and thus B-. One of the
cassettes was very tightly wound on a slightly
warped mechanism, and bad wow resulted until the
cassette was wound through twice. The ba la nce was
much liked, and the performance exceflent.
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring, KSXDC 7548 ( chrome,
2/82, A*:1/2) had bad hiss in quiet passages, this
being clearly introduced at the interim master stage,
whilst the loudest climaxes were obviously distorted, much to my distress. This music is extremely
difficult to duplicate as it is so demanding and
requires much more care in the preparation of an
adequate loop bin master. The balance was reasonable except for loud passages becoming rather
messy; C.
Shostakovich's 14th Symphony, KSXDC7532,
another chrome ( 1/82, A:2/3) was generally underrecorded and had a hissy background. FischerDieskau was at times much too far forward, and the
sound quality, when loud, was confused, with poor
stereo positioning, some electronic compression
being used to limit dynamic range. Rated C, another
disappointment.
Richard Strauss' Don Juan, Till Eulenspiegel and
Death & Transfiguration KSXDC7523, chrome), was
another kettle of fish entirely, reproducing with a
splendid sound quality with natural ambience. The
response was good, with a rich warm bass, and
bright extended HF. Distortion did not seem to be a
problem, although extreme peaks became slightly
rough. Only slight hiss was noted; so A-.
A Leontyne Price operatic recital, KSXC6971 also
receives an A- for its exciting sound and excellent
performance. Only slight compression was noted
on extreme peaks, response was wide, and noise
clearly lower than average. A Decca cassette showing that ferric can be surprisingly good at its best.
Sibelius' 5th Symphony with En Saga, conducted
by Ashkenazy, KSXDC7541, (2/82, A* : 1*) receives
B+ for a good but slightly phasey balance, and a
sound which is only slightly distorted on peaks, and
slightly hissy in quiet passages. Much enjoyed
musically, this title can be recommended.

EMI
EMI have transformed the potential quality of
their cassettes, both on ferric and BASF Cr0 2 tape
types, and their star release in my opinion is the
complete set of Beethoven Symphonies, Philharmonia/Sanderling, on TCCSLS5239 (8chrome cassettes 1/82, A:1). My favourite of the set is the
Choral, with an outstanding sound balance recorded at the Kingsway Hall, but the other symphonies, recorded at Abbey Road, are also very good.
Dynamic range is excellent throughout and distortion minimal, the frequency range being well
extended. At times Ialmost wanted to give A+, but
an overall A still of course implies excellence, this
set clearly showing that prerecorded cassettes must
be taken very seriously indeed as competition to the
disc. The cassettes seem to allow one to concentrate
better on the music alone without annoying noises.
Tchaikovsky's
1812/String
Serenade,
TCCASD3956 ( 12/81, A/A*:1*), however, was
badly balanced, giving poor stereo positioning,
particularly in the centre, and some electronic
compression was disturbing, particularly in the
Serenade, which was also rather hard in sound
quality. Background noise was very quiet but
print-through most annoying; C+.
Du ruflé's Requeim, TCCASD4086 ( 11/81, A;1). is
amost delightful work, and an A- for awonderful
performance and a very good recording. The
ambience reproduces magnificently and my only
criticism is that perhaps EMI have attempted to
record slightly too wide a dynamic range for the
cassette medium. Frequency response was very
extended and the sound very clean indeed, even on
climaxes.
Puccini's Tosca (
two chrome cassettes) TCC SLS
5213 ( 1/82, A*:1/2), reproduced with avery good
vocal balance, but a slightly phasey sound on the
orchestra, which was a little over-wide. Dynamic
range was not as good as most EMI chromes, but
just acceptable, whilst response was very wide, and
distortion reasonable, other than on extreme peaks.
Do we really have to endure thoroughly bad editing,
such as is evident a few seconds after the beginning? The set will probably give alot of enjoyment;
B.
Beethoven's String Quartets op. 18, • on three
cassettes, TC SLS 5217 ( 12/81, EVC:1*). ferric
reproduced with a very natural balance, and at a
good basic quality standard, with dynamic range
satisfactory when heard at an appropriate playback
level, although a little hissy if played loud. Most
enjoyable, but would have been better on chrome;
B.
Mahler's 7th Symphony from Tennstedt, TCC SLS
5238 on chrome ( 2/82, B:1), is rated at B, because
many inner parts are not clear enough, and some
positioning was rather variable, although distortion
was minimal, and dynamic range quite acceptable.
Response was wide, performance most enjoyable.

Oiseau-Lyre
Pachelbel's Canon etc, KDSLC 594 is aworthwhile
and welcome issue; B+. Despite ferric tape the
sound quality was good, with quite a reasonable
dynamic range, though the sound slightly lacked
openness. Distortion was rated very good.
Handel's Water Music and Fireworks, receives a
delightful baroque style performance on KDSLC 595
(2/82DV A*:1/2), with a very good, clear, natural
balance, low distortion and fairly wide response.
The sound was so much better than that of many
Decca chrome issues, and this is one of my personal
favourites. A well deserved A+.

Meridian
We listened to very many Meridians, but unfortunately all displayed similar unacceptable hiss levels
throughout, with generally low peak recording
levels, and thus severely limited dynamic ranges.
Schubert Lieder ( on the piano), KE 77019 (9/79,
A:1), had bad hiss, an over-wide sound which was
too. close, and woolly, and severely lacking HF:D.
Other Meridians were generally rated C-: including ' Hebridean songs' on KE 77008, delightfully
performed, but very hissy; ' Full Stops', an organ
recital by Arthur Wills at Ely Cathedral on KE 77014
(3/79, A:1), with a disappointing performance and
hiss in quiet moments ( although at least reasonable
distortion characteristics); the organ of Salisbury
Cathedral, KE 77045 (9/81, A/1/2), again very hissy;
and ' How Lovely are Thy Dwellings' on KE 77044
(10/81, A*:1), a superb original sound balance
again ruined by almost continuous hiss, which
almost deserved aD.

RCA
Many Victrolas were submitted, but nearly all
were ruined by adreadful background hiss, and/or
8;
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'MEET OR BEAT!'
If you have received abetter price
than we quote please tell us- we
prefer to meet or beat any other
genuinely offered price.
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AUDIOMASTER
SPEAKERS
Fantastic 'end-of-line special
purchase with prices up to
50% off our previous selling
prices! All models covered for
1year parts and labour guarantee. NILS 1
Hi Fr Choice Recommended this 50 wail two way
bookshelf speaker has aclassic reputation
Typical Puce IWhdr HIFr/ Aug 19811 129 or
P202
Exciting and dynamic this two way system will
handle WO watts Polypropylene bass driver
'yin.' Puce Millar Ho For Arel 1981 1199 or

...

INTEREST FREE
CREDIT!
Call in and buy interest FREE for 10 monthly
instalments.
This offer applies to all the brands marked
with adagger symbol Min the brand list on
the right hand side of this advertisement
provided the total purchase value is for£300
or more and that aminimum deposit of 1/3rd
is paid at time of purchase.

MLS 4
Hi Fr 0101Ce Best Boy" 100 wan two way system
which should be stand mounted for best
performance ¡ add l'20 for recommended hone •
TVP.Cal
1Wh,11 HIFor Aug 19811215 Pr
£135

Crimson
Dual

RACK SYSTEMS
with interest FREE Credit or
FREE 3year guarantee
DUAL

System 2
ZR1
Z1

£379
£349
£399
£479

Z2
Suffolk
Warwick
Z11
Z22

TECHNICS

£439
£499
£369
£459
£499
£599

V3
V5

CASH & CARRY BARGAINS
JVC
GR100
£259
PIONEER
X330 ( with Spkrs.) £299
Carriage £ 15 per system ( UK mainland only)

SONY TAF 55
era.. cm
4

el.. • • • teller.
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A 65 watts DC amp' with MC cartridge
Typical Price (What HiFi Aug. '81) £ 160
Carriage £4.50 ( UK mainland only)

input

£99.9 0

LUXMAN LX33
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Li

30 watts pure Class Avalve amp*- smooth open
performance. Absolutely astonishing value at
this price. £ 100 below our previous price
Carriage f5 ( UK mainland only)

£299

ONKYO HS 20
Asmall bookshelf two-way
speaker system finished in
attractive gun metal grey.
Power handling 25 watts.
Previously £69 and now £49.90
reduced to
Carriage £4.50 (UK mainland only)

VIDEO
Full range stockists of most major brands

AKAI, FERGUSON, HITACHI, JVC,
MITSUBISHI, SANYO, SONY, TOSHIBA
Always the keenest cash and carry prices or
you can buy at very competitive prices
including 2-year parts and labour guarantee

TAPE COUNTER
Audio/Video cassettes & open reel tape
from most popular brands. Very keen prices
-always! BASF, FUJI, JVC, MAXELL,
MEMOREX, SONY, TDK
88

a selection from our range of recommended/well
reviewed separates and reduced clearance items.
P77- Cartridge
£198.00
A & R
460E-35W
Amplifier
£9.90
Acoustic Res
AR18S-Speakers (pr)
£8990
AR925-Speakers led £219 .
00
Aiwa
All Cassette Decks
£
£P4
O
9:00
A.
ARC
202-Speakers (
pr)
A4- 14-Speakers (
pr) £559.00
Audio-Pro
B250-Woofer
9900
£
B240-Woofer
1199.90
Audiomaster
LS3/5A-Speakers (pr)
£179.90
Aurez
System 10-Micro
249.00 £
.System 12-Micro £299.00
C Cassette Deck
f79.90
PC
1B-Pre-amp
P
G a
Xm
-p
£199.00
Bryston
2B-50W Power amp £199.00
Celestion

Carriage f5 pr. ( UK mainland only)

SONY

MAGAZINE MARVELS
and BARGAIN BUYS

We've researched away to improve the
performance of the Dual CS505 turntable.
After many painstaking hours of testing and
listening to the effect of different types of
mat materials we've at last found a
formulation that gives asignificant
improvement in performance. Mats are now
made from this material and supplied by KJ
for just £5extra when ordering the
turntable or£6 post free as aseparate item.
Price with special mat & Ortofon FF15E
cartridge
f79.90
Price with Ortofon FF15E cartridge
only
£74.90
(Cartridge options instead of FF15E- NAD
9200 + £ 12; GRADO FTE+1 + £2;
NAGAOKA MPP11 + £8; A & R C77 +

DUAL + NAD PACKAGES
All packages prices below include NAD 9200
cartridge or any of the other cartridge
options listed above plus our special
turntable mat.
CS505/NAD 3020/AR18S
£259
CS505/NAD 3020/MISSION 700 £289
CS505/NAD 3140
£279
CS505/NAD 31413/MISSION 700 £389
CS505/NAD 3140/A/MASTER MLS4 £399
CS505/NAD 7020
£239
CS505/NAD 7020/AR18S £329
CS505/NAD 7020/MISSION 700
£359
WAD nor available

1I0Ilt

our Warlord Branch)

A & R/DUAL PACKAGE

Super value enthusiastic system. Buy an A & RA60E
amp: Dual CS505 turntable with A & RC77 cartridge
aid we'll make aspecial reduction on a pair of
Audiomaster MLS 4speakers.
The whole package for just
Carriage Free ( UK mainland only)

£399

MAIL ORDER - Carriage and Insurance
(unless otherwise stated)

FREE

Credit card orders accepted by
telephone - ring your nearest
branch to order.

CROYDON
89 London Rd.
Tel 01-686 1343

HARROW
34C1 Station Rd.
Tel: 01-863 8690

3"epeakPower
P
e
o
r (pr)amp

f299.00
100-£f69.90
SL6-Speakers ( pr) £
239.00
Ditton 200-Speakers (pr) £159.90
Ditton 300-Speakers (pr) f195.00
CS1200M-Pre-amp £139.00
CS2000-twin mono power £349181
C814-Cassette Deck
f109.95
C828-Cassette Deck
£189.00

HB2-Speakers
C844-Cassette(59.00
Deck
pr)£
£f185.00
Heybrook
112-Turntable £ 95.00
Image ( Dais)
Turntable £ 50.00
Infinity
Black Widow-P.U. Arm
£
95.00
JR
EXA-Woofer
£
2 19.00
JVC
AX1-30W Amplifier
RS33L-40W Receiver
£
15199.5:0
LE-E5-Micro Turntable £139.00
KD-D35-Cassette Deck
f99.90
KEF
Coda-Speakers (
pr) £79.90
Caprice-Speakers (
pr) £149.00
Input Design
Cadet-Turntable Kit
f89.00
Kitdeck-Turntable Kit £105.00
Linn
Basik-P.U. Arm
f46.00
LP12-Turntable £340.00
Lux
P0300-Turntable £349.00
C120/M 120-Pre/Power
Power (
Duo- Beta)
f379.00
155A-80W Amplifier £299.00
T14-Tuner
£
229.00
All other stock at clearance prices
Meridian
101/M3-Active Speakers £683.00
Mission
£119.00
700-Speakers (pd
229.00
727-Speakers (pr)
£
Mitsubishi
LT5V-Upright Turntable £16990
NAD
3020-20W Amplifier £89.50
4020-Tuner
f89.50
3140-40W Amplifier' £ 1l8599.0000
7020-20W Receiver
Onkyo
A7090- 110W Amplifier £ 179.00
TA-W80-Twin Cass. Deck
f189.00
TX3000-50W Receiver
£109.90
Ortofon
MC20/MCA76-MC
Cart/H.amp£49.90
Philips
All stock at clearance
(8/TULIP)
Quad
44/405-100W Pre/Power £414.00
Rega
R200PU. Arm
f49.00
Reyox
B77-4102/4104
Open Reel Deck
f629.00
8710- Cassette Deck £ 50.00
Rogers
Studio 1-Speakers (pr) £345.00
Sansui
SC3300-Cass. Deck £ 119.00
AU022-35W Amplifier
f109.00
Systemdek
MK2/BasIk Arm
£ 99.00
Sugden
A48-Amplifier
£
219
Tandberg
TCD440A-Cass. Deck
£99:
TD20A-Open Reel Deck
£469.00
Teac
M144-Multi Track
Cass. Deck
£499.00
A3440- Multi Track
Open Reel
£ 99.00
Technics
SUV3-40W Amplifier £ 119.00
SUV7-80W Amplifier
f199.00
SUDL1-Linear t/table £ 15998
SL7-Micro Turntable
f119.00
16
89
5.
95
00
EPC205-Mk3 Cartridge £ £
Thorens
TD160S-Turntable
Trio
KT413-Tuner pre-sets £ 9.90
Walker
CJ55-Turntable £ 135.00
All offers sublet t O bulrut unsold
PruCtrh correct dl 111110 of going If) pres•.,

LONDON W1
48 Wigmore St.
Tel: 01-486 8263

UXBRIDGE

278 High St,
Tel: Uxbridge 33474

BRANDS
STOCKED
A&R t )
Acoustic Res(t)
Aiwa
A.R.C. (t )
Audiomaster (t)
Audio- pro
B&W
Celestion
Chartwell
Crimson t)
Dual (t)
Electrocomp't It
(t)
Elite (
t)
Grace ( t)
Grado ( t)
Harbeth ( t)
Helius ( t)
Heybrook ( t)
Hitachi
IMF
JVC
Keesonic
KEF ( t)
Kitdeck (t )
Koetsu • (
t)
Lentek ( t)
Linn ( t)
Logic ( t)
Lux
Mayware (
t)
Meridian (t
Mission It
Mitsubishi
NAO) not Watford, (t
Naim*(t)
Nytech* ( t)
Qnkyo
Oracle* ( f)
Ortofon ( t)
Philips
Pioneer
Quad
RCL ( t)
Revox
Rogers ( 1)
Sansui
Sony
Spendor (f
Sugden
Supex
Syrinx ( 1)
Systemdek It
Tandberg
Teac
Technics
Thorens
Threshold "
Toshiba
Walker CO
*Wigmore St only

WATFORD

101 St. Albans Rd
Tel Watford 45250

Open: Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30 Late Night Thurs. (Wigmore St.) until 7pm
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HE MOST annoying thing abTout
the way we treat music in

cially saxophonists — will be reexamining their own ways of
this country is the way it's
playing. It's easily the most signiarranged so that few people have ficant album to come out for a
the opportunity of making happy very long time, and you must seek
discoveries. That's to say, if you
it out: [
A*: 1 *]. It's on Incus 39,
already know about Radio 3 and if you have any trouble getmusic, and you like it, you'll listen ting it, write to Incus at 112
Hounslow Road, Twickenham
to the arts ghetto channel, in
TVV2 7HB, England.
some cases almost exclusively.
The
line of more overtly
That way you'll be divorced from
polyrhythmic drummers from Art
what's happening on Radio 1.
Blakey through Elvin Jones and
Similarly Radio 1 listeners are
so on tended to obscure the playunlikely to come across some of
the jewels of Radio 3. And that's a ing of Max Roach until arenewed
interest in his work following
tragic shame. Radio 1listeners are
some
sparkling
duets
with
not going to hear Evan Parker's
Anthony Braxton. It's senseless to
Six Of One on that channel. It will
make a value comparison bemost likely be played once, probably on Charles Fox's half hour tween these lines, but perhaps it
was easier to be amazed by Elvin
slot on 3. While programmers are
willing to fill up the jazz alloca- Jones' playing in the ' 60s than
Max's. That is of course the listentions with derivative British mateer's fault. Roach deals much more
rial, they are reluctant to give
in subtlety, and where Jones'
original British jazz a good heardrumming nearly always sounds
ing. ' Six Of One' is probably
difficult to execute, most of
Parker's most original album. The
Roach's playing sounds decepsoprano saxophone improvisatively simple. Roach has been
tions here represent years of excalled a melodic drummer, but I
periment, and fine-tuning of new
think that's deceptive. It's more to
techniques. No one I've heard has
played the soprano like it's played
do with Roach's sense of space
and a horizontal approach to imon this album. Circular breathing,
provising. At any rate, he's a
and the selective use of harmophenomenal drummer and bandnics and interlocking and overlapleader. Another chance to catch
ping phrases, create the impressup on Roach's music lies in the
ion that there are several players
double album Conversations on
at work. At times the playing
Milestone M 47061, which comseems to hark back to ethnic
prises ' Deeds, Not Words' from
musics
based
on
repeated
1958 and ' Speak, Brother, Speak'
phrases and decorations around
I3:1*]. The later date
these phrases, and as you might from 1962: [
is a live performance full of lively
imagine, there's also a reminiscplaying in an extremely gritty
ence of . Philip Glass and Steve
sense, with Clifford Jordan, tenor,
Reich. But that's only a rough
guide in describing the music on
Mal Waldron, piano and Eddie
Khan, bass. The propulsion of
this album. It has the edge of
spontaneity
throughout,
but
Roach's drive made this an especially rewarding experience. The
there's a logic in the approach
earlier date has Roach with Bookwhich gives the music a solid
er Little, trumpet, George Colebase. There's so much going on
man, tenor, Ray Draper, tuba and
that you're obliged to listen again
and again. It would be wrong to
Art Davis, bass. These cuts are
rich in the Roach kind of hard
think of this record as a virtuoso
performance and nothing else.
swing and tasty solos from Little
and Colman. There is a dramatic
Even if it were, it would constitute
commitment to the music here,
a remarkable album, but what
and it's interesting to compare
makes it outstanding is the fusion
of Parker's virtuosity to his this music with music which is
currently played in pubs all over
creativity. The quality of performance here is not just a bit special
the country, passing itself off as
being of this era. The main differon British or European terms, but
throughout the world, improvisence is that where most — admiting musicians who hear it — espe- tedly not all — of the musicians

CASSETTE MONITOR
peak ' crunging' distortion. Bartok's Concerto for
Orchestra, conducted by Reiner, may be avery old
stereo recording, but it never sounded as bad as the
latest cassette ( VK 2005), which had what I
described
as diabolical hiss and gross electronic compression.
Respighi's Feste Romane (
VK 2006) had bad
distortion above mf, and astability problem which
put me off completely. Even recordings as recent as
the early ' 70s on this label were unsatisfactory, and
until something can be done about it, Isuggest that
you avoid them if you are concerned with reproduced quality, the average rating being D. If you
have arecord player, Isuggest that you try the discs
instead. It is issues such as these cassettes which
make me realise that illegal home cassette copies of
discs are sometimes made by people who are not
prepared to suffer the quality so often found on
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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playing this music now opt for
restrained ' tastefulness' which
effectively emasculates the music
and de-energises it, the real thing
is played with hard- edged verve.
If you missed out on these sides
first time round, you should make
an effort to get hold of them now.
Jack DeJohnette's Special Edition — like his other bands — has playing lacks any one particular
been through afew changes but it trait to set him apart from other
still maintains abalance between pianists. On Faces Of Hope —
inclinations towards the hairy, Soul Note SN 1010 — he plays with
and towards the lush. The lineup intensity and feeling in a way
on Tin Can Alley — ECM 1189 — which sounds matter-of-fact, but
has Chico Freeman, reeds and which belies the depth of his
flute, John Purcell, saxophones approach. What he has to offer is a
and flute, Peter Warren, bass and highly developed music which
cello. There is a sense in which apparently owes little to other
DeJohnette has become a jazz individuals or period styles. It's
session player, throwing some remarkably self-contained with
heavyweight drumming into all no attempt ( nor need) to cover up
sorts of combinations, many of for a lack of bass and drums.
which even he cannot redeem. Pianists will certainly want to
Here of course, he's his own man, purchase this album, and so
A: 1/2]
playing his own pieces with his should awhole lot of us. [
Poem Song is a sparkling live
own band. More than most ECM
bands, this team has got itself into album of a London performance
an area more to do with the by American trumpeter Marvin
American jazz tradition than the Hannibal Peterson with a quartet
European offshoots. Indeed the of Britons: Don Weller, tenor,
basis of / Know, the wonderfully Martin Blackwell, piano, Dave
staggering piece which closes the Green, bass, and Bryan Spring.
album, goes way back to vaude- For once, this kind of venture
ville. This is exciting stuff. [
A* : 1 / doesn't suffer from the poor British rhythm section syndrome.
2]
If anybody buys Laughin' To Green and Spring not only hold
Keep From Crying to get more their own, they also give the
of the great Lester Young in his music an extra lift. Spring's attack
collection, it'll be ashame. For the is well known and his reputation
truth is that towards the end of his as a pushing, energetic drummer
life he was not awell man, and on is well deserved. Peterson himself
this session he sounds like he has most of the solo space and he
might not see the end of it. In spite uses it well with a bright, confiof the fine words of the sleeve dent sound. There's a sense of
notes, this was clearly a date space and shape to his playing
when the Pres should have been and he makes the best of this
in
bed
getting
better.
The mainly straight ahead context.
touching thing about it is how the And it's in this musical area that
other
musicians,
especially Don Weller does so well. Weller is
trumpeters Harry Edison and Roy such a reliable player, in that he
Eldridge, kept trying to prop him always manages to provide a
up with little riffs and so on. But it good performance no matter the
would have been akindness to the circumstances.
Here,
he's
in
Pres never to have released this known company, with people
album at all, in spite of some fine who are playing to an occasion.
playing from the other musicians.
It's a good-natured album with
points of adventure in there too.
In case you want to avoid it, it's on
Verve 2304 487. [
13:214]
The pressing is pretty good, but
Andrew Hill has tended to be an the recording quality varies. Still,
overlooked pianist, with a style the 100 club is one of the worst
that's style- less in that it cannot be acoustics to play in, so it's probeasily associated with other jazz ably one of the worst to record. It's
on Mole Jazz 6. [ B/C:1/21
pianists. At the same time his own

prerecorded cassettes.
RCA certainly know how to make agood cassette,
though, for Julian Lloyd Webber's cello recital with
orchestra, RK 25383, was asheer delight throughout, despite aclose balance. Amazingly high levels
were recorded, and noise no problem; A—.
Carlo Curley's Organ recital, RK 25369, also
reproduced quite well, the balance being fairly
bright and clear. The response was alittle hard, but
this may well be the nature of the organ itself. Slight
intermodulation distortion was audible on peaks,
despite afairly low recorded level, and background
hiss, whilst audible, was not too much of aproblem.
An enjoyable cassette, and the master tape was
probably excellent; B—.
A C— rating must be given to Walton's Belshazzar's Feast, GK 13368, since despite extremely good
natural balance, unacceptable hiss throughout
ruined my enjoyment, this not being helped by a
slight azimuth problem and some drop- outs.
Falla's El Amor Brujo, GK 13792, had dreadful

Ken Hyder

peak distortion in the loudest passages, hence D,
although Berlioz's Les Nuits d'Ete on the other side
is worth aBsince it was so much better. There can
be no excuse for the bad quality because of the
recording's age, since the original disc was good
when released in 1964. The performances, however,
are delightful and the reader can imagine how my
heart sank when I
flipped over from Berlioz to Falla.
Shostakovich's 6th Symphony on GK 42916 had
some ghastly distortion at the end, and avery hissy
background, together with unmusical electronic
compression throughout; D.
Hiss was not the main problem on Porgy and Bess
highlights on GK 13654 but stability and drop- out
problems, with aroughness and bad mod noise on
peaks, down rated the issue to D. The balance was
acceptable although excessively multi-miked.
Iam totally unable to understand how the same
label can produce acassette as good as the Lloyd
Webber cello recital at the same time as very poor
full price cassettes such as the last four reviewed.•
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OXFORD

CAMBRIDGE
FROM TAM=

HiFi critics and music enthusiasts alike have praised the Tannoy Oxford and
Cambridge Loudspeakers for their superb, clean and realistic sound reproduction.
Now the new Stratford joins the range to provide you with achoice of three
Tannoy Loudspeakers from around £100 to £170 apair. All three Loudspeakers will
give you superb sound with acraftsman quality of construction and finish, and offer
outstanding value for money.
Decisions have never been harder to make, so ask your HiFi dealer to let you
hear the Tannoy Stratford, Cambridge and Oxford—The Loudspeakers that could
alter your opinion on small speakers.
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Please send me details on the Stratford, Cambridge
and Oxford Loudspeakers, with list of dealers.
Name

The Name for Loudspeakers
Tannoy Ltd.,
Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde ML5 4TF
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From Heaven or Figaro Club of
British small club rock—a contemporary item provided an
archive soundtrack—though in
this instance, the shelf from which
the music has been gathered only
boasts dust dating back to the late
sixties. The sleeve design—
psychedelic enough to please
even a Strawberry Alarm Clock
freak— indicates quite clearly that
the contents have little to do with
the eighties, while the album's
opening
track,
a
reverbbrimming, distorted chunk of acid
prose by a DJ known as The
Doctor, completes the time-warp
programming. Most of the bands
involved in this apparent followup to the mod revival get well and
tru!y into the spirit of the thing.
The Barracudas, who now seem
to have retired from beach party
sessions, jangle in with the
aplomb of punk- influenced Byrds,
while Mood Six's brace of contributions wouln't be out of place
on a bargain- bin cheapo by The
Buckinghams or similar refugees
from the pages of Roxon. Miles
Over Matter handle lyrics that are
sheer Love Generation, adding
riffs and ideas not a light year
away from those once purveyed
by Buffalo Springfield, and even
toss in the occasional touch of the
Syd Barrens just to prove they've
read the file marked 'All the right
influences'. But best/worst of all
are The Times, whose / Helped
Patrick McGoohan To Escape is
wonderful garbage. Utilising a
variety of trade-tested Beetle
licks, they disclose that No. 2was
making plans to kidnap Paul
McCartney, while The Prisoner
himself eventually made it to the
States where he took up residence
next to The Man In The Suitcase.
Truly
marvellous
stuff
that
deserves a loving home. As a
lover of B movies, Ishall most
certainly keep my copy. [A:2]
Currently, the Japanese seem
ready to set up production lines
ready to reshape and refashion
any musical trend emerging from
the gold ol' UK—as Neuromantic
(Alfa ALF 85393), the title of
Yukihiro Takahashi's solo album,
testifies.
Takahashi
is
the
drummer with Yellow Magic
Orchestra and anyone familiar
with that unit's past contributions
will doubtless be happy to sip
sake at what is anow familiar cup.
And who can blame them? For
while Takahashi is no great
shakes as a vocalist— in racing
circles he'd probably be described
roughly ( very roughly) as Ferry
Out of Lou Reed — he's as proficient a keyboardist as he is a
drummer, while his skills as aproducer would appear to lack little.
Lent support by chums from Roxy
Music, New Musik and YMO, he
indulges in a series of peppy
poppy
zircon
sounds—which
means that even if the central
stone isn't all that cop, the setting
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

makes the whole thing worth- into the ballad box for Back In My
while. The rating then is a Life. All highly commendable
deserved [
A*: 1 /2] — even with a fare. But, despite such mild joys
and the occasional touch of
British pressing.
Next, a trip down to South daring ( agirlie chorus and even a
London, where Charly Records, hint of strings), UFO ultimately
through their various subsidiary emerge as just another capable
labels, are seeking to gain some- see-you-at- Reading outfit, unA:21
thing more substantial than a willing to break the mould. [
Those in search of a musician
healthy respect from those who
know ahealthy line in oldies when willing to prod and pry into
they see one. And though the previously unexplored nooks and
company's past efforts to swing crannies might wish to be given a
into contemporary areas have friendly nudge in the direction of
generally been somewhat lack- Hoiger Czukay, whose second
lustre in the past, the release of EMI album, On The Way To The
EMI EMC 3394)
The Shunters' Since Morning Peak Of Normal (
(New
Cross
NC002)
and recently relinquished best-selling
Narnyslowski's
Air
Condition import status. In all honesty, it's
(Affinity AFF 83) would suggest something of a disappointment,
somebody's now doing some lacking the innovatory splendour
thing right down in the Old Kent that was Movies, Czukay's finest
Road. In terms of sales the hour. As before, the Can man has
Namyslowski should make most virtually gone it alone, pulling in
of the running. A Crusader- like worthies such as Jaki Liebezeit,
instrumental set featuring the Jah Wobble, Conny Plank and
clean-cut alto and sopranino of German band SYPH for minor
though
mainly
Zbigniew Namyslowski, one of contributions,
Poland's premier jazzmen ( dare I relying on his own musicianship
say aPole-winner?), it should gain (guitar, organ, vocoder, bass,
its fair share of plaudits from
those who prefer their funk light,
polite and intelligent. Is it rock or
is it jazz? Is it abird or is it aplane?
Who cares? Let it suffice that the
music's good and warm—so just
step in the jacusi and wallow a
while: [
A:1 I. But spare athought,
and maybe an unused record
token too, for The Shunters'
offering. For ' Since Morning' is as
tempting asample of Afro- rock as
any that's emerged in this country
in recent years. A big band
headed by Nigerian guitarist ( and
railwayman) Bassey Udaw, The
Shunters head down much the
same path as that musically
trodden by Fela Kuti. In so doing,
they share both the Kuti assets
and limitations. And as the forrfier
have always outweighed the
latter, it figures that Udaw's
happy highlifers—all 15 of ' em—
have something of which even
ASLEF might approve. [ B:1/2]
Approval in the world of heavy
metal would appear to be mainly
gained by punching out tired riffs,
screaming lyrics with all the
torment of an Inquisition test- pilot
and throwing in aportion of wellremembered Deep Purple keyboard swirls to delight those
whose leathers have seen better
days. Deviation can often spell
disaster. At least, Ithink it does—
few HM protagonists actually
attempt much in that line. Which
is why UFO have produced
Mechanix (
Chrysalis CHR 1360),
an item which doesn't stray too
far from the original blueprint.
Now it would be unfair to write the
band off as providers of fodder for
mindless minions—Phil Mogg and
his men generate real excitement
on The, Writer, the opening opus,
and maintain the momentum with
a fiery, sax- assisted assault on
Eddie Cochran's Somethin' Else.
Then,
surprise,
surprise—an
almost Springsteen-styled dip
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Fred Dellar
french horn, flute, harmonica,
congas, no less!) plus awell-used
tape editing block, in order to
'paint music onto the tapes.' This
time around, however, his paintings lack real colour, Ode To
Perfume, the aural artwork which
fills all of Side 1, being a kind of
hazy shuffle owing something to
(horror of horrors!) Bert Kaempfert's Something In The Night.
Elsewhere, Czukay employs his
version of the distorting mirror to
remember Les Paul on a track
titled Two Bass Shuffle and also
cuts some hour's worth of recorded matter down to seven and
ahalf minutes of music in order to
provide atitle track, an item which
also features one of Holger's Peter
Lorre-like vocals. Lorre, Kaempfert, Czukay...all German. [Alt:21

Holger Czukay

of Colour (
WEA K
ASPLASH
58415) is a kind of Pennies

Quick Flashes
Mother Gong: Robot Woman ( Butt
003). The nonsense { sometimes
wonderful but here often dire)
continues, with Harry Williamson
taking over from David Allen at
the driving seat of the flying
teapot, Gilli Smyth still space
whispers, Didier Malherbe still
chips in idosyncratic sax and Mike
Howlett and Steve Hillage play,
guest spots on aset that presents
a kind of disco pantomine probably compiled out of rejected
Karel Capek scripts. Contains
three live tracks recorded at
Glastonbury ' 81: [ 8:1/21.Kiss:
The Elder ( Mercury 6302 163). A
surprisingly good attempt by Kiss
to edge forward via aconcept job
based on a tale of ancient Earth
guardians. The mix of familiar HM
riffs and well- honed harmony
vocals sometimes throw up
images of Queen. Which is not at
all a bad thing: [A:1]. The
Whispers: Love Is Where You Find
It (
Solar K 52344). Side 1 comprises well- performed, immaculately produced, if somewhat
routine, disco fare, highlighted by
the aptly titled Cruisin' In. The

reverse brims with Whispersmooch, sophisticated, melodic
and quite unbeatable in its way.
Ever a sucker for well-wold soft
soul, Iadmit to feeling a certain
affection: IA:1). Jimmy Destri:
Heart On A Wall (
Chrysalis CHR
1368). Blondie keyboardist Destri
ces on the services of Bowie-ites
Earl Slick and Carlos Alomar
(guitars) plus fellow peroxide
rockers Clem Burke ( drums), Chris
Stein ( harmonica, guitar) and
Debbie Harry ( back-up vocals to
help him present a pleasant if
hardly memorable pop pourri. A
single or two seems probable— I'd
place abet on the Spotnik-simple
Little Metal Drummer— though
generally it's bargain- bin stuff.
File under ' harmless' rather than
'aimless': [A:21. The Kinks: Give
The People What They Want
(Arista SPART 1171). unfortunately, the people want Crossroads, The Sun, Caravan sites,
fast foods, bingo cards and
movies to chomp popcorn by.
And even the inclusion of songs
like Destroyer, which revives
memories of both Lola and You
Really Got Me, won't change
things one iota. Heavier than
usual— but otherwise Predictable,
as Ray Davies might say. [
9:21

Tuners
Alvin Gold looks briefly
at new, not so new,
classic and not so
classic designs
IN

THE GREAT tuner controversy, Ifind
Imyself somewhere to the left of Ghengis
Khan, but not in the extreme position of one of
my friends ( a colleague also) who owns a
£7,000 hi-fi system but who won't give houseroom to atuner. He can afford the luxury, you
see. With a collection of records that must
take up about 200 feet or more of shelf room,
•
he doesn't need radio — not for music
anyway. For mere mortals, though, who have
more normal collections of records, or not
many at all, an FM stereo tuner can be auseful
way of learning about music that would
otherwise remain unknown.
In my own case, Ihave to confess to owning
a tuner ( a bright, shiny synthesiser job) but
very seldom using it for anything other than
news broadcasts or for recording plays from
Radio 4 (which Inever get achance to listen
to). Music on FM? Not likely: Idislike the
pompous, fossilised attitude of Auntie to
'serious' music, and dislike equally both the
presentation of rock music, and its absence
so much of the time from FM.
But there is a reason behind my friend's
attitude, and my own, which has nothing to
do with its usefulness, or lack of same.
Somehow, FM stereo sound just doesn't
seem capable of the kind of quality that is
available from agood record playing system.
Or is this wrong?
The question is a controversial one.
Gordon King, in The Audio Handbook speaks
(in my experience) for a lot of people in the
industry when he says: 'The FM system is
capable of providing stereo audio signals of
the highest possible quality from atop flight
tuner/aerial partnership. Indeed, from a ' live'
transmission conveyed from studio centre to

transmitter via the recent pulse-code modulation links of the BBC the quality of the
audio signals delivered by astate-of-art tuner
receiving a 'clean' aerial signal can be in
advance of that provided by even the best
gramophone record or tape recording.'
I
thought Iwould go straight to the throat of
the question by checking out a bunch of
tuners — what is the collective noun for hi-fi
equipment— gaggle?— by inserting them into
a really good record playing system via a
Radiometer SMG 1FM modulator to see how
audible they were. The Radiometer, mine for
aweek courtesy of Stan Curtis and aquick trip
up the motorway late one night, is an old
machine by current standards, and powered
by valves, but I'm told it does sound rather
better than most of its modern equivalents.
Still, inserting atuner into the amplifying setup meant inserting the generator as well, so I
started off with a 'known' tuner ( my own) to
try and filter out the generator characteristics.
And so . . . in the blue corner, Ihave a
collection of analogue tuners, quite a good
cross-section of what's on the market in fact.
And in the red corner, Ihave just two tuners
representing the new technology. Both are
synthesiser tuners, and one is the star of the
show.

what I'm paid to be) Iwould note that the LED
display, whilst neat, is less good than many,
and some of the information provided really
needs to be peered at closely. At the same
time, however the styling is first class, all the
programming controls being hidden behind a
smoked cover. The controls feel good too—
the whole set-up is in the best traditions'of
Japanese hi-fi i
.
e., British manufacturers
haven't acat's hope in hell of doing anything
half as impressive even at twice the price.
However, the point of the exercise is to see
how good or bad it is at its main function,
which is reproducing music. The answer is
that it is really rathergood, with just one ortwo
little ' buts'. The first 'but' is something Ihave
come across in two previous Aurex or
Toshiba synthesiser tuners—a very high
pitch whistle, which Itake to be well below
pilot tone frequency (that is, below 19kHz),
but is high, nonetheless. It isn't very loud, but
it can be heard in the silences between notes
on occasions, and on programmes received
below about 100µ.V aerial signal it steadily
increases in audibility and therefore could be
significant. Many people must be listening
regularly to programm'es with this kind of
signal strength. One other thing, though
perhaps less significant, is that the ST-S80
appears to be noticeably less sensitive than
The star is, in fact Aurex ST-S80 which costs
the majority of the tuners Ilooked at this
£211. Aurex are the prestige bit of Toshiba—
month, and it does need adecent voltage for
they are to Toshiba what Technics are to
hiss-free results and is still never as noisePanasonic—and this model is, in effect, a
free as, say, the Rogers 1100. Still, the Aurex
marriage of convenience between a synnoise is clean hiss, and not the kind of ' hashy'
thesiser tuner and amicro computer. Clearly
synthesiser noise many tuners give.
intended to sell in the US, the Aurex is an
Although the sound quality is, as Isaid,
FM/AM tuner, but lacks the important-forquite good, and is tonally neutral ( allowing
some Long waveband. Toshiba were obliging
for aslightly bright sounding FM generator), I
enough to include with the ST-S80 a set of
cannot get away from the conclusion that it is,
instructions for one of their cassette decks,
somehow,
transistory
and
artificial.
and Ihave to admit it took me the best part of
Ambience is not reproduced clearly; and
half-an- hour to get it to do anything othe
naturally recorded records (yes, that one)
than flash a confusing series of symbols
take on a busy, engineered feel. My Linn/
accompanied by various electronic ' bleeps'—
Nam system began to sound like something
much to the amusement of my 2-year old.
quite different, and I
wouldn't be happy to live
Get it working Idid, though, and although
with this model long. Which is apity because
Gordon King reviews it in depth next month,
my own tuner ( also synthesiser, remember)
its main feature is the ability to program no
is also an Aurex, and it doesn't whistle!
less than 30 separate stations over the two
Still, it's versatile to say the least—though it
wavebands. Any one of these can be recalled
brings a whole new meaning to word
by pressing a 2-figure code ( a letter and a
'fumble'. But Iwouldn't have acomputer in
number) which will cause the tuner to display
the house without a proper OWERTY keythe frequency and channel identification
board.
(eg, RAD4 or LON1), this identification
The other synthesiser tuner in this new and
having been written into memory on an
new-ish tuner round-up is from one of the two
alpha- numeric keyboard along with the
or three Japanese companies who have
frequency and waveband information. If I
become especially associated with good
were being super-critical (and that, after all, is
tuners—Marantz. They appear in some ways
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Top: Trio KT80
Centre: NAD 4020A
Bottom: A&R Cambridge T21
with matching A&R A60 amp in
American ARCAM guise
to be the Japanese 'flavour-of-the-month'
company, with several interesting cheap and
not so cheap products that seem to deliver
the goods more effectively than many in their
respective classes. ( See, for example, last
month's piece on amplifiers.) Ihave had
extremely good results with another, more
expensive synthesiser model from this
company: it was, in fact, perhaps the nicest of
its type that Ihad come across up to that
time. The Marantz ST520L (for that is what it is
called), however, is the budget job, costing
£129, and it does little credit to Marantz's
name, sad to say. Like the Aurex, it is not all
that quiet, and also like the Aurex, it doesn't
appear to be all that sensitive (the generator
was used at various output voltages from
10µV to 100mV across 75ohms to check this
point, and others).
Unlike the Aurex, it doesn't whistle, but
features a classic case of the synthesiser
sourced ' hash' referred to earlier instead—
but at asufficiently high level to be annoying
at almost any volume. It has adefinite pitch
associated—a midband note around 'A'.
Music reproduces with an unnatural 'glare',
high frequencies being on the harsh side, and
stereo imagery rather closed in and somehow forward. Iam sorry this is the case
because it's a nice looking tuner at a nice
price, and its ergonomics are better than
some, too. You do get acomplete package of
wavebands in this case, LW included, which
is of reasonable quality, lacking in HF but
relatively interference free. For completeness, let me tell you that the ST520L has 7FM
presets, 4 on MW and 3 ( no less!) on LW.
Someone hasn't been doing his homework...
The selection of analogue tuners is rather
larger, and includes two UK made designs
from A&R and Rogers ( but not, sadly, the
Quad, which wasn't quite in production trim
as this went to press), amedium price Trio—
and acouple of cheapies, just to keep things
on an even keel. The best of them ( just!) is the
very recent Rogers 1100. Like all UK tuners I
can think of, it's an FM-only design, and has 6
presets plus manual tuning, and alarge, clear
digital display. For its price of £228 and with
fairly unpromising materials, Rogers have
managed an aesthetically pleasing and
ergonomically successful package—asort of
half- height A100, in fact. My sample was a
touch bright, but it appeared to have a
smoothly rising response, not harsh or peaky.
This was the tuner that Idid not feel an instant
need to remove from the tape monitor loop of
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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main shortcoming is its very low sensitivity. It
my system, and none of the important facets
needs plenty of volts up it, but given that
of musical reproduction were unduly comprerequisite it is acceptably quiet.
promised. It sounded clear, with just a little
The NAD4020A doesn't suffer from that
loss of detail and dynamics. The bass
fault, though its sensitivity is below average.
remained tuneful, if alittle softened in impact,
It sounds, in away, like asuper sophisticated
but the midrange was, well, abit coarsened is
version of the Pioneer, or amarginally more
as close as Ican put it.
musically acceptable version of the Trio, but it
Clearly helping a great deal was the RF
is surprisingly a little bright and harsh
performance, which as far as Iwent with the
compared to most of the others. It's agood
tests was the best of the group. The Rogers
tuner still, and excellent value for money at
gave much ( and Imean much) lower hiss
£89, but it is beginning to shqrti its age, and is
levels with the 10/AV setting of the generator
due to be substantially updated by something
than any of the other tuners, and ultimate
called aSchotz circuit, developed by engineer
noise levels ( reached at about 100µV) were
Harry Schotz, about which Iknow little except
appropriately lower too, though not by the
that the paper specs are better all round.
same sort of margin. This model will join the
What have we proved? A little, in one way
Aurex in next month's more technical review.
or another. All the tuners sounded distinctly
The older A&R Cambridge T21 design came
different from each other, and all were
close to matching the Rogers, but failed,
capable, in one way or another, of making
partly, Ithink, because low level information
their presence felt in a good record playing
tended to be 'fluffed' by its significantly
system. If the best of these tuners is rephigher noise levels. It's bass lacked the
resentative of good tuner design (which, in
tunefulness and clarity of the T100, too, but
the case of the Rogers and others, Ibelieve
the gap wasn't all that great and the A&R
the case) then we did find that the dynamic
(£84) sits happily enough in second slot in this
range of a good record playing system
group's heirarchy. The only thing Ididn't like
playing what were, in fact, ordinary
was the poor ' row of LEDs' analogue
commercially available records—not superfreqJency display, but the tuner is likely to
cuts or anything fancy—was in advance of
spend most of its time on one of its 5preset
what a tuner could give—and that the disc
stations in any case. Have lmentioned the
sounds better, too! And this in itself is more
A&R is FM only? Well it is.
than many people will grant to the longThe medium price Trio (£ 115) is known as
playing record. There is an assumption in all
the KT-80, and unusually for amedium price
this: that the FM generator was not, in itself,
Japanese model lacks AM and is entirely
without preset tuning. Once again, it's a reducing the performance envelope of the
tuners— but this should not have been, and I
nicely put together package. Beautifully
think was not, the case.
finished, it represents modern technology
One final note. Ihave said nothing about
with something called a ' pulse count
the real RF problems of FM radio. The
detector'. Rather than waste space telling you
question is too large to have been tackled in
what it does ( it counts, silly!) I'll just note that
this format, and is somewhat peripheral to
while it walks all over the synthesiser model's
what tuners are mainly designed to do, viz
of this group for sound quality, it does share
play music. The only little gem Iwill offer
their relatively high hiss levels and restricted
before leaving you is based on the fair
dynamic range. Whilst it doesn't sound as
number of FM radio installations Ihave seen
obviously artificial or 'transistory' as the
in peoples' homes. It's simply this: 90% of
Marantz, it does lean alittle that way. Sort of
medium value for money, if you know what I interference and other RF problems at least
can be traced to nothing more than
mean.
inadequacies in the aerial installation used—
It would have had arather better rating for
even in strong signal areas.
value for money had the NAD4020A not been
Let me finish with another little quote, this
available—or even the rock bottom price
time from the B&O Book of HiFi: '
As with
Pioneer TX-410L—an oldish model ( but still
making records, radio transmission is away
current, Ibelieve) which Iincluded for fun.
of encoding an aucào signal, only the purpose
Fun perhaps it wasn't, but good it very
is to send the signal along way rather than to
definitely was, with amarginally cloudy, but
remember it'. Says it all, doesn't it?
essentially honest and natural sound quality
which completely belied its price. It has MW &
LW too, though of very poor quality, but its
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THE CANADIANS LISTENED TO THE
INHARFTDALE TSR MARK Is AND SAID:
i'When we got right into the listening tests (the TSR II0s) proved to be ajoy."
*The bass in aspeaker this size can
hardly be more precise, mom accurate7
'The high end is at once accurate
and conservative:
'The midrange, whose range of
sounds is critical to the success of
any speaker, is one of the best we'v
ever encountered:
In short, top marks. You can
listen to this loudspeaker
system forever- it is
exceptionally natural
U81 AUDIO TEST REPORTS

MARCH 18I)

THE AMERICA NSSAW:

TSR

"(The Wharfedale
108) is one of the most
innovative consum er
electronics products of
1980."

/
TAL141VS SAID:

"Tutti eIre fmodelli offrono
straordinarie capacità dinamiche,
esono adatti alla produzione di
elevatissimi co/ami d'ascolto."
Toneludiarno rilevando con
piacere che, al di sopra di agni
motivazione commerciale, questa
serie TSR èseriamente
fondata sull' antica scienza della
Wharfedale."
(51uDi0 y/510M-MARtw 198n

THE FRENCH SAM:
"Les résultats obtenus, par leur
homogénéité et leur haut niveau de
performance, placent la TSR 108 parmi
les toutes meilleures réalisations du
moment, dans sa classe de prix.
Wharfedale n'a donc pas- encore
une fois! démenti sa réputation et
cette enceinte acoustique sera à
écouter absolument avant tout achat
dans cette gamme de prix'
(11IFI STÉRÉO' APRIL 19 0)

"Que l'on écoute les TSR 112 àbas
ou haut niveau, la précision des attaques
et la dynamique restent toujours
excellentes:'

SOUNDS
GREAT?

"Cette fenêtre ouverte sur
la musique est particulièrement
impressionnante.
(AU BANC D'ESSAI' MAY1980

SOUNDS
EVEN BETTER,
NÉ,

UZ.e

image

To save you reaching for the a
riate dictionaries, we can assure you that the origin WharfèdaleTSR
speakers sounded as good in French and Italian as they
did in English.
Yet despite such universal approval, our engineers
still weren't satisfied. They never are.
Hence the new, improved TSR-2s..
Beneath the detachable grilles, each has anew
ferrofluid damped LMP (Low Modulus Polyamide)
dome tweeter, for better power handling and dispersion.
The TSR-112-2's twin bass drivers now have

MFHP (Mineral Filled Homo-Pci,lymer) cones, to reduce
distortion. We've even managed to improve on the TSR's
Design COundl Award-winning appearance.
But what we haven't changed is the remarkable
combination of sensitivity, power handling and low
colouration that made them 90 popular to begin with.
When you've already attracted rave reviews, you
don't change your
whole act. You

j
.tvitHARFEDALE

keep trYing to make RANK WHARFEDALE LTD, H1GHFIELD RD,
it

better still.

IDLE, BRADFORD. YORKSHIRE TEL: 0274 611151

Microprocessor- controlled
equaliser/analysers -Postscript...
Peter Mapp concludes his look at the dbx 2020 & the Sansui SE-9
IN MARCH, I looked at how two micro'processor-controlled equaliser/analysers,
the Sansui SE- 9 and the dbx 2020, worked
and what they can do to improve the overall
sound quality and frequency balance of ahi-fi
system. This month Iintend to follow up
some of the points raised last month and also
look more perhaps at what conventional
frequency equalisers cannot do and why this
is so — be they microprocessor- controlled or
otherwise.
The general conclusions I reached last
month regarding the subjective improvements brought about by using the equalisers
were that although the bass end boominess
could be reduced, it was still far from perfect.
Furthermore, after equalisation, the midrange seemed to be rather lacking, whereas
the high frequencies tended to be rather
exaggerated. In addition the stereo image
was also occasionally slightly degraded.
Whilst the equalisers could undoubtedly
bring about gross changes to the perceived
frequency balance, one was left wondering
after awhile just what one should be hearing.
This is further compounded by the fact that
I know my room is rather bass heavy;
whereas Ido not purport to imagine Ican
'listen through' this characteristic, sudden
change — as can be brought about by an
equaliser for an example — can come as quite
a shock and could perhaps be met with a
slight over- reaction. To help temper my own
view, the reactions of anumber of colleagues
and friends were sought and their remarks
have been taken into account along with my
personal observations.
Fig. 1 summarises where we left off last
month, the top trace showing an analysis of
the sound-field at the listening position before
and after automatic equalisation ( using the
dbx 20/20) whilst the lower trace shows what
happened when Iequalised the system by
ear. Ifound that abetter perceived frequency
balance could be produced by averaging a
number of equalisation curves taken at a
number of positions around the listening
position. This, perhaps, is not such asurprising result, as the sound-field at any one
position in anormal living room is unique and
may differ appreciably to that detected and
integrated by the two ears of a normal
listener. Fig. 2 illustrates this effect by showing the 1/
3 octave spectra obtained by measuring at three positions adjacent to the main
listening position. Variations of up to 10dB
were found to occur within agiven 1/
3 octave
band, with variations of 4 or 5dB being
common over the critical midband region.
By employing the averaging facility on the

20/20, such variations did seem to be
smoothed out, resulting in an improved
frequency balance. The equalisation curves
produced by both the Sansui and dbx equalisers were, in fact, much smoother than expected, forming a continuous curve rather
than aseries of discrete peaks and dips. With
such a characteristic it is obviously not
possible to iron out every wrinkle in the
measured response. Equally, not every
aberration in the response, as measured in
this way, will necessarily be audible. Peaks
are much more noticeable than dips, for
example. Equally, the height or depth of the
irregularity and its bandwidth are important.
Now when using conventional frequency
compensating filters it is generally possible
to smooth out apeak, provided that the filter
is set to the correct frequency and has the
right bandwidth. This is not the case for a
notch, however. This fact is clearly illustrated
in figs. 1 and 2. For example, both figures
show there to be alarge dip centred on 50Hz
and apeak at 100/125Hz. Equalisation, either
automatic or manual, does not correct for the
dip — but the peak does appear to have been
controlled ( to some extent at least). In fact,
neither aberration has been correctly compensated for. To see exactly why this should
be is really beyond the scope of this article,
but Iwill attempt abrief explanation coupled
with some measurements, oscillograms and
illustrations, both specially prepared for the
case in point and taken from some research I
have been conducting for the last two to three
years. The problem that the ear/brain can
distinguish between first and later, reflected,
arrivals ( and thus gross signal equalisation is
perhaps not desirable) will be examined next
month.

obviously have been caused by the interaction of the loudspeaker and the room. Basically areflection or series of reflections must be
combining with the loudspeaker's output at
this frequency to cause the peak. The obvious
answer, it would seem, would be simply to
reduce the output of the loudspeaker at this
frequency ( or over the appropriate frequency
band) so that the combination of loudspeaker
and room is brought under control and the
apparently all-important ' flat response' once
more achieved. This is precisely what happened when the 20/20 was let loose and went
through its automatic compensation routine
as the top trace in fig. 1shows.
However, our ears are not only sensitive to
frequency balance but also take into account
signal arrival times and the envelope wave
shape of asound or musical note. Fig. 3gives
us a little more insight into what is happening. The top trace shows the input tone- burst
(centred on 110Hz in fact), whereas the
bottom trace shows how this simple waveform becomes temporally distorted by the
room. Subjectively, the effect is to produce an
over- emphasised, rather loose, bass sound.
Apart from losing detail from the attack and
decay characteristics of a note, the slower
attack and decay times also affect the perceived loudness and timbre.
Fig. 4shows what happened after equalisation — the top and bottom traces depicting the
'before' and ' after' situations. As can be
clearly seen the 'flat' equalisation does reduce the overall amplitude of a note at this
frequency and hence its loudness and obtrusiveness, but the equalisation does not compensate for the wave shape, aparameter that
is just as equally important. The result is that,
although the obtrusiveness and overemphasis of this frequency band is considerably reduced, a loose bass quality is still
perceived whilst detail generally appears to
suffer.

Let's begin by looking at the peak at 125Hz.
Now this is a very convenient peak as it
coincides almost exactly with one of the ten
filters available on the dbx 20/20 equaliser
and so should be a ' sitting duck', as far as
equalisation is concerned, as it were. ( The
fact that equalisers generally comprise a
few filters with fixed frequencies is, of course,
a considerable limitation to their potential
effectiveness to begin with, as room response anomalies are rarely obliging enough
to coincide with the rather arbitrary filters and
control available!)
The first point to consider when studying
fig. 1is to ask why there should be a peak at
125Hz in the first place. Provided that the
loudspeakers have a basically flat frequency
response — which they have — the peak must

Whilst conducting the above tests Ibecame
aware of avery nasty resonance occurring at
a lower frequency — but with considerable
harmonic content. This was eventually tracked down to the large window pane resonating
and ' hanging on' very audibly after anote had

FIG. 3 (Right): Tone-burst
input (top) and room
response (bottom)at 110Hz
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FIG. 4Effect of equalisation on 110Hz resonance. Top, no
EG; bottom, with E0

e,itoot
Wf i
th
riy4 t,
FIG. 5Window resonance and 'hangover at 35Hz. Top,
normal; bottom, with E0

FIG. 6Room response at LF, a, b, c, dtop to bottom, (a) 50Hz
input; (b) roam pick-up, no EQ; (c) room with E01,-1548 at
63Hz); (4)30Hz sine-wave to show how 50Hz should appeer
(but LS output well down here)

ended.
Automatic
equalisation
again
appeared to be stumped by such a phenomenon, as fig. 5shows. The top trace shows
the ' in room response' to atone- burst, the
lower trace after equalisation.
Changing my attention to the severe dip
occurring in the 50Hz band again led to some
interesting results. As fig. 1shows, neither
manual nor automatic equalisation had much
effect here, in fact if anything equalisation
made the situation worse!
Reverting to the time domain, rather than
the more usual frequency domain, again
helps to shed some light on the situation as
shown in fig. 6. Thefop trace shows the input
tone- burst, whilst the centre two traces show

what happened in the room, before and after
equalisation, respectively. The bottom trace
is the ' in the room response' at 30Hz just to
show that the loudspeakers were actually
capable of responding at low frequencies.
(The loudspeakers were again Celestion SL6s
— all traces and inputs were taken with the
identical equipment settings.)
At 50Hz, the problem was not so much one
of the waveform distortion, more one of no
waveform at all! As can be seen from fig. 6the
equalised waveform is virtually identical to
the non-equalised despite the fact that the
63Hz filter was set to its maximum of + 15dB
corresponding to apower output increase of
31 times the original I!
As Isaid last month, Ididn't really feel that
the equalisers got to grips with problems at
the low frequency end of things!
Nor for that matter did a full parametric
equaliser! A parametric equaliser — unlike a
conventional graphic equaliser — provides
control not only of the amount of cut or boost
at aparticular frequency, but also allows the
frequency of its operation of the filter to be
continuously varied or tuned. Furthermore,
the filter bandwidth can also be adjusted, but
even such ahighly adjustable filter could not
compensate for the dip occurring at 50Hz. As
with the conventional equalisers, peaks could
be reduced, but the attack and decay characteristics were just as poor. By narrowing
down the bandwidth of the filter, the effects at
adjacent frequencies were benefically reduced, but accurate adjustment and tuning
proved to be difficult, even with the aid of my
'/3 octave real time analyser, and fast sweeping narrow band spectrum analyser.
But how important are these peaks and
dips, and does it matter that the response is
not perfectly flat? The answer to the first
question is, yes, the peaks and dips are
important, but the answer to the second
question is that I do not think that the
response should be perfectly flat in any case.
A major effect noted when using the Sansui
and dbx equalisers in their automatic mode
was the over-emphasis at high frequencies.
Again averaging the equalisation curves
helped, but the net result was still too strident
and rather fatiguing — yet the measured
response was pretty flat without any major
peaks. So why should the final balance sound
so toppy?
The answer is that the sensing microphone
does not ' hear' in the same way that our two
ears and brain do. For example, the sensing
microphone is nominally omnidirectional,
NARROW BAND
yet our ears have
ANALYSIS OF
distinct directional
UNEOUALISED
ROOM LIS
characRESPONSE IN
1066

teristics, being very much more sensitive to
sounds arriving from one direction than
another. Furthermore, the ear has a finite
integration time; sounds arriving within the
integration period fuse fully with the sound
heard directly from the loudspeaker, but later
arriving sounds are treated in arather different way which is also direction dependent! It
has been suggested that the ear's integration
time is frequency dependent, perhaps integrating for afixed number of cycles rather than
afixed time period. At high frequencies eg,
above 5kHz or so, according to my calculations, the majority of room reflections will
arrive outside the integration period, adding
to the overall perceived balance on aweighted basis, and will consequently have less of an
effect than one might imagine. The integration time of the microphone and analyser is,
however, considerably longer than a few
milliseconds and will thus 'think' that the
signal is down in HF and boost it accordingly,
resulting in the over-emphasis. Interestingly,
the Celestion SL6 loudspeakers used for the
tests do, in fact, have a gently rolling-off
frequency response to begin with, so presumably the equaliser also tried to ' correct'
for this as well. In addition, the microphones
supplied with the equalisers are not totally
omnidirectional at high frequencies, which
could result in a low HF reading being
obtained and hence incorrectly compensated
for. dbx are obviously aware of these HF
problems, having incorporated a high frequency roll-off control into the 20/20. Interestingly, most people found the curve too
severe, the resultant balance becoming too
dull! (The slope is 1dB per octave above
2kHz.) Obviously the question of balance is an
extremely critical one!
Whilst listening to the equalised and nonequalised system, apart from perceiving an
overall change to the frequency balance, I
noticed that the timbre of certain instruments
completely changed. The effect was particularly noticeable with bass guitar and bass
drum. Another very apparent example was
the telephone ' hang up tone' on lOCC's '
Don't
hang up'. Here the harmonic structure was
completely altered when the equaliser was
switched in or out, but which was right — was
either? In order to settle the matter Iconducted a spectrum analysis of the ' hang up
tone' before it was fed to the loudspeaker ( it
occurs only on one channel), and compared it
to the ' in room response' — with and without
equalisation. The results are shown in fig. 7.
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WICKS — WHERE PEOPLE
AND PRICES MATTER!

To
reserve equipment , r1 stock, tust ring
Colchester ( 0206) 78807 and we'll hold
it for you for 18 hours giving you time
to call personally or send your
settlement by post. Telephone call
always welcome.
Colchester ( 0206) 1984213)4

•R

OTE(

• REVOX • SANSUI
• SHURE • TECHNI•
CS S•ONY

ImANY rviotif

TANOBERG • YAMAHA ANO

When customers come to Wicks we like to think - in fact
we know- that customers leave our shop more th.an satisfied
with the service we give. Why? Well we are very selective in the
staff we employ, they are all Hi -Fi enthusiasts eager to share
'-;*"
their own experiences and give unbiased advice on Hi -Fi and
audio reproduction and help in choosing just one piece of equipment
or a complete stereo system with equal enthusiasm.
ORDERING BY TELEPHONE

F ERGUSO N

• FISHER • HITACHI* ILEF
• NATIONAL PANASONIC

ORDERING BY POST

Simply write telling us what you
want enclos,ng cheque or Postal Order to cover cost plus
£5 delivery charge by Securicor.
CREDIT FACILITIES Make use of your
ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD Give us your
number by phone - do it before 12 noon
and we will guarantee same day despatch
come and see our complete range of VIDEO
EQUIPMENT, including Recorders, cameros.
Tapes. etc.

DEMONSTRATIONS
Our staff have an
intimate knowledge of
all the Hi Fi apparatusl_ —
we stock. A comprehensive range of equipment on permanent
demonstration.

— THE HOME
OF ALL THAT IS
BEST IN HI-FI
AUDIO VIDEO
ETC

PART
EXCHANGE
WELCOME

11

Anything
considered.
To personal
callers only.

GUARANTEE.

Everything from Wicks
is covered by the manufacturer's own
guarantee usually 1 or 3 years. During
the guarantee period. we will SerVICP

the eq.uprbent free of charge. If you
return the goods via a carrier, you pay
the forward carriage, we pay the return.

DISCOUNT
HI-FI

D T. WICKS P. CO., 49 55 NORTH STATION RD., COLCHESTER,
ESSEX
TELEPHONE: COLCHESTER ( 0206) 49842 3 4
After hours Colchester 42166 Telephone Orders Colchester 78807

Ten good tips for you...
Even the best amplifiers and loudspeakers need a
clean, accurate source if they are to give the
greatest listening pleasure. Improve your listening
pleasure by using one of the new LogBellex
cartridges, manufactured using the latest
design and construction techniques. With
achoice of ten models, from budget
priced moving magnet cartridges to
moving coil designs for ultimate sound
reproduction, there is aLogBellex
cartridge for you.
LogBellex cartridges give you superior
sound at affordable prices. That is why, if you
want the best from your records, you simply have to...

wELLEx
i
LOG
...listen to

1

7o: Tannoy Distribution Limited

1

Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde
I Scotland MLS 4TF
Please send
me details
on the
LogBellex
range
of cartridges.
Name

I

I

Address

The Better Cartridge Range I

HFJ
IBM
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As can be seen the variations are quite gross.
Little wonder Iheard asignificant difference.
Interestingly, the non-equalised version
appears to match the original better than the
equalised, which was what my ears were
telling me!
There would therefore appear to be substantial limits as to just what aconventional
frequency equaliser can do, be it microprocessor-controlled or not. Two questions
immediately spring to mind: ( 1) Why is control
limited? ( 2) Have we reached the limit as far
as electronic compensation is concerned, or
will full compensation for room effects ever
be possible?
To answer the second question first: no, we
have definitely not reached the limit as far as
electronic compensation is concerned - quite
how far we can go it is not yet possible to tell,
but some of the scope traces and graphs I
have included give agood indication of what
will be possible in the future. As regards the
first question, why are current equalisers so
limited, Iwill briefly explain.
So far we have looked at what is happening
in terms of a 1
/ octave band spectrum
2
analysis - however, even this conceals a
multitude of sins which, in turn, give us the
clue to what is going on. It is therefore
necessary to conduct anarrow- band analysis
of the situation; this unfortunately at first
glance does look rather complex - which
indeed it is - but much can also be learnt as
well.
Fig. 8 shows the response of a small
loudspeaker determined by conventional V3
octave analysis, but fig. 9, however, shows us
what is really happening - rather different,
aren't they? The narrow- band analysis shows
FIG. 3
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FIG. 15 (Be/ow): Correction
of waveform using adaptive
digital filter. Mid, input signal;
top, room response with
decaying mode; bottom,
corrected response
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FIG. 16 Another example of room correction. Top, input;
middle, normal room response; bottom, corrected response

there to be a series of standing waves
occurring, forming afairly complex transfer
function between loudspeaker and microphone ( listener). This transfer function
produces severe colorations which no
amount of fiddling with the equaliser controls
could remove - automatically or otherwiseeven though aflatter response is measured,
as shown in fig. 10. Again, the 1/
3 octave
analysis conceals important data as fig. 11
the narrow- band analysis illustrates. The way
in which the 20/20 equalised or flattened the
response can be clearly seen; however, the
fine structure responsible for the coloration
effects ( as opposed to the overall frequency
balance) has not been corrected. The above
responses are somewhat artificial because of
their simplicity, but serve to explain what can
happen when aspeaker is placed in aroom.
Fig. 12a illustrates a rather more typical
response curve or transfer function for a
room, and 12b again shows what happened
when automatically equalised. The peaks and
dips in the response are in excess of 30dB which is quite typical. (Although not 'flat', the
response of the loudspeaker used in the test
was actually fairly smooth!)
Now it may seem incredible, but it is
possible to compensate accurately for the
responses shown in figs 9and 12. However, a
rather different approach needs to be
adopted. Rather than taking an ' off the peg'
set of filters and hoping they will fit the bill, a
'tailor made' filter set is required - which
allows adjustments to be made precisely at
any given frequency or combination of frequencies. In other words aself-adapting filter
which matches the complex transfer function
characteristic is required. Figs 13, 14, 15 show

FIG. 17 Correction of room 'hangover'. Top, normal response
of room to 4cycle tone-burst; bottom, after compensation

what control is available when such afilter:set
is realised. As shown, almost complete control is available, the effects of the loudspeakers' hostile environment being negated. Of
course the same results can be produced by
correctly treating the room - but plugging in
an electronic box is so much easier. There is
still much work to be done before such a
complex filter is likely to be 'that indispensable aid which every hi-fi system should
have', but Iam sure that the next generation
of microprocessor-controlled equalisers will
be based around this philosophy rather than
today's rather take-it-or- leave- it approach,
using sets of fixed frequency and fixed 'Cr
filters. Another advantage of my approach is
that provided the filters are configured correctly, the transient response will also be
corrected, as figs 16 and 17 show. Thus not
only will the frequency response be smoother
but the all important attack and decay characteristics will also be preserved intact. Is
perfect reproduction in the home now in
sight? Iwonder
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to suit your pocket.
Like to win £ 1,000? ...Who wouldn't!
It's sound advice to buy Shure at any time, but our 'Sounds
Terrific Competition offers you achance not to be missed.
Buy any genuine Shure manufactured and packaged pick-up
cartridge or stylus between February 1st and 30th April 1982
and you could win a
cheque for £ 1,000.
Your local Hi Fi dealer
has the products and the
details. Go and sound nim
out before it's too late.
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Shure Electronics Ltd.
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magnesium headshell. The cartridges with higher compliance have
lower resonant frequencies, and the damping of each cartridge at LF is
indicated by the severity ( Q) of the peak. In lower mass arms, the peak
would have adifferent Q and be at ahigher frequency in each case;
ideally it should lie at about 12±2Hz.

Eight pickup cartridges
IT IS ONE thing to show that acartridge has no major problems that
Ilie in the way of it working as it should, but entirely another to give an
absolute judgement of its musical merit. Not because it is in any way
especially difficult to make such an assessment, but because what
holds true in one record playing system may be conspicuously wrong
in the next.
The main reason arises from the following visualisation of arecord
playing system. Such asystem consists of four parts: the turntable,
the arm, the cartridge and the record. The input circuit of the
accompanying amplifier, along with the wiring between amp and
arm, should also be considered as part of the system in that it has a
direct effect on the cartridge output, but there isn't the same kind of
dynamic interaction that happens between the first four mechanical
bits, so we'll leave it out of the argument for now.
The job of playing music relies on the ability of the stylus to follow
the groove detail whilst the cartridge body follows the average
position of the groove. Nothing else matters mechanically, and cartridge
characteristics, unless they interfere with this situation, are really
peripheral to the process. But which factors define the relationship
between cartridge body and record groove?
The answer is that all four bits play apart, but the record is afixed
and inviolate part of the system, and the dominant disturbing
characteristics in most situations are likely to arise from the turntable
and arm, rather than the cartridge.
Whatever the inadequacies and shortcomings of this model, the
situation described seems well justified by the realities. A poor
turntable/arm combination cannot, in practice, be ' rescued' by ahigh
quality cartridge, and conversely agood turntable/arm combination
cannot be easily spoiled by the cartridge, however modest the latter —
within reason. In other words, the dominant role, Ifeel, is played by
the dominant mechanical bits — the turntable and arm.
None of this is to deny the importance of the cartridge or to belittle
the differences between agood and abad one. The idea is simply to
establish an order of priorities when planning a record playing
system, and to set the guiding principle behind this group of tests.
Translated into practice, this means putting together asuccessful
record player — successful in the subjective sense, that is — and
inserting each cartridge in turn into this system. Inevitably this
procedure means that the results are only truly relevant for the test
system, and that the comments that result are, in most respects,
comments about the system as awhole, and not the cartridge on its
own: but Ihave tried to separate the cartridge characteristics from the
whole as much as possible.
Test procedure
The measurement part of the tests of these cartridges was done, in
the main, by Stan Curtis. In no way were the measurements intended
to confirm the manufacturer's data — though they were checked
against each other to make sure nothing was radically amiss. The
intention, as far as possible, was simply to establish the basic
mechanical and electrical parameters which would suggest problem
areas for later study (though, as it turned out the measurements were
done in the main after the bulk of the listening had been completed)
and sort out the facts needed to decide what kind of arm and what
kind of amplifier input would be necessary.
All the following measurements were made with the cartridges
mounted in ADC headshells fitted to aFidelity Research arm mounted
on an Oracle turntable. The FR was thought to be the most suitable
vehicle for these mainly low compliance cartridges, given that an
interchangeable headshell was desirable at this stage. In the event,
although they all worked OK in this quite massy assembly, there was
more than asuggestion of the dog being wagged by the tail, and a
lower mass arm was clearly required in practice for at least some of
them. In any case, certain cartridges ( Inoticed this in the main with the
Ortofon) took on a somewhat ' leaden' and detached bass quality
which did not happen with some other arms (this cannot be assumed
to be aproblem of the arm itself without further evidence, it.may be
merely an example of the kind of interdependence a cartridge
performance has with the parts of the system it works with).
Frequency responseThe curves were plotted at 3mm/s. The effectively
dampened pen writing speed prevents the plot looking excessively noisy
but means that what remains, where it happens over a broad
frequency band, is certainly likely to be signicant. The main response
plots finish at 20Hz and are therefore in most cases detached from the
corresponding LF resdnance plots.
Separation Due to a breakdown in a swept filter normally used for
these measurements, the curve is hand drawn from aseries of points
between lkHz and 20kHz. Spot frequencies were taken from aDIN test
record using an HP spectrum analyser, and separation is the average
of the two channels viz L- R and R- L.
LF arm/cartridge resonance Measured in FR 64fx arm with ADC
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Output This is adirect voltage measurement taken at lkHz from atest
tone cut at 5cm/s.
Channel balance is RH channel relative to LH channel.
Resistance Cartridge internal coil resistance, see text.
THD This is adiagnostic check rather than one that can be directly
related to anything specific. Low vertical distortion implies good
stylus geometry and correct VTA, whilst low lateral distortion (which
was measured at quite ahigh recorded velocity) is atest of tracking
ability, in the main.
All measurements were done with the cartridges loaded with
100ohms except the moving- magnet models ( see text).
In addition to the above, the tracking tests incorporated on the
Ortofon and HFS 81 test records, and the arm/cartridge resonance
tests on the Ortofon test record were tried, and the results
incorporated in the test as appropriate.
The listening tests were split into two parts. The main part was with
each cartridge mounted in turn on aLinn lttok arm ( kindly loaned by
James Michael Hughes) which was quick-changed with my own arm
fitted with a Linn Asak cartridge, afairly straightforward procedure
because the arm detaches from its base easily. The turntable was a
Linn Sondek LP12, and the rest of the system used was aNaim 32/250
and the recently revised version of the Linn SARA.
In addition, the tests were repeated with the cartridges mounted (on
the ADC headshells again) on aRega 3turntable — quick comparative
testing being possible this way. Records used were many and varied,
but consisted in almost all cases of standard releases (mostly
classical, but partly rock) some dating back to the early days of stereo.
No digital records, and only one 'super-cut' was used — the latter being
the MFSL Solti/Beethoven 9 — the idea being to concentrate on
basically honest sounding records, regardless of ultimate technical
quality.

The models

Before looking at each cartridge, let's introduce them as agroup.
Although they cover a wide band of prices, they are all quite
expensive, and in some cases very expensive. Inevitably, therefore,
the majority are moving-coils. But two are not: the ADC Astrion, which
is aconventional ( but expensive) moving- magnet, and the Pickering
XLZ/7500, amoving- magnet with some of the properties of an m-c.
The other six cartridges are all more or less conventional
moving-coils. There's one from ADC, to rival the Astrion for top
ranking in their line-up. Ortofon's MC200 is also included — anewly
designed cartridge built onto an SME/IEC adaptor. The other four
come from Japan: the Fidelity Research MC201, the Elite MCP555, the
new budget Karat— the Dynavector DV-50A— and finally an up-market
m-cfrom Pioneer.

ADC Astrion
ADC, which is a US owned company and distributed in the UK by
BSR, had a successful and well liked range of moving-magnet
cartridges ( GLM, VLM, XLM etc) and aproblem. The problem was how
to expand their penetration of the field which since the introduction of
this range has crept — no, swung heavily — up-market.
And the answer? After arelatively unsuccessful attempt to expand
sideways with the Integra range of integrated versions of their
standard range ( integrated cartridges, by and large, have failed to find
aniche in the UK), ADC have come up with acouple of what might best
be described as 'tactical' products. These are the Astrion movingmagnet, and the MC1.5, a moving-coil — ADC's first.
The MC1.5 is examined later. The Astrion, though, is a
relatively straightforward ( I
would have said predictable,
but Ididn't predict it) development of the standard m-m
series, and includes the application of clever technology
in the form of a gemstone
cantilever,
refined
stylus
shape
and
revised
pivot
assembly, to their standard
generator/body arrangement
as exemplified by the XLM and ZLM. It is, in every sense, a 'flagship'
model ( which the MC1.5 is not), but to prove ADC are serious about
selling it they have just reduced its price from £250 to amuch more
reasonable £215 (typical VAT inclusive price).
The Astrion uses the familiar body and atransparent clip-on stylus
assembly. Plastic flexi-screws are supplied, to show that the designers
have overlooked at least one important design point, and were
discarded for the tests.
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electrical loading requirements are much more specific— and unusual
Instead of the usual few ohms coil resistance which would imply ai
amplifier loading of around 100 ohms, as for most of the cartridges if
this report, the ADC has a coil resistance of no less than 93 ohm:
(measured). A look at the output voltage shows why: the output is ir
fact considerably higher than usual for an m-c, and although still alo
lower than for an m-m cartridge, it worked very happily into the m-n•
input of the Naim 32 and was still able to drive the power amp flat out
albeit at higher-than- usual volume settings. Noise was acceptabl‘
low, too, because the m-cstill has a much lower source resistance
than an m- m.

Measurement
Designed for 300pF loading into a standard m-m phono input, the
Astrion had a measured 2dB fall-off in HF response and a slight
suck-out in the octave above 3kHz, fairly typical for an m- m cartridge
and perhaps indicative that the generator has been stretched to the
limits of its design capabilities — or beyond. Separation, too, was much
poorer than average for this group at 16dB/10kHz, but channel balance
was excellent and output healthy at in excess of 1mV/cm/s.
Compliance is in the medium class and the Astrion really needs alow
to medium mass arm for ideal results. Both FR and Rega arms are abit
on the massy side but the lttok suited well, and probably marks the
upper limit of acceptable arm inertia for it to shunt around.
By m- m standards, the Astrion is not a wonderful tracker of test
records, especially of the high frequency test bands, but it compares
well with many of the m-cs in this report.

On audition
This cartridge has asomewhat rich balance which, allied to its very
smooth and refined sound quality, fails to exploit properly the
dynamics inherent in many recordings. Sounding a little different
from an earlier sample of this model tried some months ago, Ifound
myself admiring it rather than really liking it, as it seemed to detract
from the Linn/Naim system's normally very real ability to project the
architecture of a complex work as a solid and real entity. Stereo
imagery, whilst stable and precise, was rather laid back and flat, and
the wholewill
qualities
wasrender
alittleittoo
suitable
polite for
for a
my
bright
tastes.
or Still,
harshperhaps
sounding
these
system
very
as an ameliorative measure. Both extreme bass and extreme treble
were obviously alittle soft in irdpact — and in the case of the bass end,
soft in definition, too — and these factors probably provide the key to
the way it auditions. Iwonder on what sort of hi-fi system the final
development work was done?
There was one other problem too — one which was somewhat
program dependent, but which was always present when a record
contained a lot of high frequency information cut at high level. The
sound appeared to change in sound quality with ( recorded) level,
drying out and sounding noticeably harder and more ragged at high
levels. There are several possible reasons for this: incipient mistracking perhaps, or the generator going non-linear under certain
circumstances; Idon't know. At its new low(er) price, it is reasonable,
but not good, value for money.

If the Astrion is ADC's flagship, the MC1.5 is, Isuppose, their flyer,
marking ADC's attempt to tackle the increasingly important market for
moving-coils which has been vigorously promoted ( by the Japanese,
in particular). This is not to imply that it is not meant to sell in quantity
though: as with the Astrion, the MC1.5 has just had its price chopped —
from £250 to £215.
Supplied in avery handy leather bag, the MC1.5 is alow output m-c
with manufacturer replaceable
stylus. It has aclaimed tip mass
resonance at 50kHz (the figure
for the Astrion is 30kHz so the
m-c has considerably lower tip
mass). Unusually for an m-c, the
body is made from carbon fibre,
which has adegree of flexibility
in some planes, at least, and it
was possible to distort the body
with excessive tightening of the
fixing screws.
The cartridge weighs just 5gms, low for an m-c, and is of medium
compliance, being best suited, therefore, to low/medium mass arms.
Where the Astrion has asolid rod sapphire cantilever, the MC1.5 has a
titanium tube.

Measurements
The internal damping of the MC1.5 is very good, and it is therefore
reasonably tolerant of different arm masses in practice, but the
ADC MC1.5
•-•
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On audition
The main impediment to the success of the MC1.5 is the fact that it
joins amore than crowded marketplace, full of any number of really
rather good cartridges. It won't fail for any other reason. Where the
Astrion is smooth, rich and laid-back sounding, the MC1.5 is smooth,
rich but has plenty of get up and go (the correct technical term is
'zip').
The very slightly ' humped' top end frequency response may be
partially responsible for the characteristic ADC balance, but the
reproduction of music doesn't suffer in consequence. The weight and
projection in the bass of the Linn Asak is missing from the MC1.5 but
the bass nevertheless remains tuneful and clear when loaded by a
47k-ohm m-m input. The rest of the frequency band also reproduces
and
well,'stop'
with properly
as in realshaped
life. Tonal
instruments
colours are
which
believable,
have theifability
alittletodenser
'start
than usual, and stereo imagery is both clear, and not limited to the
plane of the speakers as for the Astrion. In short, adetailed and clear
sound quality, that doesn't come unstuck on the difficult bits, and,
apart from a little bass lightness, one that recreates recorded
dynamics convincingly.
But Iam left wondering if the MC1.5 could not be induced to sound
even better if it had aproperly solid body like most of its competitors.
ADC's supplied plastic screws cannot be tightened by the way— whilst
steel screws slacken off after afew hours use unless over-tightened.
And ADC should rethink their loading recommendations.

Dynavector DV-50A

ADC MC1.5

II

Into the 470 ohm m-Cinput the MC1.5 also sounded OK, but with a
slightly flabby sounding bass — due, Ibelieve, to the fact that the
cartridge needs to see more or less an open circuit for proper bass
behaviour. ADC recommended just '200 ohms or less' but surely they
have miscalculated? Such afigure will reduce the output voltage noticeably and run the risk of frequency response errors; 470 ohms would be a
sensible minimum, I
suggest. The MC1.5 is also significantly (for an mc) inductive, which could lead to other loading problems.
Other performance areas were OK, with notably good tracking
ability of test records — better than the Astrion, in fact. The stylus is a
nude elliptical with a better than average finish.
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This is arecent addition to the Dynavector range and appears to be a
'cut price' Karat. The specifications talk of ashort length cantilever,
though the one fitted, apparently a conventional aluminium pipe,
doesn't appear all that short on amicroscope inspection ( it measures
5mm, in fact). There was a surprisingly large amount of what
appeared to be glue on the top surface of the cantilever, which was
otherwise well finished, but in view of the measured results, and those
from audition, there seems every possibility that this glue increased
the effective tip mass beyond what it should have been. Whatever the
facts in this case, the microscope inspection came late in the day, and
did not leave time to test asecond sample.

Measurements
Like an increasing number of m-c cartridges, the DV50A is of
moderately high compliance (specified at 20cu, though there are
indications the dynamic figure is alittle lower). Although there may be
no great harm in high compliance, Iregard it as specification chasing,
there not being all that much correlation between tracking ability and
compliance, except at low frequencies. On the other hand, the
trade-offs in arm structure that result from the requirement for low
arm mass are inevitable and severe, and this trend has been resisted
by most m-cmakers up to now.
For a low output m-c, the
DV50A has a fairly healthy
voltage output but a coil
resistance which is accordingly much higher than
average (though still onethird that of the ADC MC1.5).
Coincidentally, though, the
Pioneer gives almost exactly
the same result, and an even
higher output voltage. No
electrical
loading
recommendation is made in the
instructions, but using a
reasonable rule of thumb,
470 ohms should be about right.
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The measured frequency response shows abroadly based plateau
output over the midband, both bass and treble being about 2dB down
relative to the 100Hz-2kHz level. The output seems to die alittle further
above 15kHz, but this is probably not of great significance.
The only other measured oddity — but unfortunately an important
one — is the DV50A's lack of tracking ability. By this Idon't mean the
situation where the cartridge tracks happily up to aspecific recorded
velocity and then goes to pieces ( atypical m-ccharacteristic but not a
problem if the ceiling is high enough). With this cartridge, there is a
'buzzy sound quality at almost all recorded velocities, which
increases steadily as levels get higher. Itake this to be amistracking
problem, but of the Decca type ( Decca owners will know that for all the
good qualities of that extraordinary cartridge, it was never able to
track securely). On the good side, however, notice the extraordinarily
good channel separation. This was the only cartridge that required
redrawing of separation to avoid it falling below graph paper limits!

On audition

On audition, the sound of the Dynavecior was clearly somewhat
dominated by its ' rounding-off' frequency response (the measured
response was not totally in accord with the supplied plot, by the way,
but all the responses were made in the same way and were consistent
with expectations in the majority of cases), and its inability to track
cleanly.
Thus the sound quality tended to hardness, but became progressively harder still at high levels, which led to asomewhat aggressive
presentation of music, and some inconsistencies in listening comments.
At best, the DV50A gave good stereo and asolid, stable and tuneful
presentation of music. The loss of HF wasn't all that apparent on
audition — on the contrary, the DV50A gave avery detailed and quite
lively 'edge' to the music it was playing.
At worst, though, the other factors overweighed the good qualities,
and the sound took on a hard, glassy or glarey quality. The overall
effect was usually quite vigorous and exciting, but too assertively
hi-fi-ish for long term comfort, and distinctly coarse too.
There are signs here of a good cartridge struggling to get out.
Perhaps more care at the manufacturing stage would have ensured
that it did?

Elite MCP555
This is an established design, intended to compete at the top of the
market, and bearing aprice tag to match. It is also atraditional m-cin
that it is of low compliance ( aclaimed 8cu) and designed to track at
about 29m (the stylus is non user- replaceable, of course). Its mass is
moderate at 7gm and it will work at its best in medium or high mass
arms — though surprisingly the
FR seemed once again a bit on
the massy side for ideal results.
The MCP555 was one of the
earlier cartridges on the UK
market with aboron cantilever,
the claimed advantages being a
higher stiffness/mass ratio and
less phase errors at HF. In addition to the boron cantilever, the
MCP555 is fitted with a refined
Parabolic stylus which is soldered to the cantilever. There
was little excess solder visible
and the finish of the stylus was superb.
The body of the Elite presents alarge flat surface for mating to the
headshell, but the piece that surrounds and protects the main working
bits around the cantilever pivot was insufficiently well fixed on one
sample of this model, and fell off once whilst playing a record —
without any serious consequences, luckily.

Measurements

Although the MCP555 exhibits the usual m-cgo/no go tracking ability
(as compared to many m- m cartridges which seem to have very high
ultimate limits but practically never sound all that secure) the Elite
does, in fact, have very high limits before letting go— both at HF and at
the bass end of the scale. The Elite is rarely caught out in practice
either, though it can react rather too energetically to record surface
noise and scratches, which may be asymptom of mistracking.
This on the other hand may be asimple case of frequency response
that rises sharply at high frequencies. The measurements show anear
4dB rise at 20kHz which is preceded by ashallow but very wide depHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ression between 1 and 7kHz. Separation, though, is fair and the
characteristic smooth, though it clearly reduces at HF close to the
approach of vinyl/tip mass resonance.
Coil resistance is very low, and the output voltage is correspondingly low— the MCP555 being well suited to a100 ohm input as suggested
in the very clear instructions ( but no less suitable for the 470 ohms
used for test). Channel balance was a little awry on the measured
sample, and vertical distortion (with the arm tube horizontal) on the
high side. Although not measured, Idid try lowering the base of the
arm as suggested in the instructions, and got a noticeably more
focused sound on some records — but over-sensitivity to VTA can
never really be corrected for, in practice, as the cutting angle of
records tends to vary quite widely still ( despite what the manufacturers of cutters would like us to believe).

On audition

Best characterised as an open, very clear and powerful sounding
cartridge which does not sound obstructive of definition or recorded
dynamics, the MCP555 nevertheless has amarginal ' boom and tizz'
characteristic, as expected from the measurements. Competing
designs like the Asak have an important quality the Elite lacks, which is
a feeling of integration, of seamlessness from extreme bass to
extreme treble, which allows music to ' hang together' dynamically.
With the Elite, the bass and the treble seemed somehow detached,
and my listening notes more than once refer to a ' hole in the middle'
effect with both arms used for tests.
ELITE
MCP555
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In addition, the Elite is distinctly bright — once again as predicted
from the frequency response plots, though here, as with the
Dynavector, the frequency response plot supplied by the manufacturer tells a slightly different story of an all- but-totally-flat upper
characteristic.
Ihave used the Elite ( on and off) for anumber of months, and regard
it as one of the better top price coils, but Icannot escape the
conclusion that ultimately, and despite abasically refined and tuneful
character, it can be alittle too assertive and obviously hi-fi-ish in that it
gives an exaggeratedly crisp and bright representation of reality
without the substance and weight really to make it believable. Good
then — but not quite good enough.

Fidelity Research MC201
Just to show that you can't rely on the measurements to tell the whole
story, the FR MC201 has afrequency response plot that looks quite like
that of the Elite — and other measurements that would also seem to
club them together. But you couldn't be more wrong if you thought
they sounded like each other.
FR are one of the few Japanese manufacturers of true esoterica that
get alook-in in the UK market— hardly surprising when you know that
the Japanese idea of esoterica is in the main beefy valve amps and
horn- loaded loudspeakers. The MC201 is the least expensive so far in
anew range which bear little or no resemblance to the models ( like the
FR1) that made Fidelity Research known in this country. Its metal can
body and the large flat area in contact with the headshell are
reminiscent of the Asak, though in other ways these are birds of a
different feather.

Measurements

This is another moderate mass design, similar to the Elite at about
7.5gm, and is of medium compliance which leads to afundamental
arm/cartridge resonance of moderate Oat around 7Hz on its matching
arm, the FR 64fx. The figure on the Rega was about the same and
because internal damping was only fair, the cartridge does tend to
jiggle about in the groove when subject to outside disturbance. The
Wok arm seemed aslightly more suitable platform all round, in fact,
and gave the best results Ihave had from this cartridge.
As implied earlier, the FR is another cartridge with abroad suck-out
in the region above 1kHz, rising
finally at high frequencies with
the approach of tip mass/vinyl
resonance. The separation plot
documents this, which is much
poorer on paper than the majority of competitive designs,
though this is not really evident
on audition.
Otherwise, the test results follow the pattern for alow output
low coil- resistance design such
as this (with, by the way, manufacturer replaceable stylus as
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of today's most challenging
loudspeakers
For us, hi-fi means what it says - extra time at
the thawing board, extra time and money on
research and development, extra care and
precision in material selection and control,
extra care in manufacture, extra care in
claimed specifications - in aword it means
AUDAN, the extra-ordinary fine loudspeakers
made to give hi-fi meaning again without
costing the earth.

AUDAN 5 'SILVER'
List price inc. V.A.T. per pair £86.00
Cabinets are finished in selected veneers
with special audio-transparent front grills.
Literature and name and address of your
nearest stockist on request.

At AUDAN we use only one drive unit per
loudspeaker, aprinciple that is finding
increasing favour among hi-fi purists because
of its freedom from distortion and colouration
which cross-over can introduce. Our cabinets,
craftsman built with pride to our own special
designs and to the standards of fine musical
instruments assure the finest possible quality
from the extreme high to extreme low
frequencies produced by the drive units. The
gain in clarity and spaciousness makes
listening to AUDAN anew and enduring
delight. Bass response is full and warm without
being boxy. Pat. Pending No. 8110400
Three models are currently available to cover
awide range of tastes and spending.
AUDAN 4 'GOLD'
List price inc. V.A.T. per pair £247.00
AUDAN 5 'GOLD'
List price inc. V.A.T. per pair £179.50

paL.an.

AUDAN AUDIO LIMITED

18B, MILL TRADING ESTATE, ACTON LANE, LONDON NVV10 7NP

01-460 1382

usual), the only point of criticism being of a rather wide channe
balance tolerance. The MC201 can certainly track well on both test
bands and music, though at very high recorded levels the sound tends
to become rather ragged and uncomfortable. The stylus is a very
small, nude elliptical ( Iunderstand) of excellent finish and ( as far as I
can judge) alignment, although the cantilever on my sample was
slightly canted over to one side.

uncritical of loading (greater than 10 ohms being the manufacturer's
recommendation) and in classic fashion for this marque, the output
voltage is alittle lower than for any of the other members of this group
of eight. The output, nevertheless, was quite sufficient for the Naim,
and should be equally satisfactory for other m-cinputs. Noise levels
shouldn't suffer, of course, because with the very low internal
resistance of this cartridge, it acts as an effective 'shunt' for preamp
generated hiss.
The frequency response plot shows arising top end preceded by a
dip — which is sufficiently small in width not to have alarge effect on
auditioning ( Isay this with the benefit of hindhearing) but the 3dB or
so rise at 20kHz is audible — and is also shown on the manufacturer's
published data. Separation is quite good, and the MC200 has first
class tracking ability on test records and music alike. It can be made to
mistrack but you have to search out suitable records carefully, and,
like several of the m-cs in this report, its tracking ability is easily the
match for most m- m cartridges, whatever criteria are used for
judgement.

On audition

By a respectable margin ( and trailed by the Ortofon) this was my
favourite cartridge of the group. This was despite some fairly obvious
flaws and some areas where several other cartridges did better.
The most serious of the flaws is asuggestion of the effect noted in
the Elite — of a disembodied treble and a lack of upper midrange
information. However, suggestion really is the operative word: the
201 doesn't sound or measure especially 'flat' (though it is within
±1dB limits throughout the measured area of operation). I've already
mentioned, too, that the sound changes with recorded level in that it
tends to become a bit ragged near its tracking limits — or what I
presume to be its tracking limits. But this is not acriticism in the way it
is with the Dynavector, or the Pioneer to come. The sound from the
201 stays very much the same as volume levels increase until quite
high levels are reached: asort of threshold effect that doesn't matter
too much because the threshold is high.
But the good points far outweigh the bad. Although the sound
doesn't bear the analytical hallmarks of some, it is nevertheless very
believeable in that dynamics are presented realistically and consistently, imagery is firm and has depth as well as width, and last — but
most important of all — music is presented with real weight, precision
and authority. A first class cartridge for the price.

Ortofon MC200
As the longest and most consistent protagonist of m-ccartridges in
the world, it is ironic that the continuing strength of Ortofon in the UK
is based on their moving-magnet range— though their oldest m-c, the
antiquated SPU, is being sold in good quantities in Japan and only a
year or so back won a prestigious prize as best imported hi-fi
component or something similar.

On audition

This was my firm second favourite, having some of the abilities that
characterise the FR, with a more overtly detailed and refined sound
quality. Its strengths are in many ways more obvious and immediately
appealing than the FR, which tends to grow on you after aperiod, but
these qualities are often more cosmetic than musically important. The great saving 9race of the Ortofon is its almost luminous
midrange/top, which is as clear and as open awindow to what is on
the record as you could wish for. It's the kind of sound that will have
many people wondering how they missed so much on their records
before.
All this, though, is allied to abass end that, whilst agile enough to be
called detailed and tuneful, nevertheless robs the music of its forward
momentum and power, leaving everything else sounding a bit
unexpansive in the loud bits and disembodied.
Idoubt if Early Music fans would notice this kind of criticism, though
they may notice its touch of brightness. For myself, I'll wait for the
non-integrated version that may get over these problems, and will
allow its use with better quality arms. Still the best Ortofon yet.

Pickering 7500

The introduction of the MC200, which is not are-casing of one of
their old models, but based on an entirely new generator design, may
well change all that because this is, in my opinion, the finest sounding
Ortofon m-cyet, and quite abit better than their others. However, it
may take until Ortofon bring out a thin mounting version of the
cartridge ( like all the others in this report) before they reap the benefits
of the success they deserve.
The MC200 is based on their low- mass integrated 'Concorde'
designs, but with ahardened plastic construction and aheavy collar to
bring the arm/cartridge mass to a suitable value for a lowish
compliance cartridge such as this ( 13cu claimed). The complete
assembly weighs 16.5gm and is well suited mechanically to the two
arms used for these tests, the FR 64fx and the Rega. Don't let its sexy
good looks and IEC/SME arm adaptor make you think it's designed for
low mass arms — it isn't.
Design points of interest include the use of asamarium/cobalt ring
magnet to give a ' symmetrical and homogeneous magnetic field', and
aboron cantilever that has the diamond business end wedged into a
cut-out at its free end. The shape, regardless of any other virtues, does
mean that the end of the cantilever is full of dust trapping cavities, and
careful cleaning will be required more than for many other cartridges.
The stylus profile is of a line-contact type. Finally, overhang and
alignment of the cartridge perpendicular to the plane of the record can
be arranged within the construction of the body itself.

Measurements

A low compliance design with awell damped construction, the MC200
is suited to arms of medium to high mass — the usual story with m-c.
Coil resistance is the lowest ( just!) of the group, making the Ortofon
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Faced with the exploding popularity of the moving-coil at the top end
of the price scale— and their current very vigorous growth at the lower
price levels — the really big cartridge makers like Shure, ADC and
Pickering/Stanton have been forced to react ( or, in the case of Shure,
to think about reacting). ADC's reaction was examined earlier, and
Shure are expected to make their intentions cleat afew days after this
goes to press.
Pickering, though, have taken anew and original tack and produced
what is in effect acompromise design intended to combine the best
properties of m- m and m-c cartridges. And they have almost
succeeded.
The design is essentially that of aconventional m- m cartridge with
an interchangeable stylus. It follows the familiar Pickering/Stanton '
pattern except that the bent metal mounting bracket has been beefed
up — it's now quite asolid affair when mounted in aheadshell. The
unusual feature is that instead of a large number of coil windings,
which give the traditional high output voltage at the expense of high
inductance/resistance and therefore sensitivity to loading, they have
put just afew coils of wire in, which results in typical m-coutput levels
and (theoretical) imperviousness to loading. As on most Pickering/
Stanton products Iknow of, compliance is alittle higher than medium.

Measurement

The output voltage is about average for an m-c, and well within the
accepted limits. Compliance is on the high-ish side and a low-tomedium mass arm would be
best, especially as the Pickering has very low internal
damping, making the combination of 7500 plus massy
arm fundamentally unstable.
Pickering supply a brush
which fits on the front of the
cartridge, and this does restore the damping to the sort
of values seen in other cartridges, but it does it at the
expense of some muddying
and thickening of sound
105

ROGERS Studio 1Loudspeaker
'On comparing the Studio 1against the
(Quad) ESL for descriptive purposes,
using only good and mostly well-known
sources, the differences were more often
than not small.. Another British success,
and Iam very happy to recommend it:
TREVOR ATTWELL. HI-FI NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW.
AUGUST 1981

'It is an exceptional performer by 'Choice'
Standards.. It offers awide and smooth
response, ahigh power capacity and
dynamic range, plus alevel of colouration and neutrality in the genuine monitor class:
BEST BUY- MARTIN COLLOMS.HI-FI CHOICE NO 26 LOUDSPEAKERS.DECEMBER1911

ROGERS A100 amplifier
What is obvious is that the A100 amplifier is an absolutely superb
performer, and is abargain at £300.
CHRIS FRANKLAND. EDITOR OF POPULAR

FEBRUARY 1980

-still

£ 299 + VAT but even more of abargain now that the
MCP100 pre- pre amplifier is included in the price.
Other Rogers products available are:LS3/5A loudspeaker 1100 FM tuner • A75 DI amplifier •
175 FM tuner.

Astepcloserto perfectioll

Rogers

o

ar

HIGH • FIDELITY

'NOTTINGHAM
15 MARKETSTREET 412137/8

Bortletts1
175 HOLLOVOAY ROAD, LONDON N7 8JB
MAIL ORDERS: 01-607 2148.
GENERAL ENQUIRIES: 01-607 2296.---'OPEN 9.30-6.00 MONSAT. (CI. THURS.)
CASSETTES

BASF
LH
LHI
Ci102
SUPER CRO2
FE/CR
MAXELL
UL
UD
UDHI
UDXLII
UDXLIS
UDXLIIS
METAL
SONY
CHI

46

.61
85
1.14
1.23
1.43
1.54
2.80
-

REEL TO REEL
BASF
LP
DP
MAXELL
UD35/90
Uf.D(L35/906
UX35/180
111:WL35/108B
SONY
USLH7-55013
ULH11.110981
SCOTCH
207

60
.63
98
1.15
1.66
1.49

5"
3.25
3.70

120
1.26
1.72
2.24

.62
1.18
1.44
1.60
1.90
2.00
3.50

62 .85

3,v•

3.70
5.20

7" 10V2"
5.20 6.20 4.00
5.00

-

11 .
00
14.00
4.56- 12.50
6.30

VIDEO
VHS'
JVC

90
.84
1.32
1.50
2.20
1.99

E60

15.00

E120 £ 180 £240

- SONY/BETA

BHF
AHF
CD ALPHA
FE/CR
METAL
TDK
D
AD
OD
SA
SAX
METAL MA
MARC
TECHNICS
RTLN
RTXD
RiXA
RTMX

vinuasural
The firm for Speakers
Just

50

j

Fe will bring you the latest Wilmslow Audio

80 page catalogue packed with pictures and specifications
of HiFi and PA Speaker Drive Units, Speaker Kits,
-

-

78

.
96

1.25
1.32
3.00

1.19
1.63
1.78
4.00

.61 .69
88
.98
1.11
1.22
1.57
1.81
2.78

80
1.15
1.57
1.65
2.20
2.66
3.87

2.273

.76
1.09
1.36
2.70

TDK
LX35/90 LX35/180N LX 35 /906 - LX 35 /180BM - LX 50-1 208U - 9X35/906 - 9X35/180BM
- 9X50/120BM - -

Cabinet Kits....

96

1000 items for the constructor

1.83

1.02
1.50
1.94
3.98

CROSSOVER NETWORKS AND COMPONENTS.
GRILLES, GRILL FABRICS AND FOAM. PA, GROUP
DISCO CABINETS - PLUS MICROPHONES AMPLIFIERS - MIXERS - COMBOS - EFFECTS SPEAKER STANDS AND BRACKETS - IN- CAR
SPEAKERS AND BOOSTERS ETC. ETC.
* Lowest prices - Largest stocks *
* Expert staff - Sound advice *

3.60 9.95
3.95
- 10.95
9
.
95
4.60
- 1225
- 1100

* Choose your DIY HiFi Speakers in the comfort *
of our listening lounge.
(Customer operated demonstration facilities)
* Ample parking *
* Access

Visa •

American Express accepted *

VIDEO HEAD CLEANERS

ALLSOP
TDK
MAXELL
Panasonic
TDK

BETA VHS
13.95 13.95
8.50
7.50 5.65
5.65

7.20
7.65

21.
0625 529599
8.50
8.95

8.65 TDILHUSRADE
100
9.55 11.30
1125 1250 1370
1.500
L750
L830
30mins65mins 95mins 130mins 195mins 215mins
4.70
5.20
5.95
670
8.50
9.65
PHILIPS/GRUNDIG 2000 - BASF VCC 480 (4HRS)
19 50
P & PON ALL ORDERS - £ 1.00 ANY SIZE ORDER

14.00

35 /3 9 Church Street, Wilmlsow, Cheshire
LIghtnIng serv,ce on telephoned credoi card orders

SK9 1AS
,

1-1
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Elite MCP555

Fidelity
Research
M201

Ortofon
MC200

Pickering
XSV7500S

Pioneer
PC70MC

0.32

0.23

0.19

0.15

0.42

0.42

+0.1
37.7

-0.8
3.3

-0.9
6.5

-0.6
2.7

+0.2
2.8

-0.1
37.6

2.9
1.7
£99
Dynavector
Systems Ltd,
52 Park Rd,
Kingston
KT2 6AU

4.2
1.9
£149
Elite Townshend Ltd,
Enterprise
House, 44-46
Terrace Road,
Walton on
Thames
Surrey KT12
2SD

3.6
2.6
£133
Wilmex Ltd,
Compton
House,
35 High Street,
Malden,
Surrey KT34DE

3.5
3.0
£115
Harman UK
Ltd, Mill St.,
Slough,
Berks

2.8
3.2
£132
Cambrasound Ltd,
Freedex House,
4-10 North Rd,
Islington N7
9HN

2.2
1.9
£160

Model

ADC
Astrion

ADC MC1.5

Dynavector
DV50A

Output, mV
(1kHz, 5cm/s)

6.45

0.65

Channel balance, dB RvL
Source resistance ohms
THD%
300Hz, + 7dB vertical
300Hz, + 11db lateral
Typical Price

-0.1
93.3

-0.1
903

3.1
3.0
1.6
1.8
£215
£215
Manufacturer/Distributor BSR Ltd, Powke Lane
Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B64 5QH

quality. Ilistened to the cartridge without this brush, but the Ittok arm
is still a bit massy to be ideal.
In error, the frequency response of the 7500 was measured into
50k-ohm/150pF, as for a high output m- m, but the curve that results
fits exactly one Ihad done on aprevious occasion for another sample
of the same cartridge. Nevertheless, the higher-than- normal internal
inductance ( for an m-c, that is) of 1mH means that it may prove
load- conscious into low impedance inputs which are often heavily
slugged with capacitance to control an m-c's electrical resonance. I
therefore used both the 470 ohm Naim input and Pickering's own P20
battery power pre- amplifier. The P20 costs £ 106 by the way ( see later).
The intrinsic response of the 7500 rises a little towards the higher
frequencies but is nevertheless reasonably flat, though separation is
only fair. Tracking ability, on the other hand, is first class - this being
one of the selling features of this m- m and m- ccross-fertilisation.

On audition

The sound of the Pickering in the test system had the kind of internal
consistency at all volume levels that indicates a flat or nearly flat
frequency response. Using the P20, Pickering's rather expensive
step-up proved too expensive, given the kind of coarse, gritty
performance the 7500 gave in this combination. Although it robs
something of the precision from the sound, the QED MCA- 1head- amp
would be a better choice for those in need of a step-up.
This is obviously avery fine cartridge by any standard appropriate
to £ 100 models, but in the end it was not the kind of sound Iwould
want to live with. It's not that it did anything especially wrong, rather
that what it did tended not to take on the quality and feeling of life that
agood hi-fi system should be able to imbue in music. The 7500 has a
rather clinical edge, and a certain coarseness which accompanies
much of what it plays. When called on to reproduce a violin, for
example, it reveals its piercing quality and the strength and attack of
the bowing - but it does not reveal how sweet a violin can sound.
Having said all this, its even, quite powerful nature and the vast
quantities of detail it can extract will win it many friends.

Pioneer PC-70MC

Whilst the main impetus to the
acceptance of the moving- coil
cartridge
has come from
Japan ( only Ortofon of Denmark can claim to be asignificant exception to this) by and
large it has been the smaller
companies such as Supex, FR,
Audio Technica etc who have
been mostly responsible. Yes,
AT are certainly large by UK
audio standards, but they're
small by Japanese ones, and
the true giants have left this market largely to the specialists.
Nevertheless, although the returns from such devices are probably
chicken feed by the standards pertaining to the likes of Pioneer, as a
broadly based hi-fi company it is not surprising to find they like, at
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Pioneer GB Ltd,
Pioneer House,
The Ridgeway,
Iver, Bucks
SLO 9JL

least, to keep their hand in, as it were - if only for the kudos a top
ranking m-ccan bring.
Pioneer's PC70 is just such acartridge. At £ 160 it is afairly up-market
product, and it boasts its fair ration of advanced technology ( such as a
tapered beryllium pipe cantilever- not asolid rod). The coils use that
Japanese speciality, oxygen-free copper. Effective tip mass must be
low, to judge from the claimed 80kHz bandwidth, though no limits are
given, and this upper limit may be well above the tip mass/vinyl
resonance area. The body structure also appears not to be atotally
conventional item. Its ' base' ( I'm not quite sure which part the base is,
but it's probably the visible shiny bit) is ' moulded aluminium block resonance free' but despite this, and the use of no less than 4magnets,
body weight is given as just 4 ± 0.3gm! In other respects, the PR-70MC
follows the traditional road, having anon user- replaceable stylus and
alow output requiring astep-up ( which according to Pioneer should be
40-100 ohms). This advice seems alittle strange in view of the internal
resistance of the Pioneer which is given bythe manufacturer- and also
measures as - just under 40 ohms.

Measurements

The frequency response of this cartridge shows an unusual characteristic, being humped up around 200Hz-1kHz, gently falling away on
either side. Still, the fall-off is very gentle, and there are no resonant
peaks within the audible band ( generally taken to lie below 20kHz).
Compliance is in the medium class as shown by the trace below 15Hz;
this is of course dynamic compliance, and static compliance is rather
higher than this ( aclaimed 30cu, in fact) meaning that arm mass on the
lower side of medium should be used. Still, the lttok used was quite
satisfactory in practice.
Apart from these points, the measurements for the Pioneer were
entirely conventional, and in two respects - distortion and channel
balance - the figures were very good indeed. Tracking ability was not
so good, though. It only managed to 40p,m test band on Ortofon's test
record and with the first band of HFS '81- Dynavector excepted - had
the worst performance of any model in this group.

On audition

The main problem area to emerge on audition was that the sound
quality changed with level. Even at low levels the Pioneer has a hard
quality associated with it, but this hardness rapidly increases with
recorded level, so that peaks tend to ' shout'. There are two possible
mechanisms at play here: either the frequency response imbalance
results in a perceived change in tonal quality with increasing level in
line with the ear's changing response to sound with volume level, or
the Pioneer's limited tracking ability is to blame.
Apart from this, there is agood deal that is obviously good about the
Pioneer. It gives the impression of sounding brighter than the
measurements imply, and has an analytical quality which allows it to
plumb more information from the groove than even the Ortofon
manages. My notes say of the PC-70WIC that it's like bringing a
microscope to the music, but it doesn't have the Ortofon's smoothness or overall realism.
The Pioneer is also unforgiving to record surface noise which
sounds over-energetic rather than loud. Stereo is very well laid out by
this cartridge in combination with the test system, with areal feeling
of depth and solidity to the sound - but it would be hard to give an
overall recommendation as the balance vital in an expensive cartridge
is lacking

e
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An Invitation to all Music- Lovers:

COME AND LISTEN TO
THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUDSPEAKERS
It is over twenty five years since we, at MUSIC IN THE HOME, acclaimed
QUAD's original Electrostatic Loudspeader, and this remarkable design
remained our automatic top choice for avery long period. More recently,
however, although loudspeakers of amore conventional kind have shown
significant progress, not only in performance but also in terms of
compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to
the QUAD ELS. At last, after agestation period of some 18 years (which
ought to secure it aplace in 'The Guinness Book of Records'!), QUAD have
unveiled their ELS 63 and we invite you to spendsome time in its company at
our studio, where we are sure you will agree it was worth waiting for.
With the QUAD ELS 63 we now demonstrate the remarkable PINK
TRIANGLE turntable—a 'state of the art' design of the highest excellence,
ideally suited to complement the naturalness of the ELS 63 and of the
matching QUAD amplifier system. We realise, of course, that the cost of
such components places them beyond the reach of many music lovers, and
such people will continue to find our studio an oasis of proactical, good sense.
Indeed, you will be astonished to discover how closely you can approach the
most exalted levels of audio excellence at afraction of the cost.
These days, moreover, our service extends beyond the audio field
(equipment, discs and tapes) to the realm of video, for we supply and instal
the finest Colour TV sets and Video Recorders. We have also decided, after
aquarter of acentury, todiscontinue LIVE RECORD REVIEW, our regular
Saturday afternoon recital. Instead, you can ' listen at leisure' to the QUAD
ELS 63 and to other loudspeakers, not least the magnificent little,
BBC-designed LS3/5A which has been out 'best-seller' for the past six years
and continues to astonish all who visit our studio.
On thenoun. uparrot LS:; 5A Mal...ogle C111.11 Whig: ' Und huh uhen lunketlh,., ' sup:, •
‘Nooter ot the JR ope. Me outcome can onl> lue desci thed
esen
motle,t1% - priced ,, ncilIar equmment

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01 229 207 -

Quality turntables
in kit-form from Input Design

The
Uncommon
Denominator
Every one of these famous labels
has chosen the great B&W Model 801
as primary classical music monitor.
If international critical acclaim needed
any practical confirmation, the world's
major recording companies have surely
provided it.

At £80 to £ 105 respectively, the Cadet
and Kitdeck represent the finest value
for money around. Available from quality
retailers throughout the U.K. Write or
phone immediately for our brochure
and dealer list. The soundest investment
you will ever make.

If this makes you want to hear the 801
for yourself, talk to your B&W dealer about it.

o INPUT DESIGNL
TD

B&W Loudspeakers Ltd
Meadow Road Worthing West Sussex
Tel . (0903) 205611

819112RX

1

I

Victoria liouse. Shorn-read Street,
BigglesWacle. Beds. SG18 OAP

Telephone: BigglesWade (0767)316655 Telex: 8266y
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Pr

The West End's local hi-fi
and video specialists. We're near to
Goodge Street and only five minutes
walk from Tottenham Court Road
tube station.

Visit our enormous showrooms
packed full with the latest in hi-fi and
video equipment. Check out our low,
low prices - all models are on
display, so ask our expert staff for a
demonstration.

AZAT 61 Charlotte Street London W1 4DN 01-580 4632/3/4/5

ileAMPLIFIERS 1111,
Ott re ii Ma e
'Ili, V 9
cio
AMI
AMU 11
AMU 22
AMU 33
DENON
PMA510
PMA540
JVC
AI OX
AX1
AX2
AX3
AX4
MARANTZ
PM310
PIONEER
SA420
SA520
SA620
SA720
Al
AS
SANSUI
All D5
AUDI
AUD9
AUD22
AUD33
SONY
TAAX2
TAAX3
TAAX4
TAAX5
TECHNICS
SUV3
SUV5
SUV7
TRIO
KA900

£ 7.50
£77.50
f103.50
£74.00
£124.00
Phone
for
Best
Prices
f176.00
£ 5.00
Phone
for
Best
Prices
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
£81 00
£ 108 00
POA
POA
Phone for
Best
Prices
£
266.00

r

d... TUNERS

AKAI
DENON
TU520
JVC
TX1L
TX2L
TX3L
TX6L
PIONEER
TX520L
TX720L
TX7800
F7
F9
TECHNICS
STS4L
STS4T
STS6
JVC
RS33L
RS55L

POA
£ 3.00
£ 6.00
£136.00
£99.09
£150.00
POA
POA
f99.00
Phone for
Best Prices
£117 00
£134.00
£162.00
£156.00
f184.00

RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS

PIONEER
SX400
SX600
SX700
SONY
STRVX21.
STRVX3L
STRVX41
STRVX5L
TECHNICS
SA313
SA515

Phone for
Best
Prices
£
95
f140
£216
£253

00
00
00
00

£
215.00
£251.00

T
i

rCASSETTE

Ill ' .1.

DECKS
111111:1

AMI
CSM3
£7.00
£77.00
CSM4
£110.00
CSE11
GXF35
£155.00
AIWA
ADM860
£230.00
£180.00
ADM500
AD3100
£6.00
AD3200
£125.00
AD3500
f158.00
£172.00
A03600
AD1800
POA
JVC
(DA11
Phone for
004
Best
Prices
005
D035
£100
NAKAMICHI
N4808
£
240.00
N4802
£280.00
N4812
f357.00
N482Z
£420.00
N581Z
£480.00
N582Z
£ 57.00
N681ZX
£
980.00
N6827ZX
£660.00
PIONEER
C1320
CT520
Phone
for
C1720
CT4
Best
CTS
Prices
CT8R
CT9R
SANSUI
095
0150
D303M
D350M
D550M
SONY
TCFX2
TCFX3
TCFX5
TCFX5C
TCFX6C
TCFX7
TCD5M
TCK81
TECHNICS
RSM205
RSM215
RSM225
RSM230
RSM250
RSM255
RSM260
RSM280

Phone
for
Best
Prices
£85.00
£9.00
£13000
f148.00
£180.00
f232.00
f266.00
£256.00
£75.00
f84.00
£104.00
£130.00
£145.00
POA
£160.00
£315.00

SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)
AUDIOMASTER Full Range
A.R.
AR18S
AR28S
AR338S
AR91
AR94
AR915
AR925

POA

Phone
for
Best
PriceS

JBL
196
£420 00
1112
POA
R82
f136.00
JR
MAGNA
£110.00
METRO
f85.00
6114
331
POA
317
POA
KOSS
M80 DYNAMITE £131.00

Smokers Continued

SPECIAL
SALE OFFERS
ADC
3001 ,,,,
AIWA
AD 1250
Microsystem M302
DENON
DP3OL
DUNLOP
Systemdeck
HITACHI
DE10
NAKAMICHI
6802 X
ROTEL
RA714
PANASONIC
2800 system
SG2200
SG2220
SG240
SG165
SONY
TCK77R
TAF55
PSX55
PSX65
PSX75
TECHNICS
STZ1L
TOSHIBAMUREX
PCX6OAD
PCG2
System 10

MONITOR AUDIO
MA2
MA18
MA83
MA84
TANDY
CAMBRIDGE
OXFORD
BERKLEY M11
STRATFORD
WINDSOR...
WHARFEDALE
LASER 40
LASER 60
LASER 80
LASER 100
E20
£30
550
E70
E90
YAMAHA
95044
951000M

£ 113.00
£99.00
f235.00
£
99.00
£299.00
£68.00
f499.00
£99.00
£320.00
£ 165.00
£210.00
£
300.00
£390.00

£287.00
£ 120.00
f372.00
f232.00
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
£ 3.00
£ 0.00
£99.00
£ 135.00
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
DMA
f475.00

EULUILEI

£226.00

£
106.00

£86.00
£113.00
£153.00

•IMMI•

£
53.00
£ 130.00
f75.00
£250.00

THE LATEST VIDEO,
TVA»
HI PI SYSTEMS
AT

AIWA
APD50
GERM
DP33
DP601
DP55K
JVC
LA21
LA31
LF41
C1LA5
GLYSE
GLY3F
PIONEER
PL120X
P1.320

£138.00
£180.00
f222.00
£178.00
£59.00
£70.00
f87.00
£ 8.00
£
206.00
f160.00

AT32E MC cartridge
£70 00
AT3200XE MC cartridge
£
25.00
DENON
01103 MC cartridge
£72 00
SL103D MC cartridge
£120 00
DL103S MC cartridge
£80.00
DL303 MC cartridge
136.00
AU320 MC cartridge transtromer
£72.00
HA500 MC pre-pre-amp
£89 00
MAYWARE
Formula 4
Mark Ill
£
57 50
ORTOFON
VMS20E Mk II
MM (
cartridge only) £ 18 00
VMS30E Mk II
MM cartridge
f28 00
Complete range available
POA
S.M.E.
30060 pick-up arm ...
E140 00
300952 pick-up arm .
£77 00
3009 series II improves
f72 00
3012 Fl pick-up arm ..
148 00
Series Ill pickup arm £ 125 00
Series II1S pick-up arm £ 91 00
Fluid damper FDIIIS . £ 13 50
Fluid damper F0200
£22 00
SHURE
M75HE MM cartridge . £23.00
M75MEJ MM cartridge £21.00
M95HEJ MM cartridge
£21.00
M95EJ MM cartridge
f19 00
V15 Type IV MM canridge £6900
V15 Type Ill MM cartridge £55.00
M95HE MM cartridge
£29.00
M97EJ MM cartridge ...... £29.00
M97HE MM cartridge . £45.00
RACK er
SYSTEMS

PL62e

Phone
P1720
for
PL2
Best
PL4
Prices
PL6
PL7
SANSUI
FRD25
POA
FRD7'6
POA
FRD124
POA
FRD55
POA
TECHNICS
SLE1232
SLD202
Phone
SLD303
SL0303
for
SLIGL 1
Best
SLDL1
Prices
SL7
SLID
SL15
TFIORENS
TD104 Mk II
TD105 Mk 11
Phone
10160 BC 1'
for
T01 15Mk II
Best
T0180 Super
Prices
10126 111 C
TO 126111 BC
Please inquire Thorens TD160
ted with ario

IMBEATABLE
PRICES

Video
AMI
VS5
VS10
JVC
HR7200
HR7300
GX88 Camera
GX33 Camera
HR2200 portable
HR7700
PANASONIC
NV7200
NV2010
NV2000
NV3000 Portable
VW3000 camera
168/3030 camera
SONY
SLC7
SLC5
SONY TV
KV1400
KV1612
KV2204
PANASONIC TV
TC2216

£575.00
£660.00
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
£450.00
POA
POA
POA

POA
POA
POA

Audio Tachnica
AT1103 arm
AT1010 arm
Signet XK50 arm
AT3OE MC cartridge

£349.00

a .L
1
._

REEL TO
.-.«
Fi
.
REEL /..- . 1*-DECKS
e l'
NM i ,,
. . , ... ..
TECHNICS
Z 11
Z22
System 80

ARMS &
CA RTRIDGES

£575.00
f425.00

PIONEER
X330
Phone
X550
for
0770
Best
0990
Prices
SANSUI
System 1000
POA
System 5000
POA
System 7000
POA
System 9000
POA
All prices exclude speakers
TECHNICS
211
f359.00
Z22
£450.00
System 80
POA
All prices include speakers

£
92.00
MO»
£ 9.50
f33.00

Phone
for
Best
Prices

Akai
GX40000
V4000E113
Tees X3

f187.00
£229.00
£
249.00

Prices ere subject re change vv ,thout Prior Notice

All Prices inclusive of VAT
Our excellent service is available to
you from 10am - 6pm Monday to
Saturday. Order by phone or by post
if you prefer- ( MOO delivery charge
per item.) Access and Barclaycard
welcome, and credit facilities
available.
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CHARLOTTE St
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We're proud of our reputation - we
export worldwide and our service is
second to none. Come and find out
for yourselves!

113:1=3
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CHESHIRE

ye

B& B
HI-FI

36 Minster St. Reading 583730
Priory Rd. High Wycombe 35910
6Q NordtrookSt Newbuiy32474
09 Wellington St. Luton 27758

SIMPLY THE BEST

IRELAND

*Technics ` Nag
•Optonica ' Dual
'Pioneer ' Sony
'AR.
• Sansui
•KEF
* JVC
*Celestion ' Bruton
*Panasonic
&W
*Quad • Sennheisser
*Trio * Hitachi
'Aiwa .Teac
*Autex * Mordatiot
*Ariston
Short. etc.

REAL HI-FI
IN
A&R A60
SUPEX

81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU.
061-225 4448 061-248 6206

HAMPSHIRE

JR

ARC

HARBETH

Phone Wilmslow 526213
for an expert guide to the
territories cif:

A&Ilt Dual _
AIWA

GO PIONEER'

HITACHI ()MONICA ME
Plus
u • I
, •
• tlél•AKIN

•

•

leFl MARKETS
Sensible advice from expert stall

• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm 3 Direct cut discs
• Approved agents ADC. Aiwa. AKG. AR. A & R. Anston.
Audioref, Audio Technica. B&W, Beyer. Celef. Celestion,
Chartwell.Crimson,Decca.Denon.Diesis, Dual, EAR. Electro,
Elite. Entre, Gale. Glans. Grace. Grado, Hadcock. Harbeth.
Heybrook, JPW. KEF, Lentek. Linn Isobarik,Linn Sondek.
Maxell. Meridian MFSL. Michell, Mission. Monitor Audio.
Monster, Nagaoka. Nakamichi. Nightingale, Optonica.
Ortofon, QED. Quad, Radford. RAM. RCL. Reference.
Renos. Rogers. Sansui, Satin. Sennheiser. Spendor.
Stanton. Stas. STD. Sugden, Supex. Swallow, Syrinx.
Systemdek. Tangent. Technics. Trio. TSR. Yamaha. and
others.
ACTIVE SYSTEMS BY MERIDIAN, SWALLOW AND
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

wtmSiOvv

5Swan Street, Wilmslow,
Cheshire Teteptione 0625 526213
For

GLOUCESTERSHIRE

THE
HI.FI & MUSIC SHOP FOR
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
DISCOUNT
PRICES
ON
MOST
EQUIPMENT
AGENCIES INCLUDE: HITACHI. TECHNICS. J.V.C.
AR.. K.E.F.. MORDAUNT SHORT. MARANTZ. SONY,
QUAD. AKAI. ROTEL. TANNOY TOSHIBA. TEAC.
NAT- PAN.
TDK.
TRIO.
MONITOR
AUDIO.
AUDIOMASTER. SENNHEISER.
FISHER. AUREX
ETC
RAY ELECTRICAL LTD,
287 HIGH ST., CHELTENHAM.
TEL 22317

BERKSHIRE

ADVICE- DEMONSTRATION- DEL IVFRYINSTALLATION-FULL THREE YEAR
GUARANTEE •
All part of the Service!

WE ARE HAPPY TO RECOMMEND AND
SUPPLY:-

ARISTON-DUAL-LOGIC-LUX-LINNS PRODUCTS
MICHELL•REGA RESEARCH•SYSTEMDEK-THORENS
GRACE-ITTOK-MISSION-MAYWARE-S.M.E.-SYRINXHADCOCK-AUDIO•TECHNICA-ASAK-DYNAVECTORELITE-GLANZ-GRADO-GOLDRING-KOETSU-SUPEXSHURE-A&R ( CAMBRIDGE)- HAFLER-LENTEK-ONIXQUAD-ROTEL-ROGERS•CHARTWELL-HARBETHNIGHTINGALE-TANGENT AIWA-ARMSTRONG
SEOUM-SENNHEISER-A K G - STAX-BEYER etc etc etc.
—
Hours of business: 9.30 am- 5.30 pm. Mon to Sat

RADLETT ,A UDIO
CONSULTANTS
all that's best in real Hi -Fi

Rego, Celef, Oracle, Koetsu, Threshold,
ProAc, Linn Sondek, A & R, Lentek,
Systemdek, Electro-cornpaniet, Supex,
Syrinx,
Tresham Audio,
Dynavector,
Michell, Fidelity Research, J BE, Diesis,
Quad, Quantum, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Elite,
Mission, Heybrook, Nagatronics, Jewel tone, JBL, Sugden, Trio, Stair, Entre,
Ny-tech, Meridian, Discwasher, MFSL,
Demonstrations by appointment
Phone Radlett 3773 or 6497
Radlett Audio Consultants,
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

Hu> u Acct.,
es.

6 Haros Arcade
Friar Street,
Reading, Berks.
Telephone ( 0734)
585463.

QED. HEYBROOK

ENTRE

SATIN

GALE & MISSION

AUDIO CONSULTANTS LTD.,
Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road,
Rathmines,
Dublin 6
Tel: 961316

WEST SUSSEX
For the
finest
names
in

HiFi

r

BOWERS&
WILKINS

WORTHING
(BOWERS GD WILKINS)
LittlehamptonRoad•Tel.Worthing 64141

SOUNDS SUPREME

Agents

for.

Yamaha,

JVC,

KEF,

Sansui,

Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro, Rogers,
STD, Rega, Quad, Dual 8. Nakamichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, NAD,
Mission, Thorens.
136 PORTLAND ROAD

WEST MIDLANDS

HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone

Brighton 723399

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Demonstration facilities and specialist service for awide
range of carefully selected items including
ADC, Aiwa, Akai; AKG, A & R, Ariston, Audio Technica,
8 & W, Beyer, Celiac, Chartwel, Crimson, Denon, Dual,
Dynavector, Elite, Glare, Goldring, Grado, Harbeth,
Helius, Heybrook, IMF, JR, JVC KEF, Lentek, Linn, LN8,
Lowther, Mayware, Meridian MFSL, Michell, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Nagaoaka, Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon,
QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Spendor, STD, Sugden, Systemdek, Tandberg, Tannoy,
Technics, Thorens, Trio, Li/ter, Colin Walker.
Firewaye High Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham el 51
Telephone 021-455 0557.
9.30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

CHICHESTER
Fil) WT'
‘w..111m.e
Appointed stockists of A&R Cambridge, Lentek,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Nai m Aud io,
Tandberg,
Dual,
Sansui, Ortofon, SME,
Celestion, Goldring, Entre, Walker
40 LITRE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

HITACHI HI-FI CENTRE

PHASE 3 HIFI
Central Avenue, Bangor,
Northern Ireland
Agents for Logic, Systemdek, Elite,B&O,
and the Best of the Rest.
Ring Len on 0247-63404
14-16

MAIL ORDER
PART EXCHANGE

NAGAOKA

LENTEK

NOEL CLONEY

8 & 12 Hursley Road Chandlers '
Ford Tel: 2827 or 65232

HERTFORDSHIRE

SPENDOR

DENY°

DISCWASHER

Hampshire lode ltd

Very competitive prices

REGA

MERIDIAN

MORDAUNT-SHORT

Demonstrations strictly by appointment
please phone

2years guarantee on HiFi
Service Department on Premises

NAIM AUDIO

NYTECH

NAKAMIChil
ELITE

Lost in the Rill Jungle?

RELAND

LINNSONDEK

For an Appointment

of Worthing, Sussex.
ALSO AGENTS FOR:
SONY, TECHNICS, NAKAMICHI, SANSUI, PIONEER, TANDBERG, THORENS, STD, ADC,
WALKER,
SPENDOR,
MORDANT-SHORT,
CELESTION, KEF, DIESIS etc.
53 Brighton Road,Worthing,Sussex. Tel Worthing 206820.
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IT ISN '
THOBSON'
S
CHOICE

The PAGEANT 3is adistributed reflex
loudspeaker system incorporating three
transducers to retrieve the maximum
programme information most accurately. For
those who seek sound reproduction of the
highest quality, this superb model constitutes
an exemplary and unrivalled choice.
o

Never has there been a bigger choice in
turntables than there is now. From the
REGA PLANAR 2 (
f114.90) to the
ORACLE/SUMIKO/KOETSU (
f2,000).

,
©
o

DD,
C
7
CAFTNNAL 3

FESTIVAL 3
PAGEANT 3

Never has it been more necessary to find
and consult a reliable and competent dealer
on whom you can rely to provide a wide
choice of models with ample facilities and
peripheral equipment, to enable the
demonstration to cover as far as possible
your hi-fi ambitions and aspirations.

The PAGEANT 3is one of the superlative
new loudspeaker systems designed and
manufactured by Mordaunt-Short Ltd.
PAGEANT 3 £296.70 per pair, inc. V.A.T.
STAND £ 34.50 per pair, inc. V.A.T.

[INN
SONDEK

We have on demonstration, for example, seven LINN
SONDEK LP12's with the following arms fitted:REGA, BASIK, GRACE, MISSION, HELIUS, SYRINX
and ITTOK, to provide you with the fairest possible
comparisons of your selected pick-up arm.
Linn Sondek LP12 with Basik
Linn Sondek LP12 with Ittok/Asak
Dais & Helius
Rega Planar 3
Heybrook TT2/Basik
Walker CJ55 & Linn BaSik
(arm/cart)
Thorens TD160 & Rega arm
Logic & Mission or Helius arm
Linn LP12 & Mission 774
Oracle FP64FX & Koetsu Black

f386.00
f800.00
f549.00
f148.50
£291.00
f184.00
f174.00
f449.00
£489.00
£1,363.00

CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

CELESTION SL6 NOW ON
DEMONSTRATION
equipment

.c
csb

W. A.

E
ll son
401 Imithdown Rood 'Liverpool US 31J
Telephone 051- 755 6859
lot excellence in sound

ri

Mordaunt-Short Ltd

Manufacturers of High- Fidelity Loudspeaker Systems
Durford Mill, Petersfield, Hampshire. GU31 5AZ
Telephone: Flooate (STO. 073 080) 721/2
Telex: 86443 MS HIFI
Please send me details of your
new, advanced products.

NAME

Lunch 1-215 Closed Wednesdays
ADDRESS

HP Terms

Access

Visa Barclaycard

Keith Monks record cleaning service.
Widest range of specialist Audiophile records.

•

1

Send S.A.E. for lull list
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DEVON

WALES

SURREY

Alimo EXCELLENCE

FOR

DENON

THE

PROFESSIONAL
STANDARD IN HI-FI

AND WIDE RANGE OF OTHER LEADING MAKES

244-256 STATION ROAD, ADDLESTONE, SURREY

All demonstrated correctly in our
comfortable listening room.

HI-FI, VIDEO, TV, ALL THE BEST BRANDS IN STOCK.
NOW OPEN 7DAYS,
SUNDAY TO SATURDAY 9am to 6pm

13, Kings Road,
Cardiff
0222-28565

145, SIDWELL STREET, EXETER Tel 72814
36/38 STATION ROAD, TAUNTON Tel 73321

EAST SUSSEX
Complete system design from
£10,000 to around £200

,

conne

effries

.

F

4Albert Pde, Green St. Eastbourne Tel 0323 31336
69 London Rd. Brighton (closed Mon) Tel 0273 609431

WE WILL MATCH OR BEAT ALL PRICES

ove NAME 54 Y5 IT Au
Linn Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Arc, Dual,
Heybrook, Nad, Thorens, Nakamichi AR,
KEF, Celestion, SME etc

geek

4

,

AR, JBL, KEF, LUXMAN. MARANTZ,
MISSION, OPTONICA, ORTOFON, PIONEER, SANSUI,
SENNHEISER, SONY, TEAC,
TECHNICS, THORENS, TRIO

WEYBRIDGE 54522, 51753, 43769 (
511 nes)

CONTACT JOHN HODKINSON
FOR THE

LONDON

BEST DEAL
ON AWIDE RANGE OF

QUALITY HI-FI

SYSTEMS

ELECTROTRADER
COLWYN BAY (0492) 48932

LEWISHAM HI- Fl

We are main dealers for Technics, AR, Tannoy,
Toshiba, Wharfedale, Sanyo, Hitachi,
National Rogers.

EAST MIDLANDS

Competit ive prices on all makes of Hi FIequipment

57 Lee High Road, Lewisham, SE13.
Telephone 01-852 5487

NICK DAKIN
APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA.
LINN. MERIDIAN, QUAD.

SHROPSHiRE

BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL, HEYBROOK.
NAKAMICHI. TEAC, REVOX, TRIO
ALBARRY, QUANTUM, THORENS

VTR

and many other leading makes at competetive prices

ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE
45 RADFORD ROAD. NOTTINGHAM 783862

ellill.111
- - - - .
r E' E' Ir. • •

300 SERIES
AMPLIFIERS

These latest designs from the drawing board of John

Linsley. Hood. engineered to the very highest standard.
represent the very best that is available on the kit market

today The delicacy and transparency of the tone
quality enable these amplifiers to outperform. on aside
by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard set by his earlier 75 watt design
Three versions are offered. a30 watt with Darlington
output transistors, and a 35 and 45 watt both with
Mosfet output devices. All are of identical outside
appearance which is designed to match and stack with
our Lmsley - Hood cassette recorder 2.
Send for further details. Reprints & all articles 75p.
Post and VAT FREE
Hart triple purpose test ca ssette TCI.

SCOTLAND

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity

fitting new heads

Only C2 70 plus VAT and 50p

Edinburgh

031 557 1672

YORKSHIRE

This is abrilliant new Ted Rule designed tuner
that has everything' Gives you fantastic
stereo FM' reception
with pilot

CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

cancelling decoder IC Fluorescent

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED
Full Comparator Demonstrations

09'77-553066

digital display of frequency with
timer clock and stopwatch
functions
All this is not lust on the FM band, the tuner also
covers LW. MW. SW and even TV sound
Descriptive series of articles are in
the current issues of ' Practical

.

lust

Please write

giving further information
on these and
other kits

e

zes

0»*

129*

128
1.65*
2.18
2.71

. Promotion prices Whilst stocks lest
Fup Es f
Fup EX II
Sony ClIF
Sony BNE
Sony AME

097
123
0.25
0.70
0.88
1.18
110
129
096
ITN
125

Sony Alpha
Sony E'er
Sony UCX
Yashima UFO'
Yashima UFEWS
Yeshime I/CD

1.15
1,39
0.78
0.89
121
126
1.74
2.09
1/8
1A4
198

OUR PRICE GUARANTEE
PANS ORDER CUSTOMERS
If any pose s ofour AUDIO cassoltes

are not the 10WOSI, We will

supPly yo.0 II

at 1p less than NAMED oassertia GENUINELY AVAILABLE from any oth r
advents.,
Cimit 100 per customer Slate competitor/
PERSONAL SHOPPERS
As above, but 1p less than ye nuone h
ravailable from any LOCAL competitor
VIDEO "SPECIAL PURCHASr
VHS Fennel: E60 £952 E90 £595, E120 £605, E180 £7.95
Bete 1500 £530, L750 £8.65
VIDEO UBRARY

We will build you a
better hi-fi system to
appraise—lust phone
us.

or telephone for our free lists

I

Video Stockists

C10
O.»
1/9
165
1E9
1.49

mad

Order

o,

Il

personal shoppers Telephone r3ur nearest Estuary Audio branch or write
in for full details

telephone your requirements and

Barclay/Access numbe.

V.H.S.

C60
099
095
1.29
1.49
135
159
068
098
1.11
1.22
1.57
1.88

Hundreds of titles aimileble born less than 0e, per day

Wireless' Send for your copy
of our price list All prices
exclude VAT and postage
ill
Instant easy ordering,
i

ERIC WILEY
64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

Practical Wireless ' Winton Tuner'

THAN OUR NORMAL (UNIT) SHOP PRICES

Mane ut
Meese SD
/Armen LIOXIT
Mexell UDXLI-S
Maxell UDX111
Mamie UDXLII-S
TOILS
TM AD
TDK OD
TDK SA
TOK SA.X
MK MA

34 Northumberland Street,

level,
One tnexpenstve
head azimuth
testand
cassette
tape enables
speed Invaluable
you to set up
when
VU

postage

aim am mob
CUT ME OUT! ••
TO BUY AT THESE PRICES CO>
WHICH ARE AT LEAST
e io LESS II

LINSLEY-HOOD

Blank Tapes despatched in 7Pays by RECORDED DELIVERY
Minimum Order 115. p&p 65p, tirders over £27 50 post free.

Allots io ESTUARYA1.10100erc D/FIE
I1116118URY STATION. LONDON N5
1607 06441 CALLERS WELCOME

eS e‘,3
(
.0eC ,tetle
s
,,let
‘ci.•
oPs•

Errícks'of Bradford

First Floor Rawson Square
Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4lines

C2
137 Bishoosyme
Bytiverpool
Street Stoma'
S. h LO 1
TN WM. Mad
0742 587776

EC2
Mesom Aso
30ColonanSt
BRISTOL
29 Demon Sam
02721=e
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EG4

Set
330 Vau al
.
01 834 3117
BIRMINGHAM

klenuen llse Sin
thiP.0&11.
1
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01 236 9480
12n...31w
114399210
ESSEX
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=
0702012051
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Classified Advertisements
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £ 2.00

extra. Trade rates 27p perword, minimum £6.75. Copyand remittance for advertisements in JUNE issue must reach
these offices by 22nd April addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.

Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi- Fi News & Record Review, Link House,
Dingwall' Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No.
indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or ' ( 2) it is in a business employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- private

SPENNOR Ball rosewood with stands 10 month old £450;
NA KAMICHI N 582 with infra red remote control - 30 hrs use £400: DYNA VECTOR CARAT RUBY with matching transformer DV6X 80 hrs use £ 100. Box No 0689 ( E)

ACTIVE LINN KANS comprising modified Linn Kans and 2x
Crimson Elekt rick CS1204 main amps. ( Ilk WPC) and computer
designed active crossovers. £320 the lot or will split Active Kans
£200, CS1204 E50 each, crossover £20. Also Ioff Crimson Elektrik
CS1204 main amp (50 WPC) £50. Reason getting ProAc Studio 3s.
Telephone Orpington 26469 eves. ( D)

B litWDM70 Continental Speakers, white, with Radford SPA50
power amp and SC24 preamp, and Philips GA202 and Shure VI5.
Immaculate condition and sound due to little use with owner being
abroad. Phone 0933 675500 after April 15th, sacrifice the lot £300.
(D)

BOWERS & WILKINS D.M.6 Monitor Loudspeakers. Walnut.
Custom Stands, Normal 8 ohms. 18 months Guarantee. One
owner. Immaculate. Complete with manufactures packaging and
instructions. May deliver. £395. R.W. Langley. Harrogate 69492.
(D)

VIDEOSONIC P.D.2 Dolby System £35. Leak Trough-Line
Stereo Tuner £ 5. 2G.E.C. Metal Cone speakers offers. 2coles
4001 G. Super Tweeters Offers. Goldring G900 IGC E.35.
Wharfedale W15-CS E15. Tel. (Grimsby) 42623 after 6pm. ( D)

QUAD 22 pre-amp and 2x11 power amps, £90. Ring 021 421 3721
evenings. (D)
MORDAUNT SHORT SIGNIFERS £300, Gale 40 IC Ole Stax
SR3 + SRD6 t40, Leeson ACI + AP IX £ 100, Quad 33 + .303 1.1511,
Yamaha Cl 70()0 t250. Ortofon SME 30H £50, Cartridges; AKG
P8E E15. Satin M II7G £20. U.A.D. Head Amp. ELN). Atkinson.
Berkswell 32110. ( D)
REVOX A78 Amplifier wanted any age considered. Phone Chris
Wilbraham. 061 928 6593. ( D)
HAFLER DH101/200 pre-amplifier with Moving Coil Input.
t100; Sirac 50 wpc valve power Amplifier. £50. Excellent working
order. Dr. Duncan Shaw, Sheffield (0742) 53905. (D)
2large (84 L» very slim; (
25 cm); tall ( 136 cm) line-sources loudspeaker enclosures of advanced design. very rigidly built and
finished to professional standards. 4 KEF B 200s and T 27s per
speaker with computer aB crossover provide concert hall type
power levels with incredible door shaking bass of unusual solidity
and clarity. A new experience in listening to anyone with alarge
enough room. Ring Thanet (0843) 43200 for demonstration. ( D)
KEF Concerto Speakers £ 120 ono. Leak Stereo 70 amp, Leak
Stereo Tuner, Good working Order. Akia 4((X)D Tape Deck.
needs attention £60 the lot Guildford 77922 evenings, East Horsley
4097 daytime. ( D)
VINTAGE ITEMS 2leak sandwich speakers one 15 ohms one 8
ohms £25. each. Garrard 301 connoisseur SAU2 £ 15. Kenilworth
0926 53349 eves. ( D)
HI Fl NEWS March '57 to Jan'61 and VOL 7Clean and complete
Also 1956/7/8/62 Year Books Offers AVO Model 8/V, test cert.
instructions leads Mint £70 Phone 0482 659219. ( D)
SELLING BACK NUMBERS HEN Volumes 1-18 most in excellent condition very few missing. Any reasonable offer accepted.
Buyer collects (Cambs/Beds area) Phone Gamlingay 50432
evenings. ( D)
SUPEX SDXI000 cartridge, factory seal unbroken half price,
GRACE arm, Sony TC158SD portable Dolby stereocassette deck
& microphone, best offers Tel. 01 455 9056. (D)
MISSION 770 with stands. Excellent condition. purchased
December 1980, want to go for Quad ESL. t290 ono. Derby
517013. ( D)
QUAD 33, not used since manufacturer's checkover, £75.
Hadcock GH228 with unilift, not used since manufacturers checkover £40. Telephone Dupree 09.30 to 17.30 on 01 734 6554. ( D)
LOWTHER CLASSIC 400 never used, still in sealed boxes offers
over £300. Also B & W DM 14 Hardly used £ 170. Evesham 6756. (D)
PAIR LOWTHER ACOUSTA Speakers, £50 (One PM6 drive
unit needs overhaul at approx. cost 00). Tel. West Wellow (0794)
23237 evenings. (D)

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

APRIL 1982

REVOX A77 Mk.4 Taperecorder. 2track, 346/7 1
2 ips, meticu/
lously maintained. Lines up for Revox 621. Price of £550 includes
over 80 reel of 3600 ft. Revox 621 tape Box no. 0690c/oHi Fi News.
(D)
DAYTON-WRIGHT SPL2b SOA Pre-amp OW. Klark Teknik
DN22 Equaliser t300 Dunlap Clark 1000 Stereo Amp £325.
Thorens 124/2bSME 3009 fixed head E100 Linn/Grace/Denon 103
£500 0203 363989 after 7pm. (D)
HAFLER DH I& Pre-amplifier £ 140. Cambridge Audio T55
Tuner £55. Sony TC100StudeCassette Recorder £45. SME Series
Ills arms, damper £65. Thorens TD124 Series II £50. Maidstone
77401. ( D)

STACKED QUAD ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS £550 ono.
(Will split) Quad 405 mint £ 140 Crimson Elektrik pre-amp £75
Cambridge PI00 £50 SME III £75. ono. Stafford 58707 ( D)

CLARK SPEAKERS continuous development of the Bailey/WW
triangular ineternal T/L cabinet. Buy the last pair but one ( hands
off the designer's own pair) for only £239 collected, whilst the
recession lasts, model name '31 H2'. usung T27, KO 40 and HP8B/
B200 far superior to the B139 version. Also, best seller TS- 22 for
only £ 115 and X-24. (31H2 hardwear in completely sealed smaller
enclosure) at £ 189 VAT included, tested and guaranteed on our
crossovers. 'As new' Volt ABR fir 116. B139 I:14 each:Other new
Drivers at list prices. Delivery 10% extra. Clark Speakers, 122 Hull
Road, Anlaby. North Humberside. Tel. 0482 656706. ( D)

PERSONAL
Clase Encounters Group, Personal introductions. dances.
parties, talks, social events. Meet interesting. attractive people.
All areas. Tel: ( Liverpool) 051 931 2844 ( 24 hours).
X

SERVICES

REVOX SERVICE
A77. 877 8/ A700 Tape Recorders Line up & rebiasing Replacement heads & brakes Full troubleshoot.
'rig, repair and test facilities Other makes considered

MOBITRACK SOUND
PROCESSES LTD.,
4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW1 1BN, Mx:.
01-891-281 5. ( 24 hours answering).

FOR SALE-trade
Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings. demos. masters studio
mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. I Broomfield
Close. Rydes Hill. G uildford. Tel: 0483 61684.
X
ATTENTION British and European Audiophiles! We are an
AMERICAN enterprise specializing in the direct sale ot
JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects (yes BANSEI available) accessories etc. All manufacturers lowest prices. Advice your requirements we'll quote
immediately. INTERSONICS, PO Box 113. Toyohashi 440,
JAPAN ( E)

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 year.' experience.
Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD. RANK. LEAK. SANSUL and elsewhere QUA LITY
VALVED EQUIPMENT Restored close to design. wherever
possible. 7days personal service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel:
01-5045467.
X

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes. mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. I
3a Hamilton
Way, London N3. Tel: 01-3460033.
X

BUILDING
SPEAKERS IS FUN!
- its easy and its inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flat- pack Cabinet kits
Also many types of famous make
surplus and reject cabinets available

WANTED

r
-^
WILMSLOW'
0E1

WANTED QUAD STEREO FM 2Tuner to match Quad 22 control
unit. Barry Roberts 57, Rhuddlah Road, Rhyl, Clwyd. Telephone
Rhyl 31681 or Rhyl 36553. ( D)

The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow. Cheshire

à

HMV MODEL 558 AM/FM tuner, Leak TL50 pair, Singlestonsidered, Revox G 36or 736, StuderC37.4TR, Early Hi Fi Yearbooks
56-60 set considered. Hi Fi News 76 to Date Tel. (Grimsby) 42623
after 6pm. (D)

113

So you've fancied some
WHARFEDALE E90 speakers —
But the bank manager won't co-operate' Dont despair now there are
Wilmslow Audio
.1.1.11•
flat-pack kits for
IIN I
,1 1 1.10 .11
the Wharfedale
I
1
.
t
ESO, E70 and E90.
A few hours of
easy and
interesting work
will complete
your speakers at
avery
considerable
saving on buying
'assembled'
Esystems.
,

High
Technology

4414 kí iti

1
N Ifl

CZ>

Loudspeaker
Driver
MRHF
Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
System Power Rating 100 Watt Max.
Above 400 Hz-20 kHz approx.
Dim 590 x128 mm approx.
Weight 3.3 kg
Tweeter may be used as Mid Range-with
Optional Super Tweeter
* Sensitivity 86 dB/VVatt Mean at 1 metre approx.
* As used in the Infinity System
*
*
*
*
*
*

1 Pair MRHF plus two Toroidal
Transformers Delivered U.K. Only £99.99

R.F.R. Dowling
7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462
71272

The kits contain all cabinet components — accurately machined for easy
assembly — all drive units, crossover networks, acoustic wadding, reflex
port trim, nuts, bolts, terminals, grille fabric, etc. The cabinets can be
painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer. Easy, foolproof
assembly instructions are supplied — no electronic or woodworking
knowledge necessary.
Prices:

E50 kit f182 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance £ 8
E70 kit £220 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance e 8
E90 kit £
330 per pair including VAT, carriage and insurance £10

Credit terms available through leading Finance House written details on request.

ire
L

LMS
MDOCJ

The firm for Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire

SK9 lAS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders ,
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V-3RX 3- motor, IC full logic transport control. Newly developed CA (Cobalt Amorphous) head

Dynamic Range:
110dB. It will
astonish you.

If you haven't heard aTEAC dbx*
cassette deck, you have a big surprise
in store. The dbx system
can give you dynamic ranges
up as high as 110 dB— that is as
wide as a live orchestra,
big band or rock group. From
,v
the mighty blast of the
full orchestra, to the tiniest
et.
sound of a pianissimo
soloist, you get it all.
And tape hiss? Gone. Banished
by the incredible dbx system.
Until you've heard it, you simply don't
know how fantastic cassettes can
sound. From TEAC. naturally.

V-5RX
3- motor, IC full logic
transport control

TEAC,

Where Art and Technology Meet

harman ( AUDIO) U.K. LTD.: Mill Street. Slough Berks

SL2 5DD Slough (0753) 76911

-

is .i-iiiiideinark ut dbx incorporm,

For your comprehensive Mission booklet
please send this coupon to:—
MISSION ELECTRONICS LTD.,
George St., Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6BD
Tel: (61480) 57151. Telex: 32333
Name
Address

HF
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